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PREFACE 
This study on topological dynamics is built up around some topics m the 
structure theory for minimal transformation groups (minimal ttgs). The cen-
tral themes are: 
a) quasifactors of minimal ttgs 
b) (weak) disjointness of homomorphisms of ttgs 
c) the equicontinuous structure relation. 
The notion of a minimal topological transformation group has existed as such 
for more than 50 years, but the structure theory is quite a young branch of 
mathematical research . Mainly under the influence of J. AUSLANDER. R. ELLIS 
and H. FURSTENBERG that theory arose in the sixties and, supplemented by 
the works of S. GLASNER. D. C. MCMAHON and T. S. WU. it was developed 
further in the seventies. In the framework of a thesis it is unfeasible to draw 
a complete picture of the history of the subject. However, arguments concern-
ing readability and notation and also the need for a consistent reference 
called for a extensive introduction in the form of chapter I. This chapter a lso 
contains some easy thoughts about semi-openness of homomorphisms that 
are helpful in the chapters IV and VII. 
In chapter II the action on the hyperspace is introduced as are quasifactors 
and the circle operation. 
The third chapter, as well, is chiefly introductory. The main theme here is to 
determine the equicontinuous structure relation in the case that there is 
enough almost periodicity to use the 'iY-topologies as introduced by 
H. FURSTENBERG in [F 63). The purpose of this chapter is not only the intro-
duction of the necessary notions but also the unification of the current 
approaches. 
The forth and fifth chapters are devoted to a special form of proximality: 
high proximality. In chapter IV the highly proximal extensions themselves are 
being studied. In particular, the lifting of homomorphisms to open 
homomorphisms through highly proximal extensions is being considered as is 
the question of what kind of properties are invariant under this process. 
Moreover, some attention is paid to the Maximal Highly Proximal extension 
of a minimal ttg. In chapter V this will be studied more deeply by consider-
ing the structure of MHP generators. These MHP generators are certain 
closed subsets of the universal minimal ttg that generate the MHP extensions 
as quasifactors. The MHP generator that generates the universal HPI ttg is 
constructed. 
Disjointness and disjointness relations are the mam subject of chapter VI. 
Two minimal ttgs are called disjoint if the cartesian product again is 
minimal. A typical result for this chapter is Pl n P j__ (,:: D -"- ~ in words: a 
minimal Pl ttg which is disjoint from every minimal proximal ttg also is dis-
joint from every minimal ttg that is disjoint from every minimal distal ttg. 
The results are put together in two pictures. The results are also applied to 
the question whether or not two minimal ttgs are disjoint if they do not have 
a common nontrivial factor. 
In chapter VII weak disjointness is being considered (two minimal ttgs are 
called weakly disjoint if the cartesian product is ergodic). An important role 
is played by homomorphisms with an additional measure structure: RIM 
extensions. Among others it is shown that for open RIM extensions of 
minimal ttgs the regionally proximal relation is an equivalence relation. 
Another question that is dealt with is to what extent weak disjointness of 
homomorphisms is implied by the disjointness of their maximal almost 
periodic factors. 
The final chapter is mainly devoted to a study of a sharp form of regional 
proximality. In particular, the question is studied whether or not the equality 
of the regionally proximal relation and the sharply regionally proximal rela-
tion implies that the regionally proximal relation is an equivalence relation. 
The answer turns out to be in the affirmative if the extension is open and also 
if the spaces are metric. 
The chapters IV and V contain the results of research done in collaboration 
with J. AUSLANDER [AW 81], and the results in chapter VIII and in VIl.3. 
have been obtained together with J. AUSLANDER, D. C. MCMAHON and 
T. S. WU [AMWW ?]. 
Reading through the text one will encounter the reference [VW 83]. This 
concerns a not yet existent book, to be written in 1983 by J. DE VRIES and the 
present author. In that monograph the preliminaries for the structure theory 
will be dealt with in detail. It will also contain the results on the structure of 
minimal ttgs known up to the present day. After its completion, this book 
will be a good introduction to this thesis. 
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I 
BASICS, PRELIMINARIES AND GENERALITIES 
I. transformation groups 
2. the universal ambit 
3. fibered products 
4. miscellanea 
5. remarks 
The branch of mathematics called topological dynamics mainly emerged from 
the qualitative theory of differential equations. It studies classical dynamics 
from a topological point of view. Th is development was initiated by 
H. POINCARE and carried on by G .D. BIRKHOFF in the first decades of this 
century [Bi 27] . The latter explicitly genera li zed notions from the quali tative 
theory of autonomous differential equa tions to those for one parameter 
groups of transformations on abstract spaces. To him we owe notions like 
minimality and recurrence. 
At about the same time the study of geodesics lead to the concept of sym-
bolic dynamics (M. MORSE [Mo 21 ,66]). Other related branches of mathemat-
ics at that time were the theory of measure preserving transformations and 
that of almost periodic functions . 
At the end of the forties W.H. GOTTSCHALK and G.A. HEDLUND genera li zed 
the classical dynamical systems to arbitrary topological transformation 
groups (i .e., actions of arbitrary topological groups on arbitrary topological 
spaces) thus unifying many aspects of the mathematics mentioned above 
[GH 55]. 
From 1960 on the activity in the field of topological dynamics grew rapidly 
under the impact of the work of R. ELLIS and H. FURSTENBERG. 
As our main interest is the structure theory of minimal transformation groups 
and their classification, this presentation of the basics of topological dynamics 
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and its concepts is chosen from that point of view. We do not pretend any 
completeness, in fact we try to omit everything not strictly needed for our 
purposes. 
In the first section of this chapter we present the basic definitions of transfor-
mation groups and of dynamical notions, with some of their most important 
properties. The second section deals with the algebraic approach to the 
asymptotic behavior of the action of a certain topological group T as 
developed mainly by R. ELLIS : i.e., we discuss or rather picture the semi-
group action of the universal ambit ~ for T . In section 3. we shall 
prepare us for the comparison of transformation groups with each other (or, 
rather, that of homomorphisms of topological transformation groups with the 
same codomain), e.g. see IV.4. and VII.3 .. 
If references are given, we let references to monographs prevail above others. 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with standard notions in general topol-
ogy such as can be found in [Wi 70], [Du 66] and [Kl 55]. 
1.1. TRANSFORMATION GROUPS 
In this section we shall define some basic notions in topological dynam-
ics, as far as they a re of interest for our purposes, which is mainly the 
structure theory of minimal transformation groups. No efforts to com-
pleteness and selfcomainedness are made; on the contrary, as the 
material is completely standard only the most urgently needed concepts 
and properties are discussed. The reader interested in details or eager for 
the motivation of this kind of mathematics is referred to such well organ-
ized texts as [B 75179], [E 69] and [VW 83). 
A topological transformation group (ttg for short) is a triple < T , X, 1r > , 
where T is a topological group, the phase group; X is a nonempty topologi-
cal space, the phase space; and 1r : T X X - X , the action , is a (jointly) con-
tinuous map, such that 
a) 1r(e,x) =x for every xEX ,where eET is the unit element; 
b) 1r(s,1r(t,x)) = 1r(st,x) for every xEX and s,tET. 
If T is a topological group then Td denotes the topological group with the 
same underlying group as T , but provided with the discrete topology. 
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Clearly, if < T, X , 77 > is a ttg, then < Td , X , 77 > is a ttg too. 
Let < T, X . 77 > 
77 1 (x): = 77(1 ,x) 
be a ttg. Then the map 77 1 : X - X defined by 
(x E X) is a homeomorphism and (77 1 ) - = 77 1 ' for 
every t E T . So we can consider T as a topological homeomorphism 
group for X. Themap 77x: T-X defined by 77x(t) = 77(t , x) (tET) 
is a continuous map for every x E X . We call 77x [T] the orbit of x , and 
77x [T] the orbit closure of x . 
Unless stated otherwise, we assume T to be an arbitrary, but fixed, Haus-
dorff topological group; the phase space X of a ttg < T , X, 77 > will 
always be a compact Hausdorff (CT2) space with the unique uniformity 62Lx . 
Whenever misunderstanding is unlikely, which is almost always the case, we 
shall suppress the action symbol and write the action as a "multiplication". 
So tx := 77(t,x) for every x EX, t ET ; then the axioms for a ttg (apart 
from continuity) can be expressed as follows: 
a) ex = x for every x E X , where e E T is the unit element in T ; 
b) s(tx) = (st)x for every x EX , s,t ET. 
As a consequence, the orbit and orbit closure of x are denoted by Tx and 
Tx respectively. 
The phase group and the action being understood, we shall denote a ttg by 
its phase space only, but in a different font (script capitals). Thus 'X, will 
always denote the ttg with X as a phase space and (the fixed) phase group 
T (if misunderstanding is unlikely). 
A subset A of X is called (T-) invariant if 
TA = { ta I t E T , a E A } c::;; A 
A is called minimal if A is nonempty, closed and T-invariant and A is 
minimal under that condition; i.e., if B c::;; X is nonempty, closed and T-
invariant, and if B c::;; A , then B = A . 
Clearly, if A is T-invariant then A = TA , and the sets A O , A and 
X \ A are easily seen to be T -invariant. If A is a nonempty closed invari-
ant subset of X , then we may restrict the action of T on X to an action 
of Ton A; i.e .. li'.: =< T,A ,771T x A > isattg. Suchattg Ci'. is called 
a subttg of 'X,. A ttg 'X, is called minimal, if X is a minimal subset of X , 
and so 'X, is minimal iff 'X, does not have nontrivial subttgs. Note that by a 
straightforward application of Zorn's lemma it follows that every ttg has a 
minimal subttg. 
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1.1. THEOREM. Let <:X, be a ttg. The following statements are equivalent: 
a) <:X, is a minimal ttg; 
b) every x EX has a dense orbit; i.e., X = Tx for every x EX ; 
c) X = TU for every open set UC X; 
d) for every open U C X , there is a finite subset F C T with 
X=FU. □ 
A nonempty closed invariant subset A of X is called point transitive if 
there is an a EA such that A = Ta ; and such a point a is called a tran-
sitive point for A . In addition, <:X, is called a point transitive ttg if X is a 
point transitive subset of X . Obviously a minimal ttg is point transitive and 
every point in its phase space is a transitive point. 
A nonempty closed invariant subset A of X is called ergodic if A does not 
have an invariant closed subset with nonempty interior (in A ); and a ttg 
<:X, is ergodic if X is an ergodic subset of X . We could paraphrase this by 
saying that <:X, is ergodic if <:X, does not have a proper "substantial" subttg. 
Clearly every point transitive ttg is ergodic; hence every minimal ttg is 
ergodic. Under several conditions the converse is true (see 1.2.b and 1.17.) 
but not always (see 4.9. and II. I. 11.). 
1.2. THEOREM. Let <:X, be a ttg_. _ 
a) <:X, is ergodic iff X = TU for every open UC X iff for every open 
U and V in X there exists a t E T with U n t V -=I=- 0 . 
b) If X has a countable pseudobase, the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) <:X, is ergodic; 
(ii) <:X, is point transitive; 
(iii) there is a dense C 8-set of transitive points in X . 
[Note that a collection ~ of open sets in X is called a pseudobase if 
for every open set UC X there is a BE~ with BC U [Wi 70].] □ 
Let A be an index set and let for every ,\ E A a ttg <:X,;., be given. Then we 
define the product ttg <:X, = IT{% I ,\ E A} as follows: 
The phase space X of <:X, is given by X = IT { X >- I ,\ E A} and the action 
of T on X by tx = t (x>.hE /\ = (tx>.hE /\ for every t E T, x EX ; 1.e., 
the action of T on X is defined coordinatewise. Clearly, <:X, is a ttg. 
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One could ask several questions about products, for instance (cl [ I 67]) : 
(i) when is the product of two minimal ttgs again min imal? 
(ii) when is the product of an ergodic ttg and a minimal ttg ergodic? 
In chapter VI we discuss problems related to (i) and in chapter VII we deal 
with variations on question (ii) (see also the discussion about (weak) disjoint-
ness in section I.3.). 
Note that if ex is a minimal ttg, ex x ex is not minimal unless ex = { *} 
(where { *} denotes the trivial one point ttg), for ilx C X X X is a nonempty 
closed invariant subset of X X X . However, if ex is ergodic it can occur 
that ex X ex is again ergodic; such a ttg is called weakly mixing (e.g. 4.8.). 
Let ex and qi be ttgs (for T ) and let q,: X - Y be a mapping. Then </> 
is called equivariant if q,(tx) = t q,(x) for every x EX , t E T ; i.e., </> 
commutes with the actions (of T ) on X and Y . A continuous equivari-
ant map </>: X - Y is called a homomorphism of ttgs; as such it will be 
denoted by q,: ex- qi . If </> is surjective we use at random other terminolo-
gies like " </> is an extension", " ex is an extension of 6?J " or " qi is a factor 
of ex". If q,: X - Y is an equivariant homeomorphism, then q,: ex- 6?J is 
called an isomorphism of ttgs. For q,: ex-6?J and If: qi_'.£:, both homomor-
phisms of ttgs, the map 0: = t/Jo</> is a homomorphism of ttgs and if </> is 
surjective, we call t/J a factor of 0 (by </> ) . 
Note that a ttg ex can be considered as a homomorphism from ex to { * }. 
We call a property absolute or relative whenever we consider the property for 
ttgs or the corresponding property for homomorphisms of ttgs, respectively. 
Let ex be a ttg and let R be an equivalence relation on X such that R 
as a subset of X X X is closed and invariant. It is not difficult to show that 
the map 7T: TX X/ R -X/ R, defined by 7T(t,R[x]) = R[tx] for every 
t E T , x EX , is a continuous action of T on X/ R Hence 
qi:= ex; R 1s a ttg and the quotient map K: ex- 6?J 1s a surjective 
homomorphism of ttgs with R K = R . Conversely, for a surjective 
homomorphism q,: ex- qi of ttgs we define 
Then R <t> is a nonempty invariant closed equivalence relation on X , '!R,<t> is 
a subttg of ex X ex, and Y ~ X/ R <t> (qi ~ ex/ '!R,<1>) . 
So there is a one to one correspondence between the surjective homomor-
phisms with domain ex and the invariant closed equivalence relations on X. 
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Recall that a map f : X - Y of topological spaces is called semi-open if 
inty </>[ U] =I= 0 whenever intx U =I= 0 . 
1.3. REMARK. Let </>: ex- 611 be a homomorphism of ttgs. Then: 
a) if A C X is closed and invariant then cp [A ] is closed and invari-
ant; in particular, the image of an orbit closure is an orbit closure; 
b) cp[X] is a nonemp~y closed invariant subset of Y, so cp[ex] is a 
subttg of 611 ; 
c) if 611 is minimal then cp is a surjective homomorphism of ttgs; 
d) if 611 is ergodic and </> is semi-open then cp is a surjective 
homomorphism of ttgs; 
e) if ex is minimal, point transitive, ergodic or weakly mixing then 
cp [ex] has the corresponding property. □ 
Openness of homomorphisms plays an important role in our considerations; 
e.g. see sections IV.3 . and VIl.2. and the result in VIIl.3.4 .. Although open-
ness is not always guaranteed, homomorphisms of minimal ttgs are open to a 
certain extent (besides the following result see also 111.2.8.). 
1.4. THEOREM. Let cp: ex- 611 be a homomorphism of ttgs with 611 minimal. 
a) If ex is minimal, cp is semi-open. 
b) If X has a dense set of points with a minimal orbit closure then cp 
is semi-open. 
PROOF. 
a) For UC X nonempty and open let F C T be finite such that 
FU = X ( 1.1.d). Then 
Y = cp[X] = cp[FU] = F. </>[VJ; 
and so, for some t E F , t cp [ U] has a nonempty interior. As left multiplica-
tion with t - 1 is a homeomorphism, cp [ U] = t - l t </> [ U] has a nonempty 
interior. 
b) Let UC X be nonempty and open and let Z C X be minimal 
subset of X with Un Z =I= 0 . As (by a) <Pl z is semi-open, it follows 
that </>lz [Un Z] has a nonempty interior in </>[Z] = Y. Hence, after 
observing that cp I z [ U n Z] C cpl U] , the proof is completed. □ 
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1.5. EXAMPLE. 
Let 'X = < T, X, 7T > be a ttg. Consider xx equipped with the product 
topology. Under the composition of maps, xx is a right semitopological 
semigroup, and xx is a CT2 space. 
Define 7i: T - Xx by "ir (t) = 77 1 ; i.e., represent the elements of T as 
homeomorphisms of X . Then the corestriction of 7i to 7i [T] is a continu-
ous homomorphism of groups. Define 
E(X): = E( < T, X,77 > ) : = clxx w[T], 
then clearly E(X) is a CT2 space. One can show that E(X) is a sub-
semigroup of the right semitopological semigroup xx into which T is 
densely mapped by 7i . 
On E (X) we can define an action ir of T by ir (t ,J): = 1r 1 of for every 
t ET , f E E(X) . Clearly, E('X): = < T,E(X),ir > is a subttg of the 
product ttg xx . 
The set E (X) as well as the ttg E ('X) are called the enveloping semigroup 
of 'X . The following facts are standard ( cf. [E 69), chapter 3): 
a) E ('X) is a point transitive ttg ( every " t E T " is a transitive point) 
and E('X) is minimal iff E(X) is a group. 
b) For every x 0 E X the map Sx11 : E('X)-'X, defined by 
Sx
11 
(/): = f (x o) for every f E E (X) , is a homomorphism of ttgs; 
and Sx [E(X)] = Txo. 
II 
c) If </>: 'X- qi is a surjeclive homomorphism of ttgs, then there is a 
unique surjective homomorphism 4>: £ ('X)- E (qJ) such that for 
every x 0 E X we have <1> 0Sx11 = S.i,(x11 )04>, and 4> is a semigroup 
homomorphism. 
One could paraphrase b by saying that E (X) acts on every orbit closure in 
X in such a way that it extends the action of T ; E (X) embodies the 
limit behavior of T . 
The investigations with respect to the algebraic properties of this action of 
E(X) on X , that were initiated by R. ELLIS ([E 60)) turned out to be rather 
important for topological dynamics. We shall deal with this in section 1.2 .. 
Another way of constructing a new ttg from old ones is given by the inverse 
limit. 
Let v be an ordinal and let 'X;x. be a ttg for every ;\ < v . A tower of height 
v , or an inverse system of height v will be a collection { <1>! I a.;;; /3 < v} of 
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surjective homomorphisms <P!: <:x/J - X0 of ttgs such that for every 
a..; /3 ,;;;; y< 11 we have <Pf o<f,"/J = <PJ . 
Let X = invlim{X;.. I;\.< 11} in the category of CT2 spaces; we can represent 
X as the subset of IT{X;.. I;\.< 11} consisting of all 11-tuples (x;..h < v such 
that <Pf (xfJ) = x 0 for every a..; /3 < 11 . Denote the projections by 
<f,;..: X - X;.. , then ,pf o <f>tJ = <Pa for every a..; /3 < 11 . A base for the topol-
ogy on X is formed by the collection 
{<f,~[U] I U open in X;.., ;\. < 11}. 
As all spaces are compact, X is a nonempty closed subset of 
11 { X;.. I ;\. < 11} and clearly X is T-invariant, so 1X is a ttg and the projec-
tions <f,;..: <x- <x;.. are homomorphisms of ttgs. 
The homomorphism <Po: <x-~ 1s called the inverse limit of 
{<Pf I a..;f3<11}. 
Note that if '.£: is a ttg and 
<X = inv lim{ <Pf: <:x/3 - <x0 I a..; /3< 11} 
then 
'.£: X <x= invlim{idz X <Pf: '.£: X <X/3-'.£: X 1X0 I a..;/3< 11}. 
It follows that 
1.6. REMARK. let { <Pf: <:x/3 - G_X,, I a..; /3 < 11} be an inverse system, and let 
<:x = inv lim<:x;.. . Then <:x is minimal, ergodic or weakly mixing iff <:x 
has that property for every ;\. < 11 . □ 
Let 1X be a ttg, then 1X is called strictly-quasi-separable if 1X is the inverse 
limit of ttgs with metric phase spaces and <:x is called quasi-separable if 1X 
is a factor of a strictly-quasi-separable ttg. Note that the definitions here are 
slightly different from the usual ones ( e.g. [E 69), [K 71] and [K 72)). 
1.7. THEOREM. ([K 72)) If T is a locally compact a-compact topological 
group, then every point transitive ttg (for T ) is strictly-quasi-separable. □ 
We shall now turn to some basical dynamical notions (after [GH 55)). 
Fix a collection <:e of subsets of T , the admissible sets, and let <:x be a ttg. 
A point x EX is called ( locally) recursive if for every U E CV"x there is an 
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A E lt (and a VE 'Yx ) such that Ax c_;;; U (AV c_;;; U) . The ttg <!X- is 
called pointwise (locally) recursive if every x E X is a (locally) recursive 
point. <!X, is called uniformly recursive if for every index a E qix there is an 
A E (t such that Ax c_;;; a(x) for every x EX . The type of recursiveness 
we are interested in in this monograph is almost periodicity. In order to 
define almost periodicity we have to define a special collection of admissible 
sets. A subset B of T is called ( right) syndetic if there is a compact sub-
set K of T such that KB = T . If we let lt be the collection of syndetic 
subsets of T , recursiveness with respect to cf. is called almost periodicity. 
As being syndetic depends on the topology of T , almost periodicity seems 
to depend on the topology of T ; however, it turns out_ it actually doesn' t 
(see 1.9., 1.11.b and I. 12.). If T is endowed with the discrete topology, 
B c_;;; T is syndetic if T = FB for a finite subset F of T . Almost 
periodicity with respect to the discrete topology on T ( Td ) is called 
discrete almost periodicity. 
Note that if <!X, = < T, X, 1r > is a ttg for T then any statement about 
discrete almost periodicity concerning <!X, is in fact a statement about almost 
periodicity concerning < Td, X, 1r > . However, a statement about almost 
periodicity concerning < Td , X, 1r > is only a statement about discrete 
almost periodicity concerning < T, X, 1r > provided that < T, X, 1r > is a 
ttg! 
1.8. REMARK. Let <!X, be a ttg and let x E X . 
a) If <!X, is uniformly almost periodic, then <!X, is pointwise locally 
almost periodic. 
b) If x EX is a local(v almost periodic point, then x is an almost 
periodic point. D 
In the sequel a pointwise locally almost periodic ttg will be called a locally 
almost periodic ttg. 
The next theorem shows the dynamics interest of minimal ttgs. 
1.9. THEOREM. Let <!X, be a ttg and x E X . Then the following statements 
are equivalent: 
a) Tx is a minimal subset of X ; 
b) x is a discrete almost periodic point in X ; 
c) x is an almost periodic point in X . D 
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I. 10. REMARK. Let cp: ex- 6lJ be a homomorphism of ttgs. 
a) If x EX is an almost periodic point in X then cp(x) is almost 
periodic in Y . 
b) If y E cp[X] is an almost periodic point in Y then there is an 
almost periodic point x EX with cp(x) = y . 
c) If ex is pointwise almost periodic, then cp [ex] is. 
d) If 2'. is the inverse limit of a tower consisting entirely of pointwise 
almost periodic ttgs, then 2'. is pointwise almost periodic. □ 
For local almost periodicity we can formulate similar statements, but the 
proofs are substantially harder (e.g. [E 69], [MW 72] and VI.5.6.). 
1.11. THEOREM. Let cp: ex- 6lJ be a surjective homomorphism of ttgs, and let 
x E X be a transitive point. 
a) The point x E X is locally almost periodic iff x 'E X is locally 
almost periodic for every x 'E X ; so ex is locally almost periodic 
([GH 55] 4.31.). 
b) The point x EX is local(y almost periodic iff x is discrete locally 
almost periodic ([B 75/79] 2.8.43.). 
c) If x' E X is locally almost periodic and if cp is open, then cp (x ') 
is local91 almost periodic. 
d) If ex is locally almost periodic, then so is 6lJ ( cf. II 1.5.6.). 
e) If 2'. is the inverse limit of a tower consisting entirely of minimal 
locally almost periodic ttgs, then 2'. is minimal and locally almost 
periodic (cf. 111.5 .6.). □ 
I. I 2. THEOREM. Let ex = < T, X, 1r > be a ttg. Then the following state-
ments are equivalent (cf. [B 75/79] 2.8.3. and [E 69] 4.5.): 
a) ex is uniformly almost periodic; 
b) ex is discrete uniformly almost periodic; 
c) 1r [T] is an equicontinuous family of homeomorphisms; 
d) 1r [T] is a uniformly equicontinuous family of homeomorphisms; 
e) E(X) is a CT2 topological group consisting of homeomorphisms of 
X . □ 
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1.13. REMARK. 
a) A factor of a uniformly almost periodic ttg is uniformly almost 
periodic. 
b) A subttg of a uniformly almost periodic ttg is uniformly almost 
periodic. 
c) Let II be an ordinal and let 'X,\ be a ttg for every ;\ < 11 • Then 
IT {'X.\ J ;\ < 11} is uniformly almost periodic iff 'X,\ is uniformly 
almost periodic for every ;\ < 11 • 
d) The inverse limit of a tower consisting entirely of uniformly almost 
periodic ttgs is uniformly almost periodic. □ 
The uniformly almost periodic ttgs are the "beautiful ones". To illustrate 
this: if the phase space of a uniformly almost periodic ttg is metrizable, there 
is a compatible metric such that the T-translations { 1r 1 J t E T} are 
isometries. In order to indicate how special the unjformly almost periodic 
mirumal ttgs are, consider bT , the Bohr compactification of T ; bT is the 
reflection of the topological group T in the category of CT2 topological 
groups. Then & = < T, bT, µ, > is a ttg, with µ,: T X bT - bT defined by 
µ,(t .x) = i(t)x , where i: T-bT is the reflection. 
1.14. THEOREM. Let 'X be a minimal ttg. Then 'X is uniformly almost 
periodic iff 'X ~ &/H for some closed subgroup H of bT . In par-
ticular, it follows that the phase space X of a uniformly almost periodic 
minimal ttg 'X is homogeneous (in the sense that for every x and x' 
in X there is a homeomorphism f : X - X with f (x) = x' ). □ 
No wonder that uniformly almost periodic minimal ttgs play the role of a 
touchstone in the structure theory for minimal ttgs ; i.e., one of the 
approaches is to investigate to what extent a certain ttg differs from being 
uniformly almost periodic. One of the first dynamical concepts that was 
attacked in this approach was that of distality. 
Let 'X be a ttg and let x I and x 2 be elements of 
are called proximal, or (x 1 , x 2) is called 
T(x 1 ,x2)n 6.x =fa 0; in other words, x 1 and x 2 
X . Then x I and x 2 
a proximal pair if 
are proximal if there is 
a net {t;}; in T with limt;x 1 = 1imt;x 2 • If x 1 =x 2 or if (x 1 ,x 2) is 
not a proximal pair then (x 1 , x 2) is called a distal pair, and x I and x 2 
are called distal. If (x 1 , x 2) is distal for every x 2 E X then x I is called a 
distal point for 'X . The ttg 'X is called distal (proximal) if every pair in 
XX X is distal (proximal), 'X is called point distal if there is a transitive 
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distal point for X . 
Before we indicate the connection between distality and almost periodicity we 
shall state some generalities on distal and proximal ttgs ; the proofs of 1.15.b 
and 1.18. depend on the algebraic theory in 1.2 .. 
1.15. THEOREM. Let 'X be a ttg. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
a) 'X is distal; 
b) E(X) is a group (hence E(X) is distal and minimal; cf. 1.4. and 
1.16.); [E 69) 5.3. , 5.9.; 
c) ,xn is pointwise almost periodic for every n E ~ . □ 
1.16. REMARK. ([ E 69) chapter 5) 
a) A factor of a distal (proximal) ttg is distal (proximal) . 
b) A subttg of a distal (proximal) ttg is distal (proximal). 
c) A product of distal (proximal) ttgs is distal (proximal) . 
d) An inverse limit of distal (proximal) ttgs is distal (proximal). □ 
An interesting (and nontrivial) result is the following: 
I. I 7. THEOREM. An ergodic and distal ttg is minimal ([E 78) 1.9.) . □ 
Part of the relation between uniform almost periodicity and distality is given 
by: 
1.18. THEOREM. A ttg 'X is uniformly almost periodic iff 'X is distal and 
locally almost periodic ([E 69) 5.28.). D 
That distality alone is not sufficient for uniform almost periodicity may be 
seen from 4.5.(iii). 
In the case of minimal ttgs the relation between uniform almost periodicity 
and distality is given by the FURSTENBERG STRUCTURE THEOREM ((1.24.), 
abbreviated:FST), which is the germ of a considerable part of topological 
dynamics. 
Before we can state FST in full generality. we shall discuss the relative ver-
sions of notions such as almost periodicity. So let cp: ix- 611 be a surjective 
homomorphism of ttgs. The extension cf, is called a group extension if there 
is a CT2 topological group K and an action of K on X that commutes 
with the action of T on X (i.e. , tkx = ktx for every x E X , t E T 
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and k EK ) such that, in addition, cp~cp(x) = Kx for every x EX . 
The map cp is called an almost periodic extension if cp is a factor of a group 
extension. 
1.19. NOTE. A minimal ttg 1X, is uniformly almost periodic if! f: 1X,- { * } is 
an almost periodic extension ( 1.14.). 
In studying uniform almost periodicity, the (relativized) regionally proximal 
relation plays an important role. Define the regionally proximal relation for 
cp by 
and let Q 'X. be defined as Q 'X.:= Q,i, where f:1X,-{*}. Then Qcp is 
always a closed, T -invariant, reflexive and symmetric relation, but in general 
Q <P is not an equivalence relation (see VII I.1.5.). 
Note that (x 1 ,x 2)E Q cp iff there is a net {(x;1 ,x~)}; in R ep and a net 
{t;}; in T such that 
(x;1 ,x~)-(x 1 , x 2) and t;(x\,x 2)-(z ,z) for some zE X. 
Define the equicontinuous structure relation E <P for cp as the smallest invari-
ant closed equivalence relation that contains Q <P . 
One of the main themes in the structure theory for minimal ttgs is the ques-
tion: under what conditions is E <P equal to Q <P • The importance of this 
question may be illustrated by the following theorem. 
1.20. THEOREM. Let cp: 1X,- qi be a surjective homomorphism of ttgs. 
a) The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) cp is an almost periodic extension; 
(ii) Q cp = D.x ; 
(iii) for every a E 6llx there is a /3 E 6llx with Tan R <PC /3 . 
b) Let K: 1X,-~ £ <P be the quotient homomorphism and let 
If: ~ £ <P - qi be such that f o K = cp . Then f is the maximal 
almost periodic factor of cp. I.e., if 0: 2:-qi is an almost periodic 
extension such that cp factorizes over 0 , then f factorizes over 0 . 
c) If X is a metrizable space, then cp is almost periodic if! there 
exists a continuous map d : R <P - IR which is T-invariant (i.e., 
d (tx, ty) = d (x ,y) for every t, x, y ), such that d is a metric on 
each fiber (such a cp is called isometric!). 
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PROOF. cf. [V 77] 2.4.3., [E 69], and [MW 76] I. I.. □ 
The homomorphism </> is called distal ( proximal) if every pair (x 1 , x 2) E R <P 
is a distal (proximal) pair, and </> is called point distal if there is a transitive 
point x E X such that (x, x ') is distal for every x' E </>+-</>(x) (then x is 
called a </>- distal point). 
Define the ( relative) proximal relations P,;, and P ix, for </> and 'X respec-
tively by 
p ,p: = n {Tan R,p I aE 6llx} and Pix,: = n {Ta I aE 6llx }. 
Then clearly, P <P = P ix,n R <P , P <P is the collection of proximal pairs in R <P ; 
and </> is distal (proximal) iff P <P = D.x ( P,;, = R <P ). In general P <P is not 
closed and not an equivalence relation (4.7.(iii)). If P <P is closed it is an 
equivalence relation ([A 60]), but not the other way round ([S 70]). 
We shall now state some properties of distal, proximal and almost periodic 
extensions. (In the proof of 1.23.a,b the algebraic theory of 1.2. plays a role.) 
1.21 . THEOREM. 
a) Let q,:'X-~, 0:<£-'X and it, : <£-~ be surjective homomor-
phisms of ttgs such that </> = it, o 0 . 
Then </> is proximal iff 0 and it, are proximal. 
If </> is distal ( almost periodic) then 0 is distal ( almost periodic). 
If ~ is pointwise almost periodic then </> is distal iff 0 and it, are 
distal. 
If 'X is minimal and </> is almost periodic then 0 and it, are 
almost periodic. 
b) Let A be an index set and let for every ,\ E A a surjective 
homomorphism of ttgs </>>-.: 'X>,. - ~>-. be given and let 
</> : Ih'X>-. - IIA ~>-. be defined coordinatewise. Then </> is distal, 
proximal or almost periodic iff </>>-. is such for every ,\ E A . 
c) Let </> be the inverse limit of a tower { <1>! I a ,;;; /J < v} . Then </> is 
distal (proximal) iff <1>:+ 1 is distal (proximal) for every a+ I < v . 
PROOF. cf. [B 75179] 3.12.28.,29. and [VW 83]. □ 
In general, the composition of two almost periodic extensions fails to be 
almost periodic, as can be seen from 4.5.(iii) and FST ( 1.24.). Sometimes, 
however, an almost periodic extension of a uniformly almost periodic ttg can 
be shown to be uniformly almost periodic : 
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1.22. REMARK. Lei </>: <X,-, qi he a surjeclive homomorphism o/ 11gs. If R </> 
is open and closed in X X X . 1hen Q </> = Q"X. 
In particular. if card( Y) < X0 and </> is a/mos! periodic, !hen <X, is uni-
form/_)1 a/mos! periodic (compare [MW 761 2.1.). 
PROOF. For some a0 E 6lLx, Tac:; R </> so Ta = Ta n R </> for every 
a c:; a0 . Hence 
□ 
1.23. THEOREM. Let cf,: ix- 6Y he a homomorphism of 1tgs wi1h 6Y minimal. 
a) If cf, is distal then <X, is pointwise a/mos! periodic. 
b) The extension </> is distal iff R </> is pointwise a/mos! periodic. 
c) // </> is prox imal then 'X has a unique minimal suh1tg. 
d) The extension ct, is proximal iff R 9 has a unique minimal suhttg. 
PROOF. cf. [G 76] 11.1.1.,2. and [VW 83]. □ 
We shall now formulate the Furstenberg Structure Theorem ( FST ). 
Although H. FURSTENBERG did not prove FST in its fullest generality, we still 
call 1.24. "the Furstenberg Structure Theorem" to honour the father of the 
basic idea in revealing the structure of distality . (The same we do with the 
Veech Structure Theorem IY .1.13 .. ) 
At first FST was proven by H. FURSTENBERG in the absolute case and for 
metric ttgs [F 63]. R. ELLIS proved it in the relativized form for quasi-
separable ttgs [E 69]. In [E 78] R. ELLIS also could get rid of the countabi lity 
assumptions for the absolute case. The definitive version was proven by 
D. c. MCMAHON and T. S. WU [MW 81]. 
1.24. THEOREM. FST : Let <1> : <X,- qi be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. 
Then </> is distal iff ct, is the inverse limit of' a tower consisting of' almost 
periodic exlensions. □ 
1.25. COROLLARY. A minimal 1tg <X, has a 11on1rivial dis/a/ faclor iff it has a 
nontrivial uniformly almost periodic Jae/or. □ 
In some special cases, for instance for ttgs with manifolds as phase space and 
a decent topological group as phase group, one can calculate the height of 
the tower (in 1.24.), e.g. [IM ?], [R ?] and [B 75/79) section 3. 17 .. 
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The structure of point distal homomorphisms of minimal ttgs is determined 
similar to FST , see the discussion in IV. I.. 
1.2. THE UNIVERSAL AMBIT 
For several properties of ttgs there exists a universal ttg with that pro-
perty which is unique up to isomorphism. In particular, the universal 
point trans1t1ve ttg ~T and the universal minimal ttg ~ for a given 
topological group T are of considerable importance in topological 
dynamics. 
In this section we shall deal with ~T , ~ and their technical impact 
on topological dynamics. But we shall also briefly discuss other universal 
ttgs. 
As the theory presented here is completely standard, and as it is only 
incorporated in this monograph for the sake of notation and reference, 
we shall omit proofs. For more details see [E 69] chapters 3 and 5, 
[B 75/79] section 1.4., [VW 83] and [G 76] chapter I. 
In the sequel a ttg CX together with a distinguished transitive point x E X 
will be called an ambit; notation: (CX, x) . An ambit morphism 
ct,: (<X,x)-+(611,y) will be a surjective homomorphism cf,: <X-611 of point 
transitive ttgs, such that cf, (x) = y . 
Note that every ambit morphism is unique. 
As the phase space of a point transitive ttg is the image of fJTd , the Cech-
Stone compactification of Td , there can only be a set of essentially different 
ambits for T . So let A be a set of ambits for T , such that for every 
ambit (CX, x) there is an (I? , a) E A which is isomorphic to (CX , x) . Let 
~:=II{/? I (i? , a)E A} and z = (a)(~a)E A, 
and define £: = Tz . Then (£, z) is an ambit, which projects onto each 
ambit for T . Hence (£, z) is the (unique up to isomorphism) universal 
ambit for T; say, (£,z)=(<T,Z,f>,z). 
We shall mention two other ways to describe the universal ambit. 
Let < T, X , 7T > be a topological transformation group with X a Haus-
dorff space which need not be compact. Then there exists a ttg 
<T,fJTX,ir> and a homomorphism ix :< T,X,7T>-+ < T,f3TX,ir > 
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with f3rX a CT2 space and tx [X] dense in f3rX , such that every dense 
equivariantmap cp: < T , X , 1r > - < T , Y,a > with Y aCT2 space,fac-
torizes over < T ,(Jr X , ir > , [ dV 75]. 
If tx is an embedding, < T,f3rX,ir > is called the T-compactification of 
< T , X, 1r > . Under some mild conditions such a T-compactification 
exists, ([dV 77], [LV 80]). For example, if T is discrete and X is a 
Tychonoff space, then the action of T can be extended to {3X so 
< T , {3X , ir > is the T -compactification of < T , X , 1r > . If T is not 
discrete, then the extended action of T on {3X may fail to be jointly con-
tinuous, however. 
An other simple example is the T -compactification of < T , T , ;\ > where 
;\ denotes the multiplication on T . One can show that the map 
tr : <T, T , >-. > - < T , /3rT , X > is an embedding, ([dV75], [LV80]). 
Clearly, ( < T , f3rT,X > ,tr(e)) is an ambit. As L :T-z 1s an 
equivariant map that takes e to z , it factorizes over < T , f3r T , X > say 
f, : < T,f3rT , X>- < T,Z,t > , taking tr(x) to z. Hence 
( < T,f3rT , X > , tr(e)) is isomorphic to (2: , z). 
Note that this shows that T acts effectively on Z ; i.e. , for every t E T 
with t =I= e there is a z'E Z with tz' =I= z' . 
For a third description of the universal ambit consider S (T) , the Gel'fand 
dual of the Banach algebra Rue• (T) of bounded right uniformly continuous 
functions on T . Then T can be densely embedded in S(T) by assigning 
to each t E T the evaluation map 81 : RUc' (T)- C . One can show that 
the multiplication "A on T can be extended to a jointly continuous action 
µ, of Ton S(T). Then (< T , S(T) , µ, >, 8e ) isanambit;moreoverit 
turns out that ( < T, S (T), µ, > , 8e ) is isomorphic to (2:. z ) . 
Using this characterization of the universal ambit, it can be shown that the 
action of T on Z is strongly effective in case T is locally compact 
([V 77]); i.e. , tz ' =I= z ' for every t E T with t =I= e and for every z E Z . 
In our studies the exact construction of the universal ambit will never play a 
role. The pure existence of a universal ambit for T in which 
( < T, T, ;\ > , e ) is densely embedded and which is unique up to isomor-
phism is sufficient. 
We shall denote the point transitive ttg in the universal ambit by ~r , with 
phase space Sr , and we shall consider T as a subspace of Sr ; the unit 
element e in T will always be the transitive point of the universal ambit. 
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2.1. REMARK. The CT2 space ST has a semigroup structure which extends 
the group structure of T , such that the right translation 
Pp : tf-+ tp : ST - ST is continuous for every p EST , and the left trans-
lation A.1 : t f-+ t t: ST - ST is an homeomorphism for every t E T . 
Moreover, the right translations Pp are just the extensions to ST of the 
right translations Pp IT induced by the action of T on ST , and the left 
translations are just the ones induced by that action; (see [VW 83) and 
[V 77) section 2.2.). D 
As for every ttg <X, the pair (£ (<X-), e) is an ambit (here e is idx ), there 
is an ambit morphism £x:(ST ,e)-(E(<X-) ,e) and £x :ST-E(X) is a 
semigroup homomorphism. 
In a certain sense ST acts on the phase space X of a ttg <X, ( via E ( X) ) : 
assign to p EST and x EX the element £x(p )(x) in X . This is a kind 
of right semitopological semigroup "semiaction", for ST is a right semitopo-
logical semigroup which acts on X as a semigroup (and extends the action 
of T ), but in general it lacks continuity. 
As Bx : E (<X-) - <X, is a homomorphism of ttgs for every x E X , the map 
Px: = Bx o£x: (ST,e )-('X,x) is an ambit morphism; in particular, "evalua-
tion" in x is a continuous map from ST onto Tx for every x EX . So 
for p EST and for a net {t; }; in T converging to p in ST , the net 
{t; x }; converges to Px (p) in X for every x E X . This observation is 
valid for every ttg <X,, so we may interpret ST as a universal enveloping 
semigroup; and so ST embodies the universal limit behavior of T . 
Define px := £x(p)(x) =px (p) for every pEST , xEX. Note that for 
every p , q EST, x EX we have 
a) p (qx) = (pq )x ; 
b) Px : rt--+ rx: ST - X is continuous, but in general 
Ap :y t--+PY: X - X is not continuous. 
If cf,: <X-- 611 is a homomorphism of ttgs, then cf, commutes with the 
"action" of ST ; i.e., ct,(px) = pcf,(x) for every p EST , x EX . 
We can now apply the theory of compact right semitopological semigroups to 
reveal some of the structure of ST . Although the statements to follow are 
valid in a more general setting, we shall state them just for ST , except in 
the case of 2.6 .. As enveloping semigroups are homomorphic images of Sr , 
this theory is easily transferable to the enveloping semigroups in general. 
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A subset E of ST is called a left ideal if ST.£<;;; E ; so a closed subset 
E of ST is a left ideal iff E is T-invariant, and this in turn implies that 
the closure of a left ideal is a left ideal again. A typical example of a left 
ideal is a subset of ST of the form ST.p ( = Tp ) for a p E ST . This 
observation shows that every minimal left ideal is closed and that every left 
ideal contains a minimal left ideal (Zorn). Moreover, a subset E of ST is 
a minimal left ideal iff E is a minimal subset of ST . 
Minimal left ideals of ST (which are subsemigroups of ST ) have a nice 
structure: 
2.2. THEOREM. Let I be a minimal left ideal in ST and let J = J(/) be 
the set of all idempotents in I . Then the following statements hold: 
a) J c::fo 0 ; ( I is a closed subsemigroup of ST is sufficient!) 
b) pv = p for every p E I , v E J ; 
c) for every v E J the set vi ( = { vp Ip EI} ) is a subgroup of I 
with unit element v , and vi = {p EI I vp = p} ; 
d) for every v, w E J the map Aw : p ...... wp : vi - wl is an isomor-
phism of groups with inverse Av ; 
e) {vi Iv E J} is a partitioning of I ; 
f) if u E J , then every p E I has a unique representation as 
p = wa , where w E J , a E ul . D 
For convenience we establish some notation. 
Let / be a minimal left ideal in ST (or in E (X) for some ttg 'X ). Then 
we denote the set of all idempotents in I by J (I) . 
Let p EST ; then AP will denote the left multiplication with p ( q 1-+pq , 
q EST ) and Pp will be the right multiplication with p (which is continu-
ous). If 'X is a ttg and x E X then Px denotes the evaluation at x 
("right multiplication" with x ) ; 1.e., Px : ST - X is defined by 
Px (q) = qx (q EST) . 
2.3. THEOREM. Let I and K be minimal left ideals in ST . 
a) For every v El(/) there is a unique v'EJ(K) such that 
vv' = v' and v'v = v; notation: v ~ v' . 
b) For every v E J (I) the map Pv : K - I is a homeomorphism with 
inverse Pv ,: I - K , where v' E J (K) with v' ~ v ; moreover, Pv 
is an isomorphism of semigroups and Pv is equivariant. 
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c) Fix u EJ(J) and let p EI, say p = va for v EJ(/), 
a E ul . Then Pp : K -1 is an equivariant homeomorphism with 
inverse Pq: I -K, with q = va - 1v', where v'EJ(K) is such 
that v' ~ v . □ 
2.4. THEOREM. Let I be a minimal left ideal in ST and let u E J (I) . 
Every equivariant endomorphism cp: I -1 has the form cf>= Pa for 
some a E ul . In particular, it follows that every equivariant endomor-
phism of I is an isomorphism. □ 
The minimal left ideals of ST and their idempotents are closely related to 
the notion of almost periodicity; this is expressed in the next theorem. 
2.5. THEOREM. Let 'X be a ttg and let x E X . The following statements 
are equivalent: 
a) x__is an almost periodic point in 'X; 
b) Tx is a minimal subset of X ; 
c) there exists a minimal left ideal I of ST such that x E Ix ; 
d) for every minimal left ideal I of ST there is a v E J (I) with 
VX = X. □ 
Note that if x is an almost periodic point in 'X, then Tx = Ix for every 
minimal left ideal I in ST . Moreover, let 'X be minimal and x E X , 
then each minimal left ideal I of ST is mapped homomorphically onto 
X by the map Px : ST - X . This shows that every minimal left ideal I 
of ST considered as a subttg g of ~T is a universal minimal ttg. 
Let ~ be the universal minimal ttg. As g is a minimal ttg there is a 
homomorphism cf>: 01L- g of minimal ttgs. But g is a universal minimal 
ttg; so there is a homomorphism t/;: g - '!JR, of minimal ttgs. Hence 
cpot/;: / - / is an endomorphism of I ; which, by 2.4., implies that cpoi/; is 
an isomorphism. Consequently, 01L and g are isomorphic ttgs. Therefore, 
we may conclude that there exists a universal minimal ttg for T , which is 
unique up to isomorphism. This universal minimal ttg will be denoted by 
~ and its phase space by M . We shall always consider 0R, as a subttg 
of ~T , i.e., we consider M as a minimal left ideal in ST . As such, M 
acts on every minimal ttg as a semigroup. Sometimes it is necessary to 
specify a particular minimal left ideal in ST , which is used as the universal 
minimal ttg (for instance, if we want to apply 2.7. below). 
In general the existence of 0R, and its structure suffice. So if no minimal left 
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ideal is specified its choice is irrelevant and we just assume M to be some 
(fixed) minimal left ideal in Sr . 
Note that 2.2. pictures the structure of M as a disjoint union of subgroups 
"centered around the idempotents" in M . We shall denote the set of those 
idempotents in M by J . Usually, for a fixed u E J we shall denote the 
subgroup uM by G ; then for v E J , vM = vG . 
We shall end our considerations about compact right semitopological semi-
groups by mentioning the following result ([E 69]). 
2.6. THEOREM. Let E be a compact T I topological space provided with u 
group structure such that the maps Px : y ...... yx : £ - £ are continuous 
(x E E) , and let M be a nonempty closed subsemigroup of E . Then 
M is a subgroup of E . □ 
We shall now relate the structure of Sr and M to the notions of proxi-
mality and distality . 
2. 7. THEOREM. Lei CX, be u ttg. The following statements are equivalen1 for u 
pair (x ,y) E X X X : 
a) (x ,y ) E P -x; 
b) there is a p E Sr with px = pv ; 
c) there is u minimal left ideal I in Sr such that px = py for every 
p E /. 
Moreover, {vx Iv E Sr, vv = v} ~ P -x [x] ; if CX, is minimal, then 
P -x [x] = {vx Iv El(/) for some m.l.i . I in Sr}. □ 
2.8. REMARK. Let CX, be a ttg For every minimal left ideal I in Sr and 
for every v E J (I) we have that each pair in vX is a distal pair; here 
vX = {vxlxEX}. 
Paraphrased: if (x ,y) is a almost periodic poinl in X X X , then the 
pair (x ,y) is a distal pair (compare 1.15.c for n = 2 ). □ 
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2.9. COROLLARY. 
a) Let CX, be proximal minimal ttg. Then the only equivariant 
endomorphism of CX, is the identity idx on CX, ([G 76] 11.4.1.). 
b) Let T be an abelian group. then there are no nontrivial proximal 
minimal ttgs for T (for a more general result see [G 76] 11.3.4.). D 
Let CX, be a minimal ttg and let / be a minimal left ideal in ST . Define 
(ST)x := {p EST lpx =x }, l x := In(ST)x and l xU) := J(/)n(ST)x . 
2. 10. REMARK. Let cp: CX-- 6lJ be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. A point 
x EX is a cp-distal point ifJ l x = J </>(xl. Hen ce x EX is a distal 
point ifJ l x = J and CX, is distal ifJ uX = X fvr every u E J . □ 
Fix u E J . Let CX, be a minimal ttg and let x E X be such that ux = x . 
Then the Ellis group ®(CX-, x) of CX, with respect to x in G ( = uM) is 
defined as 
®(CX-,x):=Mxnc = {aEG lax =x }. 
Clearly, ®(CX-, x) is a subgroup of G . 
2.11. NOTE that if cp: CX--6/J is a homomorphism of minimal ttgs and 
x = ux EX, then (;½(CX- ,x)C C\',(6/J,cp(x)). 
2.12. THEOREM. Let cp : CX--6/J be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs and 
x= ux EX. Then cp isdistal!/f cp,_..cp(px) = p@(6!J , cp(x))x for 
every p EM . In particular, CX, is distal ifJ X = pX for every 
p E M . □ 
2.13. THEOREM. Let cp: CX--6/J be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs and let 
x = ux E X . Then the following statements are equivalent: 
a) cp is proximal; 
b) ®(CX-,x) =@(6/J , cp(x)); 
c) for every (x 1 ,x 2)ER</> there is a vEJ with x 2 =vx 1 . • 
In particular, CX, is proximal ifJ (<l>(CX-,x) = G ifJ X = Jx ifJ 
uX = {x} . D 
From these observations (2.12. and 2.13.) it follows easily that if cp, i/; and 
0 are homomorphisms of minimal ttgs such that cp = 0oi/; , then cp is distal 
(proximal) iff 0 and i/; are distal (proximal). 
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We shall proceed with some observations on other universal ttgs. 
Let 6lJ be a minjmal ttg. Then there is a set A"1J of homomorphisms 
</>: ex- 61! of minimal ttgs such that every minimal extension of 6lJ is iso-
morphic to a unjque member of A"1J (i.e., for every homomorphism 
0: 6llf - 6lJ of minimal ttgs there is a If! E A"1! and an isomorphism ~ such 
that 0o~ = \fl). Let C be a property of homomorphisms of minimal ttgs 
and let Ac : = { </> E A"1! I </> has property C} . Then every extension of 6lJ 
with property C is isomorphic to exactly one member of Ac (so Ac is 
the set of "essentially different" extensions of 6lJ with property C ). Define 
'.2:c-: = II{% I ;:\E Ac ,;:\: cx,\-61!}, 
and let </>c : '.2:c- - 6lJ 11\ 1 be defined coordinatewise. Let y OE Y and 
uEly
11
; and let x;,.,EX,\ be such that x,\ = ux;,., and ,\(x,\) = y 0 . Then 
z : = (x.\h E Ac 1s an almost periodic point in Z c . So W : = Tz 1s a 
minimal subset of Z c which is mapped onto 6lJ by </>c (more precisely, 
Z c is mapped onto the diagonal in 61J IA, 1 ). 
Let If! : 6llf- 6lJ be the restriction of </>c to W . Then. clearly, If! factorizes 
over each ;:\ E Ac by projection (i.e. , each ;:\ E Ac is a factor of If! ). This 
shows that If!: 6llf - 6lJ is the universal minimal C -extension of 6lJ , provided 
that If! has property C , and provided that uniqueness can be shown. For 
several properties C this can be guaranteed. For instance, if C stands for 
distality, proximality or almost periodicity, then If! has property C by 
1.21.b. The property of point distality behaves less well. But, if 6lJ is distal 
then, for suitably chosen x ,\ , the map If!: 6llf - 6lJ is point distal. In all these 
cases it can be shown that If! is unique up to isomorphism. 
Thus we obtain the following theorem : 
2.14. THEOREM. Let 61! be a minimal ttg. There exists a universal almost 
periodic ( distal, proximal) extension of 61! , which is unique up to isomor-
phism. 
If 61! is distal then there exists a universal minimal point distal extension 
of 61! which is unique up to isomorphism. 
In particular, there is a universal minimal almost periodic (distal, point 
distal, proximal) minimal ttg for T , which is unique up to isomorphism; 
notation: fv> ( 6D(Tl, p 6D<T), <3><T> ) . D 
Another construction of the universal almost periodic, distal or proximal 
minimal extensions of 6lJ can be given as follows : 
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Let y: ~- 6?J be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. 
Then 1/;: ~ / E y - 6]j is the universal almost periodic minimal extension of 
6?J (cf. 1.20.b). 
Define SY to be the smallest invariant closed equivalence relation in RY 
that contains Py . Then 1/;: ~ / Sy-6?l is the universal distal minimal 
extension of 6?J (the P y-analogue of 1.20.b). 
Observe that 
is just the set of all almost periodic points in R Y , and that JR Y is invari-
ant. Define Ny to be the smallest invariant closed equivalence relation in 
Ry that contains lRy ([B75/79) 3.14.17.). Then 1/;:~/ Ny-G]j is the 
universal proximal minimal extension of 6]j . 
We shall end this section with a brief discussion of regularity (see [A 66), 
[Sh 74)). Often universal minimal extensions have a neat automorphism 
structure called regularity. A homomorphism cp: ex-G]j of ttgs is called reg-
ular if for every almost periodic point (x 1 , x 2) E R </> there is an equivariant 
endomorphism t : ex- ex such that t (x 1) = x 2 • It follows that cp is regu-
lar iff for every (x 1 , x 2) E R </> there exists an ( equivariant) endomorphism 
t:ex-ex such that (t(x 1),x 2)EP,p. 
Clearly, if cp is a regular homomorphism of minimal ttgs then the endomor-
phisms t above are automorphisms. It is not difficult to show that a group 
extension of minimal ttgs is regular (see 2.17.) and, evidently, every proximal 
extension of minimal ttgs is regular. 
2.15. REMARK. Let cp: ex- 6IJ be a regular homomorphism of minimal ttgs, 
u E J and x = ux EX . Then @(ex, x) is a normal subgroup of 
®(6IJ ,cp(x )) . □ 
Let cp: ex-6IJ be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. The regularizer Reg(cp) 
of cp is defined as follows: Let u E J and y = uy E Y ; and note that 
ucp+--(y) = {xEXjux =x,cp(x)=y}'=fa 0. Defineapoint 
z E 11{%. I%, = ex, .\E ucp+--(y)} = exu ,P-(y) by z = (x)xE u,p- (y)" 
Then, clearly, z = uz , so X': = Tz is a minimal subset of xu<t>- (y) . Let 
0: CX: - ex be the projection and define 
Reg( cp): CX: - 6]j by Reg(cp) = cp o 0. 
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It is not difficult to show that Reg(</>) is a regular homomorphism of minimal 
ttgs, and that </> is regular iff </> and Reg(</>) are equal up to isomorphism 
(i.e., 0 is an isomorphism). 
2.16. REMARK. Let T be an abelian group. Then every minimal uniformly 
almost periodic ttg is regular. 
PROOF. Let 'X, be a minimal uniformly almost periodic ttg. As T is 
abelian, every element of £ (X) commutes with every element of T . By 
1.12., every element of £ (X) is a homeomorphism of X , and so £ (X) 
consists of equivariant endomorphisms. As E(X)x = X for every x EX , 
regularity follows. D 
2.17. REMARK. let <p:'X,_qi be a group extension of minimal ttgs. Then </> 
is regular. 
In particular, the universal minimal almost periodic extension of qi is 
regular. 
PROOF. Let K be a CT2 topological group such that K acts on X con-
tinuously and such that K and T commute and </>,._</>(x) = Kx for every 
x E X . Then the elements of K are the equivariant endomorphisms that 
guarantee regularity. Let aqi: @(qi)- qi be the universal minimal almost 
periodic extension of qi . Then aqi is a factor of a group extension. As aqi 
is universal it is a group extension itself. □ 
1.3. FIBERED PRODUCTS 
Let 'X, and qi be ttgs. Then the dynamical properties of the cartesian 
product 'X, X 611 seem to reflect a certain correlation between the 
dynamical properties of 'X, and qi . For instance, if 'X, and 611 are 
minimal, then minimality of 'X, X 611 shows a kind of independency for 
'X, and 611 ; in that case 'X, and 611 are called disjoint. This section is 
meant to provide definitions and techniques necessary for the study of 
disjointness and weak disjointness ( 'X, X 611 ergodic) in the chapters VI 
and VII . In many cases only a sketch of proof is given. 
The general setting is as follows : 
Let </>: 'X-- £ and ij;: 611- £ be surjective homomorphisms of ttgs. 
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Define RH: = {(x,y)E X X YI <f,(x) = 1/;(y)} , the fibered product. 
Clearly, RH is closed and invariant and R <P<P = R <P • This fibered 
product may be interpreted as the relative version of the cartesian pro-
duct. 
We shall comment on RH throughout this section. 
Let <f,: ~-£ and 1/; : GJJ-£ be homomorphisms of minimal ttgs. Then <f, 
and 1/; are called disjoint if R H is a minimal subset of XX Y ; nota-
tion: <f, ..l 1/; . If £ is the trivial one point ttg ( { * } ), then instead of <f, ..l 1/; 
we write ~ ..l 6?J ; we say that the minimal ttgs ~ and 6?J are disjoint. If 
<f, and 1/; are not disjoint we write <f, f i/; . 
Clearly, <f, ..l idz and <f, f i/; for every nontrivial factor 1/; of <f, (compare 
VI. I. I.). From 1.23.a,c it is easily deducible that a distal minimal ttg is dis-
joint from every proximal minimal ttg. 
3.1. REMARK. Let <f, : ~- £ be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. 
a) Let i/;: 6?J - £ be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs such that <f, ..l 1/; . 
Then <f, ..l O for every factor O of i/; . 
b) Let { 1/;f : GJJp-GJJ,, I a< {J < v} be an inverse system of homomor-
phisms of minimal ttgs, with GJJ0 = £ and such that i/;! ..l <f, for 
every {J< v . Let i/; = inv Jim 1/;f : then i/; ..l <f,. 
c) Let i/;: 6?J - £ be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs with <f, ..l 1/;. 
PROOF. 
Then there is a homomorphism of minimal ttgs O: 6Itf - £ that fac-
torizes over i/; and which is maximally disjoint from <f, . That is, 
<f, ..l O and <f, f ~ for every proper minimal extension ~ of O . 
a) Obvious. 
b) This follows from 1.6. and from the easy observation that 
RH = inv Jim{ R HJI I /J < v} ; here the maps 
Of: RHt-RHo are defined as of: = idx X 1/;f IR .,,t 
c) Consider the collection A of homomorphisms ~: 'Y:-£ of minimal 
ttgs with ~ ..l <f, , such that ~ factorizes over 1/; ; i.e., ~ = 1/;o\ for some 
homomorphism \ . Define an ordering on A by: ~< 11 ilf 11 = ~ o µ. for 
some homomorphism µ. ( t11 E A ). By b, every chain in A has an upper 
bound in A . Hence, by Zorn's lemma, the assertion follows. D 
Clearly, RH is minimal iff RH has a unique minimal subset and RH 
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has a dense subset of almost periodic points. 
In order to know whether RH contains a unique minimal subset we have: 
3.2. THEOREM. Let <1>:'X-£ and f:611-£ be homomorphisms of minimal 
ttgs. Let u E J, zoE uZ, xoE uq>-(zo) and y 0 E uf-(z 0). Let 
H = @('X, x o) , F = @(611,y 0) and K = @(£, z 0) be the Ellis groups 
of 'X, 611 and '£ with respect to x 0 , y 0 and z 0 in G . Then 
RH has a unique minimal subset iff HF = K . 
PROOF. Suppose that RH has a unique minimal subset. Let k E K ; and 
remark that (x 0 ,ky0 ) = u (x 0 ,ky0 ) is an almost periodic point in RH. As 
(x 0 ,y 0) is an almost periodic point too, there is an a E G such that 
(x 0 ,kyo) = a(xo,Yo)- Clearly, aEH and a - 1kEF. So we have 
k =aa - 1kEHF, which implies that KCHF. As HUFCK, it fol-
lows that K = HF . 
Conversely, let W C RH be a minimal subset of RH and assume that 
K = HF. Clearly, for some a E G the point (x 0 ,ay0)E W. Hence 
a E K ; say a = hf for certain h E H and f E F . Then 
(x 0 ,ay0) = h(h - 1x 0 ,Jy0), and as h - 1 EH,fEF, we have 
(x 0 ,ay0)=h(x0 ,y0). This shows that WnT(x 0 ,y0)=/=-0 As 
T(x 0 ,y 0) is minimal (2.5.), it follows that W = T(x 0 ,y 0). □ 
3.3. COROLLARY. 
a) Let 'X and 611 be minimal ttgs. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) X X Y has a unique minimal subset; 
(ii) @(~x ).@(61IJ') = G for some x E uX and y E u Y ; 
(iii) @(~x ).@(611J') = G for every x E uX and y E u Y . 
b) Let H and F be subgroups of G that can occur as Ellis groups 
of certain minimal ttgs. Then HF = G iff HgF = G for some 
g E G ijf HgF = G for every g E G . □ 
3.4. REMARK. Let </>: ix-'£ be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs and let 
i/1: 611- '£ be a proximal extension of (not necessarily minimal) ttgs. 
Then RH has a unique minimal subset. 
PROOF. Define 0: <iitH- 'X as the projection. Then 0 is proximal. As 'X 
is minimal, the remark follows from 1.23.c. D 
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Let <j>: 'X-2: and i/; : 6Y-2: be surjective homomorphisms of ttgs (not 
necessarily minimal). Then q> and i/; are said to satisfy the generalized 
Bronstein condition (gBc) if JR H = RH ; i.e. , if the almost periodic points 
are dense in RH . If JR <I> = R <I> then q> is said to satisfy the Bronstein 
condition (Be); we shall also say that q> is a Be map or a Be extension. Be 
extensions turn out to behave nicely with respect to the regionally proximal 
relation and the interpolation of almost periodic factors , as will be made 
clear in 4.4. and 111.3 .. 
Note that if the pair (</>,i/;) satisfies gBc, then X and Y , being factors of 
RH , both have a dense subset of almost periodic points. 
3.5. REMARK. 
a) Let q>: 'X- 2: be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs and let 
i/; : 6Y- 2: be a proximal extension. Then q> 1- I/; iff ( <j>,i/;) satisfies 
gBc (cf. 3.4.). 
b) In particular, a proximal homomorphism of minimal ttgs is a Be 
extension iff it is an isomorphism. 
c) Let <j> : 'X-2: be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. ff JR </> is an 
equivalence relation, then q> = ~ o 1/ where 1/ is a Be extension and 
~ is a proximal extension (cf. the discussion just below 2.14.). □ 
In case 2: is a minimal ttg, the fact that q> and i/; satisfy the generalized 
Bronstein condition implies semi-openness for the canonical map 
0: '3!,H-2:, defined by 0(x ,y ) = <j>(x) = i/;(y) for all (x ,y )E R H 
(1.4.b). 
Semi-openness has the following technical advantage: 
3.6. LEMMA. Let <j> : 'X-2: and i/; : 6Y - 2: be surjective homomorphisms of 
ttgs, such that the canonical map 0: '3!,H - 2: is semi-open. Then for 
every nonempty open W ~ R H there are nonempty open subsets U 
and V in X and Y such that 
</> [ U] = i/; [ VJ and 0 =I= U X V n R H~ W . 
PROOF. Let U' and V' be open subsets of X and Y such that 
0 =I= U' X V' n R H ~ W and let 
0 : = int(0[ U' X V'n RH]) = int(<j>[U']n i/;[V']). 
Then U := U'n<j>- [O] and V: = V'niJ;- (O] suffice. □ 
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3.7. COROLLARY. Let <f,:~-£ and f:6ll-+£ besurjectivehomomorphisms 
of ttgs, and let W be an arbitrary open set in RH . In each of the fol-
lowing cases we can find open sets U and V in X and Y such that 
<f,[U]=i/J[V] and 0 =/= UX VnRHC W. 
(i) '.2: is minimal and <f, and 1/J satisfy gBc; 
(ii) <f, is open and 1/J is semi-open; 
(iii) ~ is minimal and 1/J is open; 
(iv) '.2: is minimal, <f, is open and Y = J Y . 
PROOF. 
(i) Follows from 3.6. and 1.4.b. 
(ii) It is an easy exercise to show that 0 is semi-open; hence 3.6. 
applies. 
(iii) Follows from (ii) and 1.4.b (interchange <f, and I/;). 
(iv) Follows from (ii) and 1.4.b. □ 
If a pair in RH can be approximated by almost periodic points in RH , 
then it can be approximated by almost periodic points with a first coordinate 
in Tx (for some fixed x E X ), provided that <f, is a homomorphism of 
minimal ttgs. This is shown in the next lemma. 
3.8. LEMMA. Let <f,: ~- £ and 1/J: 6ll-+ £ be surjective homomorphisms of 
ttgs with ~ minimal, and let x E X and u E ix . Then 
]RH = T {x} X u 1/J+--<f,(x) ( = {(tx ,ty) It E T ,y Eu 1/J.._<f,(x)}). 
PROOF. As { x } X u 1/1.._ </> (x) CJ RH the inclusion C holds. 
Conversely, let (x 1 ,y 1) E JR H and let U X V n RH be a basic open 
neighbourhood of (x 1 ,y 1) E RH ; i.e. , U and V are open neighbour-
hoods of x I and y I in X and Y . As U X V n JR H =I= 0 , there is a 
point (x 2 ,Yz)E U X VnJRH; say (x 2 ,y 2) = v (x 2 ,y 2). By minimality of 
~ . there is an aEG with x 2 =vax. So (x 2 ,y 2) = va(x,a - 1y 2), and 
clearly, (x, a - 1y 2) E {x} X u 1/J+--<f,(x) . Hence 
and as U and V are arbitrary, (x 1 ,y 1)E T({x }Xu 1/J+--<f,(x)). □ 
In the same spirit we have the following result, the easy proof of which is 
omitted. 
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3.9. LEMMA. Let </>:ix-£ and i/;: qi_£ be surjective homomorphisms of 
ttgs, with i/; an open map. If x OE X is a transitive point and </> is 
semi-open, then RH= T({x 0} X i/;.._</>(x)). In particular, if ix is 
minimal, then R H= T ({x} X i/;.._</>(x)) for every x EX. □ 
The results in 3.6. through 3.9. show that openness of maps as well as density 
of almost periodic points in RH provide a (technically) convenient descrip-
tion of RH . Both aspects are almost "embodied" by the so called RIC 
extensions, which we shall define hereafter (see III.I. for properties of those 
RIC extensions). 
A homomorphism <j>: ix-£ of minimal ttgs is called a RIC extension 
(abbreviation for Relatively InContractible) if </> J_ 1/; for every proximal 
homomorphism 1/;: qi_£ of minimal ttgs. If £ is the trivial one point ttg, 
ix is called incontractible. 
Note that </> is RIC iff </> J_ K , where K: ~(£)- £ is the universal minimal 
proximal extension of £. In particular, it follows from 2.9. that every 
minimal ttg for an abelian group T is incontractible. 
If, for a certain topological group T , the universal minimal ttg '?PT is 
trivial, then every minimal ttg for T is incontractible; for, obviously, 
ix J_ { *} . Such a topological group is called strongly amenable (the name 
will be clear from VII. I. 11.). 
It turns out that RIC extensions are open (III. I .4.) and that RIC extensions 
satisfy the Bronstein condition in a strong way (III.1.9. and Ill.1.5.) . 
It is still unsolved whether or not an open Be extension is a RIC extension. 
We shall provide two partial results with respect to that question in 111.1.9. 
and V.3.7 .. 
Another concept in relating homomorphisms of ttgs (not necessarily minimal) 
is that of weak disjointness. Two surjective homomorphisms <[>: ix-£ and 
1/;: qi_£ of ttgs are called weakly disjoint if RH is an ergodic subset of 
XX Y ; notation : </>....:..... i/; . If £ is the trivial one point ttg and cp ....:..... i/; , 
then we say ix and qi are weakly disjoint ; notation: ix....:..... qi . 
In contrast to the situation for disjointness, it is possible that a homomor-
phism of ttgs is weakly disjoint from itself. Such a homomorphism 
cp:ix-£ with cp....:.....cp is called weakly mixing. If £ is trivial then ix is 
called a weakly mixing ttg. 
The following example of weakly disjoint ttgs and weakly mixing ttgs ori-
ginates from s. GLASNER [G 75.1]. We shall defer the proof until VII.2.14., 
where a relativized version is given. 
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3.10. EXAMPLE. Let 'X be a proximal minimal ttg. Then 'X is weakly dis-
joint from every minimal ttg. 
weakly mixing ([G 76] 11.2.2.). 
In particular, a proximal minimal ttg is 
□ 
3.11. REMARK. A weakly mixing homomorphism of ttgs does not admit non-
trivial almost periodic factors. 
PROOF. Let cf,: 'X- 6Y be a surjective weakly mixing homomorphism of ttgs. 
Then for every aE 61.1,x we have Tan Rq, = Rq,. Hence Qq, = Rq,, which 
shows that Eq, = R <I> and cf, does not admit nontrivial almost periodic fac-
tors. □ 
1.4. MISCELLANEA 
This section does not have a main theme. We intend to give some exam-
ples and we shall comment on the relations P <I> , Q q, and £ <I> for a 
homomorphism cf, of minimal ttgs. 
We shall need the following lemma ([AG 77] lemma ll.2. ; also compare 
Ill.3.1. in here). 
4.1. LEMMA. Consider the next commutative diagram consisting of homomor-




l" -----O__.,- -----..,,.... ..,,.... ..,,.... ..,,.... 
6lJf p 
Let cf, be a proximal extension and let f be distal. Then there is a 
homomorphism 0:6Y-£ such that µ = Oocf, and v = foO. □ 
Let cf,: 'X- 6Y be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. Since P q, C Q q, C E q, , 
P q,o Qq,U Qq, oP q,C E q,; sometimes, however, we have Eq, = Qq,oP <I> (e.g. 
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111.3.8. and VII.1.19. , 1.20.). The following holds with respect to Q <Po P<P: 
4.2. REMARK. Let qi : ix-~ be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. Then 
Q q,o Pq,= Pq,o Q q,= 
{(x 1 ,x 2)ER<t>lv(x 1 ,x 2)EQ</> forsomem.l.i. Im Sr and some vE J(/)}. 
PROOF. Follows easily from 2.7. and the fact that Q <P is closed and invari-
ant. □ 




The following describes how P <P and P O , Q <P and Q e and E <P and Ee 
are related. 
4.3. THEOREM. In the situation above, the following statements hold: 
a) 1f' X 1f! [ P q,] = P 8 ; 
b) 1f' X 1f' [ Q q,] = Q o ; 
c) 1f' X 1f' [ P 9 o Q q,] = PO o Q O ; 
d) 1f' X 1f' [ E q,] = E o ; 
e) for every x EX, lf![Eq,[x]] = Eo[lf!(x)]. 
PROOF. 
a) This is a straightforward relativization of (E 69] 5.22.3 .. 
b) This is a straightforward relativization of [MW 80.2] 3.2 .. 
c) Follows easily from b and 4.2 .. 
e) [MW ?] 2.3 .. 
d) Follows from e (but a direct proof is possible). □ 
In the previous section we already mentioned the use of dense sets of almost 
periodic points. In chapter III we shall discuss a technique that is perfectly 
fit to attack the regionally proximal relation in the situation of a Be exten-
sion. In fact, it attacks the regionally proximal relation as far as the set 
JR <P is concerned. 
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To that end define for a homomorphism <f>: ex,_ qi of minimal ttgs: 
Q;: = n {TanJR</> I a.E qJ,x} 
and note that Q; = n {TanJR</> I a.E qJ,x}. In other words, 
(x 1,x 2)EQ; iffthereisanet {(x;1 ,x~)}; in JR</> and there are !;ET 
such that 
(x\ ,x2)-(x 1 ,x2) and t;(x;, ,x2)-(x 1,x 1). 
Clearly, Q; is a closed, invariant, reflexive and symmetric relation in JR <I> , 
and Q; C Q <I> ; if </> satisfies the Bronstein condition , then Q; = Q <I> • 
4.4. LEMMA. Let </>: ex,_ 611 be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs, and let 
(x 1,x 2) be an almost periodic point in Q; ; say (x 1,x 2) = u (x 1,x 2) for 
some u El. Then there are nets {x;d; in u<f>---<f>(x 1) and S; and 
I; in T such that 
while s; u - u and t; u - u in M . 
PROOF. (See also [MW 74] 2.2.) By 3.8., JR </>= T({xi} X u<f>---</>(x 1)) and so 
it follows easily that 
This shows that we can find a net {z>-h in u<f>---</>(x 1) and s~ and t~ 1n 
T such that 
Let g>- E G be such that z>- = g>-x I and note that g>-<f>(x 1) = <f>(x 1). After 
passing to a suitable subnet we can find p 1 , p 2 , p 3 and p 4 in M such 
that 
note that p ,x, = p3x, = p4x, = x, and p2x, = x2 . 
Choose nets {r µ}µ and {r J }µ in T with r µ - u and r J - up 1up 3- 1 • 
Then there are nets { s; }. and {t; }. in T (subnets of the product nets 
(s 1,r), (t 1, r 1)) such that 
s; (u ,g.)-(up 1, up2) and t; (u ,g.)-(up 1, up 1up 3- 1p4) , 
for suitable g.E {g>-1 A}. By continuity of right multiplication with up,- 1 
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h 2 - I - I d 2 - I h we ave s,up 1 -"up 1up 1 = u an t,up 1 -'>U; ence 
s;up1- 1 (u,up1g,)-(u , up2) and t ; upi- 1 (u , up1g,)-'>(u,up1up 3- 1p4). 
But then we can find (sub)nets (s; }; and {t; }; in T and g; E {g, Iv} 
such that 
Hence s; u --->u and l;u -u in M ; and up 1g;x 1 E ucf>,_cf>(x 1), while 
S; (x I , up 1g; X i)-'> (x 1 , up 2X 1) = (x 1 , X 2) and 
l; (x 1 , up1g;x 1)--'>(X 1 , up 1Up3- 1p4X 1) = (x 1 , x1) . 
D 
We shall turn to some examples. Although they are completely standard they 
can serve as a link to reality. 
It is left as an exercise for the reader to check the properties of the ttgs men-
tioned here. 
4.5. (i) Let X be the circle, considered as the unit interval / with end 
points identified. Define cf, : X-"X by cf,(x) =x + a (mod I) for some 
irrational a E / and let the action of Z on X be defined by 
(n,x) ..... cf>n(x) = x + na (modi). Then 'Xa is a ttg for Z . <X,, is 
minimal; and as cf> is an isometry, <X,, is uniformly almost periodic. 
(ii) Let Y = X X X be the torus and define a homeomorphism 
if,: Y - Y by if,(x 1 , x 2) = (x 1 + a ,x 2 + /3) for irrational a,/3 E I such 
that a / f3 is irrational too. Again, let the action of Z on Y be defined 
by the iterates of if, . Then 6lJ = 'Xa X 'Xp is the product of two uniformly 
almost periodic minimal ttgs, so 6lJ is uniformly almost periodic. As a/ /3 
is irrational, the point (0,0) has a dense orbit in Y , and it follows that 6lJ 
is minimal. 
Note that this means that the uniformly almost periodic minimal ttgs <X,, 
and 'Xp are disjoint iff a and /3 are independent over Q . 
(iii) Let Z = X X X be the torus and define a homeomorphism 
O:z-z by O(x 1, x 2) = (x 1+ a , x 1+x 2) for a transcendental aE/. 
Let the action of Z on Z be defined by the iterates of O . 
Clearly, the projection 1r: 2:--'> <X,, is a homomorphism of ttgs ; moreover, 1r 
is a group extension (every fiber is homeomorphic to the CT2 group X ). 
Hence 2'. is an almost periodic extension of a uniformly almost periodic 
minimal ttg and so 2'. is distal. As { (n a , ½a(n 2 - n )) I n E Z} is dense in 
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Z it follows that 2: is minimal. This ttg 2: 1s not uniformly almost 
periodic, however, [F 63]. 
4.6. (i) Consider the uniformly almost periodic minimal ttg 'X" for T = "11. 
as in 4.5.(i) . Let x 0 E X and put £ = Zx 0 , the orbit of x 0 . Clearly, E 
is a proper dense subset of X . Split every e E E into two distinct points 
e + , e - and define 
Y: = (X \ E) U { e + I e EE} U { e - I e EE} . 
Let cp: Y -x be the obvious identification map. Provide Y with a CT2 
topology by defining a base 11, as follows: 
Every full original (under cp) of an open interval in X is an element of 11, . 
For every eEE and every c>O the sets (e - c,e)U{e + } and 
(e, e + c) U { e - } are elements of 11, . We can extend the action of Z on 
X to an action of Z on Y by defining 
(n,x)t-->X + na (mod I) for every x EX \ E 
(n,e +)t->(e +na)+ (mod I), (n,e - )1->(e +na)- (mod I) (e EE). 
Then 6Y is a ttg for Z and as every orbit is dense, 6Y is minimal. The 
map cp: 6Y- 'X is a homomorphism of minimal ttgs and ct> is one-to-one in 
the points outside E (i.e., ct> is almost one-to-one or almost automorphic). 
So ct> is point distal, and every x E X \ E is not just a cp-distal point but 
even a distal point for 6Y , i.e., 6Y is a point distal minimal ttg. 
Also ct> is proximal , for e + and e - are proximal ( e E E ) . Hence 6Y 
is a proximal extension of a uniformly almost periodic ttg, a so called 
proximal-equicontinuous ttg. As ct> is proximal in a special way, 6Y is even 
locally almost periodic (see 111.5 .6.). 
(ii) A point distal ttg does not have to be locally almost periodic, since 
every minimal distal ttg is point distal ; e.g. 2: in 4.5.( iii) is point distal. If 
2: were locally almost periodic, it would have been uniformly almost 
periodic by 1.18 .. 
4.7. (i) Let T: = T (a, b) be the free group on two generators (a and b), 
and let X be the circle. Define a: X - X by a (x) = x + a (mod I) for 
an irrational a E I and define b : X - X by b (x) = x 2 . Then a and 
b are homeomorphisms, and 'X is a ttg for T . By the action of a , 'X 
is minimal and by the action of b , 'X is proximal. 
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(ii) Let Y be the circle and define c: Y - Y by c (y) = y + ½a 
(same a as in (i)) and define d : Y - Y by d (y) = 2y 2 for 0.;;; y.;;; ½ 
and d (y) = ½ + 2(y - ½)2 for ½,o;;;;y < I . 
By the rotation c, 6lJ is a minimal ttg for T ( = T(c , d)). Define 
cf>: Y - X by cf> (y) = 2y (mod 1) . Then cf> is a homomorphism of 
minimal ttgs. Moreover cf> is a group extension, the CT2 group being the 
group consisting of two elements. 
Note that P61J= Y X Y \ {(y,y + ½) IY E Y} and Q 61J= Y X Y, so 
Q61J = E61J = P61JoP61J . 
This map cf> as well as 611 is called the twofold covering of the minimal prox-
imal rotation. Obviously, we can define threefold and fourfold coverings 
similarly. 
4.8. Let CX, = < X , a > be the shift transformation on two symbols, i.e., 
X={0,l}z and a:X-X isdefinedby a(x); =x;+ i forall iEZ. 
Define blocks Bk for k E 1\1 as follows : 
Bo= 00; B 1 = 0010; Bn + 1 = BnBn IB11 for every n E ~ ; 
and let Y c;;; X be defined by 
Y = { x E X I every finite segment of x is a segment of Bk for some k E ~} . 
Then Y is a closed shift invariant subset of X ; so 611 is a ttg for Z . It 
turns out that 611 is a minimal weakly mixing ttg (cf. [J 82]). Moreover, 611 1s 
a prime ttg, i.e., 611 does not have nontrivial factors. 
For more details on this so called Chacon transformation 611 see [J 82]. 
4.9. Let Z be a compact, nonseparable, nonmetric topological space and 
define X = zz . Let a be the shift on X . Then CX. is a ttg for Z . As 
X is not separable, X does not contain transitive points. But it is easy to 
see that CX. is ergodic. 
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1.5. REMARKS 
In this section we shall briefly discuss some more or less isolated subjects, 
which are closely related to the material presented in the previous sec-
tions of this chapter. 
5.1. In the literature one often encounters a function algebraic approach to 
topological dynamics, especially in the mathematical environment of R. ELLIS. 
It is just a matter of taste that we didn't adopt this approach. 
In short it comes down to the following (see [E 69] chapters 9 and 10). Let 
'X, be a ttg and denote by 8(X) the Banach algebra of all continuous com-
plex valued functions on X provided with the supremum norm. As a point 
transitive ttg 'X, is a factor of ~T , we can consider 8(X) as a subalgebra 
of 8: = 8(Sr) . In this way there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
the point transitive ttgs and the so called T -subalgebras of e . So the study 
of point transitive ttgs can be transformed into the study of certain subalge-
bras of e. In thi s approach one rather studies point transitive ttgs with a 
fixed base point. 
5.2. Let T be an arbitrary topological group. If 'X, is a ttg for Td , then 
'X, is a ttg for T except the (joint) continuity of the action. in general, the 
action will not be continuous; but under some conditions it is, as may be 
seen from the "theorem of Ellis" [E 57]. 
Let T be a locally compact T 2 topological group, and let < Td , X , 1r > 
be a ttg for Td . If 1r: T X X - X is separately continuous then 1r is 
jointly continuous, (hence 'X, is a ttg for T ). 
This nontrivial result plays a role in the proof of 1.20.. The theorem is not 
stated here in its fullest generality. For a short and transparent proof see 
[T 79]. In [Cr 81] a "game theoretic" proof is given. 
5.3. In section one we gave relative notions of distality, proximality and 
almost periodicity. We did not define relative local almost periodicity. This 
is studied in [MW 80.2]. There it turns out that a homomorphism cf> : 'X-- 6?j 
of minimal ttgs is locally almost periodic if cf> = lf! O () with () highly proxi-
mal (see IV) and If! almost periodic (for the absolute case this was shown in 
[MW 72], cf. VI.5 .6.). 
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5.4. NOTE. Let <t,: 'X-61:1 be a homomorphism of ttgs with 61:1 minimal. 
Suppose that x E X is a $-distal point, i.e., X = T (x) and x is 
distal from every x' E X with <p (x) = <f, (x ') . Then 'X is minimal. 
Let v Ely and note that lf>(vx) = v q>(x) = vy = y = q>(x). By assump-
tion x and vx are distal. As vx = v.vx it follows from 2.7. that x and 
vx are proximal. Hence x = vx , and x is an almost periodic point 
(2.5.) . So X = Tx is a minimal set. 
Note that 4.6.(i) shows that point distal is not necessarily distal. 
The corresponding notion of a point proximal homomorphism of minimal 
ttgs is not very useful, as is shown by the next observation: 
NOTE. Let q>: 'X-61:1 be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs and suppose 
that x E X is a proximal point for q>, i.e., (x, x ') E P <X- for every 
x' E X with (x, x ') E R <P • Then q> is proximal. 
Let (x 1 ,x 2)ER,p, say x 1 = px and x 2 =qx for some p and q in 
M . Let u E J x ; then 
(x, up - I qx) = up - I (x I , X 2) E TR ,p = R ,p . 
By assumption, x and up - 1qx are proximal. By 2.8., x and up - 1qx 
are distal; hence x = up - 1qx . But then upx = up (up - 1qx) = uqx ; and 
so, by 2.7., px and qx are proximal. 
5.5. The notion of disjointness was introduced in [F 67] for not necessarily 
minimal ttgs. Two ttgs 'X and 61:1 are called disjoint if for every ttg £ and 
all surjective homomorphisms q>: £- 'X and if;: £- 61:1 the induced 
homomorphism 0: £-'X X 61:1 is surjective. Here O is such that If>= 1r1 oO 
and if; = 1r2 o O , where 1r1 and 1r2 are the projections. 
Clearly disjointness is preserved under factors. If 'X and 61:1 are disjoint 
then one of them has to be minimal. Moreover, if both 'X and 61:1 are 
minimal, then 'X and 61:1 are disjoint iff 'X X 61:1 is minimal. 
These facts are easy to verify, so their proofs are left for the reader. 
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5.6. The notion of weak disjointness first occurs in [P 72), with the same 
definition as we gave. A slightly different definition can be found in [M 78), 
where two ttgs '!X, and ~ are called weakly disjoint if '!X, X ~ is a point 
transitive ttg. Clearly the notions coincide if both X and Y have a count-
able pseudobase. 
Of course this yields different definitions for the notion of weak mixing. Let 
'!X, be a minimal ttg. 
WMI A ttg '!X, is weakly mixing if '!X, X '!X, is ergodic ([P 72)). 
WM2 A ttg '!X, is weakly mixing if '!X, X '!X, is point transitive ([M 76.1 )). 
Other definitions occurring in the literature are: 
WM3 A ttg '!X, is weakly mixing if Qx= X X X ([B 75/79) 3. I 3. 14.). 
WM4 A ttg '!X, is weakly mixing if E x= X X X ([E 81) 0.IO.). 
Clearly, WM2 ⇒ WM I ⇒ WM3 ⇒ WM4 and WM2 ⇒ WM I in case X has a 
countable pseudobase. If '!X, is incontractible or if '!X, admits an invariant 
measure, then WMI , WM 3 and WM4 are equivalent (VII.3.11.). 
Our definition of weak mixing will always be WM 1. 
5.7. In 4.5. through 4.9. we gave a few examples of ttgs and homomor-
phisms of ttgs. They just serve as an illustration. In the Ii terature many other 
(and more sophisticated) examples can be found ; we shall name a few and 
give some references. 
(i) Many examples do exist based on shift systems e.g. 4.8.. In this area the 
intertwining of ergodic theory and topological dynamics is quite strong, 
[D 80), [Mt 71), [Mk 75). 
(ii) Let Y and Z be CT2 spaces and let a : Z - Z be a homeomor-
phism. Suppose h : Z - '.JC( Y) is a continuous map from Z into the 
full homeomorphism group of Y (unjform topology). Define a 
homeomorphism cf, on X = Z X Y by cf:,(z ,y) = (a(z) ,h(z )(y)). 
Then X is called a skew product of Z and Y . In fact in 4.5.(iii) Z 
is a skew product of X and X , where h : X - '.JC(X) is defined by 
h (x )(x ') = x + x ' . 
Many examples are made using skew product constructions e.g. [GW 79), 
[G 80), [GW 81). 
(iii) Our example 4.6.(i) can be generalized considerably (see for instance 
IV.1.4.). In [M 76.1) and [M 78] many examples are constructed with the 
method which is discussed in IV. I .4 .. 
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(iv) In [B 75179] one can find a lot of examples coming from the qualitative 
theory of differential equations. 
(v) By way of anthology of other examples we shall just mention some 
papers in which interesting examples can be found. This list is not 
meant to be complete so a lot of other interesting examples may remain 
unmentioned : [E 65], [FKS 73], [G 74], [G 75 .1], [M 76.2], [MW 72], 
[MW 76], [P 71], [S 70], [W 67]. 
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II 
HYPER TRANSFORMATION GROUPS 




In the structure theory of minimal ttgs it turns out to be useful to study the 
behavior of subsets of the phase space under the given action. One of the 
first (rudimentary) occurrences of the hyperspace in that respect was in 
[V 70], in which the study of the phenomenon of the shrinking of a fiber to a 
point was started (cf. IV.I.). 
In this chapter we shall briefly discuss the action of T on the hyperspace 
2x of the phase space X , which is induced by the action of T on X . 
The first section is just an introduction with some emphasis on ergodicity. 
Recursiveness, in particular almost periodicity, is discussed in the second sec-
tion. In the third one the induced action of ST on the hyperspace ("the cir-
cle operation") is introduced, as are quasifactors. These notions will occur 
frequently in the sequel. 
II.I. HYPERSPACES AND ERGODICITY 
Many standard constructions do exist that build new ttgs out of old ones 
(cf. section I. 1.). In this section we introduce the hyper ttg 26X, induced 
by the ttg 'X . We also define the so called "circle-action" (or "circle-
operation") of ST on 26X, . Both concepts play a major role in this 
monograph. We end this section with observations on ergodicity of 26X,. 
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Let X be a topological space. The hyperspace 2x of X is defined to be 
the collection of all nonempty closed subsets of X . 
On 2x we can define the Vietoris topology as follows: 
For an open set U in X define 
< U >: = { B E 2x I B c;::: U} and < U > • : = { B E 2x I B n U =fa 0} 
and let 
~: = { < U > I U open in X} U { < U > • I U open in X} . 
The Vietoris topology on 2x is the topology generated by the subbase ~ . 
Note that a base for the Vietoris topology is formed by the sets of the form 
n n 
< u I , . .. , Un >: = < u U; > n n < U; >. 
i = I i = I 
Note that < U > • = < X, U > . 
1.1. THEOREM. Let X be a topological space. 
a) If X is a T 1 -space, then X can be homeomorphically embedded in 
2x by the map x r> {x} . 
b) X is metrizable iff 2x is metrizable. 
c) X is CT2 iff 2x is CT2 . 
PROOF. Cf. [Mi 51 ]. D 
1.2. Let X be a CT2 space and let GlJ, be the unique uniform structure for 
X . Then the Vietoris topology is just the uniform topology on 2x induced 
by the unique uniform structure Gll,* , which is generated by the collection 
{a• J a E GlJ,} ; here 
a• : = { (A , B) E 2x X 2x I A c;::: a(B) and B c;::: a(A ) } . 
For a proof of this we refer to [Mi 51 ]. 
Let q,: X - Y be a closed continuous surjection. Then q, induces maps 
defined by 2<1>(A) = q,(A] for all A E 2x and 'i>aiB) = q,-(B] for all 
BE 2y. 
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1.3. THEOREM. Let <1> : X - Y be a continuous surjection of CT2 spaces. 
Then 
a) 2<1> is continuous; 
b) <l>adl y: Y -2x is an upper semi continuous (u.s.c.) map; i.e., 
{y E Y I <l>ad(y) = </>-(y) ~ U} is open in Y for open U in X ; 
c) <l>ad I y is continuous in y E Y iff </> is open in every point of 
</>-(y) ; 
d) </>ad is continuous iff </>ad I y is continuous iff </> is open; 
e) if X is metrizable then there is a dense Gr,-set Y' in Y such that 
</>act is continuous in every point of Y'. 
PROOF. For a, b and d see [Mi 51 ]; c is straightforward. A proof for e can 
be found in [Fo 51]. □ 
1.4. REMARK. Let X be a CT2 space. The map ln : X" - 2x defined by 
(x 1, ... , x,. )1-+ { x 1, . • . , Xn} is continuous. Moreover, it is locally 
one-to-one in the points (x 1, ••• , x,.) with X; ¥= x1 for all i ¥= j . 
Also note that LJ {tn[Xn] J n EN} is dense in 2x. □ 
The following remark on convergence in 2x seems useful, the easy proof is 
omitted. 
1.5. REMARK. Let {A;}; be a convergent net in 2x . Then A = limA ; in 
2x iff the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) A contains all convergence points of every net {a;}; with a; E A; ; 
(ii) for every x EA there is a net {a1 }1 with a1 E A1 (after passing 
to a suitable subnet {A1 }1 of {A;}; ) such that x is a convergence 
point of {a1 }1 . D 
Let 'X = < T, X, 7T > be a ttg (note that X is a CT2 space unless stated 
otherwise). Then, clearly, < Td, 2x, 277 > is a ttg, where the map 
r:Td x 2x-2x isdefinedby 277(t ,A)=1r({t} X A] forall tET and 
A E 2x (or, suppressing the action symbol, (t ,A) ...... tA ). Indeed, every 
homeomorphism 1r 1 of X extends to a homeomorphism i<1r ' ) = (277Y of 
2x (by 1.3.a). 
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1.6. THEOREM. Let 'X = < T , X , 7T > be a ttg for an arbitrary topological 
group T . Then 2X: = < T, 2x, 2" > is a ttg and 'X can be equivari-
antly embedded in 2X. 
PROOF. By the above, we only have to prove the continuity of 
2": T X 2x - 2x . Let t E T and A E 2x and take a subbase neighbour-
hood <U> of 2"(t,A). Then 1r[{t} X A]c;;::; U, so by continuity of 1r 
there are open neighbourhoods V and W of t and A in T and X , 
such that 1r[V X W] c:;;; U . Hence 2"[V X < W> ]c:;;; < U > . Next consider 
a subbase neighbourhood < U > · of 2"(t ,A) ; i.e., there is an a EA with 
1r (t, a) E 1r [ {t} X A ] n U . By continuity of 1r there are open neighbour-
hoods V and W of t and a in T and X such that w[V X W] c:;;; U . 
Hence 2"[ V X < W > 0 ] c:;;; < U > • . The second part of the statement is 
obvious. □ 
1.7. Note that 2~ contains 'X as a closed invariant subset ; thus 2X is 
minimal iff 'X is trivial. Further on, however, we shall see that 2X can 
very well be ergodic and nontrivial (1.1 I.). We omit the easy proof of the 
following theorem. 
1.8. THEOREM. Let q,: ex- 6?i be a surjective homomorphism of ttgs. Then 
a) 2<1>: 2~ - 2~ is a homomorphism of ttgs; 
b) 4'ad: 2~-2X is an equivariant u.s.c. map; it is a homomorphism of 
ttgs iff ({> is open; 
c) 4'ad and 4'ad I y are embeddings iff ({> is open. □ 
From now on we shall (again) forget about the action symbol, i.e.: if 'X is a 
ttg then 2X is a ttg and the action will be denoted by (t, A )f-> tA . How-
ever, this notation may cause some ambiguity with respect to the action of 
ST on 'X and 2X . To circumvent misunderstanding, we shall denote the 
action of ST on 2~ by the "circle operation". 
Let A E 2x and p EST , then 
pA : = {pa I a E A } and 
p oA: = limt;A in 2x for some net { t; } ; in T with p = lim t; 
= limt;A m 2X for every net {t; }; m T with p = limt;. 
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1.9. LEMMA. Let X be a ttg, A E 2x, p,q EST and t ET . 
a) Let {t; }; be a net in T with p = Jim t; . Then 
p oA = {x EX Ix = limtiai for a subnet {ti }i of {t; }; and for ai EA}. 
b) pA c;;,.p oA and tA = t oA , 
c) po (q o A) = pq o A . 
PROOF. 
a) Clear from the definition above and 1.5 .. 
b) Follows immediately from a. 
c) Follows from the fact that ST acts as a semigroup on 2x . □ 
1.10. For nonempty subsets A of X which are not (necessarily) closed, we 
define po A : = po A . Clearly, (also if A is not closed) 
p o A = { x E X I x = Jim ti ai for ai E A and ti - p } . 
Note that if A is finite we have pA =po A for all p EST . As was men-
tioned earlier, 2'X can never be minimal (in a nontrivial way). We shall see 
now that 2<X can be ergodic (cf. 1.15.). 
1.11. THEOREM. For all n E ~ let ex,n be an ergodic ttg. Then (2'Xt is 
ergodic for all n E ~ . [Hence (2t'jn is ergodic for all n E ~ and so 
on.] 
PROOF. Let W 1 and W 2 be nonempty open sets in (2xf . We have to 
find a t ET with tW 1 n W 2 * 0 . Let m E ~ and open sets Uj and 
Vj in X for i E { I, ... , n} and j E { I, ... , m} be such that 
0 * < U l , ... , U ~ > X · · · X < U? , ... , u::, > c;;,_ WI and 
0 * < v l , . . . , v ~ > x - -- x < v1 , ... , v::, > c;;,_ w2 . 
As xmn is ergodic there is a t E T such that 
t(Ul x · · · x u::,) n <Vi x · · · x v::,) = L * 0 , 
say (xi, . .. ,x~,xf, .. . ,x::,)E L . Then clearly 
{xi , .. . , x~} X · · · X {x'{, . .. , x::,} E tW 1 n W 2 ; 
so tW 1 n W 2 * 0 , which proves the theorem. D 
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1.12. REMARK. Let ix. be a ttg and n E N . If (2'X,t is ergodic then ix,n is 
ergodic. In particular, if 2'X, is ergodic (weakly mixing) then ix. is 
ergodic (weakly mixing). 
PROOF. Let U I X · · · X Un and VI X · · · X Vn be basic open ( and 
nonempty) in xn . Then 
u : = < u I> X .. . X <Un > and V: = < VI > X .. . X < vn > 
are open in (2xf . So there is a t ET such that tU n V =I= 0 ; hence 
there are X; EU; with t {x;} = {tx;} E < V; > . But then 
t (x 1, .. . , Xn) E t ( U I X · · · X U11 ) n VI X · · · X Vn , 
and ix,n is ergodic. □ 
1.13. LEMMA. Let ix, be a ttg. If 2'X, is ergodic then Q'X, =X X X . 
PROOF. Choose a E qi, and U open in X such that U X U C a . Let 
(x 1 , x 2) E X X X and let V I and V 2 be open neighbourhoods of x I and 
x 2 in X . As the ttg 2'X, is ergodic we can find a t E T such that 
t < U > n < V 1 , V 2> =I= 0 . In particular, there are points y I and y 2 in 
U with t(Y 1,y 2)EV 1X V2 . Hence 
0 =/= V1 X V2nt(U X U)C V1 X V2nTa , 
So X X X C Ta for all aE qi,x and, consequently, X X X = Qx □ 
For 1.14. and 1.15. we need some results from chapter VII. which do not 
depend on the results in this section. 
I. 14. COROLLARY. Let ix, be a minimal ttg such that X X X has a dense 
subset of almost periodic points. If 2'X- is ergodic then ix. is weakly mix-
ing. 
PROOF. By 1.13., Qx = X X X ; hence by Vll.3.17. (absolute case), ix. is 
weakly mixing. □ 
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1.15. THEOREM. Let 'X be a minimal ttg. If 'X has an invariant measure, or 
if 'X is incontractible, then the following statements are equivalent: 
a) 'X is weakly mixing; 
b) cx,n is ergodic for all n E ~ ; 
c) 2rx is ergodic; 
d) (2"Xf is ergodic for all n E ~ . 
PROOF. By VII.3 . 11 ., the statements a and b are equivalent to 
" E "X =XX X ". By 1.1 I., d follows from b; and, of course, c is implied by 
d . Assume c ; then, by 1.13., it follows that Q rx = X X X . Hence 
X X X = Q rx c;;; E rx , so E rx = X X X . □ 
1.16. In particular this means that the equivalence of a through d of 1.15. 
holds for every minimal ttg 'X in the case of an amenable (e.g. abelian) 
phase group T (every minimal ttg for an amenable group has an invariant 
measure (cf. VII.I.I 1.)). 
1.17. LEMMA. Let 'X be a ttg and let n E ~ . If (2rxy is ergodic then for 
any n open sets V 1, ••• , Vn in X there is a minimal left ideal I in 
ST with po V; = X for all p E / and all i E { I, ... , n} . 
PROOF. As the collection 
{p EST Ip o V; = X for i E { I, ... , n} } 
is closed and T-invariant in ST , we only have to prove it is nonempty. 
For every y E G/1,x choose a finite y-dense set { x {, .. . , x,! } in X , i.e. , 
r 
U {y(x/) Ii E {I, ... , n y} } = X . 
Then < V1> X · · · X <Vn> and (<y(xr), .. . ,y(xl)>Y are open 
r 
sets in (2x f . So there is a t r E T such that 
ty<V;>n<y(xr), ... , y(xnY)>=I= 0 for iE{l, ... ,n} . 
r 
Note that this means that t Y V; n y (x/) =I= 0 for all i E {I, .. . , n} and 
all j E {I, ... , ny}. Let p = limtyE ST (for a suitable subnet). Let 
x E X and let U be a neighbourhood of x in X ; choose a E G/1,x with 
a{x} C U and /3 E G/1,x with /3 = 13- 1 and /33 C a . Then for all y E G/1,x 
with y C /3 there is an xyE{xjY, . .. ,x/} with y(x y)C a(x). Hence 
r 
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for all y C {3 and all i E { I, .. . , n} . But then p o V; n af.x) =I= 0 for all 
i E { I, . . . , n} and so po V; n U =I= 0 . As U was arbitrary, 
x E po V; =po V; for all i E { I, ... , n} . As x E X was arbitrary, 
p o V; = X for all i E { I, ... , n } . 0 
1.18. THEOREM. Let <:X, be a ttg. Consider the following statements: 
a) ix,n is ergodic for all n EN . 
b) (26X,f is ergodic for all n E N . 
c) For every finite collection { V 1, ••• , Vn} of open subsets of X 
there is a minimal left ideal I in ST such that po V; = X for all 
p E / and every i E { I, ... , n } . 
d) For every countable collection 'Y of open subsets of X there is a 
minimal left ideal I in ST such that po V = X for all p E / 
and every V E 'Y. 
e) There is a minimal left ideal I in ST such that p o V = X for 
all p E / and every open set V in X . 
The statements a , b , c and d are equivalent and they are implied by e . 
If X has a countable pseudobase (e.g., X is metric) then all five state-
ments are equivalent. 
PROOF. 
e => d => c Trivial. 
c => a Let U I X · · · X Un be a basic open set. By c there exists a 
p EST with p o U; = X for i E { I, ... , n} . But then 
xn = poU 1 X .. . X poUn = p o(U 1 X ... X Un)CT(U 1 X ... X Un)-
As n EN and U I X · · · X Un is arbitrary, ix,n is ergodic for all n EN. 
a => b Cf. 1.11.. 
b => c Follows from 1.17 .. 
c => d Let 'Y = { V; I i E N} , then for all n E N we can find 
Pn EST such that Pn o V; = X for I~ i ~ n . Let p = Iimpn , for a suit-
able subnet. Then clearly p o V = X for all VE 'Y. As 
{p EST Ip o V = X for all VE 'Y} is a nonempty closed T-invariant 
subset of ST , it contains a minimal left ideal. 
d => e Let 'l'> be the countable pseudobase for X and let / be a 
minimal left ideal of ST such that p o B = X for all p E / and all 
BE <ii, . Let V be an open set in X , then there is a BE <ii, with 
B C V . Hence X = p o B C p o V so p o V = X . □ 
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11.2. RECURSIVENESS 
In order to illustrate to what extent properties of ttgs relate to properties 
of the induced hyper ttgs, we shall in this section remark on recursiveness 
in hyper ttgs (also see [Ko 75]). 
Fix a collection <':t of subsets of T , to be called the admissible sets, and 
recall the definitions of (uniform) (pointwise) (local) recursiveness (just after 
1.1 .7.). 
2.1. THEOREM. Let '!X, be a ttg. Then 
a) 2'X is uniformly recursive iff '!X, is uniformly recursive; 
b) if 2'X is pointwise recursive then '!X, is pointwise locally recursive. 
PROOF. 
a) Suppose '!X, is uniformly recursive. Let a E %-x with a = a - 1 and 
remember that {/J* I /3 = p- 1 E %-x} forms a base for qi,• ( 1.2.). Let 
H E <':t be such that Hx <;;; a(x) for all x EX and let A E 2x . Then 
hA <;;; a(A) and by symmetry, A <;;; a(hA) for all h EH , so hA Ea• (A) 
for all h EH ; hence 2'X is uniformly recursive. Obviously, if 2'X is uni-
formly recursive then '!X, as a subttg is uniformly recursive too. 
b) Let x EX and let U E 'Y_,; . If VE 'Y_,; with V <;;; U , then 
VE 2x is a recursive point and < U > E CVv . So there is an HE <':t with 
HV <;;; < U > , hence H. V 0 <;;; U , and x is a locally recursive point. □ 
2.2. THEOREM. Let T be an abelian group. Then x EX is (locally) recur-
sive in '!X, iff every finite subset of Tx is (locally) recursive in 2'X. 
PROOF. We shall prove the theorem for local recursiveness ; modification for 
recursiveness is obvious. 
Suppose that x E X is a locally recursive point in '!X, and let 
A = {t 1x, ... , tnx} E 2x. Let O be a neighbourhood of A in 2x and 
note that, without loss of generality, we may assume that 
0 =<U 1, •• • ,Un> such that t;xEU; for all iE{l, . .. ,n} and 
U; = VJ iff U; n VJ =I= 0 (i.e., repetition in the U; 's is allowed!). 
Choose V; E CVx with t; V; <;;; U; and let V: = n { V; I i E { I, ... , n } } . 
As x is a locally recursive point, there is an H E <':t and a WE 'Y.x with 
HW<;;; V. Hence 
Ht; W = t; HW <;;; t; V <;;; t; V; <;;; U; 
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and so 
H. <t; W, .. . , tn W > <;:;; < U 1, ... , Un> . 
Clearly, <t I W, ... , tn W > is a neighbourhood of A . D 
2.3. COROLLARY. Let T be an abelian group and let 'X be the orbit closure 
of a (locally) recursive point. Then 2X has a dense set of (locally) recur-
sive points. 
PROOF. By 2.2., it is sufficient to prove that 
{A E 2x I A <;:;; Tx with IA I < Ko} 
is dense in 2x . But this follows immediately from the fact that Tx is dense 
in X , because for every basic open set < U 1, • •• , U11 > in 2x we have 
U; n Tx '=/= 0 for i E { I, .. . , n } . D 
2.4. REMARK. 
a) If (x 1, ••• , Xn) E xn is a (locally) recursive point in cx,n then 
{x 1, • •• , Xn} is a (locally) recursive point in 2X. 
b) If 6.Xn has a dense set of (locally) recursive points for all n E l'\\J, 
then (2xy has a dense set of (locally) recursive points for all 
n E l'\\J . 
PROOF. Follows immediately from 1.4 .. D 
Let cl be the collection of {left) syndetic subsets of T . Then the 
corresponding notion of recursiveness is called almost periodicity. 
2.5. REMARK. Let 6.X be a ttg. Then (x 1, • • • , x,,) E xn is an almost 
periodic point in 6.Xn iff { x 1, ••• , Xn} is an almost periodic point in 
2~. 
PROOF. Suppose A = { x 1, • • • , Xn } is an almost periodic point in 2X . 
Then there is a minimal left ideal K in Sr and an idempotent u E J (K) 
such that uoA = A . As A is finite, A = uoA = uA; so X; = ux; for 
all i E { I, . . . , n } . Hence, (x 1, • .. , Xn) = u (x 1, •• . , Xn) and the point 
(x 1, .. • , xn) is almost periodic in cx,n . The other way around is contained 
in 2.4.a. D 
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2.6. THEOREM. ~ is a distal ttg if! every finite subset of X is an almost 
periodic point in 2X . 
PROOF. 
"If": Let x and y in X . Then {x ,y} is an almost periodic point 
in 2x . Suppose x =fay and let U and V be open neighbourhoods of 
x and y in X such that U X V n flx = 0 . As < U, V > is a neigh-
bourhood of { x ,y } m 2X , we can find an H E if with 
H. { x ,y} <;;; < U, V > . But then H. (x ,y) <;;; U X VU V X U and so 
clx x x(H(x,y))<;;; U X VU V X U; hence, clx x x(H(x,y))n!:lx = 0 
Let K be a compact subset of T with KH = T . Then 
K. clx x x(H (x ,y)) = clx x x(KH(x ,y)) = T(x ,y) 
and clearly K. clx x x (H (x ,y)) n flx = 0 , so x and y are distal. 
"Only if": Suppose ~ is distal. Let A = { x 1, • •• , xn } c;;; X , 
then (x 1, • •• , x11 ) E xn . As ~n is distal, it is pointwise almost periodic 
(1.1.23.a). Hence (x 1, • •• , Xn) is almost periodic in ~n and so by 2.4.a, 
A is an almost periodic point in 2X . D 
2.7. THEOREM. Let ~ be a ttg. The following statements are equivalent: 
a) ~ is uniformly almost periodic; 
b) 2X is uniformly almost periodic; 
c) 2'X is pointwise almost periodic. 
PROOF. (See also [ Ko 75]) By 2.1.a, a and b are equivalent. As c follows 
from b , we only have to prove that c ⇒ a . By 2.1.b, ~ is pointwise locally 
almost periodic, and by 2.6., ~ is distal. So from I. I.I 8. it follows that ~ 
is uniformly almost periodic. D 
2.8. REMARK. Let ~ be a distal minimal ttg which is not almost periodic. 
Then for every x E X there is a neighbourhood U of x such that no 
closed neighbourhood V of x with V c;;; U is an almost periodic point 
in 2'X . 
PROOF. (wu) Suppose that there is a x E X such that for every neighbour-
hood U of x there is a closed neighbourhood V of x with V c;;; U 
which is an almost periodic point in 2x . Then that x is a locally almost 
periodic point in ~. For let U be an open neighbourhood of x and let 
V be a closed neighbourhood of x with V c;;; U which is almost periodic 
in 2X . Then VE < U > so there is a syndetic subset H of T such that 
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hVE <U> for all h EH. Hence HV°CHV = HVC U. As CX, is 
minimal and X contains a locally almost periodic point, CX, is pointwise 
locally almost periodic (1.1.11.a). But then, as CX, is distal , CX, must be uni-
formly almost periodic (1.1.18.), which contradicts the assumption. □ 
11.3. QUASIFACTORS 
Minimal subttgs of the hyper ttgs (quasifactors) are studied in this sec-
tion. We state some easy facts and we introduce a kind of relativization 
of hyper ttgs ( 2;x ). Especially the relation between an almost periodic 
homomorphism cf, and the minimal subttgs of 2r will be considered. 
We end this section with some technicalities on the circle operation and 
an observation on the points of openness of a homomorphism of minimal 
ttgs. 
Let CX, be a ttg. A quasifactor of CX, is a minimal subttg of 2,;_x, . There are 
several obvious quasifactors. For instance the trivial ttg is a quasifactor of 
every ttg, it is the quasifactor generated by the phase space of the ttg. Also 
the minimal subttgs of cx_n (n E N) are quasi factors of CX, ( cf. 2.5.). 
Let £ be a quasifactor of CX,. Then £ is the orbit closure of some almost 
periodic point A E 2x ; i.e. , £ = ~(A , '!X,) where 
~(A , CX,): = {p O A Ip E M } 
and we say that £ is generated by A . Note that we can choose A E £ 
arbitrarily. 
Remark that ~(A , '!X,) is well defined only if A E 2x is almost periodic; 
otherwise ~(A , '!X,) depends on the choice of M in ST . 
3.1. EXAMPLE. Consider example 1.4.7.((i) and (ii)), the twofold covering of 
the proximal circle. 
a) The quasifactors of (this specific) CX, are just ~(X, CX,) ( ~ { *}) 
and ~({x},'X,)(~CX,). 
b) The quasifactors of 611 are { *} , 611 , ~( {O, ½} , 6?!) ( ~ 'X,) and 
~([O, ½], 611) ( ~ 'X-) . 
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PROOF. 
a) Let £ be a nontrivial quasifactor of 'X (i.e., 
£ =fa { *} and £ =fa 'X ). Then there is an A E Z and an £ with 
0 < £< I such that A C [O, £] . Applying b ( x f-+ x 2 ) infinitely many times 
shows that {O}ETA. Hence £ = ~({x},'X) . 
b) Clearly, the subttgs of 2qi mentioned are quasifactors of ~ . To 
show that these are the only ones, the same argument as in a is used. D 
3.2. There can be many quasifactors of a ttg 'X . For instance, if 'X is 
uniformly almost periodic then every closed subset of X generates a quasi-
factor (2. 7.). If cx,n has a dense subset of almost periodic points for every 
n E ~ , then there is a dense set of points in 2x that generate quasifactors 
(1.4. and 2.5.). Note that this occurs if 'X is minimal and incontractible 
(111.1.9.). 
3.3. REMARK. Let q,: 'X- ~ be a homomorphism of ttgs. 
a) If £ = ~(A, 'X) is a quasifactor of 'X , then 2<1>[£] = ~(q, [A],~) 
is a quasifactor of ~ . 2<1>[£) is trivial iff q, [A ) = Y for some 
(hence all) A E Z . 
b) If 6l!f = ~(B , ~) is a quasifactor of ~ , with BC q,[X) then there 
exists a quasifactor 6l!f' of 'X such that 2"'[6llf'] = 6lJf . 
c) If q, is open and surjective then every quasifactor of ~ is 
homeomorphic to a quasifactor of 'X . 
PROOF. 
a) Follows from the continuity of 2<1> . 
b) Define 6llf' : = ~(u o q,+--[B], 'X) , then 2"'(u o q,+--[B)) = u o B hence 
2<1>[ 6llf' l = 6lJf . 
c) If q, is open then <f>ad: 2qi - 2~ is a topological embedding. D 
Let q,: 'X- ~ be a homomorphism of ttgs. Then define 
2{ = 2r [Y) , i.e., 2{ = {A E 2x I q,[A] = y for some y E Y} . 
It is easy to check that 2{ is closed and invariant (so 2';- is a ttg) and that 
'X is embedded in 2'; . 
The relative version of 1.4. would be: R:i, is embedded in 2{ for every 
n E 1\1; where 
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It is readily shown that LJ { R; I n ~ 1'I} is densely embedded in 2{ . 
The following theorem is a straightforward generalization (relativization) of 
1.11. and 2.5 .. We leave the proof (which is an obvious modification of that 
in the absolute case) for the reader. 
3.4. THEOREM. Let </>: ex- 611 be a homomorphism of ttgs, and let 
ij;:=2<1>1 2x:2;-611 . Ifforall nEN, R; hasadensesubsetof 
</> 
almost periodic points (is ergodic), then R $ has a dense subset of almost 
periodic points (is ergodic) for all n E 1'I . 
Consequently, if for all n E 1'I , R; has a dense subset of almost 
periodic points (is ergodic), then 2{, as a factor of R $ , has a dense sub-
set of almost periodic points (is ergodic). □ 
3.5. THEOREM. Let <1>: 'X-611 be a surjective homomorphism of ttgs. Then 
the following statements are equivalent: 
a) </>: 'X-611 is almost periodic; 
b) 2<1>: 2'f- 611 is almost periodic. 
If 'X is minimal then a and b are equivalent to 
c) 2<1>: 2; - 611 is distal; 
d) 2; is pointwise almost periodic. 
PROOF. Equivalence of a and b is a straightforward generalization of 2.7 .. 
Suppose 'X is minimal, then the implications b ⇒ c and c ⇒ d are obvious. 
d ⇒ a ([Sh 76] l .4.) If 2; is pointwise almost periodic then, clearly, 
</> is distal. By 1.1.20.a, it is sufficient to prove that Q.p = ~x . So let 
(xi ,x 2)E Q.pC R.p and let u Elx,( = l x); then, by 1.1.23.b, we have 
(xi ,x2) = u(x 1 ,x 2)E uQ;. By 1.4.4., we can find nets {t; }; , and {s; }; 
m T and elements x 2 E </>._</>(x 1) = u<f>-</>(x 1) in such a way that 
l;u -u, s;u -u, t;(x 1 , x~)-(xi,x2) and s,(xi,x~)-(x i ,x 1). Let 
x3 = limx~E</>- </>(xi)- Then, for each i 0 , A, 0 : ={x2 li;?,,i 0}U{x 3} is 
closed and A;
0 








A = uA C u (u o A · ) = uv (u o A ) C u (v o (u o A · )) = u (v o A · ) = uA · . 10 10 - 10 1o - 10 ' o 1o 
As t;x 2-x2 we have x 2EuoA; 0 and similarly x 1 E uoA;0 • By the 
choice of u , x, = ux 1 , x 2 = ux 2 so {x 1 ,x 2} C u(u oA;) = A;0 • Hence 
{x, ,xi} C n {A;o I io} = {x3}, 1.e., x, = X2. D 
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3.6. THEOREM. Let q,: <:X,_,. 611 be a homomorphism of ttgs with 611 minimal. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
a) q,: <:X,_,. 6!l is distal; 
b) every finite A E 2{ is an almost periodic point in 2'f; 
c) <X is pointwise almost periodic and 2<1> : ~- 611 is distal for every 
quasifactor ~ of <X with Z c;;;; 2{ . 
PROOF. The equivalence of a and b is an obvious modification of 2.6 .. 
c ~ a Let (x 1 ,x 2)E Rep. Suppose that x 1 and x 2 are proximal; 
- - - -
then Tx I n Tx 2 =I= 0 . As <X is pointwise almost periodic, Tx I and Tx 2 
are minimal. So Tx 1 = Tx 2 , and in particular x 2 E Tx 1 • Now observe 
that the minimal subttg < T, Tx 1 > of <X can be considered as a quasi-
factor of <X, namely < T , Tx 1 > ~ ~( { x 1} , 'X) . By assumption, 
2<1>: ~( { x 1}, 'X) _,. 611 is distal, so q, I h: < T , Tx 1 > - 611 is distal. Since 
I 
x 2 E Tx I and q, (x 1) = q, (x 2) it follows that x I and x 2 are distal. 
a ~ c ([AG 77] lemma II . I.) Note that from the assumption it follows 
that <X is pointwise almost periodic (1.1.23.a) and that for all y E Y , 
uEly we have q,~\y)=uq,,-(y) (1.2.12.). Let A and B be almost 
periodic points in 2'f and suppose that they form a proximal pair while 
2<i>(A) = 2<i>(B) = {y} so q,[A] = q,[B] = y . By 1.2.7., there is a minimal 
left ideal I in Sr such that p o A = p o B for all p E I . In addition, let 
u , v E J (I) be such that A = u o A and B = v o B ; and note that 
u , v Ely (I) . By the distality of q, we have A = vA so 
A = vA c;;;; v o A = v o B = B . 
Similarly B c;;;; A , hence A = B . D 
3.7. COROLLARY. Let <X be a minimal ttg. Then <X is uniformly almost 
periodic (distal) iff every quasifactor of <X is uniformly almost periodic 
( distal). 
PROOF. Cf. 3.5. (3.6.). D 
3.8. REMARK. If 611 is minimal and q,: <X-611 is distal, then every orbit clo-
sure in 2; contains a unique minimal subset. In particular, if 
it,: = 2<1> 12 x then P ,i, is an equivalence relation. 
</> 
PROOF. Let A E 2; and let I and K be minimal left ideals in Sr . Let 
y=q, [A] and let uEly (J) and vEJ(K) with u~v , hence 
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vEly (K). As <f> is a distal map, v<f>--(y) = <t>--(y);so vA = A and 
u o A = u o vA Cuv oA = v oA (u ~v). 
Similarly, v o A C u o A and so v o A = u o A . Hence the minimal sets 
{p o A I p E / } and {p o A I p E K} are the same. Since every minimal 
subset of the orbit closure of A in 2; is of the form {p o A Ip E / '} for 
some minimal left ideal /' in ST , this proves the first statement. 
Let it,: = 29 l2x: 2f -qi and suppose (A , B)EP ,i, and (B , C)EP ,i, . Put 
</> 
y = it,(A) = it,(B) = it,(C), and let I and K be the minimal left ideals in 
ST such that po A =po B for all p E / and p o B = p o C for all 
pEK. Let uEly (l) and vEly (K) with u~v . Then,bytheargu-
ment above, u o A = v o A , u o B = v o B and u o C = v o C so 
u oA = u o B = v o B = v o C = u o C . 
D 
Let <f>: ix- qi be a distal homomorphism of ttgs and let qi be minimal. 
Let Reg(</>) : 'X - qi be the regularizer of <f> (recall the definition just below 
1.2.15.); i.e., X' is the orbit closure of z = (x)x E ,p- (y) in X 1<P- (yl l for some 
fixed y E Y . Then z is an almost periodic point (note that, by distality of 
<f> , u<f>._(y) = <t>._(y) for all u Ely ), so 'X is minimal and Reg(</>) is 
defined by Reg(<t>)(pz) = py for all p EM . Note that if qi = { *} , then 
'X = E(ix). 
3.9. REMARK. With notation as above (so <f> is distal!): 
a) Reg(</>) is (well defined and) distal. .__ 
b) For a EM we have az = z iff ax = x for all x E <t>._(y) . 
c) Let A E <t>._(y) , u Ely and a E uM . Then az = z implies 
u oA = a oA. 
PROOF. a and b are obvious. 
c) Let A C <f> .... (y) and az = z then ax = x for all x E q,._(y) so 
aA = A . Then A = aA C a o A , hence 
u o A Cu o (a o A) = ua o A = a o A . 
Also a - 1x = x for all x E <t>._(y) , so similarly u o A C a - 1oA and 
a o A = a o (u o A ) C a o (a - I o A ) = aa - I o A = u o A . 
D 
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3.10. THEOREM. Let <j>: <X-G?J be a distal homomorphism of ttgs and let 6?J 
be minimal. Then for every quasifactor ~ of 'X which is a subttg of 2J'f-
the map 2<1>: ~-G?J is a factor of Reg(</>) . I.e., there is a homomorphism 
0:'X:-+~ with Reg(</>) = 2<1>o 0. 
In case 6?J = ( *} this means that every quasifactor of 'X is a factor of 
E ('X) . 
PROOF. Let y E Y and let z E X' be as in the discussion just before 3.9 .. 
Suppose that ~ is a quasifactor of 'X with Z C 2,{. Let A E Z with 
2<1>(A)=y and define 0 :'X:-+ ~ by O(pz) = p oA for all pEM . It 
suffices to prove that 0 is well defined. Let p and q in M be such that 
pz = qz . Then upz = uqz and py = qy . By 3.9.c, it follows readily that 
up o A = uq o A ; hence p o A and q o A are proximal. As 
2<1>(p o A ) = py = qy = 2<1>( q o A ) , 
p o A and q o A are distal (3.6.c), hence p o A = q o A D 
The following facts concerning the "circle-arithmetics" are collected for the 
convenience of the reader and the author. 
3.1 I. REMARK. Let 'X be a minimal ttg. Then 
a) u(u oA) = u(voA) for ACX andforevery u ,vE J ; 
b) u o uA = u o vA for A C X and for every u, v E J ; 
c) po A = w o pA for A C vX , v E J and w E JP . 
If <j>: 'X-+ 6?J is a homomorphism of minimal ttgs, y E Y , p E M , 
w E JP and u, v E J then 
d) p ov <J>---(Y ) = w o u<j>.._(py); 
e) p o <P.._(Y ) = w o <J>.._(py) . 
PROOF. a) As u = uv and v = vu (l.2.2.b), 
U ( U O A ) = UV ( U O A ) C U ( V O ( U O A ) ) = U ( vu O A ) = U ( V O A ) 
and also u(v oA) = uu(v oA )C u(u o(v o A )) = u(uv oA) = u(u oA). 
b) As u = uv and v = vu we have 
u o uA = u o uvA C u o (u o vA ) = u o vA 
and u o vA = u o vuA C u o v o uA = uv o uA = u o uA 
c) Since A C vX , it follows that A = vA . So 
p o A = p o vA = p o vp - 1pA C pvp - Io pA 
and, as w E JP (which means that w E J with wp = p ), 
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pvp - 1 = wpvp - 1 = wpwp - 1 = w ; hence p o A C w o pA 
Conversely, w o pA C w o (p o A) = wp o A = p o A . 
d) Let cf>, y, p, u, v and w be as in the assumption. Then by c, 
povcp-(y)=wopcp-(y), and as pcp-(y)Cwcf>-(py) it follows that 
povcp-(y)Cwowcf>+-(py)=woucf><--(py) (b). 
Conversely, u = upvp - , , so 
w o ucp-(py) = w o upvp - lcf>+-(py) C wup o vp - lcf>+-(py) C 
C wp o vcp<--(y) = po vcp<--(y). 
e) Clearly, as po cf>+--(y) C cp-(py) , we have 
p ocf><--(y) = Wop ocf><--(y)C W ocf><--(py). 
Conversely, for u 'Ely we have w o cf><--(py) = wpu 'p - Io cf><--(py) and 
u 'p - 1 o cf><--(py) C cp<--(y) . So wpu 'p - Io cp- (py) C wp o cp<--(y) = p o cf>+-(y) . D 
We end this section with some observations on the points of openness for a 
homomorphism cf>: ex- 611 of minimal ttgs. 
3.12. THEOREM. Let cf> : ex- 611 be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs and let 
y E y . Then {x E cf><--(y) I cf> open in X} = n { U O cf><--(y) I U Ely } . 
PROOF. Note that cf> is open in x iff for every net {y; }; in Ty converg-
ing to y there is a net { x; } ; in X converging to x with cf> (x;) = y; 
( Ty is dense in Y !). Suppose cf> is open in x E cf>+--(y) and let u Ely . 
Let {t; }; be a net in T with t; - u . Then t;y -Y . So by openness of 
cf> in x , there are x; in X such that t; X; - x and cf> (x;) = y . This 
shows that x = lim t; x; E u o cf>-(y) ( 1.9.a). 
Conversely, let X E n { U O cf><--(y) I U Ely } . Let { t;y }; be a net in Ty 
converging to y and let u Ely . Then {t; u }; converges to p EM (for a 
suitable subnet). Let w E J be such that wp = p ; then w Ely , for 
wpy = py = Jim t; uy = Jim t;y = y . 
By assumption, x E w o cf>+--(y) and, by 3.11 .e, 
so x E wp o cf>+--(y) = p o cp-(y) . As the net { t; u}; converges to p , there 
are x; E cf>+--(y) such that x = Jim t; ux; The arbitrary choice of the net 
{ t;y }; shows that cf> is open in x . □ 
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3.13. COROLLARY. Let </> : ~- 61:1 be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. 
a) If x is a </>-distal point in X then </> is open in x . 
b) If </> is distal then </> is open. 
PROOF. 
a) If x is a </>-distal point then, by I.2.10., l x = J ,p(x) • So for every 
u E 1,p(x), x = ux ; hence x E u</>-</>(x) ~ u o </>.,_</>(x) for every 
u E 1 ,p(x) . But then, by 3.12., </> is open in x . 
b) If </> is distal then every x EX is a </>-distal point. By a , </> 1s 
open in every x E X ; so </> is open. □ 
11.4. REMARKS 
4.1. The notion of hyper ttg occurs naturally in topological dynamics. One 
could imagine that the action of T on closed subsets of X yields some 
extra information about ?X . In 1970 W.A. VEECH used a special kind of 
quasifactor ([V 70]) and R. ELLIS ([E 73]) and D.C. MCMAHON and T.S. WU 
([MW 74]) mention the action of T on 2x more or less explicitly. In 
[G 75.1 ], [G 74] and [G 76] s. GLASNER studies this action in more detail. 
However, all occurrences of hyper ttgs deal with hyper ttgs for discrete topo-
logical groups. s.c. KOO ([Ko 75]) was the first (and only one) to publish a 
proof of the fact that the topology of T didn't destroy the existence of 
hyper ttgs. His proof uses the uniform structure; we gave a proof (1.6.) using 
the Vietoris topology, which is "easier to handle". 
The remainder of section II. I. is devoted to the question: what do we know if 
2-X is ergodic. As far as we know no related results were published until 
now. 
QUESTIONS 
a) If ~ is minimal and proximal then ~ is weakly mixing (cf. [G 76] 
11.2.2. and, in here: VII.2.14.); what can be said about the ergodicity of 
~n for n;;;,, 3 , and what about 2-X ? (Note that in general they are 
not ergodic!) 
Note that "with respect to" this question the notions of totally proximal 
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[ 2X has exactly two quasifactors ] and extremally proximal [ 2-x, has 
exactly two quasifactors of which { *} is isolated ] were introduced in 
[G 74]. 
b) Is it possible to extend theorem 1.18. to a collection of statements in 
which not just a particular minimal left ideal can be chosen, but in 
which any minimal left ideal suffices? 
4.2. In section Il .2. we state some generalities on recursiveness in hyper ttgs. 
The main purpose was to give a hyperspace proof of 2.7. (see also 3.5.). 
Here we follow [Ko 75], but the proofs are shorter and easier (e.g., 2.5. and 
2.6. compared to [Ko 75] theorem 4.2. and corollary 4.1.; and note that 2.6. is 
almost evident if we use the idempotents in ST ). Theorem 2.2. slightly gen-
eralizes [Ko 75] theorem 2.2.. The result in 2.8. is due to T.S. WU (private 
communication). 
QUESTIONS 
a) Can we weaken the condition on T in 2.2. and 2.3.? 
b) By I .4. and 2.5. we know that 2x has a dense set of almost periodic 
points if cxn has a dense subset of almost periodic points for all 
n EN . Under what extra conditions does the inverse implication hold? 
The following example shows that extra conditions in the question b above 
are needed. 
EXAMPLE: (S. GLASNER) 
Let X = {O,l}z with the usual product topology. Let a be the shift, i.e. , 
(a(x))n=xn+l forall nEZ ;anddefine t0 : X-X by t 0(x )[n] =x [n] 
for all n EZ \ {l} , t 0(x)[l]=x[l] if x [O] = I , t 0(x)[l] = 1 -x [l] if 
x [O] = 0 ; and define t 1 : X - X by t i(x )[n] = x [n] for all n E Z \ {I} , 
t 1(x)[l] = x[l] if x[O] = 0 , t 1(x)[l] = I - x[l] if x[O] = I . 
Let T be the group generated by a, t0 and t 1 • Then <x = < T, X > is 
minimal and proximal, so cxn does not have a dense subset of almost 
periodic points for all n E N with n ;;;,, 2 . But 2-x, has a dense subset of 
almost periodic points! For: 
Let n EN and /3 E {O, 1}2n + 1 • Define 
A'p := {x EX I x [m. 1010" - n , rn. 1010'' + n] = /3 for all rn EN}. 
Then one can show that A 'p is an almost periodic point in 2X . Moreover, 
choose /3 1, . •• ,/31 in {O,l} 2n+I then LJ{Ap IJE{l, .. . , /}} is an 
1 
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almost periodic point in 2~ . But as 2~ has a dense set of points of this 
form, it follows that 2~ ha a dense subset of almost periodic points. 
4.3. In section 11.3. we describe some facts about quasifactors and relativ-
ized hyperspaces. Remark 3.8. is based upon a note of T.S. wu (private com-
munication) and it generalizes [G 79] 4.3 .. Theorem 3.10. is a relativized ver-
sion of [G 75.1] 2.5 .; but the proof is different from the (rather unconvincing) 
one there. 
QUESTIONS 
a) How do properties of cf> reflect in properties of 2'1> ? In particular, what 
can be said about quasifactors of point distal or proximal ttgs? (cf. 3.7.). 
b) With respect to 3.8.: is P ,i, closed? 
c) If every quasifactor of CX, is a factor of E (<:X,) , what does that imply 
for CX, ? 
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III 
{Y-TOPOLOGIES, A TOOL IN STRUCTURE THEORY 
1. RIC extensions 
2. l)-topologies 
3. the equicontinuous structure relation 
4. PI extensions 
5. remarks 
One of the most important issues in the structure theory of minimal ttgs is to 
determine the almost periodic factors of a given homomorphism cp , i.e .. to 
understand E </> • In general we do not know very much about E </> , but 
there are conditions to be laid upon cp that enable us to describe E</> pre-
cisely. One of them is the existence of a relatively invariant measure, which 
is treated in chapter VII, the other is cp being a RIC extension (Bronstein 
condition already suffices). 
In 1973 1.u. BRONSTEIN proved that for an open Be extension cp the region-
ally proximal relation is an equivalence relation ([B 73], in Russian, so not 
really recognized at that time). The method was in a certain sense elemen-
tary: he just uses properties of uniform structures and syndetic sets. 
In 1977 W.A. VEECH published a proof of that fact (without openness) heavily 
depending on the construction of weak topologies on u -invariant parts of 
fibers (which was initiated by H. FURSTENBERG in [F 63]). 
It turns out that these weak topologies OJ-topologies) are perfectly fit to 
describe the regionally proximal relation in JR</> . 
We shall deal with RIC extensions in section I., and among others we shall 
see that every map is a RIC extension up to proximality. In section 2. we 
describe the l)-topologies and we use them in section 3. to understand E</> 
for a Be extension cp . Section 4. deals with PI extensions; there we apply 
the foregoing to the structure theory. 
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In this chapter no substantially new results can be found. It is more or less a 
recollection of what is known in this part of the theory, arranged in a way 
suitable for our purposes in other chapters, and some times slightly general-
ized (e.g. 3.10.a). 
III.I. RIC EXTENSIONS 
In the structure theory of minimal ttgs, RIC extensions play an impor-
tant role. The reason will be clear in the sections III.3. and 111.4. (also 
see VIII.I .4.). In short it comes down to the following observations: 
Every map <f,: ix- 61! is RIC up to proximal extensions ( 1.11 .), and 
RIC extensions behave nicely with respect to almost periodic factors 
(3.9.). 
In this section we shall have a close look at RIC extensions. 
Remember that an extension of minimal ttgs <t,: 'X-61! is called relatively 
incontractible (RIC) if <f, l_ 1/J for every proximal extension "1: ~-61! of 
minimal ttgs (I. below 3.9.). For example a distal extension is RIC. 
I. I. The following observation with respect to Ellis groups is useful. 
Let 6lJ be a minimal ttg, u E J and y = uy E Y . Let F = @(61! ,y ) be 
the Ellis group of 6lJ with respect to the point y (in G = uM ). Then 
u (u o F) = F . The proof is as follows: 
As Fy = y , and as Py : p ...... py : l!)lt- 6lJ is continuous, we have 
- -( u o F) y = ( u o F) y = u o Fy = u o Fy = u o y = uy = y . 
So u(u o F)y = uy = y , which shows that u(u o F) c;;, F . As, clearly, 
F = uF = uuFc;;, u(u oF) , it follows that u(u o F) = F . 
1.2. LEMMA. Let 61! be a minimal ttg, u E J and y = uy . Let 
F = @(61! ,y ) be the Ellis group of 61! with respect to y (in G ). Then 
@(~(uoF,~),uoF) = F and K:~(uoF,~)-61! is a proximal 
homomorphism of minimal ttgs, where K is defined by K (p o F) = py for 
all p EM. 
PROOF. Cf. (G 76] IX.3.3 .. D 
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We shall give several descriptions of relative incontractibility in 1.3., 1.5. and 
1.9.. In fact these are characterizations that can be used to define RIC exten-
sions; indeed, 1.3.b and 1.3.c occur as such in the literature (cf. [G 76] and 
[V 77]). Our definition of RIC extensions, or better our choice of the 
equivalent statement to be definition is based on personal taste rather than 
theoretical considerations. 
1.3. THEOREM. Let <f>: ex- qi be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. Let 
xoEX, y 0 =<t>(x 0) and uElx0 ; let F =@(qi,yo) be the Ellis 
group of qi with respect to y 0 in G . Then the following statements 
are equivalent: 
a) cf, is a RIC extension; 
b) </> ..... (pyo) =po Fx 0 for every p EM ; 
c) <f> ..... (y)=vov<f> ..... (y) for every yE Y and vEly . 
PROOF. The equivalence of a and b may be deduced from [G 76] X.1.3.. The 
equivalence of b and c is an exercise for the reader (use 11.3.11.). □ 
1.4. COROLLARY. A RIC extension cp : ex-qi of minimal ttgs is open. 
PROOF. We shall show that <l>ad : Y - 2x is a continuous map ; hence, by 
II.1.3.d, cp is an open map. As follows: 
By 1.3.b, for all p EM we have <f>+--(py 0) = p o Fx 0 . Hence the mapping 
t: M - 2x , defined by p 1--><f>ad(pJo), 1s continuous. Since 
11:p 1-->PJo: M - Y is a quotient map and t = $acto1J , it follows that </>act is 
continuous. □ 
In the literature the only proof of the next theorem is not quite correct so we 
provide the (easy) proof here. 
1.5. THEOREM. Let <I>: ex- qi be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. Then 
the following statements are equivalent: 
a) cp is a RIC extension; 
b) for every homomorphism I/;: 'i:-- qi with Z = JZ we have that 
(</>,I/;) satisfies the generalized Bronstein condition; 
c) for every homomorphism I/;: £,_qi of minimal ttgs, we have that 
(cp,i/J) satisfies the generalized Bronstein condition. 
PROOF. 
a ⇒ b Let W be an open set in RH . As <f> is open and Z = JZ 
it follows from 1.3.7.(iv) that there are open sets U and V in X and Z 
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such that 0 =/= U X V n RHC: W and <t>[U] = ij;[V]. Let z EV be an 
almost periodic point and let v E J, , then for y = ij;(z) we have v Ely 
and, by l.3., <t>+--(y) = v o v <t>+--(y) . Let x E U be such that 
<t> (x) = iJ; (z) = y , then x E v o v q, +--(y) . Let { t; }; be a net in T be such 
that v = Jim t; and let x; E v <t>+--(y) with x = Jim t; x; . Then 
(x; , z ) = v (x; , z) and (x; , z) E RH . As (x , z) = Jim t; (x; , z ) and as 
W is a neighbourhood of (x, z) in RH , it follows that t; (x; , z) E W 
eventually, and so that W contains an almost periodic point. So R H has 
a dense subset of almost periodic points, hence (<t>,i/;) satisfies gBc. 
b ~ c Trivial. 
c ~ a Let iJ;: ~- 6Y be a proximal homomorphism of minimal ttgs. 
Then, by 1.3.4., RH has a unique minimal subttg. By assumption c, RH 
has a dense subset of almost periodic points, hence RH is minimal and so 
<t> J_ iJ; . As iJ; was arbitrary, <t> is a RIC extension. □ 
1.6. COROLLARY. Let <t> : ex- 6Y be a RIC extension of minimal ttgs and let 
ij;: £-6Y be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. Let x 0 EX , u E l x11 , 
z 0 = uz 0 E ij;<--q,(x 0) and let H, F and K be the El/is groups of ex, 
6Y and £ with respect to x 0 , q,(x 0) and zo in G . Then <t> 1- 1/,, iff 
HF = K. 
PROOF. By 1.5.c, we know that RH has a dense subset of almost periodic 
points. Hence R H is minimal iff it has a unique minimal subset. This is, 
by 1.3.2., equivalent to HF = K . □ 
We say that a homomorphism q, : ex-6Y satisfies the njold Bronstein condi-
tion for certain n E ~ if 
has a dense subset of almost periodic points (notation: <t> is n -Be). 
1.7. COROLLARY. If q,: ex- 6Y is a RIC extension of minimal ttgs, then <t> 
satisfies the njold Bronstein condition for every n E ~ . 
PROOF. For n = 2 the statement follows from 1.5.c. 
Suppose that the statement is true for some k E ~ with k ;;,, 2 . So R; 
has a dense subset of almost periodic points. Define 1/,,: ~ - 6Y by 
iJ; (x 1, . •• , xk) = <t> (x 1) • Then, by 1.5.b, RH has a dense subset of almost 
periodic points. Clearly RH ~ R; + 1 so the statement is true for k + I , 
which proves the corollary. □ 
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1.8. In particular, it follows from 1.5. and I .4. that every RIC extension is 
an open Be extension. It is still an unsolved question whether or not an open 
Be extension is RIC extension. Some partial answers can be given: 
(i) If cf, is a regular homomorphism of minimal ttgs which is open and 
which satisfies the Bronstein condition, then cf, is a RIC extension 
(V.3.7.). 
(ii) Theorem 1.9. below. 
1.9. THEOREM. Let cp: 'X-GIJ be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. Then 
cf, is a RIC extension iff cf, is an open map that satisfies n-Bc for every 
nEN . 
PROOF. By 1.4. and 1.7. we only have to prove the "if"-part. So suppose cf, 
is n -Be for every n E r\l . First we show that for arbitrary y E Y and 
u EJ we have 
LJ {t {x1 , ... , Xn} It ET , n E r\l, X; E ucp .... (y)} is dense in 2{ ~ 
(for 2{ see the discussion just after 11.3.3.). 
Let U be a basic open set in 2{ ; i.e., let m E r\l and let U 1, • •• , Um 
be open sets in X such that U: =< U 1 , ••• ,U111 >n 2{=f= 0 (see II.I .). 
Let A E U . Then A n U; =f= 0 for i E { I, . .. , m } ; say x '; EA n U; . 
Hence 
so U I X · · · X Um n R:;' is a nonempty open set in R;' . As cf, is m-Bc, 
there is an almost periodic point 
V (x I, . .. , Xm) = (x I' ... ' Xm) E u I X . . . X um n R; ' 
(for some vEJ ). Let cp(x 1) = y' and let pEvM with y' = py . Then 
up - 1x; E ucp .... (y) for every i E { I, .. . , m} , and, clearly, we have 
(XI , . .. , Xm) = vpup - 1(X J , ... , Xm) . 
Let {t; }; be a net in T with t; - vp then for some t;
0 
we have 
for every i;;;,, i O • For those i , 
l; { up - IX I , .. . , up - I X111 } E < U I , . .. , U 111 > n 2{ , 
and~ holds. 
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If y E Y , then c/>+-(Y) E 2{; so by ~. there is a net {t; }; in T and 
there are {xj, ... ,x~, }E2{ with x[Eucj>+-(Y) for kE{l , ... ,n;} 
such that t; { x\ , ... , x~, } - c/>+-(Y) in 2{ . Let, for a suitable subnet, 
p = lim t; u , then 
c/>+-(Y) = limt; {xi, . . . ,x~, }<: limt;uc/>+-(Y) = 
As p EM , there is a v E J with vp = p . Then v Ely ; for 
so y = py and vy = vpy = py = y . By 11.3.11.d, we know 
c/>+-(Y)Cp o Uc/>+-(Y) =Vo vcj>+-(Y). 
As vpcj>+-(Y)=vcj>+-(Y) we have c/>+-(Y) <:vovcj>+-(Y ) . Andsoitfollowsthat 
c/>+-(Y) = v o v c/>+-(Y) ; for, obviously, v o v c/>+-(Y) <: c/>+-(Y) . 
We have shown that there exists a v Ely with c/>+-(Y) = v o v c/>+-(Y) . In 
order to conclude that </> is a RIC extension we have to know that 
c/>+-(Y) = w ow c/>+-(Y) for every w Ely . As </> is open, </>ad is continuous 
so c/>+-(Y) = w o c/>+-(Y) for every w Ely . Hence 
c/>+-(Y) = w ocj> ..... (Y) = w o (v o vcj>+-(Y)) = wv o vcj>+-(Y) = w o vcj>+-(Y), 
and , by 11.3.1 l.b, it follows that c/>+-(Y) = w o vcj>+-(Y) = w o wcj>+-(Y) for 
every w E l y , which proves the theorem. □ 
1.10. REMARK. 
a) A factor of a RIC extension is a RIC extension. 
b) The composition of two RIC extensions is a RIC extension. 
c) The inverse limit of RIC extensions is a RIC extension. 
PROOF. 
a) Immediate from the definition of RIC extensions and from 1.3.1.a. 
b) Let cj>: cx-611 and if;: 611-£ be RIC extensions. For x 0 E X and 
u E l x
0 
let Yo= c/>(xo), zo = i/;(Yo) and let F and K be the Ellis 
groups of 611 and £ with respect to y 0 and z 0 in G ( = uM). Then 
and as </> is open, we have c/>+-fp o Ky 0] = p o c/>+-[Ky 0] , hence 
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(ipoqir-(pz 0) =po q,-[Ky 0] = p o [ LJ {k o Fx 0 I k E K}]. 
By Il.3.11.c k o Fx 0 = u o kFx 0 so 
U {k o Fx 0 I k EK} Cu o KFx 0 = u o Kx 0 , 
for by 1.2.11., F C K . But then 
(ipoqi)+--(pzo)CpouoKxo=poKxo; 
clearly poKxoC(i/;oqi)+--(pzo), so (ipoqir-(pzo)=poKxo and ipoqi is a 
RIC extension by 1.3 .. 
c) Follows immediately from b, 1.3 .1.b and the definition of RIC exten-
sions. D 
Note that the converse statement for b is not true. For, if T is abelian 
every minimal ttg for T is incontractible (note that T does not admit non-
trivial proximal ttgs), but there do exist nontrivial proximal extensions 
between minimal ttgs. [E.g. , by IV.2.8., &* is a nontrivial (highly) proximal 
extension of & for every discrete topological group T with I bT I:;;;,, X0 .) 
Now that we have some basical knowledge about RIC extensions, we shall 
discuss one of the phenomena that make them interesting, i.e., the fact that 
every homomorphism of minimal ttgs can be related to a RIC extension in a 
canonical way. 
Let qi: ex- 6-!J be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs and fix u E J , 
x 0 = ux 0 E X and y 0 = qi(x 0). Let F = @(6.!l,y 0 ) be the Ellis group of 




Define a quasifactor 6-!J' of ex by Y ' = (po Fx 0 Ip E M } and let 
X' = ((x ,A) Ix EA E Y'} be a subset of XX Y'; a : X' - X and 
qi': X' - Y' are the projections and T: Y' - Y 1s defined by 
7 (p ° Fxo) = PYo • 
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1.11. REMARK. 
a) Y' = {vov<f,-(y)lyEY.vEly} and r:6!!'-6!! is a proximal 
homomorphism of minimal ttgs. 
b) 6X: is a minimal ttg and a: 6X: - 'X is a proximal extension. 
c) </>' is a RIC extension. 
PROOF. 
a) [EGS 75] 5.2. (use 11.3 . 11. for the description of Y' ). 
b) [EGS 75] 5.6 .. 
c) [EGS 75] 5.9.1.. □ 
So our shadow diagram EGS(</>) is a commutative diagram consisting of 
homomorphisms of minimal ttgs. It shows that every homomorphism of 
minimal ttgs can be lifted to a RIC extension by means of proximal exten-
s10ns. 








~ - ~ 6!!' ~ 6!!" 6!J µ 
Consider the diagram above with </>": 6X:' - 6!!" a RIC extension of minimal 
ttgs and µ: 6?!" - 6!! proximal. Then there are maps 1J : 6?!" - 6!!' and 
~:6X:'-6X: such that <1>'0~ = 110</>'. 
The proof of thi s fact is left as an exercise for the reader. 
Thus, indeed, EGS(</>) is in a certain sense the minimal lifting of </> to a RIC 
extension. Also we can construct a maximal lifting, but first we shall con-
struct the universal proximal extension of a minimal ttg using an EGS sha-
dow diagram (see also 1.2.14. and the remark just below that item). 
1.12. Let 6!J be a minimal ttg and let y: ~- 6!J be a homomorphism of 
minimal ttgs, say y (u) = y 0 ; and let F be the Ellis group of 6!J with 
respect to y 0 in G . Construct EGS(y). 
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<J ~ ~~~ 
,, l 1, 
m- (F) = 611' 611 
'T 
Then Y' =(po Fu Ip EM}= QF (u o F,6JTL) (which will be denoted by 
W (F) ); and ~ ~ ~, for ~ is the universal minimal ttg, so o is an 
isomorphism. If we identify ~ with ~ via o , then it is clear that 
y': ~- 611' is given by y' (p) = p o F . Note that this implies that 
(p o F Ip E M} is a partitioning of M . 
1.13. REMARK. 
a) Every homomorphism if;: 2:- 9.1 (F) is a RIC extension. 
b) -r: W(F)-6!:I is the universal minimal proximal extension of 6!:I. In 
particular, W ( G) = <3'r . 
PROOF. 
a) Let cf,': '!JIL- m- (F) be the map defined in 1.12., so y'(p) = p o F 
for p E M . Let if;: 2:- ~ (F) be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. Let 
z O = uz OE Z be such that 1/;(z 0) = u o F and define 8: '!JIL- 2: by 
8(p) = pz 0 for every pEM. Then y' = i/;08, so if; is a factor of y' . 
Hence, by 1.10.a, if; is a RIC extension. 
b) We know already that -r is a proximal extension. Let cp: <X-6!:I be 
a proximal homomorphism of minimal ttgs. Construct EGS(cp) and consider 









Note that cp' is RIC and proximal; hence cp' is an isomorphism. By the 
discussion just above 1.12., it follows from the facts that ~ is RIC (1.13.a) 
and -r is proximal that there is a homomorphism 11: W (F)- 6!:I' . But then 
-r factorizes over cp , which shows that -r is universal. □ 
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1.14. Let <f>: ex- 61:1 be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. Let u E J , 
xo = uxo E X , Yo= </>(xo), H = 0>('X,xo) and F = @(6?!,y 0) . Then the 




91 (F) ____ 'T___ _ 
Note that 91(H) = '25ff(uoH,~), a:91(H)-'X is defined by 
a(poH) = px 0 and </>~1:W(H)-91(F) is defined by <f>11 (poH) = p oF. 
That </>11 is well defined follows from I. I. and: 
1.15. REMARK. Let H and F be subgroups of G . Then H C u(u o F) iff 
the map p o H 1-> p o F : \)1 (H )- ',11 (F) is a well defined homomorphism 
(which is RIC). 
PROOF. Let p o H 1-> p o F define a homomorphism. As, by 11.3.1 l.c, 
ho H = u o H for every h EH , it follows that h o F = u o F and so 
hEu o F for every hEH; hence H Cu (u o F). Let H C u(u oF); 
then poHCp o u(u o F)CpoF for every pEM. Suppose that 
poH = qoH, then p Epo H = q o H C q o F . Choose a net {t;}; in 
T with t; - q and let f; E F be such that p = lim t;j; . Then 
p o F = (lim t;j; ) o u o F = lim t; (u o F) = q o F 
(11.3.1 l.c). □ 
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111.2. o--TOPOLOGIES 
The proof of the structure theorem for metric minimal distal ttgs as 
presented in [F 63] by H. FURSTENBERG had an enormous impact on the 
study of ttgs ; may be it was even more important then the result itself. 
The big contribution to topological dynamics in that proof is the tech-
nique of the <J-topology, a weaker topology on the phase space X of a 
minimal distal ttg CX, to make the elements of E ('X,) homeomorphisms 
of X provided with the ~-topology (compare 1.1.12.e). 
One can extend that technique to the construction of suitable (weak) 
topologies on the "maximal distal parts" of the phase space X of a 
minimal ttg CX, : Let u E J , then one can construct an 0 ('X,, u) 
topology on uX which is weaker then the relative topology, but still 
has nice properties. 
In [E 67] R. ELLIS introduces a weakening of the topology on uX in a 
different way, the 'T-topology, which is beautifully characterized in 
[EGS 75] using the circle operation. Also it is shown in [EGS 75] that the 
two topologies introduced by H. FURSTENBERG and R. ELLIS are in fact 
identical. 
In this section we shall describe the ~-topologies based on the 'T-
topologies. We do not intend to give a complete exposition of the subject, 
so most of the proofs will be omitted. For more details we refer to 
[V 77], [G 76], [EGS 75] and [VW 83]. 
We shall use almost the same notation as in [V 77]. 
Let T be an arbitrary topological group and fix a minimal left ideal / in 
Sr. Fix uEJ(/) and let V<;;;T beasetsuchthat uEint5 ci5 V. T T 
define the open subset V (u) of T by : 
V(u): = {t ET I tu E int, ((cl5r V)n /)}. 
2.1. REMARK. With notation as above the following statements hold: 
a) ,if uEintscls V then V(u)(u) = V(u); 
T T 
b) a base for the neighbourhoods of u in I is formed by the collection 
{(cl5rV)nJ I V<;;;T,uEint5rcl5 r V' V(u)= V}; 
c) let x = ux be an almost periodic point in a ttg 'X, and let 
U E 'V",: , then there exists an open subset V of T such that 
u E intsr clsr V , V(u) = V and Vx <;;; U . 
PROOF. For a and b see [V 77] page 811 or [VW 83]; c follows immediately 
from b . D 
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Let <.X, be a minimal ttg and let x E uX . If V C T is an open set such 
that u E ints,clsrV and V(u) = V, and if U is a neighbourhood of x 
in X (provided with its original CT2 topology) then define 
[U , V]:= v- 1u = u-1u It EV}. 
Denote by % : = ~ the following collection of subsets of uX : 
{ [U , V]n uX I U E CV,;, V(u) = V open in T with u E ints, cls
1 
V}. 
2.2. REMARK. The collection LJ {~Ix E uX} of subsets of uX forms a 
base for a topology on uX , in which every ~ is a neighbourhood base 
for x . This topology will be called the 0 (<.X-,u )-topology on uX . □ 
The above description of the 0 (<.X,, u )-topology is the one we shall use 
mostly. Another description uses the circle operation. 
Let <.X, be a minimal ttg. Then define a closure operator on uX as follows: 
For AC uX let 
cl~(A): = u oA nuX = u(u oA) 
(note that u o A : = u o A ). It is not difficult to see that cl~ indeed is clo-
sure operator. 
2.3. REMARK. The topology on uX generated by the closure operator cl~ is 
just the 0 (<.X,, u )-topology on uX . □ 
The generalized Furstenberg method to introduce the tS-topologies on uX is 
as follows: 
Let <.X, be a minimal ttg and let L be the set of continuous pseudometrics 
on X . For a EL define a T-invariant upper semi continuous real valued 
map F 0 :X x x-~ by 
Fo(x 1 ,x 2) = inf {a(tx 1 , tx 2) It ET} 
Then for every x EX and £> 0 the set 
U(x,a,£):= {x'EX I F 0 (x,x') < £} 
is an open set in X . 
2.4. REMARK. The collection { U (x, a,£) n uX I x E uX , a E L, £> O} of 
subsets of uX forms a base for the 'i5 (<.X,, u )-topology on uX . □ 
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Almost everything studied in topological dynamics is essentially independent 
of the topology of the phase group T . Only the existence of ttgs, or better 
the joint continuity of actions does depend on it. So it will not be very 
surprising that the 3 (~, u )-topology on uX does not depend on the topol-
ogy of T ; as follows. 
2.5. REMARK. Let ~ be a minimal ttg for T and let I and K be 
minimal left ideals in Sr and Sr., respectively ( Td denotes the topo-
logical group T provided with the discrete topology). Then for every 
u El(/) there is a v El(K) such that 
(uX,'t-s:(~,u)) = (vX,~(~. v)). 
PROOF. First note that the sets U (x, a, t:) do not depend on the topology of 
T , nor on / , K or u E J (I) , v E J (K) . So the remark is proven if for 
every u El(/) we can find a v EJ(K) with vX = uX. 
Let u E J (I) . As < Td , I > is a minimal ttg and as K is a minimal left 
ideal in Sr,, there is, by 1.2.5.d, an idempotent v E lu(K) ; i.e., vu = u . 
But then uX = vuX ~ vX . On the other hand, if x' E vX then 
ux' E uX ~ vX ; so, by 1.2.8., x' and ux' are distal under Td , hence 
under T (distality does not depend on the topology of T ). By 1.2.7., x' 
and ux' are proximal under T , so ux' = x' . This shows that every point 
in vX is u-invariant; i.e., vX ~ uX . □ 
In 2.2., 2.3. and 2.4. we gave three descriptions of the tS (~. u )-topology 
each of which has its own (dis)-advantages. The three together give a lot of 
nice properties. The easy proof of the following theorem is omitted. 
2.6. THEOREM. Let ~ be a minimal ttg and let u E J . Then 
a) (uX, [H~, u)) is a compact T 1-space; 
b) the map Aa: (uX , i5 (~. u ))-(uX , iH~ . u )) is a homeomorphism 
for every a E G ( recall that "A.0 (x): = ax for every x E uX ); 
c) the map Av: (uX, iH~. u ))-(vX, i5 (~. v )) is a homeomorphism 
for every v E J ; 
d) for every p E M and for w E J with wp = p the map 
\, : (uX , IJ (~. u ))-(wX, 3 (~. w )) is a homeomorphism. □ 
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2.7. THEOREM. Let <j>: <X-6,!j be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs and let 
u E J . Then for the surjective map </>u = </> I uX : uX - u Y we have 
a) </>u is continuous with respect to the 'J-topologies; 
b) </>u is closed with respect to the '{5-topologies; 
c) </>u is an 'J-homeomorphism if! </> is proximal. 
PROOF. a and b are easy exercises for the reader (use the T-topology and the 
closure operator for a and b respectively). Statement c follows immediately 
from the observation that </>u is one to one iff </> is proximal. □ 
2.8. THEOREM. Let </>: ix- 6,!j be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs and let 
u El . Then </>u :(uX, iH'X,u))-(uY,1Y(6,lj,u)) is an open map. 






Then, by 2.7.c, it follows that au and Tu are 'ij-homeomorphisms, so we 
may conclude that </>u is an 'J-open map iff </>'u is f5-open. So it suffices to 
prove the theorem for the case that </> is a RIC extension. 
Suppose that </> is a RIC extension and let x = ux EX . Let U E CVx and 
let V be an open subset of T with u E int5rclsr V and V = V(u), then 
[ U , VJ n uX is a (basic) neighbourhood of x in (uX, 'J ('X, u )) . We shall 
provethat <l>u[[U , VJnuX]=[</>[U],VJnuY. As</> isanopenmap(l.4.) 
it follows that [</>[VJ, VJnuY is an f5(6,lj,u)-neighbourhood of </>u (x). 
Hence </>u is an ftj-open map. 
First note that 
</>u [[U , VJ n uX]C </>[[U, VJ]n </>[uXJ = [</>[U], V]n uY . 
Let y = uyE[</>[U],V]nuY , then y =<j>(t - 1x') for some tE V and 
x'EU. As</> is RIC we have z:=t - 1x'E</>,-(y)=uou<j>----(y). Let 
{t; }; be a net in T with t; -u and let x; E u<j>----(y) be such that 
z = lim t;x; . Since left multiplication with t is a homeomorphism we 
have tt;x; -tz = x' and tt; -tu, hence tt;u -tu. Ast EV= V(u) we 
have tu E intM ( els V n M) , so tt; u E intM ( els V n M) eventually, hence 
T T 
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tt; E V(u) = V eventually. Also tt;X; EU eventually, so we can find some 
io such that tt; x; E U and tt; E V . This shows that 
ti O 0 
X; = (tt; ) - 1.tt; X; E v- 1u' 
0 0 0 ti 
so x;
0
E[U,V]nu<1><--(y). Hence x;"E[U,V]nuX ,while <j>(x;)=y and 
so it follows that y E '1>u [[ U, VJ n uX] , which implies 
'1>u [[ u, V l n uX l = [ q> [ u], V l n u y 
in case q> is a RIC extension. D 
As every minimal ttg 'X is a factor of '!J1L, it follows from 2.7. and 2.8. that 
(uX,iY('X,u)) is an open, closed and continuous image of (uM,iH~,u)). 
So (uM, iY (~, u)) plays a central role in the observations about 'i5-
topologies. 
We shall collect a few theoretical aspects of (uM, 'i5 (~, u )) . 
2.9. THEOREM. The group uM provided with the 'i5 (".)IL, u) -topology is a 
CT1 space with continuous right and left translations and with a continu-
ous inversion (these are even homeomorphisms) (cf. [V 77] 2.5.9.). D 
The next theorem characterizes the Ellis groups as the i) ('!)IL, u )-closed sub-
groups of uM . 
2.10. THEOREM. Let F be the Ellis group in uM of some minimal ttg 611 
with respect to a certain point y = uy E Y . Then F is an i) ('!JJL, u) -
closed subgroup of uM and so all left and right translations as well as 
the inversion are i) ('!)IL, u) -homeomorphisms. 
Moreover, every iJ ('!)IL, u )-closed subgroup K of uM is the Ellis group 
of the minimal ttg W (K): = ~(u o K ,'!JJL) (which is maximal proximal in 
the sense that it does not admit nontrivial minimal proximal extensions). 
PROOF. The first part of the theorem is immediate from 2.9., 2.3. and 1.1 .. 
Let K be an iJ (<!JJL, u )-closed subgroup of uM . Then one shows easily, 
using 11.3.11.c, that K=@(W(K),uoK) which by 1.13.b proves the 
theorem. D 
In the sequel we need the following technical lemma. For a proof see for 
instance [G 76] IX. I. 10., I. 11.. Note that the techniques to be developed in 
section Y. l. enable us to give an alternative (and easier) proof. 
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2.11. LEMMA. Let u E J and consider (uM, iJ (1!Jll,, u )) . 
a) If A and B are iJ (G'Ji,, u )-closed subsets of uM then AB is an 
0 (1!Jll,, u) -closed subset of uM . 
b) Let {A; Ii EA} be a collection of 'i5(1!Jll, , u)-closed subsets of uM, 
which is directed by inclusion and let K be an 'i5 (1!Jll,, u) -closed sub-
set of uM. Then for A: = n {A; Ii EA} we have 
AK= n {A; K Ii EA} and KA = n {KA; Ii EA}. □ 
The reason why this "&-stuff" was invented is (somewhat hidden in) the 
theorem to follow, compare 2.12.b with 1.1.12.e. 
First we need a definition: 
Let F be an & (G'Ji,, u) -closed subgroup of uM , then define 
H(F) : = n {cl,1(6Ji,.ui(F n U) I u E ~} ' 
where ~ is the 0 (1!Jll, , u )-neighbourhood filter of u in uM . 
2. 12. THEOREM. With notation as above: 
a) H(F) is an & (1!Jll,, u) -closed normal subgroup of F ; 
b) F / H(F) provided with the quotient topology is a CT 2 topological 
group; 
c) H(F) is the smallest iJ (G'Ji,, u) -closed normal subgroup K of F , 
such that F / K is a CT 2 topological group. 
PROOF. Cf. [G 76] IX.1.9 .. □ 
Let F be an 0 (~, u )-closed subgroup of G = uM , then define for every 
ordinal a;;,,, I an & (~, u )-closed normal subgroup Ha(F) of F as fol-
lows: 
Ha(F): = H(F) ; 
let Ha(F) be defined, then define 
H 0 + 1(F): = H(Ha(F)) ; 
let a be a limit ordinal and let Hp(F) be defined for all /3 < a , then 
define 
Ha(F): = n {Hp(F) I /3 < a} . 
As {H0 (F) I a} is a descending family of lJ(1!Jll, , u)-closed subsets of uM , 
there is an ordinal v , for which H,(F) = H,+ 1(F) . Then Hy(F) = H,(F) 
for every -y;;,,, v ; this H.(F) will be denoted by F00 • 
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2.13. LEMMA. Let A and B be ~ ('!Jlt, u) -closed subgroups of G = uM . 
a) If AB is a group, then A. H(AB) = A. H(B) (and, also, 
H(AB).B = H(A ).B ). 
b) If AB is a group, then AB00 = A. (AB) 00 ; in particular, if 
AB = G then AB00 = AG00 • 
c) If AB H(G) = G , then ABG00 = G ( AB not necessarily a 
group!). 
PROOF. 
a) [EGS 75] 3.12 .. 
b) Straightforward corollary from a. 
c) [EGS 76] 2.3 .. □ 
2.14. REMARK. Let F be an 'cs ('!Jlt, u )-closed subgroup of uM , and let 
v E J . Then 
a) vF is an \)(~, v )-closed subgroup of vM and H(vF) = v H(F), 
in particular (vF) 00 = vF00 ; 
b) for every p EM we have H(pFp - 1) = pH(F)p - 1 , where 
H(pFp - 1) is calculated in wM for w E JP . 
PROOF. Follows easily from 2.6.c and 2.9 .. □ 
After these observations about (uM,i5('!Jlt,u)) (or (G, lH'!Jtt,u))) we shall 
now return to the (more general) case of (uX, tH'X, u )) or rather to the u-
invariant part of a fiber with the relative 0-topology (in the spirit of [V 771). 
Let ip: cx.-6?! be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. Let y E Y and 
u Ely , and let F = @(6?! ,y) be the Ellis group of 6lJ with respect to y 
in G . Then uip--(y) = uip--ip(x)=Fx forevery xEq>..-(y). Definefor 
every x E uX the set E(x): = E(x,q>,u)C: uip-ip(x) by 
E (x): = n { cl,!('X. ui(U n u<j>-<j>(x )) I u E C?JLx} . 
Beware that £ (x) depends on the choices of M and u E J . 
In the remark to follow we link the approaches as can be found in [V 77] and 
in [G 76] and [EGS 75] . 
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2.15. REMARK. With notation as above: 
a) E(x)=H(F).x for xEucp-(y); 
b) E(px)=pE(x) for all pEM; where E(px) = E(px,cp,v) and 
v E J such that vp = p ; 
c) {E(x')lx'Eucp-cp(x)} isapartitioningof ucp-cp(x). 
PROOF. 
a) Define the map y = Px : ~- 'X by y (p) = px . Then y is a 
homomorphism of minimal ttgs. So by 2.7. and 2.8. the map 
Yu : (uM, iS (~, u ))- (uX, iS ('X, u )) is an open, closed and continuous sur-
jection. As F = y,;-[ucp-cp(x )] , the restriction 
is an open, closed and continuous surjection too. But then 
{V n ucp-cp(x) IVE~}= {Yu [Un F] I u E ~} , 
and as the collection {cl~(GJ!t. ui(U n F) I U E ~} is directed by inclusion 
and Yu is closed and continuous, it follows easily that E (x) = H(F)x . 
b) Let p EM and v E J with vp = p , and define y' = py . Then 
0J(61:J ,y ') = pFp _ , is the Ellis group of 61:J with respect to y' in vM . 
Hence E(px) = H(pFp - 1).px and so by 2.14., 
E (px) = p H(F)p - 1px = p H(F)x 
which by a proves that E (px) = pE (x) . 
c) Let z E E(x'), then z E H(F)x', say z = fx' for f E H(F). 
But then 
E(z) = H(F)z = (H(F)f - 1)z = H(F)f - 1z = H(F)x' = E(x'). 
□ 
Similar to the definition of the normal subgroups H.,(F) we can define sub-
sets E a(x) = E a(x, cp, u) for every ordinal a , as follows: 
£ 1(x): = E(x); 
let E a(x) defined, then define 
E.,+,(x):= n{c1~(~.uieun£.,(x)IUE~}; 
let a be a limit ordinal and let for every /3< a the set E p(x) be defined, 
then define 
£.,(x): = n {Ep(x) I /3<a}. 
As {E.,(x) I a} is a descending family of iS('X,u)-closed subsets of 
ucp-cp(x) there is an ordinal v, for which E.(x) = E.+ 1(x). For that 
ordinal v we define E00(x): = £ ,(x) . 
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2.16. REMARK. With notation as above. 
For every ordinal a we have E ,ix) = Ha( F)x ( F = (~(qj, cp (x )) ). In 
particular, E 00(x) = F 00x . 
PROOF. We prove the theorem by transfinite induction. 
For a = 1 the statement is true by 2.15 .a. 
Suppose a is a limit ordinal and let E p(x) = Hp(F)x for every /3 < a . 
Then 
Ea(x) = n {Ep(x) I /3 < a} = n {Hp(F)x I /3 < a} . 
As {Hp(F) I /3 < a} is a family of 1J (".J1t,u)-closed subsets of F, linearly 
ordered by inclusion, while Yu:F-ucp- cp(x) is an jy-closed and tr-
continuous map ( y as in the proof of 2.15 .a) it follows that 
Yu [Ha(F)] = Yu[ n {Hp(F) I /3 < a}] = n {Yu[Hp(F)] I /3 < a} . 
Hence 
Ha(F)x = n{Hp(F)x l/3 < a} = n{Ep(x)! /3 <a}= Ea(x). 
Let a ~ I be an ordinal and let E ,ix)= Ha(F)x . Then it is easily checked 
that y,;-[Ha(F)x ] = Ha(F).H , where H = @(ex,x), the Ellis group of ex 
with respect to x in G . So Yu : Ha(F)H - E a(x) is an 0 -open, 0 -closed 
and iS-continuous surjection, which implies that 
Yu[ n {cl;\(G)'R,_ ui(U n Ha(F)H) I u E 9li, } ] = 
= n {cl;\(~.ui(V n E,ix )) IVE~} ; 
hence H(Ha(F)H)x = E a+ i(x). Since x = H x , it follows that 
Ea + i(x) = H(Ha(F)H)Hx and so, by 2.13.a, 
Ea + ,(x ) = H(Ha(F))Hx = Ha+ ,(F)x . □ 
In order to shed some light on the foregoing lY-manipulations we just men-
tion the following result (e.g. see [G 76] IX.2. 1.4.): 
2.17. THEOREM. Let cp : ex- 6]j be a distal homomorphism of minimal ttgs. 
Then cj> is almost periodic iff E (x) = {x} for some (hence all) 
xEX . □ 
We shall end this section with a rather technical theorem, which is the final 
blow in understanding the equicontinuous structure relation as will be shown 
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in section III.3.. This result (2.20.) can be found in [V 77], hidden between 
other technicalities. The present form of 2.20. is due to T.S. WU. 
Recall that ip: cx-61! is a homomorphism of minimal ttgs, x EX , u E ix 
and that H = @(CX,x) and F = @(61! , ip(x)) are the Ellis groups of CX 
and 61! with respect to x and <p (x) in uM . 
For x' E uX we denote the 'i5 (CX , u )-neighbourhood system of x' in uX 
by ~ , and 'JL!, denotes the relative J (CX, u )-neighbourhood system of 
x ' in uip---ip(x) . So if x'E uip---ip(x ) = Fx , then 
'JL!, = {Un Fx I u E ~ -}. 
The 'i5 (~, u )-neighbourhood system of u in uM is denoted by ~ . 
2. I 8. LEMMA. Let V c::::; Fx be a nonempty 'i} (CX , u) -open subset of Fx 
(relative topology). Then cli\ (X. u)H(F)V = cl ;\- (X. uiV . 
PROOF. Let x 'E V ; then V E 'JL!, . By 2.15. and the fact that Fx' = Fx 
we have 
H(F)x' = E(x') = n {cl;\-(X. ui(U n Fx') I u E ~ ,} = 
= n {cl ;\- (X.u)U I u E 'JL!,}. 
Hence H(F)x' = E(x')c::::;cl;\-(X.u)V . As x 'EV was arbitrary, we have 
H(F)V c::::; cl;\- (X. u) V and so 
cl;\-(X. u)V c::::; cl;\- (X.u)H(F)V c::::; cl;\-(X. u)V . D 
2.19. LEMMA. There is an 'i5 (CX, u )-neighbourhood base at x in Fx consist-
ing of"symmetric" sets; i.e.:for every VE 'JL! there is a V0 E 'JL! with 
V0 c::::;V and (Vo) - 1 : = {f - 1x lfxEVo,fEF} = Vo . Note that 
cl;\- (X. u)V is sy mmetric if VE 'JLf is sy mmetric (with respect to x ). 
PROOF. A neighbourhood base at x in Fx is formed by the sets of the 
form U(x , a , f.)nFx with aEL and £> 0. These sets U(x,a , f.)nFx 
are symmetric. For let JEF be such that fxEU(x , a,f.)nFx. Then 
F 0 (fx , x)< £ and so 
hence f - 1x E U(x,a , f.)nFx. (The second equality follows from the 
definition of F 0 and from the almost periodicity of (x ,f x) in X X X .) 
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Let V E <Jl1 be symmetric with respect to x , then the set 
W : = {f E F I/ x EV} is symmetric with respect to u . As the map 
p 1-+ p - I: F _,, F is an iY (~, u )-homeomorphism it follows easily that 
cli\(G)T{,.u)W is a symmetric set in F with respect to u Since 
cli\(G)J{,.u)V = (cl;\(G)J{, .u)W).x we have that clil' ('X .u)V is symmetric. □ 
2.20. THEOREM. With notation as above. 
Let V E <Jll; then J H(F)x nu o Fx C: u o V 
PROOF. By 2.19. we may assume size 14 v to be symmetric. Define 
A :=intil'('X.uflil'('X,u)V in the relative tH'X,u) -topology on Fx. We 
claim that 
{A } U {gV I g E F and gx f clil'('X. u)V} 
is an g ('X, u )-open covering of Fx . As follows: 
Let / E F be such that f x f A ; i.e., 
fx E Fx \ A = clil'('X.u/Fx \ clil'('X.u)V). 
So we can find a net {j;x }; with f;x E Fx \ cl~('X.u)V such that 
f; X _,, f X in the a ('X, u )-topology. Since 
"'J..r,: (Fx, o-('X, u))-(Fx, ~('X, u)) 
is a homeomorphism, f - 1/; x _,, x in the 3- ('X, u) -topology. As V E <Jl1 , 
there is an i O with f - 1/; 0x E V and by symmetry of size 14 v , 
J; ; 'Jx EV . Hence fx Ef;
0
V , where /;
0
E F is such that 
f;
0
x E Fx \ clil'('X.u)V , which establishes our claim. 
By compactness, there are finitely many g; E F with g;x f cl~('X. u)V , say 
g1, ... ,gn , such that 
Fx c;: A U LJ {g; V I i E { I , ... , n } }. 
As {A} U {g; V I i E { I, . .. , n}} is a finite collection it follows that 
u o Fx = u o (A U LJ {g; V I i E I, ... , n } } ) = 
= u o A U LJ { u o g; V Ii E { I , ... , n}} . 
By 11.3.11.c we know that u o g; V = g; o V , so 
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u o Fx = u o A U LJ {g; o V I i E { I, ... , n } } . 
Now let x'EJH(F)x nu o Fx, say x' = vpx for some v El and 
p E H(F) . We shall prove that x' = vpx ~ g; o V for every 
i E { I, ... , n } . It then follows that 
x'EuoA Cuocl11 ('X..u)V = u o u(u o V) C u o V 
which proves the theorem. Suppose vpx E g; o V , then 
- I - '(g V) ( - I ) 1 - I x = ux = up vpx E up ; o Cu u o up g; V = c il('X.. u)up g; V 
As H(F) is a normal subgroup of F and g; E F we can find q E H(F) 
such that up - 1g; = g; q , so 
By 2.18. it follows that 
hence g; - 1x E clil('X..u)V . Since by 2.19. cl il('X. ,u)V 1s symmetric we have 
g;x E clil('X.,u)V , which contradicts the choice of g; . □ 
111.3. THE EQUICONTINUOUS STRUCTURE RELATION 
In this section we consider the equicontinuous structure relation for Be 
extensions and we give a foretaste of chapter VII in proving that the 
equicontinuous structure relation £ </> is equal to the regionally proximal 
relation Q </> in case of a Be extension </> . This result is not new. In 
1973 1.u. BRONSTEIN proved this for open Be extensions [B 73], hence an 
EGS diagram and some easy observations as will be discussed in IV.4.3. 
finish the job. In 1977 another proof of this fact was given in [V 77], 
heavily depending on the techniques of l}-topologies, whereas Bronstein's 
proof is "elementary". We give a slightly different proof. but, as in 
[V 77], the key is 2.20 .. 
Let <f,: 'X-61J be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs, x EX , u E l x and 
let F = @(61J, <f,(x )) be the Ellis group of 6lJ with respect to </> (x) in uM . 
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We shall relate the sets 
E(x) = E(x ,cp, u) and Q.p[x] = {x' E cp---cp (x) / (x ,x')E Q.p}. 
with each other. 
For z EX and v EJ define the subset U[z] of cp---cp(uz) by 
u [z l: = n {VO u I u E ~ z} , 
where ~ is the !Y('X,u)-neighbourhood system of uz m ucp---cp(z). 
3.1. REMARK. E(x) = uLu[x]=uU[x] for every vEJ. 
PROOF. Clearly, E(x)C P[x]; for cl;wx..u)U = u(u o U)C u o U for every 
UE'?Jl1. So we have E(x) = uE(x)c;;;,uLu[x] , and the equality 
uL u [x] = uU [x] follows from Il.3.1 I.a. 
Conversely, uLu[x]C u(u o U) for every U E '?Jl1, so uLu[x]C cl ,wx.. u)U 
for every U E '?Jl1 ; hence uL u [x] C E (x) . □ 
3.2. LEMMA. Let (x 1 , x 2) ER .p be an almost periodic point, and let U I and 
U 2 be open neighbourhoods of xi and x 2 in X . Then 
PROOF. Let vEJ be such that (xi,x 2)=(vx 1 ,vx 2). By2.l.c,wecanfind 
an open set V CT such that v E ints, cls
7 
V , V(v) = V and Vx 2 C U 2 . 
Define Ui E ~ by 
I 
Choose z E U 1 , then z = t - iz' for some t EV and z'E Ui, while 
cp(z)=cp(xi)- Hence (z,x 2)EJR.p and 
(z ,x2) = t - i(z ', tx2)E t - i(U i X Vx2)nJR .pC T(U i X U2)nJR .p, 
so 
If x'EUi, then x'=vx' and (x',x 2)Et0(UiX U2nJR.p) for some 
t 0 E T. By 2.1.c, there is an open set Vi CT such that v E ints,cls, Vi, 




As above, it follows that 
By 2.6.c, uU2 E 0i;J'x, so L u[x2] <:;; u o uU 2 ; hence 
As x' E U was arbitrary, we have 
and so 
Again by 2.6.c, uU I E ~', ; so Lu [xi] <:;; u o uU 1 ; hence 
□ 
Remember the definition of Q; = n {T(anJRcp) I a. E 62Lx} 'and note that 
Q </> = Q; if </> is a Be extension (see the discussion just before 1.4.4.). 
The following notation will be used: 
where A is a subset of a ttg. (For example: l x o u<j>- <j>(x) , l x o Fx , or 
l x o utj,- (z) .) 
In chapter V. we present an extensive study of this "circle operation for sets". 
3.3. LEMMA. With notation as before, the following inclusions hold: 
a) U[x] Xvo U[x]<:;;Q;c:;;Q </> forevery vEJ; 
b) u {Lw(x] I W Elx} <:;; n V x Ou I u E '?Jtt} <:;; Q;[x]<:;; Q cp [x] ; 
c) E(x)<:;; uQ;[x ]<:;; uQ</>[x] ; 
d) J </>(x)H(F)xc:;;Q ;o P</>[x]<:;;E </> [x]. 
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PROOF. 
a) Note that the choice of u E J is not relevant in (the proof of) 3.2 .. 
Let v E J and a E 6lix . As (x, x) E a it follows from 3.2. that 
U[x] Xv o C[x] i;: T(a n JR ,:,). 
Since a E 6lix was arbitrary, we have 
U[x]X VO Lv[x]c n {T(anJR,:,) I aE 6lix} = Q; C Q,:, 
for every v E J . 
b)As Lw[x]i;:woU forevery UE~ ,we have 
LJ {Lw[x] I W Elx}Clx o U 
for every U E ~ . 
Let aE 6lix and let U E CVx be such that U XU Ca. Let V = V(u) be 
an open set in T with u E ints,cls, V such that Vx C U . Define 
VE~ by V: = [U,V]nuq:,--q:,(x). Then 
{ x } X V C T ( U X U n JR ,:,) , 
so 
{ x } x (J x o v ) c T ( u x u n JR ,:,) c Ta n JR ,:, ; 
hence 
As a was arbitrary it follows that 
and so 
LJ{Lw[x]lwElx}C n{Jx 0 U IUE~}cQ;[x]CQ,:, [x] . 
c)By3.l., E(x)=uLu[x] so E(x)CuQ;[x]i;:uQ,:,[x]. 
d) Let x' E J </>(x)H(F)x , say x' = vpx for certain v E J </>(x) and 
p E H(F) . Then 
px E H(F)x = E(x)C uQ;[x]C Q;[x], 
so (x,px)EQ; and (vx,x')=(vx,vpx)EQ;. As (x,vx)EP,:, wehave 
(x ,x')E Q; oP </>; hence l ,:,(x)H(F)x C Q; oP ,:,[x ] . O 
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3.4. THEOREM. With notation as agreed upon earlier the following equations 
hold: E(x) = H(F)x = uQ;[x] . 
In particular, if </> satisfies the Bronstein condition then 
E(x) = uQ .p [x]. 
PROOF. By 3.3.c and 2.15. we know already that E(x) = H(F)x <;;;; uQ;[x] . 
Let x' E uQ; [x] , i.e. , (x, x ') = u (x, x ') E Q ; . Applying 1.4.4. there are 
nets {x'; }; in u<j>,___<j>(x') = u<j>- </>(x) and {t; }; and {s; }; in T such 
that 
S; (x , x 1) - (x, x '), t; (x, x ';) - (x, x), S; u - u and t; u - u . 
Let U and V be 'i)(~,u)-neighbourhoods of x and x' in u<j>- <j>(x), 
say 
where UECVx, U'ECVx' and V = V(u) , V' = V'(u) are open sets in 
T with u E ints els V n ints els V' . As els V n M and els V' n M 
T T T T T ( 
are neighbourhoods of u in M (2.1.b), we can find an i 0 such that for 
every i ;;;;. i O we have 
s;uEintM(els V'nM) and t; uEintM(els VnM) , 
T 1 
so s;EV'(u) = V' and t;EV(u) = V , while s;(x,x 1)EU X U' and 
t ; (x, x 1) E U X U . But then, for every i ;;;;. i O : 
so 
Consequently, it follows that x'E cl~('X. u)U for every U E ~, hence 
x'E n {el~('X .u)U I u E ~} = E(x) . 
D 
In order to characterize Q; we need the following observations with respect 
to the almost periodic points in R cp ( and R H ). 
Only for the following lemma (3 .5.) and theorem (3.6.) we do not assume our 
choice (fixation) of </> and x . 
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3.5. LEMMA. Let q,: ix-'.£: and if,,: 6?!- '.£: be homomorphisms of ttgs with 
ix minimal and let u E J be arbitrary. Then (x ,y) E JR </HJ, iff 
yE l xouif,,<-q,(x). 
PROOF. Let yE l xouif,, ..... q,(x), vElx with yEvouif,, ..... q,(x), and let 
{t;}; be a net in T with t; - v . Then there are y; E uif,, ..... q,(x) such that 
y = limt;y;. As (ux,y;)EJRH and (x,y) = limt;(ux,y;), we have 
-- --(x,y)E TJRH = JR H. 
Conversely, let (x ,y) E JR H and remember that by 1.3.8. we have 
JR H=T({x}Xvif,,,___q,(x)) foreveryvElx. 
Let {t;}; in T and y; E vif,,.-q,(x) be such that (x,y) = limt;(x,y;), and 
let p EM be the limit of {t;v }; for a suitable subnet. Then 
x = limt;x = limt;vx = (limt;v)x =px 
and 
y = limt;y; = limt;vy; E limt;vvif,,+---q,(x) =po vif,,,___q,(x) . 
Let w E J be such that p = wp , then w E ix and 
By II .3. 1 l.b, we have 
up o vif,,+---q,(x) = up o uif,,,___q,(x) = u o upif,,,___q,(x). 
As px = x , upif,,+---q,(x) = uif,,,___q,(x) ; so up o vif,,,___q,(x) = u o uif,,+---q,(x) and 
y Ep o vif,,<---q,(x) = w o (up o vif,,+---q,(x )) = w o (u o uif,, ..... q,(x)) = 
= w o uif,, ..... q,(x )~ ix o uif,,-q,(x). 
□ 
3.6. THEOREM. Let q,: ix- ix and if,,: 6?J - '.£: be homomorphisms of ttgs, let 
ix be minimal and u E J . Then q, and if,, satisfy the generalized 
Bronstein condition iff if,, ..... (z) = i x o u if,, ..... (z) for every z E Z and every 
x E q,._(z) . / n particular, q, satisfies the Bronstein condition iff 
q, ..... q,(x)=lxouq,+---q,(x) for every xEX. 
PROOF. Follows immediately from 3.5 .. □ 
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3.7. THEOREM. With notation as agreed upon earlier: 
Q ; [x] = J .p(x)H(F)x n Jx o Fx = LJ {L" [x] I w E l x} = 
PROOF. Clearly, Q ; <;;; JR .p ; so by 3.5., 
Q ; [x] <;;; Jxo ucf>- c/>(x) = J xo Fx. 
By 3.4. , Q;[x]<;;;JH(F)x , and so 
Q ; [x]<;;; JH(F)x n cj:>..-cj:>(x) = J .p(x)H(F)x. 
Consequently, 
Next, observe that for w E l x , by II.3 .11 .b, w o Fx = w o wFx and 
~ x = {wU I U E ~} . So by 2.20., J .P<x)H(F)x n w o Fx <;;; w o wU for 
every U E ~ . And as w o wU = w o U (II.3 .11.b), it follows that 
J .p(x)H(F)x n w o Fx <;;; L" [x] ; hence 
The proof is finished by applying 3.3.b. □ 
Define a subset S of R .p by 
S: = {(x1 ,x2) E R .p I (ux1 , ux 2)E Q;}. 
Then clearly Q; <;;;S<;;; Q ;o P .p<;;; E .p. 
3.8. LEMMA. 
a) S is an equivalence relation and S [x] = J .p(x JH(F)x . 
b) If JQ.p<;;; Q; then S = E.p = Q; oP .p. In particular, if cf> is a Be 
extension then Q .p[x] = l .p(x)H(F)x . 
PROOF. 
a)Clearly, x'ES[x] iff ux'EuQ;[x] = E(x) = H(F)x , and so we 
have S [x] = J .p(x )H(F)x . 
Let (x 1 ,x 2) and (x2,x 3)E S and let a E uM be such that ax 2 = x . 
Then (ax 1,x ) = a(x 1,x 2)EQ; and (x , ax 3) E Q ;, so ax 1EE(x) and 
ax 3 E E(x). By 2.15 .c, ax 3 E E(ax 3) = E(ax 1); so, applying 3.4. to ax 1 
in stead of x , it follows that ax 3 E uQ;[axi]. But then u(x 1 ,x 3)E Q; 
and so (x 1 , x 3) E S . 
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b) If iQ</>c;;, Q; then Q</>c;;, S . By a, S is an equivalence relation , 
so 
As Q </> is closed and T -invariant, S = Q </> o Q </> is closed and T -invariant. 
Since Q</>c;;, Sc;;,£</> it follows that S = £</> = Q; oP </>. D 
3.9. THEOREM. If </> is a Be extension, then E </> = Q </> . 
PROOF. If </> is a Be extension, then Q </> = Q; . By 3.8., we know 
E</>[x]=S[x] = i.p(x)H(F)x, but also E</>[x]c;;,<1>--</>(x) = i xo Fx (3.6.). 
So £</>[x]c;;,i</>(x)H(F)x nix o Fx; hence by 3.7., £</>[x]c;;, Q;[x] = Q</>[x]. 
As the choice of x in the beginning of this section was arbitrary, it follows 
that £<1>=Q<1>- □ 
3.10. REMARK. 
a) If </> is a Be extension, then E </> [x] c;;, i x• o U for every U E 'Jtf 
andevery x'E</>._</>(x). 
b) If </> is a RIC extension, then E cp[x] c;;, u o U for every U E 'Jtf. 
PROOF. By 3.8., £</>[x] = i</>(x)H(F)x. 
a) Since, by 3.6., </>._</>(x) = i x•o Fx it follows that 
Ecp[x Jc;;, i cp(x)H(F)x nix•O Fx 
and so by 2.20., E </> [x] c;;, i x, o U for every U E 'Jtf ( compare the proof of 
3.7.). 
b) If </> is a RIC extension, then </>._</>(x) = u o Fx (cf. 1.3.); hence 
£</>[x] c;;, i <1><x>H(F}x nu o Fx 
and so by 2.20., E </> [x] c;;, u o U for every U E 'Jtf . □ 
3.11. Now that we exactly know what the equicontinuous structure relation 
looks like for Be extensions, it is not difficult to describe the maximal almost 
periodic factors of those extensions. 
So let </>: <X- qi be a Be extension and let K: <X-~ E </> be the quotient 
map, and 0: ~ E </> - qi the extension of qi defined by £ </> . Let 
H = @(<X,x 0) and F = @(qi,</>(x 0)) be the Ellis groups of <X and qi 
with respect to x 0 = ux 0 and </>(x 0) in uM . Then 
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a) The Ellis group @(ix/ E<1>,K(x 0)) of ix; E</> with respect to K(x 0) 
in uM is H(F)H ; 
b) M K( XII) = J </>( X")H(F)H . 
PROOF. 
a) Let a E H(F)H , say a = fh for some f E H(F) and h E H . 
Then 
a K(x 0) = K(ax 0 ) = K(fhx 0 ) = K(fx 0). 
By 3.3.d, we have f x OE E </> [x 0] so K (f x 0) = K (x 0) , which shows that 
a E @(ix/ E</>, K(Xo)) . 
Conversely, let a E (l',(ix/ E<1> , K(Xo)) , so aK(x 0 ) = K(x 0). Then by 3.9. and 
3.4., we have ax 0 E E</>[x 0 ] = Q;[x 0], hence by 3.4., ax 0 E H(F)x 0 , say 
ax 0 = fx 0 for f E H(F). Hence f - 1a EH and so a EfH i:;:;: H(F)H . 
b) As 0: ix/ Er-"6/J is almost periodic, it is distal and so K(x 0) 1s a 
0-distal point; hence by 1.2. IO. , J <(x
11
) = J 8(<(x
11
)) = J </>( x
11
) • Clearly, 
D 
The easy proof of the following remark will be omitted (for "if" use 1.2.13.). 
3.12. REMARK. Let cf>: ix- 6/J be a Be extension. Let x 0 EX , u E Jx11 , 
yo = cf>(x 0) and/et H = rn(ix,x 0) and F = (l)(6/J,y 0) be the El/is 
groups of ix and 6!J with respect to x 0 and y 0 in uM . Then 
E<l> = R<I> iff H(F)H = F. □ 
More details on the equicontinuous structure relation for Be extensions will 
be given in chapter VIII.. 
The final observation in this section concerns the Ellis group of the maximal 
almost periodic factor of a homomorphism cf>: ix- 6!J of minimal ttgs that 
does not necessarily satisfy the Bronstein condition. 
3.13. THEOREM. Let cf>: ix-6/J be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs, x 0 E X 
and let H and F be the Ellis groups of ix and 6!J with respect to 
x 0 and cf>(x 0). Then K: = @(ix/ E<1> , E<1>[x 0]) = HA6?!, where A6?! is 
the Ellis group of the maximal almost periodic extension a6?!: a(<i/J) - 6/J 
with respect to some z E aq(( cf> (x 0)) . In particular, 
(5J(ix/ E'X-,E'X-[x 0]) = HE, where E is the Ellis group of the universal 
uniformly almost periodic minimal ttg S . 
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PROOF. First observe that a"l!: c£(611)- 611 is a regular extension (cf. 1.2. 17.). 
So A 611 is a normal subgroup of F and HA "l! is an J (~, u )-closed sub-
group of F . As the induced map O: 'X/ E <P-,, 611 is a factor of both a"?! a nd 
cp, it follows easily that HA "?!C K . If there exists an almost periodic exten-
sion 6llf of 611 between 'X and 611 with Ellis group HA "l! , then the 
theorem will be proven. 
Consider the following diagram of homomorphisms of minimal ttgs: 
a 
91 (A"?!)------~ ~I (HA "?! ) /3 
~ ~ 
ll('!J) l' ' ; 1 (K) ~ ~ ~ ----0---'X/ E,p 
Here '77 1 and '772 are the universal proximal extensions of c£(611) and 
'X/ E <P , and a and /3 are the obvious RIC extensions ( 1.15.). Define 
~: = a "lio 'IT1 and 11: = 0o'IT2 o/3 . and note that ~ = 11 0 a. Clearly. 
EE = R ,,, = PE , so from 1.4.3. it follows that 
E" = a X a [£El = a X a [ P El = P v . 
This shows that 11 = \ oµ, whereµ: W (HA"?!)- ~I (HA "?! )/ Ev is proximal and 
\ : 121(HA6!J)/ £v-,,611 is almost periodic. From 1.4.1. a nd the following 
diagram it follows that cp factorizes over 91(HA 6!J )/ Ev, which proves the 
theorem (here y is the obvious RIC extension ( I. 15 .)). 





111.4. Pl EXTENSIONS 
One of the ways to tackle the problem of determining the structure of a 
minimal ttg is to build that ttg with elements we (pretend to) know. 
From this point of view H. FURSTENBERG and W.A. VEECH tried to under-
stand distal and point distal ttgs respectively. Their method was general-
ized in [EGS 75] to the theory of PI extensions as will briefly be exposed 
in this section. 
4.1. A homomorphism (/>: ex- 6Y of minimal ttgs is a strictly-Pi extension if 
there is an ordinal v and a tower for q> of height v, (i.e., an inverse sys-
tem { q,ff I a< {3 -,;;; v} of homomorphisms q,ff: 'XfJ-%, of minimal ttgs) 
such that : 
a) 'Xo = 6!J, 'X,, = 'X and q, = invlim{cf>!la </3-,;;;11}; 
b) for every a< v the map q,;:+ 1 is either proximal or almost 
periodic. 
The homomorphism q:, is called a PI- extension if there is a strictly-PI exten-
sion 1/;: £-6!J such that q:, is a factor of 1/; ; i.e., 1/; = q:,o0 for some 
homomorphism 0 : 2:- 'X of minimal ttgs. 
4.2. EXAMPLE. Let A and F be l, (GJ!t. u) -closed subgroups of G = uM 
with A CF . Then the homomorphism (/>: 91 (F 00A )- 91 (F), defined ~r' 
q:,(p o F00A) = po F (cf. 1.15.) is a strict{y-Pi extension. (Remember 
that 91 (K) : = ~(u o K ,GJR,) for every subgroup K of G .) 
PROOF. We shall prove that q>a: 91 (Ha(F)A )- 91 (F) is strictly-PI for every 
ordinal a ;;,,, 0 , where H0(F): = F . 
For a=O we have Ha(F)A = FA =F. and clearly cf>o:91(F)-91(F) is 
a strictly-PI extension. 
Suppose that q:,13 : 21 (H 13(F)A )- 21 (F) is a strictly-PI extension. As F 00A 
is a group and F 00A C Hf3(F)A it follows from I. 15 . and 1.13.a that the 
map 1/;: 21 (F 00A )-W (Hf3(F)A) is a well defined RIC extension. Let 
K: W (F 00A )- ill (F 00A )/ E ,i, , then by 3.11.: 
K : = (1',(91 (F00A )/ E,i,,K(U o F00A )) = H(H13(F)A )F00A 
and as F00 A = AF00 it follows from 2.13.a that 
K = H(H13(F)A )AF00 = H(H13(F))AF00 = H13 + 1(F)A 
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By 1.13.b, W(H,e +1(F)A)-~l(F00A)/ E,i, is a proximal extension, so the 
map O: W (Hp + 1(F)A ) .....,. ~ (H,e(F)A ) is strictly-PI. Hence </>,e + 1 = </>,e o O is 
strictly-PI. 
As an inverse limit of strictly-PI extensions is strictly-PI, the example is pro-
ven after the observation that </> = inv Jim </>,e . □ 
4.3. THEOREM. Let 61) be a minimal ttg and let y 0 E Y , u E 1, . Then 
. II 
the map q>:W(F00 ).....,.61J defined by q>(poF00 ) = pyo is the universal Pl 
extension of 6lJ ; i.e., if 1/: <X,.....,. 61) is a PI extension and x 0 E u11---(y 0) 
then there is a homomorphism v:W(F00)-<X with v(u o F00 )=x 0 and 
1Jov = q>. Here F = (l}("lJ,y 0) is the Ellis group of 61) with respect to 
Yo in G . 
PROOF. By 4.2. with A = { u} , it follows that 91 (F 00 ).....,. 91 (F) is strictly-PI 
and as ~l(F).....,.61) defined by poF ...... py 0 is proximal by 1.13.b, it is clear 
that <1>:W(F00 ).....,.61J defined by poF00 ...... poF1-->py 0 is strictly-PI. 
We shall show that every strictly-PI extension of "lJ is a factor of q> (no 
matter what base points are chosen). Note that it suffices to prove that for 
an arbitrary factor 0: 'J,.....,. 6lJ of </> the map Ool : 6lif.....,. 61) is a factor of q> 
for every proximal or almost periodic extension l: 6lif.....,. 'i, (proceed by 
induction). 









Let zoEuO---(yo) and K: =(1)(£,z o)- Forsome aEF, K(aoF00 )= z 0 ; 
and so, by 1.2.11., @(W (F 00 ), a o F 00 ) CK C F . As F 00 is a normal sub-
group of F , we have that F 00 = (I} (W (F 00 ), a o F 00 ) . 
First suppose that l is proximal. Let w 0 E ul---(z 0); then by 1.2.13. 
K = (<1>(6lif, w 0). But then by 1.15. and 1.13.b, there is a map 
and so Ool is a factor of </>. 
Suppose that l is almost periodic and let w0 E l .__(z 0) , then w0 = uw 0 . As 
l is RIC and 6lif = 6lif/ E ~ it follows from 3.11.a that H(K) C 0>(6lif, w 0) . 
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Since F 00 CK and F 00 = H(F 00 ) we have 
By 1.15., there is a homomorphism 91(F00 )-9(((1;(61Jf,w 0)); hence 
p o F00 1-->pw 0 is well defined and Oot is a factor of </>. 
This shows that every strictly-PI extension of 6?J is a factor of </> . But then 
every PI extension of 6?J is a factor of </> . D 
4.4. THEOREM. Let <f>: 'X-6?J be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. Let 
x 0 E X, u E i x and y 0 = <f>(x 0)E Y and let H = (l>('X,x 0) and I) 
F = 0.'i(6?J ,y0) be the Ellis groups of 'X and 6?J with respect to x 0 and 
y 0 in G . Then the following statements are equivalent: 
a) </> is a factor of a strict{y-PI extension under a proximal map; i.e., 
there is a strict{y-PI extension t/; and a proximal extension 0 with 
t/, = <f> o0 ; 
b) </> is a PI extension; 
c) F00 C H (equivalent{>': F00 = H00 or E 00 (xo) = {xo} ). 
PROOF. 
a = b Trivial. 
b = c Let </> be a PI extension. Then by 4.3., CX, is a factor of 
9((F00),say t :9((F00 )-'X,and t(uoF00 ) =xo. Byl.2.11.,itfollowsthat 
F00 C H . 
The proof of the equivalence of F00 C H , F00 = H 00 and £ 00(x 0) = {xo} 1s 
left as an exercise for the reader. 
c = a If F 00 C H , then F 00 H = H . Hence by 4.2., the map 
p o H ..... p o F : 121 ( H ) - 91 ( F) 
is a strictly-PI extension. As the homomorphism p o H ..... px 0 : 91 (H )-'X 1s 
proximal , the theorem is proven. D 
4.5. COROLLARY. Let <f> : 'X- 6?J be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. Then 
the property for </> of being a PI extension does not depend on the topol-
ogy of T ; i.e., <f>: < Td, X > - < Td , Y > is a PI extension iff 
<f>: < T , X > - < T , Y > is a PI extension. 
PROOF. By 4.4. </> is a PI extension iff £ 00(x 0) = x 0 . As £ 00(x 0) is calcu-
lated in (uX , 0 ('X, u )) and as the i ('X, u )-topology does not depend on the 
topology of T (2.5 .) the corollary follows . D 
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We shall now describe the construction of the "canonical PI tower" for a 
homomorphism cp: ix- 6?J of minimal ttgs. For full details and proofs see 
for example [G 76], [V 77] and [VW 83]. 
4.6. Let cp: ix- 6?J be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs, let x 0 EX , 
u Elx and Yo = cp(xo) and let H = @(ix,xo) and F = (\_\(6?l,yo). 
() 
Define 'Xo: = ix, 6?J0 : = 6?J and c/>o: = cp , and note that we have 
(,I~ (6?lo ,yo) = Ho(F)H ( = F) . 
Let a be an ordinal and let c/>a: ix(X - 6?la ' X a E uX a ' ya = ct>a (x a) and the 
homomorphisms a'a: ixa - ix , 'T~ : 6?la - 6?J be defined for a , such that a~ 
is proximal and a~(xa) = x 0 , 'T~ is strictly-PI and 'T~(ya) = y 0 , while 
@(6?la,Ya)=Ha(F)H Construct EGS(c/>a), let y~:= u o ucp;;(ya) and 
X~: = (Xa,J~). 
ixa+ I = 'X'a 
71¥· 
'X'a/ E q,' = 611a + I ____ 611' 
0 
~a+ I a 
Let ~a + 1: 'X'a/ E <t>',. - 611~ be the maximal almost periodic factor of the RIC 
extension ct>'a . Then define (ixa+ I , X a+ 1): = ('X'a , X ~) , 6?la + I: = 'X'a/ £ <t>'., 
and c/>a + 1: ixa + 1 - 6?la + 1 as the quotient map. Furthermore let 
Ya+1:=ct>a+ 1(X a+ 1) , a'a +1: = a~ 0 aa and 'T~ +1: = 'T~ O'TaO~a +l· Then 
a~ + 1 1s proximal, 'T~ + 1 1s strictly-PI and, by 3.11., we have 
@(6?la+1,Ya+ 1) = H(Ha(F)H)H ; hence by 2.13.a, 
@(611a +1,Ya + 1) = H(Ha(F))H = Ha +i(F)H . 
If a is a limit ordinal such that cp13 : ix13 - 61113 is defined for every /3 < a as 
described above, then define Xa: = (x 13)13 < a E IT{ X /3 I /3 < a} , X a:= T(x a) 
and Ya:=(y13)/3 <aEIT{Y13l/3<a} , Ya: = T(ya)- Then clearly 'Xa and 
6?la are minimal ttgs, and @(611a ,ya) = H,x(F)H . Define ct>a: ixa -6?la as 
the induced ambit morphism, and let a~: = inv lim{ aµ I /3 < a} and 
'T~ : = inv lim{ 'Tp I /3 < a} . Then a~ is proximal and 'T~ is a strictly-PI 
extension. 
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4.7. In this construction there are two possibilities 
A For some ordinal 11 : Hv(F)H = H . 
Then </>v is proximal, the construction stops (the tower ends) at height 11 
and the map if;: = r><l>v is a strictly-PI extension of which </> is a factor. 
This shows that </> is a Pl extension. 
Note that if </> is a PI extension, F 00 ~ H , so there does exist an ordinal 11 
with Hv(F) ~ H (and so Hv(F)H = H ). 
B F00 H =:/= H 
Then the tower ends at height oo + I . For </>~: ~_,,qi~ does not admit a 
nontrivial almost periodic factor, which follows by 3.12. from the observation 
that ®(6l!~ ,y~ ) = F00 H and that H(F00 H)H = H(F00 )H = F00 H 
This leads to the situation depicted in the following diagram : 
a' 00 
'X' 00 ex 
-~1 l· 
6ll' 6lJ oc; r' 00 
where </>~ is a RIC extension, but £ </>~ = R </>~ , a~ is proximal and r~ is 
strictly-PI. 
One could paraphrase this as follows: Every homomorphism </> is a Pl exten-
sion modulo some junk in </>~ . 
Much work is done in understanding the "junk" in </>~ (e.g. [E 73), 
[EGS 75), [M 76. 1] and [V 77]). For instance it turned out that </>~ is a 
weakly mixing extension (see chapter VII.) and that </>~ is an isomorphism 
in case P cp[x] is countable for some x EX ([G 76) for X is metric; 
[MN 80) in the general absolute case ; open in the general relativized case). 
4.8. NOTE. If <j>: ix_,, qi is a homomorphism of metric minimal ttgs then the 
height of the PI-tower for </> is countable. 
PROOF. By II. I. l.b, we know that every ttg in the PI-tower is metric. Con-
sider 6ll 00 , then every map r ~: 6ll 00 _,, 6ll0 defines a closed equivalence rela-
tion R a on Y 00 • Clearly, the collection { R a I a< oo} is a linearly 
·~ ·~ 
ordered (by inclusion) collection of closed subsets. It is not difficult to see 
that there can be at most c ( Y 00 X Y 00 ) different subsets in that collection, 
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where c( Y 00 X Y 00 ) is the cellularity number of Y 00 X 
is smaller than d( Y 00 X Y 00 ) , the density number of 
metrizability, d( Y 00 X Y 00 ) ,;;;; ~o , the remark follows. 
Y00 • As c(Y00 X Y00 ) 
Y 00 X Y"" , and as. by 
□ 
We shall end this section with a remark (the proof of which is omitted cf. 
[VW 83]) that states that the canonical tower as presented here is just the 
tower presented in [V 77). 
4.9. REMARK. With notation as in 4.6 .. For every a~ 0 we have 
Ya~ QF(u o Ea(xo),ex) and Xa ~ {(x ,y ') Ix Ey'E Ya}. 
where Eo(Xo): = u<f,- (yo) - Then a~:exa-ex and </>a:exa-6lla are 
the projections and T'a: 6lla - 6ll is defined as T~: = 2<1> I Y,, . □ 
111.5. REMARKS 
The notion of RIC extension is introduced in [EGS 75) as an extension satis-
fying the property 1.3.b. In that paper the EGS(</>) diagram for </> is studied 
in a way leading towards the canonical PI tower for </> (4.6. and 4.7.). A 
similar approach can be found in [MW 74). 
The relation Q; occurs in [B 75/79) and plays a major role in [B 75/79) 
section 3.13.; note that the notation differs: our Q; is denoted there by 
Q(R t). 
With respect to the question whether or not the Bronstein condition implies 
relative incontractibility, the following observation can be made. 
5.1. REMARK. Let <j> : ex- 6?J be a Be extension of minimal ttgs. 
If ex ~ 2! (F) for some 0 (~, u) -closed subgroup F of C then </> 
is a RIC extension. 
PROOF. Construct EGS(</>), then <j> oo = To</>' (notation as in the discussion 
just before I.I I.). As ex does not admit nontrivial proximal extensions 
(1.13.b), a is an isomorphism and so <j>oa is a Be extension. But then T , 
as a factor of <j>oa, is a Be extension; hence, by 1.3.5.b, T is an isomor-
phism. This shows that </> is a RIC extension. (Note, that </> is open and 
also that 6?J ~ W (F') for some subgroup F' of C with F CF' .) □ 
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Some knowledge about Q; could be derived from the knowledge about 
RIC extensions; as is shown by the next theorem. But first we need a lemma. 
5.2. LEMMA. Let <j>: ~- qJ be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs and let 
</>': 6.X: - qj' be the "RIC lifting" of </> in its EGS diagram. Then 
a X a [R ,p•] = JR ,p, where a : 6.X: - ~ is the proximal map in EGS(</>) 
(compare IV.4.5 .). 
PROOF. As </>' is a RIC extension, R ,p' = JR ,p, and so a X a[R ,p, ] c;;:: JR ,p. 
Let (x 1 ,x2)EJR,p, say (x 1,x 2)=v(x 1,x 2) for some vE J . For 
x'1 = vx'1 E a---(x 1) and x'2 = vx'2E a---(x2) we have </>'(x'1) = vq,'(x'1) 
and </>' (x 2) = v <j>' (x 2) , so </>' (x '1) and </>' (x '2) a re distal. On the other 
hand 
so </>' (x '1) and </>' (x '2) are proximal. Hence (x '1, x '2) E R ,p' , which implies 
that JR ,pc;;:: a X a[R ,p•] . □ 
5.3. THEOREM. Let </>, </>' and (J be as in the lemma. Then 
a X a[Q ,p·] = Q; . 
PROOF. From 5.2. it follows easily that a X a[Q ,p•] C: Q ;. Let 
(X1,X2)E Q ; and let {(xii ,X2)}; be a net in JR ,p and { / ; } i a net in 
T such that 
(x;1 ,x2)-(x1 ,x2) and t;(x;1 ,x2 )-(x, ,x 1). 
Let (.x\ , .x2) E R ,p' be such that a X a (.x\ , .x2) = (x;, , x 2) . Then after 
passing to suitable subnets: 
(.x1 '.X2) - (.x I '.x 2) and l; (xi 'x~) - (z I • z 2) . 
Clearly, o X a(.x1,.x2)=(x 1,x 2) and a X a(z 1,z 2)=(x 1,x 1), so z 1 and 
z 2 are proximal. 
Let aE611x-; then (z 1 ,z 2)ETanR,p• and so t;(x\,x2)ETanR,p• even-
tually. Hence (.x1 ,.x2)E Tan R ,p• eventually; consequently, 
(.x1 ,.x2)E Ta n R ,p•. This holds for every aE 611x • , so (.x1 ,.x2)E Q ,p• and 
(x J ,X2)E <J X o[Q ,p•] . 0 
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In section 3. we have seen that one can understand a lot about the (relative) 
regionally proximal relation as far as enough almost periodicity is assumed. 
In particular, 3.7. shows that (with the usual notation) : 
For some points x E X we can be a little more specific as is shown in the 
next corollary (of 5.3.). 
5.4. COROLLARY. Let cp: 'X-611 be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs, let 
XE X and u E l x. If XE n {v o u</>-</>(X ) IV Elcp(x)} then 
Q; [x] = J cp(x )H(F)x , where F = (i.)(611, </> (x )) is the Ellis group of 611 
with respect to cf> (x) in C . 
PROOF. Construct EGS(</>) and let cp': 6X:-611' a nd a : 'X' -'X be as usual 
(e.g. see 1.11. and the discussion preceding it). By 5.3., it follows that 
Q; [x ] = a[ LJ {Q cp•[x'] I x'E a-(x)} ] = 
= a[ LJ {Qcp•[(x, v o ucp-cp (x))] Ix Ev o ucp-cp (x), v E l cp(x)} ] . 
As cf>' is a RIC extension (hence a Be extension), we know from 3.8. and 3.9. 
that 
By assumption, x Ev o ucp-cp(x) for every v E J cp(x) . so 
Q; [x] = a[ LJ { f v
0
ucp- cp(x) H(F).(x ,v o ucp-</>(x)) I v E l cp(x)} ] = 
LJ {l ,,
0
ucp- cp(x) H(F)x IV E f cp(x)} = J cp(x) H(F)x. 
□ 
As we do have some knowledge about Q; without restrictions on </> , one 
could ask whether that helps in determining E cp without restrictions on </> . 
So we have the following (unsolved) question: 
5.5 . QUESTION. let cf>: 'X- 611 be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. Does 
Q cp = Q; imply that Q cp is an equivalence relation? 
Related to 5.5 . is the question whether Q; itself is an equivalence relation. 
some results concerning that question are gathered in 5.6 .. The (almost obvi-
ous) proofs are omitted. 
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5.6. REMARK. Let cf>: ':X,--4 qi be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. 
a) Consider the following three statements: 
(i) Q; is an equivalence relation; 
(ii) Q;oQ; ClR<t>; 
(iii) {x} X J <f>(x )E (ux) CJ R </> for every x EX ( u E J fixed) . 
Then (i) and (ii) are equivalent and they are implied by (iii). 
b) If P</>cQ;, or equivalently P,pClR,p , then 
(i) Q; o Q; = Q; o P </> and Q; o Q; is an equivalence relation: 
(ii) the three statements in a are equivalent. □ 
In [B 77] and (MN 80] characterizations are given for Pl ttgs. The philoso-
phy there is to give descriptions that do not depend on the rather "abstract" 
co-construction. So they are presented as "internal" characterizations. 
5.7. In order to describe the characterization of 1.u. BRONSTEIN define a C-
extension to be a homomorphism cf>: ':X,--4 qi of minimal ttgs such that every 
point transitive subttg of '!il,i, which has a dense subset of almost periodic 
points is minimal. 
In [B 77] the following theorem is proven: 
THEOREM. Let cf>: CX,-qi be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs with X 
metric. Then cf> is a Pl-extension iff cf> is a C-extension. □ 
A slight generalization of this result will be given in the remarks on chapter 
VII. namely VIl.4.6. through Yll.4.8 .. 
5.8. Let CX, be a minimal ttg and let KC X be a subset of X conta111111g 
at least two points (we shall call such a K nontrivial). A point x EK is 
said to be strongly regionally proximal to y in K if y E K and if there are 
nets { k; }; in K and {t; }; in T such that 
(x, k;) - (x ,y) and t; (x, k;) - (x, x) 
(notation: x E SRP(K ,y) ). 
In [MN 80] the following theorem is proven: 
THEOREM. Let CX, be a minimal ttg. Then CX, is not a PI ttg iff for 
some w E J there is a closed nontrivial subset K of X such that 
K = wK and such that for some (each) x EK , x E SRP(K ,y) for all 
yEK. □ 
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This result together with the techniques developed in [E 78) enabled 
D. c. MCMAHON and L. J . NACHMAN to generalize the knowledge about metric 
Pl ttgs to the nonmetric case. For instance they show that every minimal ttg 
that has a point with countable proximal cell is a Pl ttg. In particular it fol-
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6. remarks 
This chapter is devoted to the study of a special kind of proximal extensions, 
namely, highly proximal extensions. These are extensions for which the 
points in any fiber are "uniformly proximal"; i.e., the whole fiber shrinks to a 
point under the action of M on the hyperspace of the domain. 
In the first section we picture the historical perspective of this chapter by way 
of a short (hence incomplete) description of almost automorphic extensions 
and the Yeech Structure Theorem (the point distal equivalent of FST ). 
Then, in section 2., a purely topological characterization of high proximality : 
irreducibility, is discussed. 
In the third section we relate highly proximal extensions to open extensions, 
via diagrams AG(</>) and *(</>), in a way similar to the relation between proxi-
mal extensions and RIC extensions, via EGS(</>) and AG{</>), as discussed in 
section Ill. I.. As a result of the comparison of AG(</>) and EGS(</>) it is 
shown that in the canonical Pl tower for a point distal homomorphism of 
minimal ttgs the proximal extensions actually are highly proximal. 
The forth section starts with some general considerations with respect to lift-
ing properties in EGS and AG type diagrams. Using these general results we 
show for instance that the property of the relative regionally proximal rela-
tion being an equivalence relation is invariant under highly proximal lifting 
(by AG(</>) or *(</>) ). The irreducibility result in IV.4.14. enables us to show 
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that disjointness and (to some extent) weak mixing are highly proximal lifting 
invariants. The intuitive outcome of section 4. is that in many cases we may 
study properties of homomorphisms of minimal ttgs just by studying those 
properties for open homomorphisms. 
Section 5. deals with the highly proximal equivalent of PI extensions, namely 
HPI extensions. 
In section 6. we give information about what is (well) known and what is 
known by now. 
Many of the results in this chapter can be found in [ AG 77] and [AW 81 ]. 
The study of high proximality will be continued in chapter V. in a somewhat 
different way. There the maximally highly proximal extensions are related to 
certain closed subsemigroups in M . 
IV.I. SOME HISTORY 
In the seventies one of the main issues in the structure theory of minimal 
ttgs was the Yeech Structure Theorem. The objective was to find a struc-
tural concept for point distal homomorphisms of minimal ttgs in the 
same spirit as FST (1.1.24.). 
From this endeavour originated the study of almost automorphic exten-
sions ([V 70)) and, in the generalization to nonmetric ttgs. the concept of 
high proximality ([E 73). [Sh 74,76), [AG 77) and [AW 81 )). Although 
the intention was different, this concept was in fact studied in [Ar 78) 
too. 
In this section we shall provide some background. Also two examples 
are given. 
Let cf,: ex- 6Y be a surjective homomorphism of ttgs. We call cf, an a/mosr-
auromorphic (a -a) extension if there is a transitive point x E X such that 
cf, is one to one in x , i.e. cf,..._cf,(x) consists of a single point. 
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I. I. REMARK. Let cf>: 'X--4 611 be a homomorphism of 11gs and let 611 he 
minimal. 
a) If cf> is an a-a extension, then 'X is minimal. 
b) cf> is an a-a extension ifJ cf> is proximal and point distal. 
c) If cf> is open and a-a then cf> is an isomorphism. 
d) If X is metric and cf> is a-a, then there is a dense C ~-set of points 
in which cf> is one to one. 
PROOF. 
a) Let x E X be a transitive point such that cf> is one to one in x . 
As cp(x) is an almost periodic point, there is an almost periodic point 
x' EX with cp(x ') = cp(x) . Since cp is one to one in x . we have 
x = x' and so x is an almost periodic point with a dense orbit in X , so 
'X is minimal. 
b) If cf> is proximal and point distal , then clearly cp is one to one in 
the cp-distal points. If cf> is a-a then cf> is point distal, for every one-to-
one-point for cf> is a cp-distal point. As 'X is minimal and as a one-to-one-
point for cf> is a cf>-proximal point. it follows from the second part of 1.5.4. 
that cf> is proximal. 
c) Let x E X be a one-to-one-point for cf> and let y E Y and 
p E M be such that pr = cf> (x) . By 11.1.3.d. cf>act: 611--4 2X is continuous, 
so 
Then for v E J, : 
and cf> is one to one in cp+--(y) . 
d) Let (X.d) be a metric space and let 
B(x . i): = {x'E XI d(x,x') < i}. 
Then for every x E X and every n E ~ the set 
is open by the upper semi continuity of cf>ad . Hence 
An := LJ{A(x ,n)JxEX} 
is open for all n E ~ . Clearly. A : = cp+-- n { An I n E ~} is the collection 
of points in which cf> is one to one; since this set is invariant in X . it is 
dense. Moreover, 
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Hence A is a dense G 0-set. □ 
In [V 70] W.A. VEECH proved that every metric point distal ttg with a residual 
set of distal points can be obtained as a factor under an a-a extension of a 
strictly-AI ttg (i.e., a strictly-PI ttg in whose tower the proximal extensions 
are even almost automorphic). R. ELLIS proved in [E 73] the analogue of this 
for the relativized case without requiring the set of cj>-distal points to be resi-
dual. He even generalized it by replacing the metrizability condition by a 
somewhat weaker countability assumption (strict-quasi separability). In 
doing so he implicitly gave the notion of high proximality. 
Let c/>: ex- 611 be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. Then cJ> is called high{)' 
proximal (hp) if for some y E Y there is a net { t;}; in T such that the 
net {t; cj>-(Y)}; in 2x converges to a singleton. 
1.2. REMARK. Let q>: ex- 611 be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs and let X 
be metrizable. Then cj> is a-a iff cj> is hp. 
PROOF. Clearly an a-a extension is hp. For let x E X be a one-to-one-point 
for c/> , then t c/>-c/> (x) = {tx } so the constant net { t; = t }; suffices. 
Conversely, let cJ> be an hp extension and let X be metrizable. Let 
y • E Y be such that <1>ad is continuous in y (11.1.3.e) and let 
x • E cj>-(Y ·) . By assumption, there is a y E Y and a net { t; }; in T 
such that {t;c/>-(Y)}; in 2x converges to a singleton, say (x}. As ex is 
minimal there is a net {s } • in T with s1 x -x• . So there is a (diagonal) J J 
net {t \}>.. 111 T with { t \cJ>,__(Y) }>- converges to { x • } . Then 
lim t \ = cj>(x •) = y • . Since <1>ad is continuous in y' we have 
hence x is a one-to-one-point for cJ> . □ 
Note that there exists no absolute counterpart of high proximality; i.e., there 
is no such thing as a highly proximal ttg. For if I; X - ( x} in 2x then 
{ x } = lim I; X = lim X = X ; 
1.e., X is trivial. 
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The ultimate form o f the Veech Structure Theorem would be 
1.3. VST. Lei cj>: 'X-• 611 be a point dis/al homomorphism of minimal 11gs. 
Then there are a minimal 1tg 6X: and homomorphisms a : 'X,'--➔ 'X and 
T: 6X:--➔ 611 such that T = cj>oa, a is hp and T is s1ric191-HPI (i.e., T 
is stric1ry-PI and every proximal extension in 1he lower for T is hp). 
a 6X:-------•'X, 
~~/ 
The theorem is known to be true for the absolute case ( 611 = { * } ) [MN 80]. 
[MW 81] and for the case that 'X, is strictly-quasi separable, [E 73] (hence in 
case T is locally compact and a-compact). 
I .4. EXAMPLE. 
Let T be a discrete topologica l group and let 'X, be a minimal ttg for T . 
Let x 0 E X . Then Tx 0 provided with the relative topology is a completely 
regular Hausdorff space. Let Y = /3(Tx 0). the Cech-Stone compactification 
of the orbit of x 0 • and let cp: Y--➔ X be the canonical extension of the 
embedding t: Tx O --➔ X . 
Since every continuous map f: Tx 0 --➔ Z . with Z a CT2 space, extends to 
/3 ( Tx 0) , T acts as a group of homeomorphisms on /3 ( Tx 0) . So 611 is a 
ttg and <j>: 611--➔ 'X, is a homomorphism of ttgs. As the remainder of Y . i.e .. 
/3(Tx 0) \ Tx 0 , is mapped onto X \ Tx 0 (cf. (GJ 60] 6.11.) it follows that 
the map </> is an almost automorphic extension. Hence, by I. I.a . 6!J 1s 
minimal. 
Note that 6!J is the maximal almost automorphic extension of 'X which 1s 
one to one in the fiber of x O • 
1.5. EXAMPLE. 
Let T : = "1l. • let Y be the circle (unit interval with end points identified) 
and let 6!J: = < T, Y. a> be the rotation over an irrational angle 
(a(n,x) = x+ na(mod I), a irrational). Define X: = Y X {0.1} and 
provide X with a 0-dimensional CT2 topology as follows: 
A neighbourhood base at (x, 0) is formed by the sets of the form 
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(x - £,x] X{ 0} U (x - £,x) X {l} (£ > 0) . 
and a neighbourhood base at (x, I ) by the sets of the form 
(x,x + £) X {0} U [x,x + £) X {l} (£ > 0). 
Define an action <i of "11.. on X by a(n.(x,k)) = (x + na.k) for 
k E {0.1} . Then 'X: = < T, X , a> is a minimal ttg (the Ellis minimal set 
[E 69] 5.29.). 
Let q>: ix- 6Y be the projection; then q> is a two to one homomorphism of 
minimal ttgs. which is not open. Moreover. q> is proximal and. as every 
fiber is finite. q> is even highly proximal. But q> is not almost automorphic 
(from this it is clear that X is not metric!). 
IV.2. IRREDUCIBILITY 
For homomorphisms of minima l ttgs, the notion of high proximality 
turns out to be equivalent to the notion of irreducibility for maps known 
from general topology. So if equivariance is assumed, high proximality 
can be deduced from the topological properties of the map alone. 
We shall construct the universal highly proximal extension of a ttg in a 
way similar (even equal) to the construction of projective covers (e.g .. see 
[Wa 74]). This leads to the characterization of the Maximal Highly Prox-
imal ttgs (M HP ttgs) as the Gleason spaces (in case T = Td ); and to 
the conclusion that a minimal distal ttg is never MHP (unless is it 
"trivial"). 
Let f: X - Y be a continuous surjection of CT2 spaces. Then f is called 
irreducible if the on ly closed subset A of X with f[A] = Y is X itself. 
2.1. LEMMA. Let f: X - Y be an irreducible map of CT2 spaces. Then 
for every nonempty open U in X there exists a nonempty open U' in 
- -
u such that u = u' and u' = f-f[ u '] ,- in particular, f[ u '] is 
open. 
PROOF. Let U <;;; X be open and nonempty and define 
U':=j'"-[Y \ f[X \ U]]. Then clearly, U' = .f'-f[U']<;;;U and U' is 
open and nonempty by irreducibility. Let x E U and VE 'Y, ; then 
unv-=1= 0 and open, so V': = f- 1[Y \ f[X \ (UnV)]] is open and 
nonempty. Clearly, V'<;;; U'n Un V <;;; U'n V ; hence U'n V -=I= 0 As 
V was arbitrary, x EU'. □ 
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2.2. LEMMA. Let cf,: 'X--> qi he a surjective homomorphism of 11gs and sup-
pose that cf,: X --> Y is irreducihle. 
a) If qi is minimal then 'X is minimal. 
b) If qi is point transitive then 'X is point transitive. 
c) If 611 is ergodic then 'X is ergodic. 
d) If Y has a dense subset of almost periodic points then X has a 
dense suhset of almost periodic points. 
PROOF. 
a) Let Z c;;; X be a minimal subset. Then cf, [Z] = Y , so Z = X by 
irreducibility. 
b) Let y E Y have a dense orbit and let x E cf, ..... (F) . 
Then cf,[Tx] = Ty = Y ; so by irreducibility, Tx = X . 
c) Let U be a nonempty open subset of X . By 2.1., there is a 
nonempty open U'c;;; U with cf,[U'] is open 111 Y. As qi is ergodic. 
Tct,[U'] = Y . so 
Y = Tcf,[U'] = cp[TU']c;;; cp[TU]. 
By irreducibility of cf, , it follows that TU = X , so 'X is ergodic. 
d) Let X' c;;; X and Y' c;;; Y be the collections of almost periodic 
points 111 X and Y respectively. By 1.10.b, cf,[X'] = Y ', so 
cf,(X'] = Y' = Y . Irreducibility of cf, implies X = X'. □ 
The following theorem shows the dynamical properties of irreducible maps, it 
also explains why we are interested in irreducibility. 
2.3. THEOREM. Let cf,: 'X--> qi he a homom orphism of minimal 11gs. The fol-
lowing statements are equivalent: 
a) cf, is highly proximal; 
b) cf, is irreducihle; 
c) 2cJ>: 2Jt-+qi is proximal; 
d) 2;t has a unique minimal suhset; 
e) po cp•-\y) = {px} for all y E Y , x E cf, ..... (y) and p EM . 
PROOF. 
a = b Let y E Y , x E X and the net { t i L 111 T be such that 
lim2, ticf, ..... (y) = {x}. Let U be an arbitrary nonempty open set in X . 
Let t E T with tx EU ; then 1 - 1u E CV"x . So for some 10 we have 
t; cf, ..... (y) c;;; t - I U for all i ~ i O . Hence U contains a fiber, so cf, is irredu-
cible. 
b=cLet A and Bin 2{ be such that 2cJ> (A) = 2cJ>(B) =yE Y 
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(i.e., A and B are closed subsets of c/>-0') ). Let x E X , and fo r every 
aE 6ltx let Va be an open set in X with Va = c/>-c/> [V,,] i;;;; a(x) (2.1.). 
As c/>[Va] is open and nonempty there is a taE T with lcJI E cp[V,,]. So 
t,,cp-(Y)i;;;; c/>.._c/>[V,,] = V,,i;;;; a(x). 
Clearly, t ac/>+--(Y )- { x} in 2x , and so 
lim2,t,,A i;;;; lim2,t,,c/>-(Y) = {x}. 
Similarly lim21 t 0 B = {x}, so A and B are proxima l. 
c = d Follows from 1.1.23.c. 
d = e As X <:;:; 2,{ , X has to be the unique minimal subttg of 2;' . 
Since for all y E Y and p E M the set p o cf>-(y) is an a lmost periodic 
point in 2{ , we have px E p o cp-(Y) E X for all x E cf>.._(Y) : hence 
pocf>-(Y) = {px}. 
e = a Trivial. D 
2.4. REMARK. 
a) Let cf>: X-611 be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. Then c/> is 
open and highly proximal iff cf> is an isomorphism. 
b) Let cf>: X-611 and ij;: 611-£ be homomorphisms of minimal ugs. 
Then ij;ocp is highly proximal iff cf> and iJ; are highly proximal. 
c) Let {ct>! : X /3 - X" I a< {3 ,;;;; 11 } be an inverse system (tower of 
height 11 ) consisting of homomorphisms of minimal ttgs. Then 
cf> = inv Jim cf>! is highly proximal iff every cpf is highly proximal. 
PROOF. 
a) If cf> is an open map, then cf>ad is continuous. So for all y E Y , 
x E cp-(Y) and u E 1.. we have c/>.._(Y) = u o cp-(Y) = { ux} (2.3.a), hence 
c/> is one to one. 
b and c Follow from the equivalence of a and b in 2.3 .. □ 
2.5. THEOREM. For every minimal ttg 611 there is a universal high{y proximal 
extension which is unique up to isomorphism (i.e., there is an highly proxi-
mal extension x: qi• - 611 such that for an arbitrary highly proximal 
extension cf>: x- 611 there is a ij;: qi• - X with x = cj>oijl ). 
PROOF. As every minimal hp extension of 611 is a factor of '!)R,, there is only 
a set of essentially different hp extensions of 611 , say { c/>;,..: X;,.. - 611 I "'A E A} . 
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Define 
<1>: rr { x,\ I,\ EA} ....... qi.\ by <1> ((xxh u.J = (c/>x (xx)h e A . 
Let X : = <1>- [~91 and ~:=<l>lx:X ....... Y ~ ~¢ . Then ~ is a homomor-
phism of ttgs, which is proximal by 1.1.21.b. Let 2 be the unique minimal 
subttg of '!X. and cp: =~I z . Clearly every hp extension of 611 is a factor of 
2 under projection (up to isomorphism). 
In 2.6. below it will be proven that cp is an hp extension. 
So cp: 2 ....... 611 is a universal minimal hp extension. We sha ll show that it is 
unique up to isomorphism. 
Suppose cp': 'i: ....... 611 is a universal minimal hp extension too. As cp' is an hp 
extension of 611 , there is a r 2 ....... 'i: such that cp = cp' at . As cp' is univer-
sal and cp is hp, there is a 11 : <J: ....... 2 with cp' = q>o1J so cp = q>o1Jot. 
Let z E Z , then cp(z) = c/>(1Jot(z )) : by proximality of cp, the points z 
and 11 ot(z) are proximal in 2. As l 0 C lri o!(c) it follows that 
(z, 1J o t (z)) is an almost periodic point in 2 X 2 : so z = 1J ot (z) . Hence 
1J ot = idz and so 2 and <J: are isomorphic ttgs. □ 
2.6. LEMMA. ( With notation as above:) cp: 2 ....... 611 is highly prox imal. 
PROOF. We shall show that every open set in Z contains a fiber of cp . Let 
UC Z be basic open and nonempty; i.e. , there are o: 1 , • . • , a,, EA and 
open sets U; C X a, such that U = U' n Z =I= 0 , where 
fl 
Note that ~[U'nX] = nct>a [U; ] =I= 0. As U'nZ =I= 0, U' contains 
i = I I 
an almost periodic point, and so W: = inty(~[U'nZ])=/= 0 (l.1.4.a). By 
2.1., there are open V; C X; such tha t 
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and for i E { I, . .. , 11} 
0 -=fa V; = <1>;:<1>0 ,[V;] (;: U; n <1>;:<1>0 , ,[ V; - il. 
Define V: = V'nX with 
V': = VI X · · · X vii X Il { X a I a EA \ { 0:1, . . . , a,,}} 
Then V = ~--~[ V] is nonempty, hence V n Z -=fa 0 and V n Z contains 
a fiber under </> • D 
The universal (minimal) hp extension of a minimal ttg 61J will be denoted by 
X6!J: 6)J* - 61J . If X6!J is an isomorphism 61J will be called a Maximal(J' High()' 
Proximal 11g (MHP ttg ). 
In section IV.3. we will characterize the MHP ttgs in terms of quasifactors of 
~-
In case T is provided with the discrete topology, we can give a topological 
characterization of MHP ttgs: as follows: 
2.7. THEOREM. Let T he a discrete topological group and let the ttg 
'X: = < T, X > be minimal. Then 'X is an M HP ttg iff X is 
extremally disconnected (the closure of eve,:),' open set is open). 
In particular, the universal highly proximal extension of a minimal ttg is 
just its Gleason extension. 
PROOF. It is well known ([Wi 70] 14.2.5 .) that an irreducible extension of an 
extremally disconnected CT2 space is a homeomorphism. Since the universal 
hp extension is irreducible, a minimal ttg with extremally disconnected phase 
space is an MHP ttg. 
Conversely, let 'X be a minimal ttg. Let Xx: G (X )-+ X be the Gleason 
extension of X (e.g. [Wi 70] 14.2.2.), then xx is irreducible. As every 
homeomorphism on X extends to a homeomorphism on G(X) and as T 
is discrete it follows that G('X) = < T, G(X) > is a ttg and that 
xx: G ('X)- 'X is an irreducible homomorphism of ttgs. By 2.2., G ('X) is a 
minimal ttg, and G(X) is extremally disconnected. If 'X is an MHP ttg, 
the irreducible map G ('X)- 'X is an isomorphism, so X is extremally 
disconnected. D 
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2.8. COROLLARY. Let T be a discrete topological group, and /er 
'X = < T, X > be a minimal ttg. If 'X is a distal M HP ttg then X is 
finite. 
PROOF. Let 'X be distal and let 611 be the maximal almost periodic factor 
of 'X. As K: X - X/ Ex ~ Y is open and X is extremally disconnected, 
Y is extremally disconnected too. However, Y ~ bT/ H for some closed 
subgroup H of the Bohr-compactification hT of T (l.1.14.); so Y is 
homogeneous. By [Ak 78] III section 3, it follows that an extremally di scon-
nected homogeneous CT2 space is finite. Hence Y is finite. Suppose 
K: 'X-~ is nontrivial. Then K is distal and, by FST (1.1.24.), it follows that 
O:X/ E.-Y is a nontrivial almost periodic ex tension. As Y is finite it 
follows from 1.1.22. that X/ E • is almost periodic, which contradicts the 
assumption of 611 being the maximal almost periodic factor of 'X. □ 
IV.3. HIGHLY PROXIMAL LIFTING 
Similar to the construction of the EGS diagram we construct an AG 
diagram ([AG 77]). The objective is to show that every homomorphism of 
minimal ttgs is open up to high proximality. Using an AG diagram we 
characterize the M HP ttgs as quasifactors o f ~ generated by the so-
called MHP generators. Also we compare the EGS and AG diagrams 
and conclude that , in case <p is a po int distal homomorphism of 
minimal ttgs, AG(<p) equals EGS(<p). Hence it follows that a point distal 
map is Pl iff it is HPI. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let <p: 'X-611 be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs and let 
2: be a quasifactor of 611 . Then there is a quasifactor 'i: of 'X such 
that 2<1>: 'i: - 2: is highly proximal. 
PROOF. Let A = u o A be an almost periodic point in 2 Y such that 
2:=~(A,~) and define 'J:: = ~(uo<p--[A],'X). Then 2<1>:<J:-2: 1s a 
homomorphism of minimal ttgs. Define 
8[A ] : = { B E Z' / B c;;; <p<-[A ]} . 
Then u o <p--[A] E 8[A] , so 8[A] is nonempty and clearly, 8[A] is a 
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closed subset of '£' . Let % be a chain in 8[A] (ordered by inclusion). 
Then L = n {KI KE%} is a lower bound for % in 8[A]. for 
L =I= 0 and L = lim2, %E cl2,8[A] = 8[A]. So, by Zorns lemma, there 
is a minimal element CE 8[A] . Let p EM be such that C = p o </><-[A] . 
Denote the circle operation of M on 221 by □ 
We claim that p □ (2<1>)--(A) = { C} ; note that 
Let B E p □ (2<1>r-(A) and let { t;); be a net in T converging to p . Then, 
after passing to a suitable subnet. B = lim t;q; o </>-- [A] for certain q; EM 
with q; o A = A . As 
we have q; o </><-[A] <::::; </>,._[A] ; hence 
B = Jim t;q; o </>--[A] <::::; lim !;</>--[A] = p o </>--[A] = C . 
But C was a minimal element in 8[A] so B = C , which proves the 
claim. 
This shows that 2<1> : CJ; - '£ is highly proximal. D 
3.2. Note that in the above '£ = {p o <f>,._[B] Ip E M and BE'£} . For, let 
p E M and B E '£ then B = q o A for some q E M and also 
A = vq - 1 o B for v E J q . Hence 
p o <f> ,._[ B] = pqvq - 1 o <f> <-[ B ] <::::; pq o <f> <-[ vq - 1 o B] = pq o <I><-[ A ] <::::; 
<::::; p o <f><-[q oA] = p o q><-- [B] . 
3.3. Remark that 6lJ can be represented as a quasifactor 61}' of CX, up to a 
highly proximal extension -r by taking '£ = 6lJ (in 3.1.), as follows: 
Define Y' = {pocp--(y)lpEM ,yEY) and -r = 2</> ly-:6!J'-6!J . Note 
that -r is one to one in p o<f>--(y)EY' iff <f> is open in all points of 
cp--(py) (use 11.1.3.c resp. 11.3.12., 11.3.11.e to conclude that 
cp--(py) = q o cp--(y) for every q E M with py = qy ). In particular, -r is 
a homeomorphism iff q> 1s open. 
3.4. Let <f>: ex,_ 6!J be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. We shall con-




consisting of homomorphisms of minimal ttgs, with the following properties: 
agl a and T are highly proximal; 
ag2 cf>' is open. 
Moreover. the diagram is minimal under those properties. 
Define 6JJ' as the quasifactor representation of 61l in ~, so 
Y':= {p ocj>+--(y) IP EM. y E Y} = {p ocj>+--(ro) IP EM} 
for some fixed y 0 E Y. Let X': = {(x.A)EX X Y'lxEA} and define 
a :X'-X and cp':X'-Y' astheprojections,andlet T:=2</> lr ·-
3.5. LEMMA. Let £ = ~(A , ~) be a quasifactor of ~ and /er 
W C X X Z be defined by W : = { (x, B) I x E B E Z } . Then W is 
closed and T -invariant and the projection 'TT: 6llf - '.£: is an open 
homomorphism of ttgs. 
PROOF. Let (x, B) ~ W , so x ~ B . Then there are open sets U and V 
in X such that U n V = 0 , x E U and B C V . Clearly, U X < V > 
is an open neighbourhood of the point (x, B) in X X Z and 
U x < V> n W = 0 , so W is closed. 
T -invariance is obvious. 
Let U' = U X < V 1, • •• , V,, > n W be a basic open set in W and note 
that, without loss of generality, we may assume that 
U C LJ { V; I i E {l, ... , n } } . It is easy to verify that 
'TT[U'] = <V1, •••• V,,, U>nZ; 
so 'TT 1s open. D 
From 3.5. it follows that, in 3.4., ~, = < T, X' > is a ttg and that cj>' is an 
open homomorphism of ttgs, which shows ag2. As T is irreducible (3.1. and 
3.3.) a is irreducible too. 
For, let ( U' = U X < V 1, • • . , V,, >) n X' be basic open, nonempty, and 
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(without loss of generality) let U C LJ { V; I i E {I .... , n } } . Then it is 
easily seen that </>'[ U'] = < V 1, ••• , V11 , U > n Y' . So, by irreducibility of 
T, there is a y E Y with T..._(y )C </>'[U')C < V 1, ••. , V11 > . Let u E J ,. ; 
then Uo</>+--(y)ET+--(y) , so Uo</>-(y)nU '=fa 0 , say xEuoqi-(y)nU. 
But then {x} X T---(y)C U X <V 1, ••• , V11 >. As 
a---(x) = ( { x} X T.._(y )) n X' , it follows that U' contains a full a-fiber. 
Hence a is irreducible and, by 2.2.a, it follows that 6X: is minimal; so by 
2.3., a is highly proximal, which shows agl. 
3.6. The diagram AG(</>) for </> is minimal under the conditions ag I and 
ag2. Consider the following commutative diagram consisting of homomor-
phisms of minimal ttgs, with on the right hand side AG(</>). 
Let if; be open and let ~ and 1/ highly proximal. Then there are 
homomorphisms µ, and " with a o µ, = ~ and To 11 = 1/ . As fallows: 
Let y 0 EY, u E l r,,· z0 =uz 0 E11-(y 0), w0 =uw 0 Eif;-(z 0 ) and let 
x 0 = ~(w 0). Define 11: '.£:-61:I' by v(pz 0) = p o<j>-(y 0), and µ,: 61!f-'X' by 
/t(pwo) = (pxo,P o</>+--(yo)). 
Note that in order to show minimality of AG(</>) it is sufficient to show that 
" is well defined. 
Suppose that pz 0 = qz 0 . As 1/ is highly proximal, z0 = u 011----(yo). By 
continuity of t/Jad (11.1.3.d), we have if;+--(z 0) = u o if;,_11,_(yo) = u o~-</>---(y 0); 
hence ~if;---(z 0) = u o </>,_(yo). Again, by continuity of t/Jad, we have 
So 
p O cp+--(yo) = p O ~ if;-(z o) = ~ (p O if;-(z o)) = ~ (q O if;+--(z on = 
= q o~if;---(zo) = q o<j>+--(yo): 
and " is well defined. 
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With the help of the AG diagrams we can characterize the universal highly 
proximal extensions as quasifactors of ~ . 
Let 'X, be a minimal ttg, x 0 E X and u E l x,,. Define y: ~-<X- hy 





X' = {p o y- (x 0) Ip EM} = {p o Mx,, Ip E M } = 
= {p o y-(x} Ip E M , X E X} = {p o Mx Ip E M , X E X} , 
and 
M ' = {(p,q oy-(xo)) lp ,q E M , p E q oy-(xo)} = 
= { (p , q o Mx } I p , q E M , p E q o M, } , 
while y' is open, a and T are highly proximal. 
3.7. LEMMA. ( Situation and notation as above.) 
a) {p o y-(x) Ip E M , x E X} is a partitioning of M . 
b) The map y' : ~ -rx: defined by p f--+p o y- (xo) is an open 
hom omorphism of minimal ttgs. 
c) 'X: is an MHP ttg. 
d) 'X, is an MHP ttg iff 'X- ~ 'X:. 
PROOF. 
a) As ~ is the universal minimal ttg, a is an isomorphism. Now 
suppose that for some p, q E M and some x, x' E X we have 
p o y-(x) n q o y-(x ') * 0 , say r E p o y-(x) n q o y-(x ') * 0 . Hence 
(r ,p o y-(x )) and (r, q o y-(x ')) are elements of M' that are both 
mapped onto r by a ; but a is injective, so p o y-(x) = q o y-(x ') . 
b) Follows from the fact that a is an isomorphism. 
c) Suppose there is an hp extension it, : £ - 'X: . For z = uz E Z with 
y(z)= u oy--(x 0) let S:~-£ be defined by S(p) = pz. Then 
y· = i/,oS and, since y• is open, it, is open. By 2.4.a, it follows that it, is 
an isomorphism. 
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d) If 'X is an MHP ttg, T: CX: -'X is an isomorphism, so 'X ~ CX: ; 
the other way around is c. □ 
3.8. Let C t:;;; M be an almost periodic point in 2M . Then C is called a 
Maximally Highly Proximal generator (MHP generator) if C n J * 0 and 
{p o C Ip E M} is a partitioning of M . 
We shall study MHP generators in chapter Y .. The terminology is justified 
by the equivalence of a and d in the following theorem. 
3.9. THEOREM. Let 'X be a minimal ttg. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
a) 'X is an MHP ttg ( 'X = ex,• see the definition just before 2. 7.); 
b) every homomorphism cf>: 6?:1- 'X of minimal ttgs is open; 
c) 'X is a factor of ~ under an open homomorphism; 
d) 'X ~ ~(C, ~) for an MHP generator C . 
PROOF. 
a=> b Consider AG(cp). Then 'X ~ CX:, for 'X 1s an MHP ttg; so 
6?:I ~ 6?:I' , and cf> = <f>' is open. 
b => c Trivial. 
c => d Let y : ~- 'X be open, say y is defined by y (p) = px O for 
some x 0 EuX and all pEM. Byll.1.3.d, y-(px 0) = p o y-(x 0),so 
which is a partitioning of M . As u Eu o y-(x 0) , u o y-(x 0) 1s an MHP 
generator. By 3.3., y': = 2Y : ~(u o y-(x 0), ~)-'X is hp. As y' is a factor 
of y , y' is open and so y' is an isomorphism. 
d => a Define y: '!Jll- 'X by y (p) = p o C . Then 
y<--(p O C) = { q E M I q O C = p O C} = p O C , 
as follows: 
Let p o C = q o C . As C n J * 0 , u E u o C and so 
q = qu E q o u o C = qu o C = q o C = p o C . 
Conversely, let q E p o C . As q E q o C , q E po C n q o C ; but 
MHP generator, so po C = q o C . 
This shows, with notation as in the discussion preceding 3.7., that 
and so by 3.7. that 'X is an MHP ttg. 




3.10. Let cp: ix- 6?:I be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. We can construct 
a kind of maximal AG diagram for </>, which will be called *(</>), as follows: 
Xx 
6?:I* --------
Let u El and choose x 0 = ux 0 E X, y 0 = </>(x 0 ). Define y: ~-ix by 
y(p)=px 0 and 8:~-6!1 by 8(p) = py 0 . Then 8 = <f,oy. Analogues to 
IIl.1.13.b, but using 3.6., one shows that 
xx:ix• = ~(uoy,__(xo),~)-ix and Xqi:6!1' = ~(uo8,__(r 0),~)-6?:I 
are the universal hp extensions of ix and 6?:I . Define <1>* : ix• - 6!1* by 
<1>* (po y-(x 0)) = p o o,__(x 0) for all p E M . Then <1>* is well defined ; for, 
let p o y,__(x 0) = q o y-(x 0) , then clearly 
p o y,__(x 0) = q o y---(x 0) c;;; p o o---(y 0) n q o ◊---(y 0) . 
As {po ◊-(yo) Ip E M} partitions M , we have po o-(y0) = q o o---(Yo) . 
Obviously <1>* is open and the diagram commutes. 
Note that <1>* is an isomorphism iff </> is hp (use 2.4.b). 
In section IV.4. we shall search for properties on </> that will be preserved 
under hp lifting; i.e., properties of </> such that <1>* in *(</>) and </>' in 
AG(</>) have (almost) the same property. 
3.11. If ix is metric, then AG(</>) consists entirely of homomorphisms of 
metric minimal ttgs (II. I. l.b); whereas, in general, *{</>) does not (cf. 2.7. ). 
The next theorem deals with the question whether or not AG(</>) and EGS(</>) 
coincide for a homomorphism cp: ix-6?:I of minimal ttgs. 
3.12. THEOREM. Let </>: ix- 6?:I be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. 
a) AG(</>) and EGS(</>) coincide iff for some y E Y and u E J r we 
have u o cp---(y) = u o ucp<--(y) (e.g. </>' in AG(</>) is RIC). 
b) If </> is open, then AG(</>) and EGS(</>) coincide iff </> is RIC. 
c) If 'X is metric, then AG(</>) and EGS(</>) coincide iff for some 
yEY: n{uoucp---(y) /uEly}'1= 0. 
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PROOF. 
a) If AG(<t>) and EGS(<t>) coincide, then u oq, ..... (y) = u ouq, ..... (y) , for all 
y E Y and u E J 1 . If u o q, ..... (y) = u o u q,- (y) for some y E Y and 
u E J). , then 
so they are equal and AG(<t>) equals EGS(<f:>). 
b) Let <f> be open; then <f>' in AG(<t>) is just <f>. Clearly, AG(<t>) and 
EGS(<t>) coincide iff EGS(<t>) reduces to <f> , which is the case iff <f> is RIC. 
c) Let y be such that <f>ad: 61J-2'X is continuous in y (11.1.3.e). So 
for every u E Jv we have u o q, ..... (y) = <f:> ..... (y) . If AG(<t>) and EGS(<t>) coin-
cide, then u o q, ..... (y) = u o uq, ..... (y) ; hence q,- (y ) = u o uq, ..... (y ) for every 
u E Jr and so 
The other way around can be found in [V 77] 2.3.7 .. D 
3.13. THEOREM. Let q,: ex- 6lJ be a point distal homomorphism of minimal 
ttgs. 
a) Let 1/;: 2:- 6lJ be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. If q, or 1/; is 
open then (q,,1/J) satisfies the generalized Bronstein condition. 
b) If q, is open then q, is RIC. 
PROOF. 
a) Let U X V n RH of= 0 be a basic open set in R H . By 1.3.7.(iii). 
we may assume (without loss of generality) that <t>[U] = 1/;[V] . Let x E U 
be a q,-distal point, then for z E V with q,(x ) = 1/;(z ) we have 
10 Cl ,i,(z) = J .p (x) = i x (1.2.10.), so (x ,z ) is an almost periodic point in 
RH. 
b) Let 1/;: ~-61J be proximal. By a , R H has a dense subset of 
almost periodic points. Define O: 'Bl.i,,i,- 'X as the projection. Then clearly 
0 is proximal, so RH has a unique minimal subset. Hence 'Bl.i, ,i, 1s 
minimal and <f> J_ 1/; . So, by definition, <f> is RIC. D 
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3.14. COROLLARY. Let cp: ix- 6?J be a point distal homomorphism of minimal 
ttgs. Then 
a) AG(cp) and EGS(cp) coincide; 
b) the canonical PI tower for cp is an HPI tower. 
PROOF. 
a) We show that the map cp' in AG(cp) is point distal. Then it follows 
from 3.13. that cp' is RIC and so that AG(cp) and EGS(cp) coincide (3.12.b). 
Let x EX be a cp-distal point, y = cp(x) and let u E l x . Then 
(x,uocp-(Y))EX' (in AG(cp)), and (x,uocp-(Y)) is a cp'-distal point ; as 
follows: 
Let (x ', u o cp-(Y )) EX' ; then by minimality of 6X: , there is a v E J with 
(x',u ocp-(Y)) = v(x',u ocp-(Y)). So V E l x•~ l q,(x') = J.. and as 
J r = l x, vElx. Hence (x,uocp-(Y))=v(x,uocp-(Y)), so 
(x, u o cp-(Y )) and (x ', u o cp-(Y )) are distal. 
b) Follows immediately from a. □ 
3.15. REMARK. Let 'X be a point distal MHP ttg, then 'X is a strictly Al-ttg, 
(i.e., every proximal extension in the strictly-Pl tower for 'X is a-a). 
PROOF. By 1.3. (VST in the absolute case) and the fact that 'X is MHP, it 
follows that there is a strictly-HPI tower for 'X. As 'X is point distal, every 
map in the tower has to be point distal , which is obvious for the almost 
periodic homomorphisms, but which can only occur for the highly proximal 
homomorphisms if they are almost automorphic (1.1.b). □ 
We shall conclude this section with a characterization of open maps which 
resembles the definition of RIC extensions Uust after 1.3.9.). 
3.16. THEOREM. Let cp:'X-6?J be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. Then cp 
is open iff cp ..l f for every hp extension i/1: 2:- 6?J of minimal ttgs. 
PROOF. 
"~,, Let cf> be open and let f be hp. Define O: ~,i, - 'X as the pro-
jection. We shall prove that O is irreducible (and so, by 2.2.a, that cf> ..l i[J ). 
Let U X V n R H be a nonempty basic open set in R H . By I.3.7.(iii), we 
may assume that <j>(U] = f(V]. By 2.1. and 2.3., there is a y E Y with 
i[J-(Y)~ V. For x EU with cp(x) = y we have 
Hence O is irreducible. 
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"=" Note that it is sufficient to prove that </> is open if </> _l_ X6JJ , 
where X6JJ: q( - 611 is the universal hp extension of 611 . For y E Y a nd 
u Ely , we shall prove that </>.._(y) ~ u o <f>.._(y) . Then, it follows that 
</>.._(y) = u o </>.._(y) and, as y and u Ely are arbitrary, </> is open 
(11.3 .12.). Define y: ".)]L-611 by y(p) = py for all p E M . Then 
611* = 2if(u o y---(y), ~) and X6JJ (p o y.._(y )) = py for all p E M . Let 
x E </>.._(y) , then (x, u o y---(y )) E R <Px. , • So by minimality of <!R.,,x.,, , there is 
a v E J with x = vx and u o y---(y) = v o y---(y) . As v E v o y---(y) we 
have 
IV.4. LIFTING INVARIANTS 
In this section we deal with the problem: what is left of </> after lifting it 
using AG (or EGS) type diagrams. We start with general considerations 
concerning this problem (4.2. and 4.3 .). Those results that are interesting 
in their own right, lead to to the conclusions in 4.8., telling us about 
E ,p· , Q ,p· and P ,p· in relation to £ </> , Q ,p and P ,p . After that 
we generalize the point of view to lifting a pair of homomorphisms, and 
we show that properties like " </> _l_ i/; " are carried over to </>• and 1/;* 
(4.16.). 
D 
4.1. Consider the following commutative diagram consisting of homomor-
phisms of minimal ttgs. 
0 
T 
Assume that o is proximal and that o X o [R ,p•] = R <P • 
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4.2. THEOREM. Under the circumstances of 4.1.: 
a) a X a[P q,• ] = P,p, even P ,p,=(a X a)..-[P ,p]n R ,p,; 
b) a X a[Qq,•]=Q,p; 
c) Q,p,o P ,p' = (a X ar [Q,p oP q,]n R</>,, so a X a[Q </>,o P <1>') = Q,poP ,p. 
PROOF. Note that in all cases the inclusion C is straightforward. 
b) Let (x 1 ,x 2}E Q</> and let {(xi1 ,x2)}; and {ti}; be nets in R </> 
and T , such that 
(xi1 ,x~)-(x 1,x2) and t;(x\ ,x2)-(x1,X 1)-
Then there are (.x\ , x~) E R ,p' with a X a (xi1 , .x~) = (x;1 , x 2) . Let 
{.x 1 ,.x2)=lim(.x\ ,.x~) and (z 1 ,z 2)=limti(.x\ ..x;d, after passing to suit-
able subnets. Then a X a(x 1,x2)=(x 1,x2) and a X a(z 1,z 2) =(x 1 .x 1), 
so (z 1,z 2}E P -x,,n R ,p, = P </>'. Let aE Cillx - be open. Then 
(z 1 , z 2) E P ,p' C Tan R ,p , so I; (x\ , x2) E Tan R <I> for a ll i ~ i a . Hence 
(.x\,.x~}ETanR</> for all i ~ ia , and so it follows that 
(x 1 ,x2) = lim(.x;1 ,.x2)E Tan R,p. As a was arbitrary, (.x 1 ,.x2)E Q ,p·, 
and (x I ,X2) = a X a(x1 ,X2)C a X a[Q ,p•). 
c)Let (x 1,x 2}EQ,poP,p and let (x'1,x'2)ER,p, be such that 
a X a(x'1,x'2)=(x 1,x 2). We shall prove that (x'1,x'2)E Q</>,o P </>'· Let 
z 3 E X be such that (x 1 ,z 3}EP,,, and (z 3 ,x 2}EQ</>. By 1.2.7. , there is a 
minimal left ideal /CST with px 1 = pz 3 for every p E / . Let 
VE l x•,U). Then, as l x', C l x! ' 
(vz3,x2) = v(z3,x2)E TQ ,p = Q ,p . 
Let (z'3,z'2)E Q </>, be such that a X a(z'3,z'2) = (vz3,x2) (by b !) and such 
that (z'3,z'2) = v(z'3,z'2). Then 
so vx '1 and z '3 are proximal. As they are both v -invariant, they are distal 
too (1.2.8.), hence vx '1 = z '3 . Similarly, x '2 = z '2 . As 
</>'(vx'1) = </>'(x'2) = </>'(x'1), we have (x'1, vx'1}E R </>,n P -x,, = P ,p'. Since 
(vx '1 , x '2) = (z '3 , z 2) E Q ,p' , it follows that (x '1 , x '2) E Q 4, o P </>' . 
a) The proof of this statement is a special case of the proof of c 
(replace z 3 by x2 ). D 
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4.3 . THEOREM. Under the circumstances of 4.1.: 
a) P </> is a ( closed) equivalence relation ifJ P <t>' is. 
b) If Q <t> = t.. x then Q <t>, = P <t>' ( = E<t>, ) . 
c) E<t> = Q <t>o P <t> ifJ E <t>, = Q <t>,o P <t>' . 
d) If E <t>, = Q <t>, then E<t> = Q<t>. 
e) If E<t> = Q<t> oP <t> then a X 0(£ <1>,J = £</>. 
PROOF. 
a) From 4.2.a it follows that if P </> is a (closed) equivalence relation 
then P </>' is a (closed) equivalence relation too. 
Suppose that P </>' is an equivalence relation. First note that this is 
equivalent to: 
(x '1 , x '2) E P </>' iff (x '1 , x '2) E R <t>' and px '1 = px '2 for every p E M . ~ 
Clearly, if~ holds then P <t>' is an equivalence relation. 
Conversely, let P <1>' be an equivalence relation. Obviously, the "if"-part of 
~is true.Let (x'1 ,x'2)EP</>, and let uElx•, · As (x'2 ,ux 2)EP</>, andas 
P <1>' is an equivalence relation, (x '1 , ux '2) E P </>' ; so by 1.2.8., x '1 = ux '2 . 
Hence for every p E M . px '1 = pux '2 = px '2 • This proves ~-
Let (x 1,x 2) and (x 2 ,x 3) beelementsof P q,,andlet (x;,x;)ER</>, with 
a X a(x; ,x;) = (x 1 ,x3). By 4.2.a, we can find (x'1 ,x 2) and (x2,x 3) in 
P </>, with o X o(x'1,x'2) = (x 1,x 2) and a X a(x'2 ,x'3) = (x 2 ,x 3). Let 
u E J • and v E J . ; then by proximality of a we have x; = ux '1 and XI X_i 
x; = vx 3 . As P <t>' is an equivalence relation it follows from ~ that 
x;= ux'1 = ux'2 and x;=vx 3=vx'2 . But then (ux'2 ,vx2)ER</>' · Since 
a(ux'2) = a(ux 2) = ux 2 , we have by proximality of a that ux'2 = ux'2 ; 
hence (ux '2 , v.x'2) E P "X: and 
Consequently 
If P <1>' is closed then, obviously, P </> is closed. 
b)As Q q,•~(a X a)---a X a[Q q,,] and as, by 4.2.b, o X o[Q q,•] =Q</> , 
we have by 4.2.a, 
Q </>-~ (a X o)---[~x l ~ (a X o)---[P q,]n R </>, = P </>, ; 
and so Q </>' = P <1>' ( = E </>,) . 
c) The II only if" -part follows from 4.2.c. 
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Conversely, suppose that for </>' we have £ <1>' = Q <1>' o P </>' • We shall prove 
that Q,i,oP<t>oQ,i,oP,pc;:, Q <t>o P ,i,. (Then, clearly. Qq,oP<t> is an equivalence 
relation and it is closed. Indeed, 
Q q,oQ,i,C Q ,po P ,po Q ,po P q,C Q q,o P q,C Q ,po Q </>, 
so Q q,o P </> = Q,i,oQ</> and. obviously, Qq, oQ </> is closed. Consequently, 
£</> = Q,i, oP ,p .) As follows: 
Let (x 1 ,x 2) and (x 2,x 3) in Q ,i,o P </> and let (x; ,x;)E R ,p, be such that 
a X a(x; ,x;) = (x 1 ,x 3). By 4.2.c, there are (x'1 ,x'2) and (x'2,x'3) in 
Q <t>' o P <t>' with 
Let u E J . 
XI 
a X a(x', ,x'2) = (x, ,X2) and a X a(x'2,X'3) = (x2,X3). 
and v E J .· ; then, by 1.2.8. and by proximality of a , 
_\ J 
x; = ux ', and x; = vx '3 . So 
(x; ,ux'2) = u(x'1 ,x'2)E 1 (Q,p,o P ,p·) = TE,p' = E,p, 
and, similarly, (vx'2, x;) E £ <1>' • Clearly, (ux '2 , vx'2) E P 'X' n R ,p' = P ,p' : 
hence (x; • x;) E £ ,i, o P <1>' o E </>' = E </>' • Consequently, 
(x 1 ,x 3) = a X a(x; ,x;)E a X a[E q,,] = a X a[Q ,p,o P q,' ] = Q q,o P </>, 
which proves the "if"-part. 
d) Completely analoguous to the proof of c. 
e) Follows from c and 4.2.c. D 
4.4. We shall now look for situations in which the conditions of 4.1. are 
satisfied. To that end consider the following commutative diagram of 
homomorphisms of minimal ttgs. 
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4.5. LEMMA. Consider the diagram above. If T is proximal and if (cp,t/;) 
satisfies the generalized Bronstein condition then a X nR cp•,vl = R H. 
(compare III.5 .2.) 
PROOF. Clearly, a X nR cp•,v] C RH . 
Conversely, let (x, z) be an almost periodic point in R H , say 
(x,z) = u(x ,z) for some u El, and let (x',z') = u(x',z')E X' X Z' 
with a X t(x',z') = (x,z). Then (cp'(x'),t/;'(z')) = u(cp'(x'),t/;'(z'))E RT , 
for 
T(cp'(x')) = cpoa(x') = cp(x) = t/;(z) = tf;ot(z') = T(1//(z')). 
As T is a proximal map, cf,' (x ')=if;' (z ') ; so (x ', z ') E R cp•,v . Therefore 
JR HC a X nR cp• ,v]C R H . Since the almost periodic points are dense in 
R H and a X nR cp•,vl is closed, the lemma follows. D 
4.6. LEMMA. Let cp: '!X,--4 qJ and if;: qJ--4 2: be homomorphisms of minimal 
ttgs with cf, open and if; hp. Let z E Z , y E t/;.-(z) and p E M . 
Then cp-(py) = p o cp-tf;.-(z) . 
PROOF. As cfiact is continuous, po cp-t/;-(z) = cp.-(p o t/;.-(z )) . But if; is hp 
so p o t/;-(z ) = {py } . D 
4.7. LEMMA. Consider the diagram in 4.4.. Let T be hp, and let cp' and 1// 
be open. If cf, or if; is open then a X nR cp•,vl = R H. 
PROOF. Assume cf, to be open, let y E Y , y' E T.-(J') , and observe that 
R </>' •V = u { cp'-(py ') X t/;'-(py ') I p E M ) . 
By 4.6., it follows that 
Rcp•,v = U {pa ct,'_T_(Y) X p o tf;' _ T __ (Y) Ip EM} . 
As cp'_T_(Y) = a--q,-(Y) and t/;'_T_(Y) = r--if;-(Y) we have 
Rcp•,v = u {p o a--cp-(Y)Xp or-t/;-(Y) IP EM). 
So 
0 X r(Rcp·,vl = u { a(p O a-cp-(Y))X t(p O r --t/;--(Y )) Ip EM) = 
u {p O cp-(Y) X p O t/;+--(Y) Ip EM) = 
LJ {cp- (py)Xp ot/;-(Y) IP EM} 
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by openness of cf> . Since if,,-(py) = LJ { q o if,,~(y) I q E M with qy = py} it 
fol1ows that 
</>- (py) X if,,-(py) = LJ { c/>~(qy) X q o if,,-(y) I q E M with qy = py} , 
hence that a X {(R <1>,,v ] = U {c/>-(py) X if,,~(py) IP EM} = RH. □ 
From 4.5. and 4.7. it fol1ows that the conditions in 4.1. are satisfied in the fol-
lowing situations (notations as in 4.1.): 
a) a , T proximal and cf> satisfying the Bronstein condition. For 
instance : EGS(cf>), ~I(</>), AG(</>) and *(</>) with </> a Be extension. 
b) a proximal, T hp, q,' and cf> open. For instance: *(</>) with <t, 
open. 
4.8. COROLLARY. Let <t,: ~------ 6Y he a homomorphism of minimal ttgs and let 
<t,' : ~• -----> GJj* he the induced map between the universal highly proximal 
extensions of ~ and 6Y ( as in *( </>), see 3.10.). Let </> he open or let 
</> satisfy the Bronstein condition then 
a) P </> is a ( closed) equivalence relation ifJ P <t>' is; 
b) if Q q,= 6.x then Q </>. = P </>. ( = E</>. ); 
C) Eq, = Q q,o P </> ifJ E</>. = Q</>.o P </>.; 
d) if E<I>. = Q <t>. then E<t> = Q <t>; 
e) if </> is almost periodic ( distal) then <t, • = 0 o K , where K is hp and 
0 is almost periodic ( distal). 
(compare VIII.2.1.). 
PROOF. 
a, b, c and d are immediate from 4.3. and the discussion above. 
e) Suppose </> is distal. Then P </> is a closed equivalence relation , so 
P </>. is a closed equivalence relation by a, and <1>* = 0 oK with K the proxi-
mal quotient map defined by P <1>' and 0 distal. If </> is almost periodic. 
then Q </> = 6.x , so Q </>. = P <1>' and 0 is even almost periodic. So we only 
have to prove that K is hp. As follows: 





-1~ __,,. / l· / / cf, 2: / / if; /o 6!j* 6!J 
T 
Observe that it follows from 2.4.b that 1/1 and K are hp if 1/J is well 
defined. 
Suppose that K(x)=K(x') then (x,x')ER</>. , so (a(x),a(x'))ER </> . As 
cf, is distal ( almost periodic), o (x) and o (x ') are distal. As K is proxi-
mal, (x,x')EP</>., so (a(x),a(x'))EP</>; hence o(x)=o(x') and so 
1/J(K(x)) = 1/J(K(x')); i.e., 1/1 is well defined. D 
4.9. Consider the next commutative diagram of homomorphisms of minimal 




··l ~1/E. XI E. l · ~ 
Y' y 
T 
Let o be proximal. Note that ~: X 1/E<1>--X/ E<1> always exists as a 
homomorphism of minimal ttgs, because o X o [ £ <1>'1 ~ E </> . 
4.10. LEMMA. Consider the diagram of 4.9 .. 
a) If o X o[Eq,•] = Eq, then ~ is proximal. 
b) If~ is proximal and oXo[Rq,•]=R</> then o X o(Eq,•]=E</> . 
PROOF. 
a) Suppose ~(K'(x'1)) = ~(K'(x 2)). We shall show that K1 (x'1) and 
K1 (x 12) are proximal. As ~0K1 =Koo, we have (o(x'1),o(x 2))E £</> . By 
assumption, we can find (z 1,z 2)E£</>, with o X o(z 1,z 2)=o X o(x'1,x 2). 
Then, by proximality of o X o , it follows that (z 1 , z 2) and (x '1 , x 2) are 
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proximal in X' X X': hence (K'(z 1),K'(.::2)) and K'(x '1 ).K'(x '2)) are prox1-
ma! In X / E,1, X X / E<t>, . But as (.:: 1-.::2)E £</>, · K' (.:: i) = K' (.:: 2) . so 
(K' (x '1), K' (x 2)) is proximal to a point In the diagonal: i.e .. K' (X '1) and 
K' (X '2) are proximal. 
b) Let (x 1, X2)E £</> and let (x'1 .x'2)E R <t>, be such that 
so K' (x '1) and K' (x '2) a re proximal. As 
and as 0' is almost periodic it follows that K' (x 'i) = K' (x '2 ) and so that 
(x'1,x'2)E£<1>.· 0 
4.11. In particular, 4.10 applies to AG(</>). EGS(</>) and ~( (</>) in case </> 
sa tisfies the Bronstein condition (compare 4.5. and 111.5 .2 .. 5.3.) and to*(</>) in 
case </> is open or </> is a Be extension. 
4. 12. THEOREM. Let <j>: ~-4 ~ he a homom orphism of minimal ugs. Con-
sider *(</>) and /er the map ~: x•; E<t>. -4 X/ E<t> he as in 4.9 .. If 
a X a [ £ </>. ] = £ <I> then ~ is highly proximal. In particular. ~ is highlr 
proximal in each of the following cases: 
a) </> is a Be extension; 
b) </> is open and E <t> = Q <t> o P <t> . 
PROOF. First note that , by 4.5 ., 4.7., 4.3.e and 111.3.9., both cases (a and b) 
imply that a X a[R <t>. ] = R <t> and a X a[£ </>. ] = E<t>. 
As 0: X/ £<1>-4 Y is almost periodic (notation as in 4.9.). it follows from 
4.8.e, that 0• : (X/ E<t>)' -4 y• can be written as o• = voµ,. where 
µ, : (X/ E <t>)' - Z is hp and v: Z - y · is almost periodic. Clearly, Z is a 
factor of x· • and as O' : x·; E <t>' -4 y· is the maximal almost periodic 
extension of y· between x· and y· , there is a map 11 : x·; E <t>' -4 Z 
with 0' = vo11. By 1.1.21.a, 11 is almost periodic and so by 4.8.e, the map 
11·: (X./ E <t>' f -4 z· can be written as 11· = ao/3, where /3 is hp and a 
is almost periodic. Note that by high proximality of µ,, z· = (X/ E<t>)' , so 
11• = ( . However, by the assumption, it follows from 4.10. that ~ is proxi-
mal ; hence f is proximal. But then 11• is proximal and, by 1.1.21.a. a is 
proximal, so a is an isomorphism and 11 • = /3 is highly proximal. As I'/ · 
1 'l() -
is open, 11 • is an isomorphism, so t is highly proximal (for ( = 11 • is an 
isomorphism). D 
4.13. THEOREM. Consider the next commutative diagram consisting of 
homomorphisms of minimal ttgs. Let a and f be highly proximal. 
If cf,' or 1// is open, or if (cf,',ifi') satisfies gBc, then 
a X f : R .p' ,v - a X f[ R .p' ,v] 
is irreducible. 
PROOF. If cf,' or ifi' is open, or if (cf,' ,i/1') sa ti sfies gBc then for every open 
W c;;, R .p•,v there are nonempty open U and V in X' and Z' such tha t 
cf,'[U] = i/l'[V], while U X V n R .p•,vC W (by 1.3.7.). 
Let W be open in R </>'•V and let U and V be as above. By 2.1., there is 
a nonempty open U'= a..-a[U ']c;;,U. As 0 =l=(</>'[U'])°Cifi'[V ] there is 
a nonempty open V' = f.._f[ V'] with V' C V n i/1'..-[(cf,' [ U']) 0 ) • Clearly, 
U' X V' = (a X r).._(a X f)[U' X V' ] , hence U' X V'n R .p',V contains a full 
fiber under a X f : R .p•,i,•- a X f[R .p•,i,· ] . Since U' X V'n R .p•,i,·C W thi s 
shows that a X f: R.p•,i,•- a X f[R .p•,i,·] is irreducible. D 
4.14. There are two "standard" diagrams of the type as exposed in 4. 13 .. 
A The one obtained by the *-construction. 
Let ct,:'X-6ll and ifi :2'.- 6ll be homomorphisms of minimal ttgs. Then we 
can construct *(cf,,i/1) as follows: 
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Note that </>. and f are open! 
B The one obtained by a double diagram construction. 
Let y 0 E Y and u E J )' 11 • Define 
Then, clearly, 6?:l' is minimal and T: 6?:l' - 6?:l is hp, where T is defined by 
T(p o</>-(yo), p 0¥1-(yo)) = py 0 for all p EM. For let 
Tx: ~(u o </>-(yo), 'X)-6?:! and Tz: ~(u o ¥J-(y 0), '.£:)-6?:l 
be the maps in AG(</>) and AG(¥J). Then T-(yo)C Tx(yo) X Tz(yo); hence 
u OT-(yo)C u o(Tx(yo) X Tz(yo)) = 
= U o Tx(yo)X U o Tz(Yo) = (u o </>-{yo), U o ¥1-(yo)), 
and T is highly proximal. Define X' and Z' by 
X': = {(x, (A, B )) I (A, B) E Y' and x EA} 
Z': = {(z ,(A , B)) I (A , B) E Y' and z E B} . 
Let </>': 6X: - 6?:!' , a: 6X: - 'X , ¥1': <J:: - 6?:!' and s: <J:: - '.£: be the projections. 
Using our knowledge about AG(</>) and AG(!f) it is straightforward to show 
that </>' and lf1 are open and that a and s are irreducible; hence that 
6X: and <J:: are minimal , and so that a and s are hp. 
This diagram will be called AG(</>,¥J). Note: 
(i) if </> and If are open, AG(</>,¥1) reduces to (</>,¥J). 
(ii) *(</>,</>) and AG(</>,</>) are just two times*(</>) and AG(</>) respectively. 
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4.15. Consider *(c/>,i/!) and AG(cf>,i/!), with notation as in 4.13 .. 
If (c/>,iv) satisfies gBc or if cf> or iv is open then a X r(R<1>,,v ] = RH, so 
a X r: R <1>' ,i,· - RH is irreducible. 
In particular, if cf> is open or if cf> is a Be extension, then a X a : R </>' - R </> 
is irreducible (in case cf> is open this is only meaningful in the * version). 
4.16. THEOREM. Let cf>: 'X- 6Y and iv: 2:- oY be homomorphisms of minimal 
ttgs. Let • refer to *(c/>,i/!) and' to A G(cf>,i/!). 
a) If (cf>,i/!) satisfies gBc then (cp* ,{) and (cf>' ,i/!') do. 
If cf> __l__ i/! then cp* __l__ { and cf>' __l__ iv' . 
b) Let cf> or iv be open. Then (c/>,iv) satisfies gBc iff (cp* ,{) satisfies 
gBc iff (cj/,iv') satisfies gBc. 
c) Let cf> or iv be open or let (cf>,i/!) satisfy gBc. Then 
cf>__l__i/! iff cp* __l__{ iff cf>' __l__ i/!', and 
cf> _:_ iv iff cf>. _:_ { iff cf>' _:_ iv' . 
PROOF. Notation as in 4.14 .. 
In all cases a X r(Rq,' ,i,·] = RH (4.5. and 4.7.), so a X 5 : R <1>',i,' -R H 1s 
irreducible by 4.13. . The theorem now follows from 2.2 .. □ 
4.17. THEOREM. Let cf>: 'X- 6Y he a homomorphism of minimal ngs. Let • 
refer to *(cf>) and' to A G(cf>). 
a) If cf> is a Be extension then cp* and cf>' are Be extensions. 
If cf> is open then cf> is a Be extension iff cf>• is a Be extension. 
b) If cf> is open or if cf> is a Be extension then cf> is weakly mixing iff 
cp* is weakly mixing iff cf>' is weakly mixing. 
c) If cf> is open then cf> is a RIC extension iff cp* is a RIC extension. 
PROOF. 
a and b Follow immediately from 4.16 .. 
c) Let cf> be open. Suppose that cf> is a RIC extension and let 
K: 2l (6Y*) - c,y* be the universal minimal proximal extension of uy* . Then 
ToK:2l(6Y*)-6Y is proximal, so cj>__l__TOK . Clearly, (T oK}* = K, so by 
4.16.a, it follows that cp* __l__ K ; hence, by definition, cf> is a RIC extension. 
Conversely, suppose that cp* is a RIC extension and let K' : 2l (6Y)- 6Y be 
the universal minimal proximal extension of 6Y . Then there is a map 
r,: 2l (6Y)- c,y• with T o r, = K 1 • As cp* is a RIC extension, cf>• __l__ r, , and by 
openness of cf>, it follows from 4.16.c and the fact that r, = (K')* that 
cf> __l__ K1 • Consequently, cf> is a RIC extension. □ 
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4.18. Note that, by 4.16.c with 6]j = {*},it follows that ix..12; iff 6X: ..l 'i: 
whenever ix and ix' as well as 2: and '.£:' are hp equivalent (two minimal 
ttgs are called hp eqwvalent if they have isomorphic MHP extensions). For. 
clearly, every map ix- { *} is open. 
IV.5. HPI EXTENSIONS 
We shall briefly discuss HPI extensions. Among others we show for a 
homomorphism c/> = 0oif; of minimal ttgs that cJ> is an HPI extension 
iff 0 and i/; are HPI extensions. 
5.1. In 1.3. we already mentioned the concept of an HPI extension. For 
completeness we shall define it again: 
An extension cp: ix-6]j of minimal ttgs is called a strict{J,•-HPI extension if 
there is an ordinal v and a tower { cJ>!: ix13 - ix0 I a,;:;; {3 ,;:;; v} consisting of 
homomorphisms of minimal ttgs with ~ = 6]j and % = ix such that for 
every ordinal a < v the extension cp; + 1: ix0 + 1 - <X,, is either almost 
periodic or highly proximal. 
An extension cp: ix-6]j of minimal ttgs is called an HPI extension if there is 
a minimal ttg 6X: and homomorphisms 0: ix' -ix and i/;: ix' -6]j such 
that i/; = cpo0 , 0 is highly proximal and i/; is strictly-HP! (compare 
111.4.1.). 
5.2. LEMMA. Let cp: <X-6]j be an HPI extension of minimal ugs. Then 
cJ>• : ix• -6]j• is a strictry-HPI extension. 
PROOF. Let ix' be a minimal ttg such that there is an hp extension 
0:<x:-ix and a strictly-HPI extension i/;:ix'-G'Jj. As ix,• = ix• 1t 1s 
sufficient to prove that f : <x:* - 6]j* is strictly-HP( (for, clearly, f = cp• ). 
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Let {iJ,f;<xp-exala:,;;;;{3:s;;;v} be the HP! tower for ij,, so ~ = 6X:, 
'Xo = 611 . Then (iJ,g+ 1)* is either trivial (if iJ,; + 1 is hp) or, by 4.8.e, 
(ij,g + 1)* = ~011 with T/ hp and ~ almost periodic (if iJ,;+ 1 is almost 
periodic). Hence {(iJ,g+ 1)° : ex;+ 1 - ex; I a< v} is an HP! tower for f 
and so f is strictly-HP!. D 
5.3. THEOREM. Let <j>: <x-611 he an open HP! extension, then </> is a RIC 
extension. 
PROOF. As is shown in 5.2., <1>' has a tower consisting of extensions 
(ij,g+ 1)° = ~011: ex;+ 1 - <x; with ~ almost periodic and T/ hp, corning from 
almost periodic extensions iJ,;+ 1 : exa+ 1 - 6X,, . By 4.17.c, it follows that 
(iJ,g + 1)* is a RIC extension for every a< v. As <1>* is the inverse limit of 
RIC extensions, <1>* itself is a RIC extension (Ill. I. 10.c): hence. again by 
4.17.c, </> is a RIC extension. D 
For the following it would have been more elegant if we would have used 
pointed ttgs, especially to see that the diagrams involved are commutative. 
In spite of that, we don't, and leave the checking of the commutativity of the 
diagrams as exercises for the reader. 
5.4. THEOREM. Let </>: ex• - 611 he an H PI extension of minimal ur,s. Sup-
pose that </> = 0oij,, 
then iJ, is strictly H PI. 
PROOF. We shall prove that f is strictly-HP!. As iJ, = X'iof , where 
X'i: <J: - £ is the canonical maximal hp extension of £, it follows that iJ, 
is strictly-HP! too. 
First note that , by 5.2., <1>* is a strictly-HP! extension. So let 
{(<Pf)° :ex;-ex;1 a:s;;; f3 :s;;; v}, with GX;=ex• and ~ = 611• 
be a strictly-HP! tower for <1>* (as in the proof of 5.2.). 
Let 2o = 2o: = <J: and define i/;o: ex• - '.£o by i/;o: = f , and 
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00 = 0;:%---->~ = qi* by 00 : = 0*. Note that (</>a)* = 00 aif;0 . 
Suppose that £; , if;;: ex: --+ £; and Ba:£;--+~; are defined for all ordi-
nals a< f3 in such a way that (cp;)' = Ba af;. 
if /3 is a limit ordinal define '.£:p, if;µ and 013 by taking inverse limits. 
Suppose that /3 is a nonlimit ordinal, then '.2:p - 1 , i/Jp - 1 and 013 _ 1 are 
defined such that (c/>µ - 1)' = 013 - 1°1/;p- 1. 
Clearly Q , ,. <: Q( ,. ) .. hence £_, ,. <: £( ,,_ ,. ) . . Define £13 : = ~'/ £.,,. 
'I'// I <f>// I 'I'// I "'/I I '1'// I 
Then there is a map l: '.£:/3----> ~• / E (</>fi 
I 
l° ; hence there is a map T/: '.£:13----> ~/3 
( ~/3----> ~fi- I almost periodic in the tower for q:,' ). Let 013 : = T/ • and 
i/Jp - i: ~•----> '.£:p by i/Jp - i = K• , where K: ~•----> ~•/ £ ., ,. = £13 is the quo-
"/i I 
tient map. It is readily seen that (cpJ)' = 013 aif;J. Observe that '.2:13---->'.2:p - i is 
almost periodic (by definition of £13 ) and so that '.£:p----> 'i:p - 1 is strictly-HP!. 
By transfinite induction <J;; , if;; and 0" are defined such that 
(cp;)' = Bvaf; . As (cp;)' = id'X-. , it follows that if;; is an isomorphism; 
hence ~· ~ <J;; and <J;; is a strictly-HP! extension of 't: (by construc-
tion), which proves the theorem after observing that '£,,'----> £' is just if;' . D 
5.5. THEOREM. Let cf>:~- qi he a homomorphism of minimal rrgs and sup-
pose that cj> = 0oif;. If cf> is an HPI extension then so is if;. 
PROOF. As <t>' = 0' of and as, by 5.2 .. <1>' is (strictly) HPI, it follows 
from 5.4. that if;' is strictly-HP!. Let if;:~-'.£:, then if; is a factor of 
X<£af under an hp map (see the construction of the * diagram). As 
X<£of is strictly-HPI, if; is HP!. D 
5.6. Note that for an HPI extension <1>: ~- qi the diagrams AG{</>) and 
EGS(c/>) coincide. For, cp' is strictly-HP! and open, so <t>' is a RIC exten-
sion. Hence, cf>' in AG(cp) is a RIC extension (4.17.). So, by 3.12.a, AG(</>) 
and EGS(cp) coincide. 
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5.7. THEOREM. Let <1>: ex· -6?! be a Pl extension of minimal ugs. Then </> 
is an HPI extension iff every open f such that </> = 0of (for some 0) 
is a RIC extension. 
PROOF. Suppose that </> is an HPI extension. Then, by 5.5., a map I/; as 1n 
the theorem is an H PI extension. Hence, as such a I/; is (assumed to be) 
open, it is a RIC extension by 5.3 .. 
Now suppose </> is a Pl extension such that every open I/; with </> = 0of 
for some 0 is a RIC extension. In particular. <1>* : ex· - 6?!* is a RIC exten-
sion, for </> = X"!!ocf>• and cp* is open. Let 6?! 1 = ex*/ E,i," . Then the map 
cp1: ex· -6?!, has the property that its EGS diagram coincides with its AG 
diagram. For. clearly, the following diagram is the AG(cf,1) diagram. 
As, by assumption. cf>t' is a RIC extension it follows that this is also the 
EGS(</>1 ) diagram. Iterating this procedure we construct the canonical Pl 
tower for cf>. and it consists entirely of highly proximal and almost periodic 
extensions. As </> is a PI extension. it follows that ex: = G?!oc ; but also. as 
all the proximal maps in the tower are hp. ex;, = ex• . So ex· = G?!oc - 6?! is 
a strictly-PI extension. which consists of hp and almost periodic extensions. 
hence ex· - 6?! is strictly-H PI. D 
5.8. Note that from 5.7. it follows that if <1>: ex-6?! is HPI then 
<1>* : ex• - 6?!* can be constructed by taking maximal almost periodic exten-
sions under ex• and maximal highly proximal extensions successively. 
5.9. THEOREM. Let cp: ex- 6?! be an HPI extension of minimal ags. Let 0 
and f be homomorphisms such that cf> = 0of. Then 0 is an HPI 
extension. ( In other words: a factor of an HPI extension is an H Pl 
extension.) 
PROOF. Let f:ex-'£ and 0:'£-6?!. Define 1>=</>ox'X.:ex• -G?J. We 
shall prove that 0 ox'¥,: 'I,* -6?! is an HPI extension. Hence, by 5.2., 0ox'i IS 
strictly-HPI and, by definition, 0 is an HPI extension. 
As 1> is a PI extension, 0 o X'i (as a factor of 1> ) is a Pl extension. Let ~ 
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and 1J be homomorphisms such that 0ox'i, = 7Jo~ and let ~ he open. 
Then ~of: ex·---> 6Llf is open; hence. as ~ is HPL it follows from 5.7. that 
~of is a RIC extension. Consequently. ~ is a RIC extension (III. I. IO.a). 
By 5.7., it follows that 0ox'i, is HPI. □ 
5.10. COROLLARY. Let cf>, if; and 0 be homomorphisms of minimal ugs such 
that cf> = 0 o if; . Then cf> is an H Pl extension if! 0 and if; are H Pl 
extensions. 
PROOF. The "only if"-part follows from 5.5. and 5.9.; for the "if"-part use 
5.2 .. □ 
5.11. THEOREM. Let cf>: 'X--->69 he an HPI extension of minimal ugs. Then 
the canonical Pl tmver for cf> is an HPI tower. 




As a is hp. cf>oa is an HPI extension. By 5.10., cf>' is an HPI extension and 
as it is open, it is a RIC extension by 5.3 .. So AG(c/>) and EGS(c/>) coincide. 
Define % : = 'X' , 69 1 = 6:£/ E ,f and cp 1 : % ---> 69 1 as the quotient map. 
Then, by 5.10., <1> 1 is an HPI extension. 
Iterating this procedure we construct the canonical Pl tower for </> , which is 
build up by AG diagrams; i.e., the Pl tower is an HPI tower. □ 
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For the next theorem, which characterizes HP! extensions of metric minimal 
ttgs, we need the following lemma. 
5.12. LEMMA. Let <f>: ix-4 qi he a surjective homomorphism of ttgs and let X 
have a dense subset of almost periodic points. If Y O c:;;; Y is a residual 
set then cj>,__[ Y 0] is residual in X . 
PROOF. Let { A II I n E f':::J} be a collection of closed nowhere dense subsets of 
Y such that 
Y \ Yo = LJ{A 11 lnEf':::.I}. 
Then clearly X \ ip-[ Y 0] = U cj>- [A,,] . So it is sufficient to prove that the 
full original of a nowhere dense closed subset in Y is nowhere dense in X . 
Let A = A c:;;; Y be nowhere dense. Suppose that U c:;;; cj>-[A] for some 
nonempty open U in X , then cj>[U]c:;;; cj>cj>-[A] = A . As X has a dense 
subset of almost periodic points, cj> is semi-open so cj> [ U] has a nonempty 
interior in Y (l.1.4.b), which contradicts the nowhere density of A . □ 
5.13. THEOREM. Let cj>: ix-4qi he a homomorphism of metric minimal ttgs. 
Then <f> is an H Pl extension iff <f> is point distal. 
PROOF. If cj> is point distal then, by 1.3. in the metric case, cj> 1s an HP! 
extension. 
Conversely, suppose that cj> is an HP! extension. Then. by 5.11., the Pl 
tower for cj> is an HP! tower. As X is metric, the height of the tower is 
countable (111.4.8.), and all ttgs in it are metric. Hence there is a metric 
minimal ttg 6X: and a map a: 6X: -4 ix , which is highly proximal and for all 
n E f':::J there are metric minimal ttgs 6X:,, and <X,, such that T 11 : UX:11 -4 <X,, 
is hp and ~11 : <X,, -4 6X:,, _ 1 is almost periodic, with qi = 'Xo and 
6X: = inv lim 'X:,, . 
We shall prove that cj>': = cj>o a: 6X: -4 qi is point distal; hence that cj> is point 
distal. As all minimal ttgs are metric, the maps ix:, -4 <X,, are almost auto-
morphic. Let W11 c:;;; X~ be the collection of automorphic points. Then, by 
I. l.d, W11 is residual in X~ . Let cj>11 : 6X: -4 ix:, ; then, by 5.12., <t>,;--[ W11 ] 
is residual. Hence 
w : = n { </>,;-[ w/1 1 I n E f':::.I} 
is a residual subset of in X' . Let x' E W and define for every n E f':::J the 
points x :, : = cj>11 (x ') and x 11 : = T 11 (x :, ) . Then. 111 particular, 
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q>'(x') = To o<f>o (x') = Xo. As x'E w' To is one to one in Xu. hence 
1, = ./, , . By distality of l 1 , it follows that./, = ./, ,, so 1, = l , . 
. ti . P . I - 0 ! · II 
Countable induction shows that .!, , = .!,
11 
; hence x' is a </>'-distal point 
( 1.2.10. ). □ 
5.14. Let 6?J be a minimal ttg. Then there exists a maximal H PI extension of 
6?J as follows: 
First take 6?!* and let <X-1 be the maximal almost periodic extension of 6?!* 
(under ~ ). Suppose Xa is constructed, then construct Xa + 1 as the maxi-
mal almost periodic extension of x; . If a is a limit ordinal and if <X.13 is 
constructed for all /3 < a . then define 'Xa: = inv lim{'X/3 I /3 < a} . For some 
ordinal v , <xv+ 1 ~ CX,: (for there is just a set of essentially different 
minimal ttgs). Clearly, CX,: is an HPI extension of 6?J . 
That this is a universal HP! extension of 6?J follows from the next observa-
tion: Let f: 6hf-----> '.£.: be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. Let K"a( 6Uf'-----> 6hf 
and Kr : T-----> '.2: be the maximal almost periodic extensions of 6hf and '.2: 
respectively. Then there is a 0:6Uf'----->T such that Kr oB = foK"llf· For let 
Y"llf : ~-6hf and Yr:~----->'.£.: be such that foy"llf = Yr. Then Qy,,<: Qy • 
hence £ Y:,, <: E Y, . As 6hf = ~ / £ Y:,, and '.£.: = ~ / E Y • this shows that there 
is a map 0:6Uf'----->T with Kro B = foK"llf· 
Obviously the universal H Pl extension is unique up to isomorphism (note 
5.5.). Let </>;,..: <X;-----> 6?J be an H Pl extension ( ,\ E A ). Using 2.6. and the 
corresponding property for almost periodic extensions it is routine to check 
that for every minimal 
the map 2:-----> 6?J is HPI. 
So we showed the following: 
5.15. COROLLARY. Let 6?! be a minimal ttg. Then there is a universal minimal 
HPI extension <f>: X----->6?!, which is unique up to isomorphism, and </> is 
regular. In particular, there exists a universal minimal HP! ug, which is 




6.1. Section I. contains some generalities on almost automorphic extensions 
and highly proximal extensions, which can be found for instance in [V 70] 
and (Sh 76]. The main purpose was to give a glimpse at the historical context 
of the rest of this chapter. 
The example in 1.4. is the basis for many examples in topological dynamics 
(e.g. see [Mk 72] and [M 76.1,78]). Note that for an arbitrary topological 
group T , {3 (Tx 0) does not have to be a ttg ; i.e., the action is in general 
not jointly continuous. However, there is a maximal compactification-flow 
f3r (Txo) for Tx 0 in which Tx 0 is isomorphically embedded (see the 
beginning of section 1.2.). Then f3r (Txo) is the maximal a-a extension of 
'X which is one to one in the fiber of x 0 . 
QUESTION 
Does every nontrivial highly proximal extension admit a nontrivial a-a fac-
tor? I.e., let </>: 'X-+ qi be hp and nontrivial. Do there exist a nontrivial a-a 
extension if;:~- qi and some homomorphism 0: 'X-+ ~ such that 
</> = tf,,o0? 
6.2. In section 2. we study hp extensions with emphasis on the topology. 
For that reason we gave a proof of 2.5. and 2.6. without using the action of 
Sr (compare [Sh 76] and (AG 77]). 
The results except for 2.7. and 2.8. are standard; 2.7. is basically contained 
in [Ar 78] and 2.8. appeared in [AW 81 ]. With respect to 2.8. we remark that 
it was already known that a distal minimal ttg for "lL with a 0-dimensional 
phase space is equicontinuous ([E 58]). In a stronger version: 
THEOREM. [MW 76] If T is the direct product of a compactly generated 
separable group with a compact group and if 'X is a minimal distal ttg 
with 0-dimensional phase space, then 'X is equicontinuous. 




a) Can 2.8. be proven without using the heavy tools (i.e. , FST and the 
theorem that states that every homogeneous extremally di sconnected CT 2 
space is finite)? 
b) Can we give a topo logical characterization of MHP ttgs in case T does 
not have the discrete topology? 
Note that if the a nswer to the question in 6.1. is affirmative. we have : 
'!X, is MHP iff X ~ /Jr (Tx 0 ) for every x 0 E X. 
c) Do there ex ist nontrivia l MHP ttgs which are point di stal? 
6.3. The main part of section 3. is devoted to the construction of "hp" sha-
dow diagrams. The idea of constructing shadow di agrams stems from [V 70]. 
The intention is to change the homomorphism slightly. but in a canonical 
way. such that it has nicer properties and still reflects much of the original 
homomorphism. 
Although those shadow diagrams can be found in [Sh 76]. (AG 77] and [V 77] 
we a lso introduce them here. The proofs are somewhat shorter and the set-
up is chosen similar to the one in [V 77] (especially see 3.6. and (V 77] page 
8 19). Running through the section the following remarks occur: 
(i) Theorem 3.1. slightly generalizes [Sh 76] 2.9. and [AG 77] lemma I. I. 
(and the no te before lemma 1.2.). 
(i i) 3.8. and 3.9. can be found in [AG 77]. They form the basi s for the study 
presented in chapter Y .. 
(iii) In [V 77] 2.3.5 . it is stated that (our) 3.13.c is true for strictly-quasi 
separable minimal ttgs (so not necessa rily metric). However. thi s is not 
correct as the following example shows (T.S. WU) 
Consider example 1.5 .. As </> is highly proximal, clearly, its AG and 
EGS diagrams coincide. But for every y E Y . u E J ,. we have 
u O u</>---(y) = u O </><--(y) = U</><--(y). hence n {u O U</>---(y ) I u E J,. } = 0 
As T = "11.. , '!X, is strictly-quasi separable (I. 1.7.). 
(iv) Theorem 3.13. slightly generalizes [E 73] 6.4.; this generalization makes 
3.14. easily accessible. 
(v) It seems no proof of 3.16. has been published until now. 
QUESTION 
Can we give an internal characterization of ttgs for which the AG and EGS 
diagrams coincide? Note that together with an internal characterization of 
PI ttgs (111.5.7., 5.8.) thi s could give an internal characterization of HP! ttgs. 
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6.4. The forth section is meant to give some justification for the construc-
tion of hp shadow diagrams. We show that the hp lifting has much in com-
mon with the original homomorphism of minimal ttgs. Some of the 
preserved properties are preserved under more general circumstances, as is 
shown in 4.2. and 4.3.. In those theorems we extend [M 78] 2.1.. In the case 
of hp lifting much more can be done as a result of the irreducibility. So for 
instance in 4.16. we gave relativized versions of (Ar 78] prop 7. , [AG 77] 
lemma 1.3., theorem 1.2. under fairly general conditions. 
The results in this section are published in [AW 8 I], except for 4.2 .. 4.3., 4.8. 
through 4.12. which are not in the literature. 
Note that in 4.17. openness is necessary: 
Let </> be hp and nontrivial then <1>* 1s an isomorphism and so it is RIC 
and Be, but clearly </> is neither RIC nor Be. 
Also there are examples of homomorphisms </> which are not weakly mixing, 
while <1>* is RIC and weakly mixing (cf. [M 78]) . 
QUESTION 
a) What about the converse of 4.3.d ? 
b) Characterize the homomorphisms <j>: 'X-611 with a X a[R</>.] = R e/>. 
6.5. The material in section 5. is the relativized version of a part of [AG 77]. 
It is contained in here for the sake of completeness and to facilitate the study 
in section Y.4 .. 
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the circle orcration e.xknded 
generator:-- and lJUasifactor~ 
the univer:sal HPI ttg 
remarb 
Thi:s charter i:s devoted to the :study of a srccial kind of quasifactor:s ()f 0lL. 
namely the ones that rerresent the MHP ttgs. 
The techniques nriginatc from the idea (,r J. i\L'SI.ANDl'.R to extend the action 
of Sr on a ttg 'X to an action of 2s ' on t\ . 
The lirst two section:s arc mainly :srent \lll inve:stigation:s ol the techniques 
themsclve:s. In section I. we ddinc the action or l 1 on 2 1 (more or less) 
a~ an extension of the circle orcration (11.:1.). which re:sulh in a :semigrour 
structure on 2 11 . The idemrotent:s in (2 11 . o ) arc the suh:scts of M that 
genera te the MHP ttgs as 4uasifactors of ')R,. 
In section 2. we study those MHP generator:s of -JR. and the ljUa:sifactors 
thereof. 
Several d ynamical rrorertie:-- can he characterized in terms of the idemro-
tents in (2·11 .o): in section 3. we do this. for ex~1mrle. for regularity and the 
Bronstein condition. In rarticular. we give a partial answer to the que:--tion 
whether or not an open Be extension is a RIC extension. We show that this 
is the case if the map is regular. 
In the forth sec tion we construct the universal minimal HPI ttg for T . In 
doing so we construct idempotent sets in 2M that generate interesting incon-
tractible ttgs. that will he useful in charter VI.. 
Almost all results of the sections I.. 2. and 3. apreared in [AW 81] as a result 
of the cooperative research with (and initiated by) J. AUSLANDER. 
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V. l. THE CIRCLE OPERATION EXTENDED 
We introduce a semigroup s tructure on i' 1 a nd for every ttg 'X. a 
s 
semigroup ac tion of 2 ' on 2-" . which in a certain sense extends the 
circle opera tion (as discussed in 11.3.). Anticipating o n that we shall 
s 
denote the operation under which 2 1 is a semigroup as well as the 
· · f 2s ' 2" . I " " sem1group act ion o o n · wll 1 o . 
Special attention will be given to (the internal form of) the idempotent ~ 
s 
in the subsemigroup (2M. o) of (2 1 • o ) . For instance we show th a t 
an idempotent C in (2M . o ) is fully determined by two components. 
an idempotent part C n J and a group pa rt C n uM for some 
(every) u ECn J 
Let 'X be a ttg. Remember that the circle operation is detined as the exten-
sion to ST of the action of T on 2x . In that respect it may he useful to 
memorize that for every A c;;: X the map 
X PA:ST->2 defined by p1-+poA (p E ST) 
is continuous; i.e .. if {p, }, is a net in 5h converging to p and if A c;;: X 
then {p, o A}; converges to p o A 111 lx (NB: p o A := p o A ). 
Now let R c;;: ST and A c;;: X . then define a subset R o A of X by 
R o A: = LJ{r oA j r E R }. 
1.1 . THEOREM. Let 'X he a " ?.· A <:;; X nonemptr and R <:;; Sr . 
a) 11.· R E 25 ' then R o A E 2x . 
b) R o A = R oA. 
c) The map PA : 2"'i ' -> 2x , defined h\' S 1-+ S o A Jrir even· S E l 1 • 
is continuous. 
PROOF. 
a) Let {x, }, be a convergent net in R o A and let x = lim xi he its 
limit in X. Let r, E R be such that x, Er, oA for all i . As ST is 
comp~ct, there is a subnet (r1 }1 such that r1 -> r for some r EST . Then 
r E R = R and so r o A <:;; R o A . But 
and by continuity of PA we have 
lim2,(r1 oA) = (limr1 )oA = roA. 
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Hence x Ero A <: R o A and R o A is closed . 
b) As R o A CR o A and R o A is closed (by a), it follows that 
R o A ~ R oA. 
Let x E R o A . say x E r o A for some r E R . Then there exists a con-
vergent net {r; }; in R with r = lim r, . Hence, by continuity of PA • 
r o A = lim2_r; o A . Let V be an open neighbourhood of x in X • then 
< X.V > ( = < V >* ) is an open neighbourhood of r o A in 2x. So 
r; o A E < X , V > for some i , hence r; o A n V ¥= 0 and, consequently, 
R o A n V ¥= 0 . As V was chosen arbitrarily, we have x E R o A : 
hence R o A C R o A . 
c) Let A (;;; X , R E i5, and let < V 1, • •• , V 11 > be a neighbour-
hood of R o A in 2x . We shall construct a neighbourhood V of R in 
s 
2 ' such that 
S o A E < V 1, ••. , V 11 > for a ll SE V . 
As R o A n V, ¥= 0 for i E { I, .. . , n } • we can find r; E R such that 
r, o A n V, ¥= 0 for every i E { I. ... , n} . As PA : ST - 2x is continu-
ous. there is a neighbourhood V; of r; in ST such that v o A n V ; ¥= 0 
for all v E V; (for < X. V; > is a neighbourhood of r; o A in 2x ). Let 
V = LJ { V; I i E { I. . . .. n } } . 
Then R o A <: V : so. by continuity of PA and by compactness of R . there 
is an open W in ST with R <: W and W o A <: V . Define 
V: = < W , v, n w, .. . . v 11 nW > . 
Then V is a neighbourhood of R in ST and S o A E < V 1 •.•• , V 11 > 
for every S E V . □ 
1.2. LEMMA. Let ':X be a ttg, A <: X and let R and S be subsets of ST . 
Then S o (Ro A) = (S o R ) o A . 
. s, 
PROOF. First suppose that R E 2 . 
It is clear. that for each t E T we have 
(t o R) o A = tR o A = t(R o A) = t o (R o A). 
As the mapping p ...... p o R is continuous, it follows from I. l.c that the map-
ping p ...... (p o R) o A is continuous. Also the mapping p ...... p o (R o A) is 
continuous. Since T is dense in ST and as the mappings p ...... (p o R) o A 
and p ...... po (R o A) coincide on the dense subset T . we have 
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p o (R oA) = (p o R ) o A for every p E Sr. But then 
(S o R) oA = LJ((s o R) o A lsES} = LJ {s o (R o A)ls E S} = 
= S o (R o A). 
Now suppose that R C Sr is not necessa rily closed. 
As. by definition (11.3.). p o R =-: p o R for every p E Sr . we have 
S o R = S o R and similarly S o (R o A) = S o (R o A) . So hy 1.1.h. 
S o (R o A ) = S o (R o A) = S o (R o A ) . 
- s As R E 2 ' . it follows that 
S n (R o A) = (S o R) o A = (S o R) o A : 
hence S o (R o A) = (S o R )o A . which proves the lemma. D 
U. s THEOREM. With re.1pect to the circle operntion 2 ' is a CT2 semigroup 
11·ith continuou1· rir,ht translmions. in which 2M is a closed suhsemir.rnup. 
PROOF. The statement for 2s, follows immediately from 1. 1. and 1.2 .. 
For 2M note that if R CM and S C M then S o R C M □ 
1.4. It is obvious that 2M contains idempotents under the circle operation 
( (2M . o ) is a CT2 semigroup!) . We shall call them idempotent .1et.1· in 
(2M . o ) . A subset C of M will be ca lled an idempotent suhset of' M if 
C o C = C . Some examples are: 
(i) Every idempotent in M . considered as a si ngleton se t. is an idempotent 
se t in (2M_ o ) . 
(ii) The set M is an idempotent set in (2,11 . o ). 
An interesting collection of idempotent sets is formed as follows: 
(iii) Let 'X. be a minimal ttg and let x EX . 
Then Mx: = (p E M I px = x) is an idempotent subset in (2M . o ). 
For 
( M, o M, ).x = ( M, o Mx ) o { X } = M, o ( Mx o { X } ) = M, o ( M, . X ) = 
= M, o {x} = M, .x = x . 
and so 
M, o M , C (p E M I px = x } = M, . 
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Let v E J, ; then 
M, = M, . V = M x o { \I } C Mx o Mx . 
hence Mx o M, = M, and M , is an idempotent set in (2M. o ) . 
It is still an unsolved question. whether or not every idempotent subset 
in (2M , o ) can be obtained in this way (for almost periodic idempotents 
see 2. I.). 
Idempotent sets in (2M. o ) give rise to interesting quasi factors of ':)IL (see 
section 2. below). Therefore we shall study them now more closely. 
1.5. REMARK. Let C he a nonemp~F suhset (if M . 
a) If C o C c;:;; C , then C n J =/= 0 and C o C = C , i.e.. C is an 
idempotent suhset of M . 
b) Let u E J . If C is an idempotent subset of M . then C and 
u o C are idempotent sets in (2M . o ) . 
c) Let B" be an idempotent subset of M for all a E / . If 
B : = n { B" I a E / } =/= 0 . then B I.I" Cl/I idempmenr subser of 
M . 
PROOF. 
a) For every c E C we have 
( (" 0 C ).( (" 0 C) c;:;; ( (" 0 C) 0 ( (" 0 C )c;:;; ( (" 0 C) 0 ( C O C ) c;:;; ( (" 0 C) 0 C 
so hy 1.2 .. 
(c o C) .(c o C) C (c o C) o C = c o (C o C) = c o C. 
Then c o C is a subsemigroup of M and clearly it is closed. Hence. by 
1.2.2.a, it follows that c o C n J =I= 0 . Since c o C c;:;; C o C = C . we have 
C n J =/= 0 . say v E C n J . By 1.2.2.b. Cv = C . so 
C = Cv = C o ( v } c;:;; C o C c;:;; C 
and so C is an idempotent subset of M . 
- - -
b)Bydefinition, C o C = C o C,andbyl.l.b. C o C = C o C . lf C 
is an idempotent subset of M we have 
C o C = C o C = C o C = C 
so C is an idempotent set in (2M , o ) . 
Let u E J , then by 1.2., we have (u o C) o (u o C) = u o ((C o u) o C). As 
C o u = Cu = C , itfollowsthat (u o C) o (u o C) = u o {C o C).Soif C is 
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an idempotent subset of M we have 
(u o C} o (u o C) = u o (C o C} = u o C . 
and LI o C turns out to be an idempotent set in (2M. o ) . 
c) Suppose that B: = n {Ba I aE I}=/= 0 . then for every a E I we 
have 
Hence B OB c; n {B,, I aE f} = B and by a, it follows that B IS an 
idempotent subset of M . □ 
1.6. LEMMA. Let C and D he suhsets of M and let LI E J . 
a) If C = LI o C then uC = C n L1M and uC is 11· (~.LI) -closed in 
uM. 
b) Ll(L1 0 C o D) = L1(L1 0 C).L1(u o D) = ((u o C) n uM).((u o D) n uM). 
c) If C is an idempotent suhset of M and u E C n J . then 
uC = C n uM = CnuM = uC = u(u o C) 
and uC is an 11· (~. u) -closed suhgroup of uM (tt ·hich is con-
tained in C ). 
d) Let K c; }. then u(Ll o C) = u(K o C) . 
PROOF. 
a) As uC c; u o C = C . we have uC c; C n uM . On the other hand 
C n uM = u ( C n uM) , so C n uM c; uC . Hence C n u.M = uC . 
To show that uC 1s ;;-(~. u )-closed, we have to prove that 
uC = u (u o uC) , which follows from the following sequence of equations 
and inclusions: 
u(u o uC) = u(u o (C nuM))C u(u o C) = uC = uuuC C u(u o uC). 
b)By a, ((uoC)nuM) = u(u o C) and ((u o D)nuM) = u(u o D), 
so 
((u o C)n uM).((u o D )n uM) = u(u o C).u(u o D )C 
~ u(u o Co u o D) = u(u o C o D) . 
Conversely, let p E u (u o C o D) . Then p = up and p E c o D for some 
c = ucE.uoC. For, there is an rEuoC with pEu(r o D)c;ur o D, 
and, clearly, ur E u(u o C) . 
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Then it follows that 
( UC ) - 1p = U ( UC - I )p E UC - I O (' 0 D = l/ 0 D 
which implies that (uc ) - 1p E u (u o D) and 
p = uc.u(u o D) c;;; u(u o C).u(u o D). 
Hence u(u oCo D} C:: u(u o C) .u(u o D) and so 
u (u o Co D) = u (u o C ).u (u o D) . 
c) Clearly. 
uC c;;; C o C n uM = C n uM c;;; C n uM = u ( C n uM) C:: uC 
and 
uC = u.uC c;;; u(u o C) = u(u o C) C:: u(C o C) = uC. 
which shows that the desired eq ualities hold. 
As u o C = u o (u o C). it follows from a and from 111.2.3. that u(u o C) is 
~-(~. u )-closed in uM . But uC = u (u o C) , so uC is ~-(~. u )-closed in 
uM. 
From b it follows that 
u(u o C) = u(u o Co C) = u(u o C).u(u o C) . 
Hence uC = uC.uC and so uC is an ~-(~.u)-closed subsemigroup of 
uM . By 1.2.6 .. uC is a subgroup of uM . 
d) By 11.3. 11.a. we have u(v oC ) = u(u oC ) for every v E J . But 
then 
u(K oC}= LJ{u(v o C}lv E K} = u(u oC ). 
□ 
1.7. THEOREM. Let C be an idempotent subset of M . Let K = C n J , 
u E J and A = uC . Then C = KA = K o A . In other words: C 
can be written as the product of its "idempotent part" and its "group part", 
and for a fixed u , this decomposition is unique. 
PROOF. Let v E K ( K is nonempty by 1.5.a) ; then by 11.3. 1 l.b. we have 
v o vC = v o A . Hence 
LJ { v o A I v E K } = LJ { v o vC I v E K } . 
But for every v E K 
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v o vC C K o KC C C o C o C = C 
so KA C K o A CC 
Conversely, if c EC and w E J with we = c . then w = c(uc ) - 1 • By 
1.6.c, vC is a ~-(~. v )-closed subgroup of vM for every v E K ; so 
A = uvC is a ~ (~. u )-closed subgroup of uM . As uc E uC = A . 
(uc) - 1 EA and so w = c(uc) - 1 E CA. But 
CA = CuC C C o u o C = C o C = C 
so w EC . hence w EC n J = K and c = wuc E KA . Consequently. 
C C KA and C = KA = K o A . 
It is obvious that the way in which C can be written as the product of sub-
sets of J and uM is unique. D 
1.8. REMARK. Let u E J and F a subgroup of uM . Then cl ;:.(".)lt. 11 >F is 
an ~ (~. u) -closed subgroup of uM and u o F is an idempotent set in 
(2M, o ) . 
PROOF. We shall prove that u o F is an idempotent set in (2M, o ) . Hence. 
by 1.6.c, it follows that u(u o F) is an ~(~.u)-closed subgroup of uM. 
As by IIl.2.3 ., cl~(GJlt .u>F = u(u o F). this proves the corollary. 
By 11.3.1 l.c and by the assumption of F being a subgroup of uM . we have 
f o F = u of F = u o F for every f E F ; so 
F o F = LJl/ o Flf E F} = u o F. 
But then it follows that 
u o F o u o F = u o F o F = u o u o F = u o F 
or, in other words, u o F is an idempotent set in (2M . o ) . D 
In theorem 1.7. a structure is given for the idempotent subsets of M (com-
pare this with the structure of M itself given in 1.2.2.e). It is not yet known 
whether or not every subset of M which has that structure is an idempotent 
subset; i.e., necessity of that structure for idempotent subsets of M is 
shown, but sufficiency is still an open question. 
The remainder of this section will be devoted to this sufficiency problem. 
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1.9. LEMMA. Let K c;:;: J , u E J and let C he an idempotent suhset of 
M. 
a) K oC = K'A = K' o A for A = uC and K' = (K o C)nJ . 
b) If u(u o K)c;:;:C then u o K oC= K'A = K' o A for A = uC 
and K' = (uoKoC)nJ. 
In particular, this applies to the idempotent suhset u o A of M . for an 
~ ('.'.JR,, u )-closed subgroup A of uM . 
a') K o A = K 'A = K' o A for K' = ( K o A ) n J 
b') If u(u o K) c;:;:A then for K' = (u o K o A)nJ we have 
u o K o A = K'A = K' oA. 
PROOF. 
a) Clearly. 
K 'A c;:;: K ' o A = K ' o uC c;:;: K o C o uC c;:;: K o C o u o C = K o C . 
so we only have to show that K o C<;;;K'A. Let p E K oC and vEJ 
with vp = p . As, by 1.6.c and 1.6.d, 
up E u (K o C) = u (u o C) = u o C = A 
it follows by 1.6.c that up - 1 EA . So 
v = p ( up - 1) E ( K o C )A <;;; K o C o uC c;:;: K o C . 
which implies that v E K' and p = vup E K 'A . 
b) Clearly. 
K 'A c;:;: K ' o A = K' o uC c;:;: u o K o C o uC <;;; u o K o C o u o C = u o K o C , 
so we only have to show that u o K o Cc;:;: K'A . Note that, by 1.6.b. 
u (u o K o C) = u (u o K ).u (u o C) . 
By 1.6.c and by the assumption, we have 
u(u o K oC)= u(u o K) .u(u oC)c;:;: uC.uC = A.A = A. 
From this the statement follows in a way similar to the proof of a. □ 
I. I 0. REMARK. Let u E J and let A be an t'f (~. u) -closed subgroup of 
uM , such that u(u ol)c;:;: A . Then J oA and u ol oA are idempo-
tent subsets of M . 
In particular, if A contains the Ellis group of the universal minimal point 
distal ttg with respect to a distal point, then J o A and u o J o A are 
idempotent subsets of M . 
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PROOF. By 1.6.d, u(J oA ol oA) = u(u oA o} oA ), and by 1.6.b, 
u (u o A o J o A ) = u (u o A ).u (u o J ).u (u o A ) : 
so by assumption, it follows that 
u(J o A o} oA ) = u(u o A).u(u oJ) .u(u oA ) C:A.A.A = A. 
But then 
J oA o } oA C: J.u(J o A o} oA )C:J.A C: J oA : 
hence J o A is an idempotent subset of M . By 1.5.b, it follows that 
u o J o A is an idem potent subset too. 
Let B = O)('X,x 0), where 'X is the universal minimal point distal ttg for 
T and x 0 is a distal point in X . Then Jx 0 = x 0 and so 
u(u o})x 0 = u(u o}x 0 ) = ux 0 = Xo. 
which implies that u (u o J )c: B . If A is an /\-(~, u )-closed subgroup of 
uM such that B c;: A then u (u o J) C: A Hence, by the above, J o A 
and u o} o A are idempotent subsets of M . □ 
1.11 . THEOREM. Let C he an almost periodic point in 2M and let C have 
the form C = K o A for some K C: J and some /\' (~, u) -closed sub-
group A of uM . Then C is an idempotent set in (2M, o ) if/ 
CnJ = C o CnJ. 
PROOF. If C is an idempotent subset of M , then clearly. 
CoCnJ = CnJ. 
Conversely, suppose that Co C n J = C n J : we have to show that 
C o C = C . Let w E J c : then w o C o C = Co C , and by 1.6.b. 
w(w o Co C) = w(w o C).w(w o C) = wC.wC. 
As C = K oA , it follows from 1.9.a' that C = K'A for K ' = C n J . So 
wC = wA and 
w(woCoC) = wA.wA = wA. 
Let p E Co C ; then for v E J with vp = p we have 
v=p(wp) - 1 ECoCowA. 
But from 11.3.11 .b it follows readily that Co wA = Co A , so 
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C o wA = Co A = K o A o A = K o (A o A ) = K o u o A = K o A = C . 
Hence v E C o C o wA = C o C , and by assumption, it follows that 
v E c o c nJ = c n J ; so 
p = v.wpE(C n J).wA = K'.wA = K'A = C. 
Consequently. C o C C: C and C is an idempotent subset of M . □ 
1. 12. THEOREM. Let C be an idemporenr subset o/ M , u E J . K C J 
and K' = K o C n J . Then the following statemenrs are equivalent: 
a) K o C is an idempotent subset of M ; 
b) v o C o K U K o K C K o C /or some v E K ; 
c) v o C o K U K o K c; K'M and u(u o K) <;;_ uC Jorsome vEK. 
PROOF. 
a = b By assumption, K o C o K o C c; K o C . Let 1• E K and 
w E C n J : then 
vo C o K = v o C o K o w c; K o C o K o C c; K o C 
and K o K = K o w o K o w C: K o C o K o C C K o C . 
b = c By 1.9.a, K o C = K 'A for A = uC : so 
v o C o KUK o Kc;K o C = K'A <:;:; K 'M. 
By 1.6.d, u(u o K) = u(K o K) ; so 
u(u o K) ~ u(K o C) = u(K'A) = uA = A = uC. 
c = a We shall prove that v o C o K c;:: K o C and K o K C K o C . It 
then follows that 
K o C o K o C = K o(v o C o K) o C C K o(K o C) o C = K o K o C o C' 
and so that 
K o C o K o C c; (K o K) o C C (K o C) o C = K oC. 
Hence K o C is an idempotent subset of M . 
As,by 1.6.d, u(K o K) = u(u o K) , wehave u(K o K) c; uC . So 
K o K C K'M nJuC = K'uC 
and, by 1.9.a, K o K C K o C 
By 1.6.b, 
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u(u o C o K) = u(u o C).u(u o K )<:;; u(u o C).uC <:;; 
<:;; u (u o Co u o C) = u (u o C) . 
Let w EC nJ then u(u o C) = uw(w o C); so by 1.6.c, it follows that 
u ( u o C) = uw ( w o C) = uwC = uC . 
As. by 11.3.1 I.a. u(v o Co K) = u(u o Co K) , we have 
u ( v o C o K) = u ( u o C o K) <:;; u ( u o C) = uC 
so v o C o K<:;;JuC. But then 
VO C O K <:;; K'M n JuC = K'uC = K OC 
which proves the implication. 
The proof of the following remark is left as an easy exercise for the reader. 
D 
1.13. REMARK. Let u E J , K <:;; J and let A be an ;,,-(GJrl.,, u) -closed sub-
group of uM . Define C: = u o K o A and K' = C n J . Consider the 
.following statements: 
a) C is an idempotent set in (2M. o ) ; 
b) u o A o KUu o K o K <:;; C; 
c) u(u o K) <:;; A and u o K oAo K <:;; K'M 
Then a and b are equivalenr and c implies a and b . 
If A = uC then a, b and c are equivalent. 
V.2. GENERATORS AND QUASIFACTORS 
In IV.3.8. we introduced the notion of MHP generator. which was 
defined to be an almost periodic point C in 2M with C n J =I= 0 
and such that the collection {p o C Ip E M } forms a partition of 
M . and which is characterized by the property that ~( C, GJrL) is an 
MHP ttg. We shall characterize the MHP generators as the almost 
periodic idempotent sets in (2M , o ). We shall study the quasifactors of 
GJrL generated by MHP generators and the quasifactors of MHP ttgs 
from that point of view. For instance we give a necessa ry and sufficient 
condition (in terms of idempotent subsets of M ) for an MHP quasifac-
tor of an MHP ttg to be a factor of that MHP ttg. 
D 
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2. 1. THEOREM. let C be an almost periodic point in 2M , s~v C = u o C . 
Then C is an M HP generator i.ff C is an idempotent set in (2M, o ) . 
PROOF. Suppose that C is an MHP generator. As C nJ =I= 0 . say 
v E C n J , it follows that for every c E C we have c = cv E cC ~ co C . 
Hence C n co C =I= 0 , and as {p o C Ip E M} is a partition of M , 
C = c o C for every c E C . But then C o C = LJ {c o C I c E C} = C 
and C is an idempotent set in (2M , o ) . 
Conversely, let C be an idempotent set in (2M . o ). Then by 1.5.a, 
C n J =I= 0 . Define '!f: = { c a C I c E C} ; then '!f is partially ordered by 
inclusion. It is not difficult to show that, for every chain (under inclusion) 
{ C; 0 C }; E / in '!f, the set n { C; 0 C I i E I} is of the form (' 0 C , with 
c a cluster point of { c; }; in M (so, certainly, c EC ). By Zorn's 
lemma, the family '!f contains a minimal member (under inclusion), say 
C' = c ' o C for some c' E C . As C is an almost periodic element 111 
2M , it follows that the orbit closures of C and C' coincide, i.e., 
{p o C Ip EM} = {p oC'lpEM}. 
So it is sufficient to show that {p o C' Ip E M} forms a partition of M . As 
follows : 
First note that 
C' o C' = c' o C o c' o C ~ c 'o C o C o C = c' o C = C'. 
so C' is an idempotent subset of M and C' =c ' o C ~ C o C = C. Let 
p E C' then p o C' = pc' o C and pc' E CC <;;; C o C = C , so p o C' E '!f. 
As C' is minimal in '!f. from the fact that p o C' <;;; C' o C' = C' it fo ll ows 
that p o C' = C' . 
Next , consider p and q in M such that p o C' n CJ o C' =I= 0 , say 
rEp o C 'n q o C' . Then for a net t; ->p and for p; E C' we have 
r = lim t,p; and so 
As p; E C', p;o C' = C ' and so r o C '= lim2,t;C' = p a C' . Similarly, 
r o C' = CJ o C' and so p o C' = CJ o C' . Hence {p o C' Ip E M} is a parti-
tion of M if {p o C' Ip E M} is a covering. But that is evident by the 
fact that C' n J =I= 0 ( 1.5 .a). D 
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2.2. COROLLARY. The MHP ttgs are just the qua.sifactors of M generated~}' 
the almost periodic idempotent subsets of M . 
PROOF. Cf. IV.3.9 .. D 
So the MHP ttgs are fully determined by the idempotent subsets of M . 
This is similar to the characterization of the universal proximal extensions by 
the Ellis groups (111.2.10.). More of this similarity may be seen in V.3.9. in 
relation to 111.1.6 .. 
2.3. REMARK. Let C be an almost periodic idempotent set in (2M. o ) . Then 
p E q o C iff p o C = q o C and p E C iff p o C = C . 
In particular, for u E C n J , the Ellis group of '!§( C, GJ1L) with respect 
to C in uM is equal to uC . 
PROOF. As C is an almost periodic idempotent set in (2M ,o ) it follows 
that C nJ ;;fa 0 (1.5.a). So for every p EM. p EpC C p o C. Hence 
the first two statements follow from the fact that {p o C Ip E M} is a parti-
tion of M . Let u EC n J and a E uM . Then u o C = C and, clearly. 
a o C = u o C iff a Eu o C , so 
(l)('}§(C,GJ!L).C) = 11 0 C nuM = uC . 
0 
Let C C M be an almost periodic element of 2M . Then we shall denote 
the ttg '!§( C, GJ1L) by e . If no base point is specified, then we shall consider 
C to be the base point. A homomorphism cf>: e- 6D must be understood 
as an ambit morphism 
(unless stated otherwise). 
2.4. THEOREM. Let u E J and let C and D he MHP generators with 
uECnD . 
a) The set p o C(up) - 1 is an MHP generator for all p EM. 
b) There is a homomorphism cf>: e- 6D i.ff C C D . 
c) The ttgs e and 6D are isomorphic iff C = a o Da -- I for some 
a EuM. 
d) Let cf>: e-6D be an ambit morphism, then cf> is regular iff 
C = d o Cd - 1 for all d E uD . In particular e is regular iff 
a o Ca - 1 = C for all a E uM . 
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PROOF. 
a) Let p EM and note that po C(up )- 1 = (po C).(up )- 1 • As the 
map p(up) , : M -+ M is an isomorphism (l.2.3.c), the collection 
{q opoC(up) - 1 lqEM} partitions M. Let vEJ with vp = p.Then 
v = p.(up) - 1 Ep o C(up) - 1 ; so p o C(up) - 1 nJ =I= 0 and p o C(up) - 1 is 
an MHP generator. 
b)Supposethat C<;;;D ,then <1>:p o C1-+p o D:8-+6D is well defined. 
For. let p o C = q o C . Then p o C <;;; p o D and p o C = q o C <;;; q o D . so 
p o D n q o D =I= 0 ; hence p o D = q o D . 
Conversely. let <f>: 8-+6D be well defined. Let c EC , then C = c o C 
(2 .3.) and so D = </>(C) = <f>(c o C) = c o D . Hence, by 2.3 .. c ED ; conse-
quently, C <: D . 
c) Suppose there is an isomorphism between 8 and 6D . say <J>: 8-+ 6D 
with </>(C) = a o D for some a E uM . As pa, :~-+~. defined by 
pa , (p) = pa - I • is an isomorphism of ttgs. it follow:- that { , ' : 2''"'lt-+ 26)Jt is 
an isomorphism of ttgs. Hence 
p 
is an ambit isomorphism. But then 2 '' 'o <1>: (8. C )-+ ('!f , F) is an ambit 
isomorphism, where F = a o Da - I. As F is an MHP generator (a) it fol-
lows from b, that C = F . 
Conversely. let C = a o Da - I for some a E uM . Then the map 
2P" : (8 . C )-+ (6D. a o D) is an isomorphism of am bits. For l ": 2")Jt-+ 2<')Jt is 
an isomorphism and 2P'' (C) = Ca = (a o Da - 1).a = a o D . 
d) Suppose that </> is a regular map and let d E uD . Then. as 
d E uD <;;; DD <;;; D , we have </>(d o C) = d o D <;;;D o D = D = </>(C); so 
(C,doC)EJR </>. Hence there is an isomorphism 0:(8,C)-+(8,d o C) 
(see the discussion just before 1.2.15.). As 
is an isomorphism, 
is an isomorphism. Since by a, d o Cd - 1 is an MHP generator, it follows 
frombthat C = doCd - 1 • 
Conversely, assume that C = do Cd - 1 for every d E uD . Let po C and 
q o C in e with (poC,qoC)EJR<t>,say (poC,qoC) = (vpoC,vqoC) 
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for some v E J . Then 
(u o C, up _ ,q o C) = up - 1(p o C, q o C) ER </> , 
so for d = up - 1q we have 
d o D = cp(d o C) = cp(u o C) = u o D = D 
and d ED n uM = uD . By assumption. it follows that d o Cd - 1 = C . But 
then 
2P": (8, C )--> (~( C . ~).d o C) 
is an ambit isomorphism, and 
2P·1(vp o C) = vp o Cd = vp o (d o Cd - 1)d = vpd o C = vpup - 1q o C = vq o C . 
This shows that there exists a map 2P": 8--> 8 , such that p o C is mapped 
onto q o C ; hence it follows that cp is regular. D 
In the remainder of this section we shall study quasifactors of MHP ttgs. 
For that we need some notation. 
As we use the circle operation with respect to quasifactors of M as well as 
to quasifactors of quasifactors of ~ it seems convenient to distinguish 
between them by denoting the action of Sr on 22 " by r1 . So if S C 2M 
is a closed set in 2M (with respect to the Yietoris topology) then 
p u S = limr;S in 22" for some (every) net r, -->p. 
A source of ambiguity is the fact that we shall consider a closed suhset C of 
M both as a closed subset of M and as an element of 2M . Let D C Sr 
and let C be a closed subset of M . Then define 
D • C: = {d a C Id ED} C 2M ; compare this with: 
D o C = LJ { d o C I d E D } C M and 
DC = LJ { de I d E D . c E C } C M . 
If we consider C as an element of 2M , then we can define a map 
Pc: Sr--> 2M by p ...... po C ; i.e., Pc is the right multiplication with C of 
elements of Sr ( the evaluation mapping in C , induced by the action of 
Sr on 2M ). 
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2.5. LEMMA. Let C be an almost periodic element of 2M and le! D C ST 
be a closed set. 
a) D , C is a closed subsel of 2M , hence of qg(c, ~). 
b) p □ (D , C) = (p o D) · C for every p EST . 
c) The almost periodic elements of 225<c. ':lit) are jusl !he subsels of 
QF(C, ~) of the form B , C , where B is an almost periodic 
element of 2M . 
Hence the quasifactors of qg( C , ~) are jusl the ltgs of the form 
qg(B , c,qg(C,~)) for BE 2M almost periodic. 
PROOF. 
a) As Pc: ST---" 2M is continuous, it is a closed map. Hence it follows 
that D , C = Pc [D] is a closed subset of 2M , and so a closed subset of 
QF(C,~) . 
M P S 711 b) As Pc : ST---" 2 is a homomorphism, also 2 ' : 2 ' ---" 2- 1s a 
homomorphism ; so Pc [p o D] = p r 1 Pc [D] and 
(p o D ) · C = Pc [p o D ] = p t I Pc [ D ] = p 1-1 ( D · C ) . 
c) Let B be an almost periodic element of 2M , say B = v o B for 
some v E J Then by b, 
B , C = (v o B) · C = v u (B , C) ; 
hence B , C is an almost periodic element of 2QF<C. ':lit) . 
Conversely, let A be an almost periodic element of 2QF<C.G)l(.), say 
A = w c1 A for some w E J . Let B' = {p E M I p o C E A } ; then, as C 
is an almost periodic element of 2M , we have A = B ' • C . Hence, by b, it 
follows that 
A = w LI A = w ,J (B' - C) = (w o B ' ) · C 
and, clearly, w o B' is an almost periodic element of 2M . □ 
2.6. THEOREM. Let C be an MHP genera1or, 8 = qg(C, ~) and let 
uEJ. 
a) Let D be an almost periodic element of 2M . Then qg(D , C, e) 
is homeomorphic to qg(D o C, ~) by the map µ, de.fined by 
µ,(p □ (D , C )) = p o D o C for every p EM . 
b) The quasifactors of e are just the quasifactors of ~ of the form 
qg(D o C, ~) for D = u o DE 2M (up to the isomorphism men-
tioned in a). 
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PROOF. 
a) Note that it is sufficient to prove that for every p and q in M 
we have p □ (D , C) = q □ (D , C) iff p o D o C = q o D o C . 
Suppose that p □ (D , C) = q □ (D , C) . Then by 2.5.b, we have 
(p o D) · C = (q o D) · C . Let r E p o D o C : then r Es o C for some 
s E p o D . As s o CE (p o D) , C , also so CE (q o D) , C ; so there is an 
s'EqoD with soC =s'oC . But then 
rEsoC =s'oCCqo D oC, 
and so p o D o C C q o D o C . Similarly. q o D o CC po D o C ; hence 
p o D oC = q o D oC. 
On the other hand, suppose that p o D o C = q o D o C . and let r E po D . 
Then 
r oCC p o D oC = qoDoC, 
so roCnsoC '=j= 0 for some sE q o D. As C isan MHPgeneratorit 
follows that r o C = s o C , which shows that r o C = s o CE (q o D) , C . 
So (p o D) · CC (q o D) , C and similarly (q o D) · CC (po D) · C . hence 
p □ (D , C) = (p o D) , C = (q o D) · C = q cJ (D , C) . 
b) From 2.5.c and 2.6.a it follows immediately that the quasifactors of 
e are just the quasifactors of ')IL of the form <!E(D 'o C. ')IL) for 
D' E 2M almost periodic (up to isomorphism). Clearly, the ttgs 
<!E(D 'o C, 'JIL) and <!E(u o D 'o C, 'JIL) are equal, and D : = u o D ' is such 
that D = u o D . D 
As every extension of an MHP ttg is open, it follows from IY.3.3. that every 
MHP factor of a minimal ttg 'X is an MHP quasifactor of 'X. 
We shall now be concerned with the converse in the case of 'X being an 
MHP ttg. 
2.7. THEOREM. Let C be a regular MHP generator (i.e., e is regular). 
Let 6?J be a quasifactor of e. say 6?J = <!E(D · C, <3) with 
D = u o D E 2M and suppose that D can be chosen to be an M HP 
generator. Then 6?J is a factor of e ijf D o C is an M HP generator. 
PROOF. If D o C is an MHP generator, then by 2.4.b. there is an ambit 
morphism 
(p: (<3, u o C)-(<fE(D o C, 'JIL), D o C). 
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For u o C C u o D o C = D o C ( D n J =f= 0 ) and u o C is an M HP gen-
erator (see 1.5 .b and 2.1.). By 2.6.a, 61! is isomorphic to <flfJ(D o C, ~) ; so 
61! is a factor of e . 
Conversely, suppose that 61! is a factor e , so there is a homomorphism 
if;:e-61! such that if;(u o C) = a □ (D , C) for some aEuM . As u o C 
is an MHP generator we have (u o C) , (u o C) = {u o C} , hence (identifying 
61! with <flfJ(D o C, ~) by the homomorphism indicated in 2.6.a) : 
a o D o C = If! (u o C) = f [(u o C) , (u o C )] = (u o C) , (a o D o C) . 
But then for every c E u o C we have a o D o C = c o a o D o C and so 
a o D o C = C o a o D o C ; hence 
As C is regular, a - 1o Ca = C ; so 
D o C = a - 1o C oa o D o C = C o D o C. 
Thi s implies that 
D o C o D o C = D o(C o D o C) = D o D o C = D o C . 
in other words. D o C is an MHP generator. D 
2.8. THEOREM. Let <X, be an MHP ttg, say <X, ~ <flfJ(C , ~) . where C is 
an MHP generator with C = u o C for some u E J . Let 61! he an 
M HP ttg which is a quasi.factor of <X. . Then 61! is a factor of <X. iff 61! 
is homeomorphic to <flfJ(D ,~) for some MHP 1;enerator D with 
D = u o D and C C D . 
PROOF. The "if"-part follows immediately from 2.4.b. 
Conversely, let 61! ~ <flfJ(D o C, ~) for some D with D = u o D E 2M 
(2.6 .b) and let cf,: <X-- 61! be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. Let 
a E uM be such that cp(C) = a o D o C and define 
D f = U O {p E M I pa O D O C = a O D O C } = U O Ma 
O 
D 0 C . 
Then by 1.4.(iii) and 2. 1., D ' is an MHP generator and as C , C = { C} , 
we have 
a o D o C = cp(C) = cp[C , C] = C oa o D o C , 
so C <;;;: D ' . But, 61!* = <flfJ(D ', ~) , and so by the assumptions of 61! being 
an MHP ttg, it follows that 61! ~ <flfJ(D ', ~). 
D 
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V.3. SOME DYNAMICAL PROPERTIES 
In this section we consider dynamical properties in relation to the theory 
developed in the previous sections. In particular. for two homo mor-
phisms cf>: ex- 69 and i/J: ~ _. 6!J of minimal ttgs we give a criterion 
in terms of MHP generators that guarantees cf> and i/J to satisfy the 
generalized Bronstein condition. As a result we prove that. in case the 
homomorphism under consideration is regular. an affirmative answer can 
be given to the question whether or not an open Be extension is a RIC 
extension. Also we shall discuss disjointness from the point of view of 
MHP generators. 
3.1. The situation we shall study comes down to the following : 
Let cf>: ex_. 6!J and i/J: ~- 6!J he homomorphisms of minimal ttgs and let 
<1>* :ex• _.6!J· and { :~ _.6!J· he the MHP liftings of cf> and i/J (see 
IY.3.10.). To be more precise. fix u El. y 0 E uY. x 0 E ucf>-(ro) and 
.: 0 Eui/J-(r 0). Define C: = u o M , ,,= u o {pEMj/JXo = x 0 ). 
D : = u o M, ,, and F: = u o M:,,. Then C . D and F are MHP genera-
tors. ex• = e. 69* = 6D. ~ = '!I and <1>* : (?_. 6D and {: '!J_. 6D are the 
MHP liftings of cf> and i/J (note that CU F C D !). 
3.2. THEOREM. Let </> and -./J he homomorphisms as in 3.1 .. Then with nota-
tion as in 3.1. we have: 
a) the maps </>. and { satis/j' the r,enerali.:ed Bronstein condition ifl 
D =Co uD o F i/f D = F o uD o C : 
b) </>• satisfies the Bronstein condition ijf D = Co uD o C . 
PROOF. Obviously. b follows from a; so we only have to prove a. 
Suppose that <1>* and { satisfy gBc. Then by I.3.8 .. 
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As u{ - cp' (C) = {a o F j a o D = u o D and a E uM} it follows that 
uif;" -</>• (C) = { a o F I a E (u o D n uM) = uD} = uD • F , 
and so 
R,f,f = T({C} X uD · F). 
Let d E D . Then (C,doF)ER,i,',i,·,for cp'(C) = D = d o D = {(doF). 
So there is a net {t;}; in T and there are d; E uD such that 
Let p = Jim l ; u E M (after passing to a suitable subnet). Then 
C = limt; oC = limr; (u oC ) = limt; u o C = (limt;u) o C = p o C , 
and as u EC it follows that p EC . 
As d, = ud; , we have that lim r;d; = lim t; ud; E p o un ; so it follows that 
d o F = lim t; (d; o F) = (lim t;d; ) o FE (p o uD) , F . 
Hence do F <:;;: p o uD o F and so 
d E d o F <:;;: p o uD o F <:;;: C o uD o F . 
As d ED was arbitrary it follows that D <:;;:Co uD o F . Clearly, 
Co uD o F <:;;: D which implies D = Co uD o F . 
Conversely, suppose D = Co uD o F and let (po C, q o F) E R ,p' ,i,- • so 
p o D = q o D . Then, as u E Co uD o F . we have 
q = qu E q o C o uD o F = q o D = p o D = 
= p o C o uD o F = (p o C o uD) o F , 
say q E r o F for some r E p o C o uD = (p o C) o uD 
Note that qEr o F n q o F so r o F = q o F . 
Let s E p o C such that r E s o uD ; then s E s o C n p o C so 
so C = p o C . Let {ti }i be a net in T with r1 - s and let di E uD be 
such that ti di- r . Then (C.d;oF}=u(C,dioF) is almost periodic in 
R </>. ,i,- and 
Jim ti(C, d1 o F) = (lim ti C,limtidi o F) = (so C, r o F) = (po C, q o F) ; 
hence (p oC, q o F) is the limit of a net in JR <l>.f . As (poC,q o F) was 
arbitrary in R ,p" f it follows that R <1>' ,i: has a dense subset of almost 
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periodic points; i.e., cp' and if satisfy gBc. 
So we proved that cp' and { satisfy gBc iff D = Co uD o F . Inter-
changing the roles of C and F completes the proof. D 
3.3. THEOREM. Let cp and t/; be homomorphisms of minimal 11gs, and let 
cp be open. Then with notation as in 3.1. we have 
a) the maps cp and t/; satisfr the generalized Bronstein condition iff 
Dx 0 = FouDx 0 ; 
b) cp is a Be extension iff Dx 0 =Co uDx 0 = lx ,,o uDxo. 
PROOF. 
a) By IV.4.16.b, (cp.i/;) satisfies gBc iff (cp' ,{) sa tisfies gBc. So by 
3.2.a, cp and i/; satisfy gBc iff D = F o uD o C . As C = u o Mx,, C Mx., 
we have Cx 0 = x 0 ; hence 
Dx 0 = F o uD o Cx 0 = F o uDx 0 . 
Conversely, suppose that Dx 0 = F o uDx 0 . Since cp is open, it follows from 
1.3.9. that R H= T(cp-(y 0) X {.:- 0}). So, in order to prove that (cp,i/;) 
satisfies gBc, it is enough to show that 
First note that 
Dx 0 = (u o M .. )x 0 = u o (M .. x 0) = u o </>-(y 0) 
. U . II 
and as cp is open this implies that <j>-()•0) = u o <j>-(y 0) = Dx o . 
Let x'E <j>-(y 0), then x'E cp- (i- 0) = Dx 0 -= F o uDx 0 , say x'Ef o uDx 0 
for a certain fEF. Let {t,}; be a net in T with .f = limt; and let 
d; E uD be such that x' = limt, d;x o. As .f E F we have .f.:- 0 = .:- 0 and 
(x',z 0) = (x'Jz 0 ) = limt;(d;x 0,zo). 
Clearly, (d;x 0,z 0)E JR H and so t;(d;x 0,z 0)E JR H for every i, hence 
(x',z 0)EJRH. As x'E<j>-(y 0) was arbitrary it follows that 
</>-(y 0) X {z 0 } C JR H, and so R H= JR H. 
b) By a and the proof of a, Dx 0 =Co uDx 0 = cp-(y 0), and obviously, 
Let K = C n J ; then K = (u o Mx)n J C M x
0
n J = l,,
11
• By 1.7., 
C = K o uC ; and, as uC C uD , it follows that 
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C o uD = K o uC o uD = Ko uD <:;;; J,
11 
o uD . 
Hence Dx 0 = C o uDx 0 <:;;; J, 11 0 uDx 0 and so Dx 0 = l x,,o uDx 0 . □ 
By 111.1.5. it follows that the characterization of gBc in terms of MHP gen-
erators gives rise to a characterization of RIC extensions in terms of MHP 
generators, as follows. 
3.4. THEOREM. Let cf, he a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. Then, with nota-
lion as in 3.1., ct,• is a RIC extension if{ D = C o uD . 
PROOF. By 111.1.5., ct,• is a RIC extension iff (cf,• ,0) satisfies gBc for every 
homomorphism 0 : 6ttf---, q( . Suppose ct,' is a RIC extension. Define 
B <: M by B: = u o uD . Then B 1s an MHP generator, and by 2.4.b, 
there is an ambit morphism 0: '1)---, 6j) . As (cf,. ,8) satisfies gBc it follows 
from 3.2. that 
D = C o uD o B = C o uD o u o uD 
hence D = C o uD o uD = C o uD . 
If, conversely, D =Co uD , then for every MHP generator F with 
F = u o F <:;;; D we have D <:;;; D o F = C o uD o F , so C o uD o F = D 
As F <: D , there is an ambit morphism 0: '?f---, 6j) (2.4.b), and so by 3.2., 
ct,· and 0 = 0· satisfy gBc. Let if; : £---, 6?)* be a homomorphism of 
minimal ttgs and let z 0 E uZ be such that if;(z 0) = D . Define 
F = u o M 0 11 • Then F is an MHP generator with F <: D , and the ambit 
morphism 0: '?f---, 6j) is the MHP lifting of if,, (i.e., f = 0 ). By the above 
ct,' and f satisfy gBc. As ct,• is open, it follows from IY.4.16.b, that ct,· 
and if,, satisfy gBc. As if; was arbitrary, it follows from 111.1.5. that ct,' 1s 
a RIC extension. □ 
3.5. THEOREM. Let C = u o C and D = u o D be MHP generators such 
that C <: D and the map cf,• : e---, 6j) is regular. Then 
a) C o uD is an MHP generator; 
b) ct,• = 0• of , where f is a RIC extension and 0• is a proximal 
extension; 
c) ct,• is a RIC extension if{ cf,• satisfies the Bronstein condition. 
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PROOF. 
a) By 2.4.d, we have d o Cd - 1 = C for all d E uD . So 
uD o C = LJ {d o C Id E uD} = LJ {Cd Id E uD} = C.uD C C o uD 
which implies that 
C o uD o C o uD = C o (uD o C) o uD <;:;; C o (C o uD) o uD = C o uD , 
so it follows that C o uD is an MHP generator. 
b) Define F = C o uD . then F = u o F and F is an MHP generator 
(a). By 1.6.b, it follows that uF = u(u o C).u(u o uD) = uC.uD, and as 
uC C uD we even have uF = uCuD = uD . As uF = (i)('!f, F) and 
uD = (1)(6D, D) it follows from 1.2.13. that the ambit morphism 0• : <ff- 6j) 
is proximal. (Note that F = C o uD C D o uD = D , so e· exists by 2.4.b.) 
Since C C F and C o uF = C o uD = F , it follows from 2.4.b that the map 
if : e-'!f exists; and by 3.4., it follows that if is a RIC extension. 
c) If cp• is a RIC extension, then cp• is a Be extension by 111.1.9 .. 
Suppose that cp* is a Be extension. Then. with notation as in b, e· as a 
factor of cp. is a Be extension. Hence. as e· is proximal , e• is an isomor-
phism and F = D . so cp. = if . But then cp• is a RIC extension. □ 
3.6. LEMMA. Let cp : ex- qi he a homomorphism of minimal ugs and lei 
cp•: e-6D he !he MHP lifting of cp as in 3.1.. 
a) If cp is regular 1hen cp• is regular. 
b) If cp is distal 1hen cp is regular i.ff cp • is regular. 
PROOF. 
a) Suppose cp is regular. We shall prove that d o Cd - 1 C C for every 
d E uD . As uD is a group, it follows that d o Cd - 1 = C for every 
d E uD and so, by 2.4.d, that cp• is regular. 
Let dEuD . As uD = u(u o M,) <;:;; uM, ,, . it is clear that (x 0,dx 0 ) E lR ,t,, 
Regularity of cp implies the existence of an isomorphism 0: ex- ex such 
that 0(x 0) = dx 0 . Define C': = u o Md,; then e•:e-e istheMHPlift-. ., 
ing of 0 and so e• is an isomorphism too. By 2.4.b, it follows that 
C = C'. As 
(d o Cd - 1)dx 0 = d o Cx 0 = dxo. 
we have that d o Cd - 1 C Mdx and so that 
- " 
d o Cd - 1 = U o d o Cd - 1 C U o M dx = C 1 = C . 
- " 
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b) Suppose that cf, is a distal map and let ct,• be regular. Let 
(x 1 ,x 2)ER,p = JR ,p (cf, is distal!). say (x 1 ,x 2) = v(x 1.xi) for vEJ 
and let y 1: = ct,(x 1)=cf,(x 2). Then there is an a Ev M such that 
x 1 = ax 0 and so y 1 = ay 0 . Let b E vM be such that bxo = x 2 and note 
that y 1 = hyo. so ua - 1~r'o = )'o. and ua - ih E uD : hence uh - 1a E uD 
and. by regularity . of ct,' ub - i a o Ca - i h = C . Define 0 : X--. X by 
0(px 0) = pa - 1hx 0 for every p EM . If 0 is well defined then 0 is a 
homomorphism of minimal ttgs such that 
0(x 1) = 0(ax 0) = aa - 1hx 0 = vhx 0 = hx 0 = x 2 : 
hence cf, is regular. 
Let p and q in M be such that px 0 = qx 0 • so p1' 0 = qy 0 . Then 
up - 1qx 0 = x 0 • so up -
1qEC. As C = uh - 1a oCa - 1h it follows that 
uh - 1ap - 1qa - lh EC and so upa - 1hx 0 = uqa - 1hx 0 • which implies that 
pa - 1hx 0 and qa - 1hx 0 are proximal. On the other hand. we have that 
c/>(pa - 1hx 0 ) = pa - 1hv 0 = pr 0 = q1·0 = qa - 1hv 0 = cf,(qa - 1hxo) ; 
so by distality of cf,. pa - 1hx 0 and qa - 1hx 0 are distal. But then 
pa -· 1bx 0 = qa - 1hx 0 ; hence it follows that 0 is well defined . which com-
pletes the proof. □ 
By now we can give a partial answer to the question whether or not an open 
Be extension is a RIC extension (see 111.1.8.). which says that this indeed 1s 
the case if we put on the map the additional condition of being regular. 
3.7. THEOREM. Let cf,: <X,--. 69 he a regular homomorphism of minimal ugs. 
Then cf, is open and satisfies the Bronstein condition iff cf, is a RIC 
extension. 
PROOF. If cf, is a RIC extension then we already know that cf, is an open 
Be extension (111.1.9.). 
Suppose that cf, is open and that cf, is a Be extension. Let ct,' : <X' --. 69* be 
the MHP lifting of cf,. Then by 3.6 .. ct,' is regular and. by JY.4.17.a, ct,' is 
a Be extension. Hence by 3.5.c. cp* is a RIC extension. As cf, is open it fol-
lows from IY.4.17.c that cf, is a RIC extension. □ 
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3.8. REMARK. Let C = u o C and D = u o D he MHP generators with 
C <: D . From 3.5.a we know that C o uD is an MHP generator if 
<f,: e- 6D is regular. The converse of this statement is in general n01 true. 
PROOF. Let <X, be a minimal distal ttg which is not regular (note that such a 
ttg exists [PW 70]). Then by 3.6.b, the MHP extension <X,' of <X. is not reg-
ular. Let x E uX and define F : = u o Mx . Then <X,' = ~ and the map 
it,: <X,' - {* } is not regular. In terms of MHP generators we can write it, 
as the ambit morphism 
it, : ('!lff(F, ~) , F)-('!lff(M, ~) , M). 
As <X. is distal, x is a distal point and J C M, . Hence F = u o J o A . for 
A = uMx . So 
F o uM = u al o A o uM = u al o uM = u o M = M . 
So F o uM = M while it, is not regular! D 
We shall now turn to a description of disjointness in terms of MHP genera-
tors. To that end consider the situation as sketched in 3.1. and, in particular, 
the upper half of the diagram. So let C = u o C . D = u o D and 
F = u o F be MHP generators with CU F C D and let <1>' : e- 6D and 
f : qf- 6D be the canonical homomorphisms. 
3.9. THEOREM. With notation as above, the following statements are 
equivalent: 
a) <t>' J_ f 
b) R,t,' i1, · has a unique minimal subset and (<t>' .f) satisfies the gen -
eralized Bronstein condition; 
c) C o F = D (and also F o C = D ); 
d) (p o C) n (q o F) =fa 0 for all elements p and q of M wirh 
p o D = q o D. 
PROOF. 
a ⇒ b Trivial. 
b ⇒ c By 3.2.a, we know that D = C o uD o F ( = F o uD o C) . By 
I.3.2., R,t,' f has a unique minimal subset iff (1)(6D , D) = O'i(e , C).QJ(qf,F). 
Hence 2.3. implies that uD = uC.uF ( = uF.uC) , and so we have 
D = C o uD o F = C o (uCuF)o F C (C o uC) o (uF o F) = 
= C o FCDoD = D 
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Similarly one proves that D = F o C , so D = Co F = F o C . 
c = d Suppose Co F = D and let p and q in M be such that 
p o D = q o D . Then p o Co F = q o C o F , so q E p o Co F and there is 
an r E po C with q Ero F . As C and F are MHP generators it fol-
lows that r o C = p o C and q o F = r o F ; hence 
rE(r oC )n (r o F) = (poC) n (q o F) , 
so (p o C)n (q o F) -=fa. 0 . 
d=aLet (poC,qoF)ER</>.f i.e ., let p and q in M be such 
that po D = q o D . Then there is an r E (po C) n (q o F) . As C and 
F are MHP generators it follows that r o C = p o C and r o F = q o F , so 
(p oC. q o F) = (roC,r o F) = r(C.F). 
But this shows that R ,:, ,i: is the orbit closure of the almost periodic point 
(C ,F) ER</>. ,i: ; hence R </>. ,i: is minimal and cp' l_ it/ . □ 
3.10. COROLLARY. Let 1X, and 6JJ he minimal ttgs and let x 0 E uX and 
voE uY . Then <x,l_ 6JJ i.fl M, o M, = M . 
" . 0 - 0 
PROOF. Suppose 1X, _l_ 6JJ ; then (x 0 ,y0 ) is an almost periodic point in 
X X Y . Let v E J be such that vx 0 = x 0 and vy 0 = y 0 . By 3.9., it fol-
lows that VO Mx.,o VO M, . ., = M . As 




0 M,.,C Mx.,o M,
11
, 











= M and remark that for every u E J the sets u a Mx., 
and u a M
1 11 
are MHP generators. Let (px 0 ,qy0 )E X X Y and note that 




say q Er a M ,
11 
for certain 
r E p o Mx
11 
• Then q a M,
11 
= r a M,
11 
and r a Mx
11 
= p a Mx., ; hence 
which implies that X X Y is the orbit closure of (ux 0 , uy 0) , and so that 
1X, X 6JJ is mini ma!. □ 
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3.11. REMARK. Let <f,: 'X-> 6lJ be an open homomorphism of minimal ttgs, and 
let f: 2:-> 6JJ be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs with <f, J_ f . Then 
there is an MHP generator B = u o B and a homomorphism ~:Iii,-> 2: 
such that f o~ is maximal~y disjoint from <f,; i.e., if <f,J_fo~o1J then 
1/ = id r&, (see also 1.3.1.c). 
PROOF. Let y 0 E Y, u Ely 0 and xoE u<f, ..... (yo), zoE uf ..... (yo). Define 
C: = u o Mx
0
, D : = u o M>,
11 
and F: = u o M:
0 
; then <t,' : e- 6D a nd 
f : 'S-> 6j) are the MHP liftings of <f, and f' . Hence by IV.4. 16.c, 
<t,' J_ iJ,' , and so by 3.9., Co F = D . Let 
§: = { A I A = u o A C M , A = A o A C F and C o A = D } 
be the collection of all MHP generators A such that 0 : lt->'S exists and 
<t,' J_ f 08. Clearly § -=fa 0 and § is inductively ordered. So by Zorn's 
lemma, there is a minimal element B E § . Then 
r(l!B,B)->(2:,z 0) is well defined and the MHP 
( : l!B-> §', while (f o~)' = f o( . By construction, 





~ is just 
, hence by 
Suppose <f,J_fo~o1J, then <t,' j_f 0{0 11•. Let B' be the MHP generator 
such that the map 1/ • is defined as the ambit morphi sm 1/ • : Iii,'-> Iii, . Then 
B' <: B (2.4.b), so B '<: F and as <t,' j_f 0(0 11 • it follows from 3.9. that 
Co B ' = D . Hence, by minimality of B , it follows that B' = B and so 
1/ • turns out to be an isomorphism ; hence 1/ is an hp extension. As the 
codomain of 1/ is an MHP ttg, it follows that 1/ is an isomorphism, which 
proves that fo~ is maximally disjoint from <f,. D 
3.12. REMARK. Let C = u o C , D = u o D , F = u o F and H = u o H 
be MHP generators such that CUD U F C H Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
a) uo(CnD)oF=H and CoD = H ; 
b) u o (F n C)o D = H and F o C = H ; 
c) uo(DnF)oC=H and D o F = H . 
PROOF. Consider the ambit morphisms <f,: e- '.JC, f: 6il-> '.JC and 
0 : 'S-> '.JC . We shall prove that 
R cp,i,o= {(poC,qoD,roF)jpoH = q o H = roH} 
is minimal iff u o (C n D )o F = H and Co D = H . As this statement is 
symmetric in <f, , f and 0 the remark follows. 
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Suppose that R HO is minimal. Then, clearly, R H is minimal and by 3.9., 
C o D = H . Define t: 01,H--> '.JC by t (p o C. q o D) = p o H ( = q o F) and 
let the MHP generator B = u o B be defined as B: = u o (C n D). Then 
B = u o{pE M lp(C,D) =(C. D)} and the MHP lifting ( oft isjust 
the ambit morphism ( : ~--> '.JC . As R HO ~ R ~ 0 it follows from the 
minimality of R H 0 that t J_ 0. Hence, as 0 = 0• , it follows that ( .l_ 0 
and so, by 3.9., that B o F = H ; i.e .. u o (C n D )c F = H . 
Conversely, let Co D = H and u o (C n D )o F = H . Then, by 3.9., 
</> J_ if;. As above, define the homomorphism t: 0lq,,1,--> '.JC of minimal ttgs. 
Then. for B: = u o (C n D) ,we have f:~-->'.JC is theMHPliftingof t. 
So by 3.9. and the assumption, it follows that f J_ 0 . Since 0 is open it 
follows from IV.4.16.c that t.1_0; hence R~0 is minimal and clearly 
R ~o ~ R HO . This proves the remark. □ 
3.13. NOTE. Let </>: c_x_, 6Y and if;:'.£:--> 6Y be homomorphisms of minimal ugs 
such thm if; is max imally disjoint .from </> . Let t: 0lH--> 6Y be the 
induced homomorphism o.f minimal ttgs. l.f .for some homomorphism 
0 : 6hf--> 6Y of minimal ttgs t .l_ 0 , then 0 is an isomorphism. 
PROOF. Let R q,,1, 8 := {(x . .: .w )EX X Z X W l<t>(x)=i/; (.:) = 0(w) }. 
Clearly, R q,,1,o ~ R fO and R q,,1,o ~ R <i"l , where T/ : R o,i,--> Y is induced by 
0 and if; . Hence, if 0 J_ T/ , then R HO is minimal , so R </>'1 is minimal 
and </> J_ T/ . Since T/ = i/; 01r2 and if; is maximally disjoint from </> , it fol-
lows that 1r2 is an isomorphism. But then 0 is an isomorphism. □ 
3.14. COROLLARY. Let 'X, 6!1 and '.£: be minimal ttgs. Let 6!1 be maxi-
mal(v disjoint from 'X, then £ .l_ ('X X 6!1) iff £ = { * } . 
PROOF. Clearly, '.£:.l_('X X 6!1) if£ ={* }. 
Suppose that £ J_ ('X X 6!1) , then by 3.13., the map 0: '.£:--, { * } 1s an 
isomorphism. □ 
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V.4. THE UNIVERSAL HPI TTG 
In this section we shall construct the universal minimal HPI ttg for T . 
In fact, we construct the MHP generator by which it is generated as a 
quasifactor of ~. The construction uses transfinite induction except for 
the case of T being locally compact a-compact, where the smallest 
MHP generator that contains u o J o G00 is the one that generates the 
universal minimal HPI ttg (4.9.b). 
In order to facilitate reading and writing we shall fix u E J and denote the 
set uM by G (as many times before). In this section only, we shall under-
stand an MHP generator C to be an idempotent subset of M such that 
u o C = C , hence u E C . 
Most of the techniques which we shall use were developed in section I. and 
they are stated there more or less explicitly, in this respect we mention 1.1 ., 
1.5., 1.6. and 1.7 .. A lemma which is used frequently in the sequel is 
11.3.11.c; we shall repeat it here. 
4.1. LEMMA. Let H be an arbitrary subset of G and let g E G ; then 
go H = u o gH . In particular, let A and B be subsets of G ; then 
u o A o B = u oAB. 
PROOF. The first statement is I 1.3 .11.c. 
Let A and B be subsets of G ; then 
A o B = LJ { a o B I a E A } = LJ { u o aB I a E A } <: u o AB 
so u o A o B <: u o u o AB = u o AB <: u o A o B and u o A o B = u o AB □ 
We shall now define some " incontractible MHP generators": 
Define a family :JC of subsets of J as follows 
:JC = {K<;:J I u o K o G = M} . 
For every KE :JC define aK to be the smallest idempotent set in (2M, o ) 
that contains u o K . Note that by 1.5.c, aK exists. Also we know that 
aK = U O aK . For, clearly, U E U OK , so 
By 1.5.b, u o aK is a closed idempotent subset of M , and as 
u o K = u o (u o K) , we have u o K <: u o aK . So, by minimality of aK , it 
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follows that u o aK = aK . By 2.1., aK is an M HP generator. 
We call QK an incontractible MHP generator, because the quasifactor f:i,K 
of ~ generated by the MHP generator aK is an incontractible ttg. For, as 
M = u o K o C c;::; aK o C we have that aK o (u o C) = M , hence by 3.9., 
Define AK to be the smallest ~ (~. u )-closed subgroup of C that con-
tains u(u o K) . 
Note that AK c;::; uaK. For by 1.6.c. uaK is an ~-(~ . u)-closed subgroup of 
C and, clearly u(u o K)c;::; uaK ; so, by minimality of AK . we have 
AK c;::; uaK . 
It is not yet clear whether or not AK = uaK for every K E %" . However. 
for some specific kind of KE%" this indeed is the case, as is shown in the 
following remark . 
4.2. REMARK. Let KE%" As QK is an MHP generator, it .follows from 
1.7. that aK = K'.uQK = K ' 0 uaK = u OK' 0 uaK for K' = aK n J . 
Then 
a) K'E X and aK . c;::; aK ; 
b) aK' = U O K' oAK' and AK'= uaK' ," 
c) uaK is the ~ (~ , u) -closed subgroup of C generated ~i' 
AK U AK'. 
PROOF. 
a) As aK = u o K' o uaK we have by 4.1., 
aK O C = U OK' 0 uaK O C := U OK' 0 C 
Hence M = u o K o Gc;::;aK o G = u o K' o G and so M = u o K' o G 1.e., 
K'E X . Clearly, u o K'c;::; aK , so QK , c;::; aK. 
b) Obviously, u o K' o AK , c;::; aK' and u o K' c;::; u o K ' o AK , . We shall 
prove that u o K' o AK , is an idempotent subset of M ; then it follows that 
aK , = u o K' o AK,. 
First note that 
On the other hand, by 1.6.b, 
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U ( U O K' 0 A K' 0 U O K' 0 A K ') = U ( U O K '). U ( U O A K '). U ( U O K '). U ( U O A K ') . 
hence 
But then 
u o K 'oAK,ou o K 'oAK,c; K '. uM n J.AK ' = K'.AK', 
hence 
and so 
U o K'AK ' = U o K ' o AK'= U o K ' o AK ,o U o K ' o AK'. 
This shows that u o K ' o AK' 1s an MHP generator and 
.. 
QK , = u o K ' o AK ,. Also it is evident that 
that 
c) As aK ,U AK c; aK , it follows that AK ,U AK c; uaK and so 
[AK ,U AK]C uaK , where [AK ,U AK] denotes the J(~,u) -closed subgroup 
of C generated by AK ,U AK . We shall prove that 
it then follows that 
Since u o K c; aK c; K '.uM and u o K c; J.u(u o K) c; J.AK it follows that 
U OK c; K '.uM n J .AK = K'.AK ; 
hence 
If u o K' o [AK , U AK] is an MHP generator, it follows from the minimality of 




which shows that u o K 'o [AK ,U AK] is an MHP generator and so that 
aK = u o K' o [AK ,U AK] . □ 
" Let K E :JC . For every ordinal a define the sets aK and AJ! inductively 
as follows : 
0 
aK : = aK and A J : = uaK . 
µ fl 
If aK and Af are defined. then we set L : = Gi,; n J in 4.3. below we 
show that L E :JC . Define 
/l + I 
aK : = al . the smallest MHP generator that contains u o L ( G1. 
exists by 2.1 .. 1.5.c and the almost periodicity of u o L ); and 
A fi + 1 : = AL . the smallest ~-(~. u )-closed subgroup of C that con-
tains u(u o l). 
fl 
If y is a limit ordinal and if aK and A/! are defined for all /3 < y. then 
define 
~ fl 
aK: = u o n{aK l/3 < y} and A} := n{Afl/3 < y} . 
4.3. THEOREM. Let K E :JC . Then 
a) Af = [A) U AK] , the ~(~.u)-closed subgroup of C generated by 
A) U AK ; 
b) for eve~v a ~ 0 we have a: nJ E :JC ; 
" c) for everv ordinal a we have AJ! = uaK ; 
' v+ I v 
d) for some non limit ordinal v , aK = aK and A; + 1 = A k . 
')() V 
(notation: aK : = aK and AK00 : = Ak .) 
PROOF. 
a) This is just 4.2.c, since it is clear that A) = AK'. 
b) We shall prove this by transfinite induction. 
For a = 0 the statement is proven in 4.2.a. 
" Suppose the statement is true for every ordinal /3~ a . Let L : = aK n J 
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a + I 
then, by assumption, L E :JC and by definition, aK = aL Set 
a + I 
L': = aL n J ; then by 4.2.a, L' E :JC , so we have aK n J E :JC 
Let a be a limit ordinal and suppose the statement is true for every ordinal 
/3 /3 + I 
f3 <a. Then uo(aKnJ)oG = M and so aK oG = M for every 
/3 
/3< a . As { aK I /3 < a} is a collection of closed sets in M . linearly 
ordered by inclusion, it follows that 
/3 /3 n { GK I /3 <cr.} = lim211{aK I /3<a}. 
By I. l.c, we have 
/3 /3 ( n { QK I /3 < O'.}) O G = ( i m2 11 { Q K O G I /3 < O'.} = M , 
so 
" /3 
aK O G = U O n { aK I /3< O'.} 0 G = U OM = M . 
a 
Since, by 1.5.c and 1.5.b, aK is an MHP generator it follows from 1.7. that 
a a a 
aK = (QK n J) 0 uaK , which implies that 
a a a a o 
uo(aKnJ)oG =uo(aK n J) ouaK oG =uoaK o G = QKoG = M. 
a 
Consequently, it follows that aK n J E :JC ; sob is proven . 
0 
c) If a= 0 , then AJ = uaK by definition. 
a 
Let a be an ordinal, then aK = L.At is an MHP generator, where 
a 
L : = aK nJ . So, as in 4.2.b, it follows that a L = u o Lo AL and so that 
a + I 
AL= uaL , hence At+ ' = uaK 
" If a is a limit ordinal, then it is an easy exercise to show that At = uaK . 
" d) Note that the family { u o (QK n J) I a;;;. I } is linearly ordered by 
" inclusion. As u o (QK n J) Cu o J , there can be at most I u o J I different 
" elements in the family { u o (aK n J) I a;;;. I } . But thi s means that 
a a + I a + I a + 2 
u o(aK n J) = u o(QK n J) for some ordinal O'.' hence aK = aK 
/3 a + l 
and At+ 1 = At+ 2 . By construction, it follows that aK = aK and 
Af = A;+ 1 for every {3 ;;;.a+ I. □ 
In 4.3.d, we have seen that for every K E :JC we can construct a kind of 
00 00 
minimal incontractible MHP generator aK Let K 00 = aK n J . Then 
00 
aK is the MHP generator generated by the set u o K 00 and, clearly, 
a oo oo 
aK"' = aK,. = aK for every ordinal a ; so in this respect aK is minimal. 
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Let 
be the family of subsets of J that generate the minimal incontractiblc MHP 
generators. 
4.4. THEOREM. Let 'X, be a minimal ttg. Then 'X, is incontractihle iff 'X, is 
a factor of (f,K : = <flff(QK , ~) for some K E '.JC. 
PROOF. As discussed before 4.2., (f,K is incontractible and so every factor of 
(f,K is incontractible for every K E '.JC . 
Conversely, let 'X, be incontractible. By IV.4.17.c, 'X,* is incontractible. Let 
C = u o C be an MHP generator such that 'X,* ~ e. As e is incontracti-
ble, it follows that C o C = M . Let K = C n J ; then , by 1.7 .. we have 
C = u o K o uC . hence 
M = C o C = u o K o uC o C = u o K o uCG = u o K o C and K E '.JC* . 
'.)() '.)() 
Construct the minimal MHP generator aK and let L : = aK n J . Then , 
clearly, L E '.JC and a1. C aK C C . So. by 2.4.b, e is a factor o f (f,1. . □ 
We shall now discuss the construction in the special situation of K = J . 
Note that J E '.JC* , for M = u o M = u o JG C u o l o C C M . After a short 
discussion we shall formulate a lemma and a theorem for this situation, but 
those statements can easily be reformulated for the general case of K E X . 
This is a kind of lazyness intended to serve the clarity of the story. 
" Let a be an ordinal, then we denote a1 and Af by a" and A " . So 
a 0 1s the smallest MHP generator that contains u o l and A O = ua 0 . 
'.)() 
The sets a1 and A 1'.)() will be denoted by a and A respectively. Note 
that in this case A O = A} equals A.1 , the smallest ~-(~. u )-closed suh-
group of C that contains u(u ol), which is clear from the observation that 
a0 = a1 = u o J o A.1 
(By 1.10., u ol o A1 isanidempotentsetin (2M_ o ) . As u o J U A1 C Q1 
u o l o A1 C a 1 o a 1 = a 1 . So by minimality of a 1 , u o l o A1 = a 1 
Clearly, ua.1 = A1 .A1 = A1 .) 
Define a _,:= M and A _ 1: = C . Then a _, and A _, behave in accor-
dance with the construction. For J = M nJ = Q _ 1 nJ and so a 0 is the 
smallest MHP generator that contains u o (a _, n J) = u o J ; moreover, 
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A _ , = ua _ 1 = uM = G , and A O is the smallest (j (~. u )-closed sub-
group of G that contains u(uoJ). 
(In the sequel we consider - 1 to be an ordinal preceding O .) 
As m the preceding sections we shall denote the pointed ttgs 
(~(aa,~).aa) by lfa, so the map lfa-lfp will be the canonical 
homomorphism from ~(Qa,~) to ~(Qp,C!JlL) that carries aa over in 
ap ( a;;;,, f3 ). Note that lf_ 1 is the trivial ambit ( {*},*). 
4.5. LEMMA. 
a) For all a;;;,, - I the map lfa + 1 - lfa is a RIC extension. 
b) For every a;;;,, f3 the map lfa-lfp is a RIC extension, hence 
QaoAp=ap . In particular, Q oAp= ap for every (3 ;;;,,- J . 
PROOF. 
a) By 3.4., we have to prove that aa+ I O A a = aa . 
As, by 1.7., aa = (aanJ)oAa , it follows from u o(aanJ)C aa +l that 
aa = U O aa = U O (aan j )o A aC aa+ IO A aC a {Xo aa = a a ; 
so, indeed, aa+ IO A a = aa and lfa + I - lfa is a RIC extension. 
h) As the composition as well as the inverse limit of RIC extensions is 
again a RIC extension (IIl.1.1O.), it follows from a that lfa-lfp is a RIC 
extension(a;;;a,/3). From3.4.,itfollowsthat aa oAp= ap if f3~a. So, 
in particular, a o A p = a p for every ordinal f3 . □ 
4.6. THEOREM. For every ordinal a;;;,, - I , a o H(A a) is an MHP genera-
tor and the MHP extension of the maximal almost periodic extension of 
lfa is ~(Q o H(A a), '!Jlt) ; and for every ordinal (3 ;;;,, a the following 
equations hold: 
Q po H(A a) = a o A pH(A a) = Q o A a+ 1 H(A a) = 
= aa + IO H(A a)= a O H(A ,,) . 
In particular, ti/ =~(QoH(G),'!Jlt)=~(QaoH(G),~) for every 
a ;;;,, 0. 
PROOF. Let ('X, x) be the ambit with x = ux , such that 0: ('X, x )- lfa is 
the maximal almost periodic extension of lfa. Then M x = l x.@('X ,x) and 
ex• = ~(C , '!Jlt) , where C = u o Mx . As 0 is an almost periodic map, 
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x is a 0-distal point. Hence 
so u o (Gani) = u cf,, <;;; u o Mx = C , which shows that Ga + I <;;; C . 
Hence ('X, x) is a factor of lta+ 1 ; moreover, (X, x) is a factor of 1t13 for 
every ordinal f3 with /3 ~ a + I . 
Consider the next diagram with {3 ;,, a + 1 . 
l 
(e,C)------- (X ,x) 
X'X 
Note that cp: £tr_,, lt0 is a RIC extension (4.5.a) and that A /3 and A " are 
the Ellis groups of the ambits 8,13 and lta . By 111.3.13., it follows that 
◊>('X,x) = A 13H(Aa). As this is true for every {3 ;,, a + I , it follows that 
A 13H(A a) = A H(A a) for every /3 ~ a + I . 
We may now conclude that C = Ga+ 1 o H(A a) . For 
and so 
C = U O Mx <;;; U O (Gan j) 0 A a+ IO H(A a) <;;; aa+ IO H(A ,,) . 
But, on the other hand, Ga + 1 <;;; C and u o H(A a) <;;; C , so 
C = U o Mx <;;; Ga+ Io H(A a} <;;; C o C = C . 
By 4.5.b, we know that a a+ 1 = G o A a+ 1 • Hence (using 4.1.) it follows that 
C = Ga+ 1 o H(A a) = G o A a+ 1 o H(A a) = G o A a+ 1 H(A a) . 
By the above, A a+ 1H(A a) = A H(A ,,) = A 13H(A ,,) for every ordinal 
/3 ~ a + I , hence 
C = G oA a+ iH(A a) = G oA H(A,,) = G 0A13H(Aa) (/3 ~ a + I). 
But this shows, by 4.5 .b, that C=GoH(Aa) = G13 o H(A,,) for every 
/J~a + l. Hence x• ~2:f(GoH(Aa),~) , G o H(Aa) is an MHP gen-
erator and the equations in the theorem hold. 
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In particular, this holds for a = - I , and as /i_ 1 is the trivial ambit it fol-
lows that the maximal almost periodic extension of {i_ 1 is just & ; hence 
s· = <iEf(a O H(A - 1), '!)ll,) = <iEf(a O H(G) , ~) . 
D 
4.7. THEOREM. For every ordinal a:;,,, - I , the max imal HP! extension of 
lia between lia+ , and lia is 
and aa+i o (Aa) oo = a 0 Aa + 1CAa)oo. 
As a result in between, we have that aa+ 1 o Hp(A a) is an MHP genera-
tor for every ordinal {3:;;,,, I . 
In particular, a 0 o G'X) is an MHP generator, a 0 o G00 = a o A 0Gix; and 
<iEf(ao o G00 , ~) is an HPI ug. 
PROOF. First we prove the following claim: 
CLAIM: 
a) Let F be an ;\ (~, u )-closed subgroup of G such that 
A a+ 1 C: F c; A a . Then aa+ 1 o F is an MHP generator. 
b) Let C be an MHP generator with a a+ 1 c; Cc; a a . Then 
C = aa+ I O uC and, consequently, the map lia+ I - e is a RIC 
extension. 
PROOF (CLAIM): 
a) By 1.6.b and the assumption, we have u (aa + I O F O a a+ I O F) c; F ; 
and as aa+ IO F O a a+ IO F c; aa it follows that 
aa+ IO F O a a+ I O F = U O a a+ IO F O Ga + IO F c; 
and aa+ 1 o F turns out to be an MHP generator. 
b)Clearly, aa+1o uC c;CoC =C. 
By 1.7., we know that C = u o(CnJ) ouC. As CnJc;a"nJ and 
u o(aanl)c;aa + I wehave 
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C = u o (C n J) o uC <: u o (G an J) o uC <: G a+1o uC . 
So C = Ga + IO uC ; and by 3.4., the map cla -r I--> e is RIC. D ( CLAIM) 
For every ordinal /3 , Hp(A ") is a normal subgroup of A" ; so 
Aa+1Hp(Aa) is an ~(~,u)-closed subgroup of G between Aa +I and 
A a . By 4.1. and claim a. Ga +! 0 Hp(A a) ( = Ga+ I O A a+ I Hp(A a)) is an 
MHP generator. 
In particular, Ga + 1 o (A a)oo is an MHP generator (for example Go " G,x:, 
(a = - 1) ). Let 
(£ ,z ) = (%'(Ga + I O (A aL :i, ~) ,Ga+ I O (A a)oo ) : 
then (l',(£,.z) = Aa + 1CAa)oo • 
By 111.4.4.c, the map q:,: (£, z )--> eta 1s a PI extension. We shall prove that 
every open map i/;: (£,z)-->('X ,x) for which q:, = 0 oip , is a RIC extension. 
By IY.5.7., it then follows that q:, is an HPI extension. 
As such a i/; is open, 'X is an MHP ttg (IV.3.9.). So there is an MHP gen-
erator C with ('X,x)~e and Ga +i<:C <: Ga. By claim b, the map 
~: eta + 1--> e is a RIC extension; hence i/; as a factor of ~ is a RIC exten-
s10n. 
It is an easy exercise to show that q:, 1s the maximal Pl extension of eta 
between eta + 1 and eta ; so, certainly. q:, is the maximal HPI extension of 
eta under eta + I • D 
At the moment we know that %'(G 0 o G00 • ~) is an HPI ttg. However, in a 
special situation we may conclude that %'(G 0 o G00 , ~) is the universal 
minimal HPI ttg for T ; as follows : 
4.8. LEMMA. If 'X is a metric minimal HPI ttg then 'X is a factor of 
%'(Goo G00 , ~). 
PROOF. By IV.5 . 13., we know that a metric minimal HPI ttg is point distal. 
So let x EX be a distal point. Then Jx = J , hence u oJ <: u o Mx . As 
u o Mx is an MHP generator it follows that G0 <: u o Mx . As 'X is a Pl 
ttg it follows from 111.4.4.c that G00 <: @('X, x) . Hence G00 <: u o Mx and 
By 2.4.b, 'X• ( = %'(u o Mx, ~)) is a factor of %'(Go o G00 , ~), so 'X is 




a) If 'X is a strictly-quasi separable minimal HPI ttg then 'X is a fac-
tor of ~(Goo G00 , ~) . 
b) If T is a locally compact, a-compact topological group then 
~(G 0 o G00 , ~) is the universal minimal HPI ttgfor T . 
PROOF. 
a) If 'X is strictly-quasi separable then 'X is the inverse limit of 
metric minimal ttgs; say 'X = inv Jim 'X,, , where 'X,, is a minimal metric ttg. 
As 'Xa is a factor of 'X for every a it follows from IV.5.9. that every 'X,, 
is an HPI ttg. So by 4.8. , every 'X,, is a factor of ~(G 0 o G00 • ~) . But 
then 'X is a factor of ~(G0 o G00 , ~). 
b) If T is locally compact, a-compact, we know from I. 1.7. that every 
minimal ttg is strictly-quasi separable. Hence every minimal HPI ttg for T 
is a factor of ~(G 0 o G-xi, ~) . As by 4.7., ~(G 0 o G'X), ~) is an HP! ttg 
itself, it follows that ~(G 0 o G'X), ~) is the universa l minimal HP! ttg for 
T. □ 
Among others, the following remark is made in order to facilitate things to 
be done in chapter YI.. 
4.10. REMARK. For every K E X we have 
a) GK C: Go and AKC:Ao: 
00 
b) GK c;;; G and Al" c;;; A . hence for every KE% it follows that 
GK C: G and AKc;;;A; 
c) AH(G) = A 0H(G) = AKH(G) istheEl/isgroupof & andsoitisa 
normal subgroup of G . 
PROOF. 
a) As K c;;; J u o K c;;; u ol , so, clearly, GK c;;; a0 and 
b) Since GK c;;; G 0 it follows that for every ordinal a;;,,, 0 we have 
a oo oo 
GKC:G a, Hence GK C:G oo= G and AK00 = uGK c;;;uG = A (4.3.c). If 
00 
KE% then GK = GK , so GK c;;; G and AK c;;; A . 
c) As & is a factor of ~ , it is a factor of <iK for every KE X (by 
a and 2.4. b ). So & is the maximal almost periodic ex tension of { *} under 
<ix for every KE X . As <iK is an incontractible ttg it follows from 
111.3.11. that the Ellis group of & equals AK H( G) for every K E X . 
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This shows that AKH(G) = A 0H(G) for every KE'X . In particular, for 
L = anJ we have AH(G) = ALH(G) = A 0H(G) (LE%!). As & is a 
regular ttg (1.2.17.), it follows from 1.2.15. that A H(G ) is a normal sub-
group of G . □ 
In 4.9. we have seen that fil(G 0 o G:x,, ~) is the universa l minimal HPI ttg 
in case T is locally compact, a-compact. It is unlikely that thi s is true 
without the restriction on the phase group. But we can construct the univer-
sal minimal HPI ttg in general, in a way si milar to the construction o f the 
aa's. 
Define 
C0 : = a 0 and C 0 =uC 0 =A 0 . 
Let a be an ordina l and suppose that C" and Ca a re defi ned. Then 
define 
Ca+ 1 to be the smallest MHP generator tha t contains the se t 
u o((CaoGoo)nJ) and let Ca + 1: = uCa + I. 
If /3 is a limit o rdinal a nd if C" and C" are defined fo r a ll a< /3 , then 
define 
C /3 ; = U O n {Ca I £l'. < /3} and C /3 = uC /3 . 
As the collection { Ca I a;;,. O} is a descending family of subsets of M , there 
is a n ordinal JI such that C" = C v+ 1 = Cy for every y;;;;. JI . We sha ll 
denote thi s "smallest" C" by C and C" by C 
4. 11. REMARK. For every ordinal a ;;,. 0 we have 
a) G a<;;, C,, and Aa <:;;, Ca; in particular, a <:;;, C and A <:;;, C; 
b) CaH(G) = A aH(G) = AoH(G) = CoH(G) = C H(G ) = A H(G); 
c) Cao G00 is an MHP generator and u(Cao G00 ) = CaGoo. In partic-
ular, C o G00 is an M HP generator and CG00 is the Ellis group of 
fil(C o G00 , ~) with respect to C o G00 • 
PROOF. 
a) Obvious. 
b)Foreve:-yordina l a ;;;;. O we have Aa<:;;,Ca<:;;,C0 = A 0 ,so 
a nd , by 4. 10., it follows that 
A H{G) = A .,H(G) = C.,H(G) = C 0H(G) = A 0H(G) , 
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while 
A H(G)C CH(G)C CoH(G) = A H(G) . 
c) We shall prove this by transfinite induction. 
As Co = a0 and so C 0 o G00 = a0 o G00 , it follows by 4.7. that C oo Goc is 
an MHP generator. 
Let a be an ordinal and suppose that Ca o G00 is an MHP generator. Then, 
by 1.7., Cao G00 = L.CaGoo for L = (Ca o G00 ) n J . So 
and, by 1.6.b and by the normality of G00 , 
So it follows that 
Hence 
and as u o L U Ca +i C: Ca +i ,itfollowsthat 
U o L o C a+ I o G00 C Ca+ I o Ca+ I o G00 = Ca+ I o G-x, . 
This implies that Ca+ 1 o G00 is an idempotent subset of M , hence an MHP 
generator. 
Let a be a limit ordinal and suppose that Cpo G00 is an MHP generator 
for every /3 < a . Then by 1.5.c, 1.5 .b and 2.1. , 
is an MHP generator. By I. l.c, "right circling" with u o G00 is continuous, so 
n {Cp o Goo I /3 < a} = ( n {C p I /J < a}) o Goo, 
hence 
which implies that Ca o G00 is an MHP generator. 
The additional statements are obvious. □ 
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4. 12. THEOREM. 
a) ~(Ca o G00 ,'!JIL) isan HP] ttgforevery ordinal a :;;;: O; 
b) ~(C o G00 , '!JIL) is the universal minimal HPI ttgfor T . 
PROOF. First we shall prove that if D is an MHP generator such that 
Ca + 10 Goo CD C Cao GOO then D = Ca + 10 Gooo uD ' and SO, by 3.4., that 
the ambit morphism 
is a RIC extension. As follows : 
Obviously, Ca + 1 o G00 o uD CD o D = D (note that G'X) C uD ). 
Conversely, D C JuD and D C (' ao G00 C (C ao G'X) n J ).G : hence 
Hence D = Ca + 1 o G00 o uD ; and by 3.4., 1/ is a RIC extension . 
a) Since (CaG00 ) 00 = GxC C., + 1G,.,, it follows that the map 
is a Pl extension. Using the above (which is analogues to claim b in the proof 
of 4.7.) it follows, as in the proof of 4.7., that every open iJ,, with cj:, = Ooij, , 
is a RIC extension. So by JV.5.7. , cj:, is an HPI extension. 
As Coo G00 = Go o G00 , the ttg ~(Co o G00 , '!JIL) is an HP! ttg (4.7.). So 
every ~(Ca o G00 , '!JIL) is an HP! ttg. 
b) In particular, ~(C o G00 ,'!JIL) is an HP! ttg. Let 
be an almost periodic extension. Then '!X, is a PI ttg and l x = (C o G00 ) n J , 
so 
As C was "minimal" it follows that U O Mx = C O Goo , and so that r IS 
an isomorphism. Hence ~ is an hp extension, so by almost periodicity of ~ , 
~ is an isomorphism. This and the fact that ~(C o G00, , '!JIL) is an MHP ttg 
and the existence of a universal HPI ttg (IV.5.14.) show that ~(C o G00 , '!JIL) 
is the universal minimal HPI ttg. D 
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4.13. REMARK. For all ordinals a and /3 with a ;;;;,, 13;;;;,, 0 we have 
Cpo G00 = C0 0 CpG00 ; in particular, C0 0 G00 = C o C 0 G00 . 
PROOF. By the proof of 4.12. the map 
is a RIC extension. By 3.4., it follows that 
4.14. REMARK. For every ordinal a ;;;;,, 0 we have 
C o H(G) = Ca o H(G) = a0 o H(G) = a o H(G) . 
lnparticular, &* = ~(Q o H(G).~) =~(C o H(G).~) -
PROOF. First note that Q C: C C: Ca C: Co = Go , so 
G o H(G) C: C o H(G) C: C0 0 H(G) C: Q 0 o H(G) . 
□ 
As, by 4.5., Go= G o A O and by 4.10.. A H(G) = A 0H(G) , the following 
inclusions hold : 
a0H(G) = G o A 0 o H(G) = a o A 0H(G) = a oA H(G) <: 
<: G o A o H(G) = a o H(G) . 
But then a o H(G) = C o H(G) = Cao H(G) = Q 0 o H(G) . 
V.5. REMARKS 
□ 
5.1. In theorem 1.7. we have seen that an idempotent subset C of M can 
be written as C = KA = K o A where A = uC = u o C n uM and 
K = C n J . So C is the product of its idempotent part and its group 
part. The subsets of uM that can occur as group parts of idempotent sets 
in (2M, o) are already described as all ~ (~. u )-closed subgroups of uM 
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( 1.6.c and 1.8.). But at the moment there is not a theory available that deals 
with possible structures on J . So we do not know what kind of subsets of 
J can occur as the idempotent parts of the idempotent sets in (2M ,o) . 
QUESTIONS 
a) Which subsets of J can occur as idempotent parts of idempotent sets 
in M . In particular (motivated by 1.8.), if F is an ~ (~, u )-closed 
subgroup,whatarethesets (voF)nJ for vEJ? 
b) Let KC: J . What do the sets u o K and u(u o K) look like? (see 
also section V.4. and 5.4.a). 
5.2. In the sections 2. and 3. one of the problems (under the surface) is the 
question whether or not the "circling" of two MHP generators is again an 
MHP generator. One could extend that question to a : 
QUESTIONS 
a) Let C = u o C and D = u o D be MHP generators. What is the 
smallest MHP generator F = u o F that contains C and D . In 
what situation do we have F = (Co D )" for some n E J\J . (i.e .. 
F = (CoD)o · · · o(Co D) (n-times)). 
b) Another, more elementary, question which is already stated in [AG 77] 
is whether or nor every quasifactor of ~ is an MHP ttg. 
5.3. We investigated a limited amount of dynamical properties in relation to 
MHP generators in section 3 .. A lot of other problems could be stated in that 
respect, some of which are: 
QUESTIONS 
a) How do we characterize minimal weakly mixing ttgs in terms of MHP 
generators, and is there a relation of the sets /t0 to weak mixing? 
b) How do we characterize MHP generators that generate MHP ttgs 
which are prime up to high proximality? In other words: for what kind 
of MHP generator C = u o C do we have [CU {p }] = M for every 
p E M , where [CU {p}] denotes the smallest MHP generator that 
contains CU {p} (i.e., what kind of MHP generator is "maximal"). 
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c) Which minimal ttgs 'X satisfy the following property: if 'X J_ ~, then 
~ = { * } . In other words: for what kind of ttg 'X is { * } maximal 
disjoint from 'X (see also 3.14.). 
5.4. 
QUESTIONS 
a) Let K be an arbitrary subset of J , what do aK and AK look like, 
00 
and when is aK = u o K o AK (see also 5.1.b)? Is aK regular? 
b) Under what conditions is aa o G00 an MHP generator for every ordinal 
a ? When is a o G00 = C o G00 ? 
c) In several studies a specific kind of incontractible ttg is given much 
attention to, namely the kind of ttg 'X for which uX = TuX (for 
instance, see [E 69), [EK 71), [EGS 76)). Note that if T is abelian then 
TuX = uTX = uX for every minimal ttg 'X. How are those ttgs 
related to our ttgs f:i,K for K E X , or better: what kind of MHP gen-




I. disjointness and quasifactors 
2. disjointness classes 
3. classes and extensions 
4. disjointness and relative primeness 
5. remarks 
In structure theory it is not only important to know how minimal ttgs are 
built up, but also how they are related to each other. A typical example of 
non-relation is disjointness. In this chapter we try to figure out (in rough 
lines) to what extent minimal ttgs are "classwise" non-related. 
In section I. we pay attention to the role quasifactors can play in this prob-
lem. 
In the second section we change our point of view to classes of minimal ttgs 
that are in a certain sense consistent in their behavior towards disjointness; 
and we describe some of them with their relation to others. For instance in 
2.13.a we show that P -1. n PI C D -1. -1. • in words: every minimal incontracti-
ble Pl ttg is disjoint from every minimal ttg without nontrivial uniformly 
almost periodic factors (compare [G 76) X.4.4.). 
Section 3. deals with the question how those classes behave with respect to 
extensions, and we end the section with a picture of how the disjointness 
classes under view are related. In section 4. we apply some of the previous 
results to the problem to what extent disjointness is implied by the fact that 
the ttgs in question are relatively prime (i.e., do not admit a nontrivial com-
mon factor). 
Most of the material in this chapter can be found in [Wo 79. 1] and [Wo 79.2] , 
but some results here are stronger by application of the results in chapter Y .. 
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VI.I. DISJOINTNESS AND QUASIFACTORS 
In this section we establish some disjointness relations between factors 
and quasifactors of a minimal ttg. 
I. I. THEOREM. Let </> : 'X- 6!J be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. 
a) Let £ be a nontrivial quasifactor of 6!J . Then £ -f 'X . 
b) Let £ be a nontrivial quasifactor of 'X. If 24> [£] #- { * } then 
2:-f 6?J. 
In particular, it follows that a minimal ttg 'X is not disjoint from its non-
trivial quasifactors. 
PROOF. 
a)Define W :={(x,A)EX X Zl</>(x)EA} . Then, clearly, W isa 
nonempty closed invariant subset of X X Z and as £ is nontrivial 
W #- X X Z ; hence 'X X £ is not minimal. 
b)Define W :={(y, A)EY X Zl yE</> [Al}. Then W 1s a 
nonempty closed invariant subset of Y X Z . As 24> [£] #- { * } , there is an 
A E Z with </>[A] #- Y (so, as is easily seen, </>[A] #- Y for every 
A E Z ). Hence W #- Y X Z and 6?J X £ is not minimal. D 
The conclusion of statement I. l.b cannot hold for all nontrivial quasi factors 
of 'X without any further condition. For let 'X J_ 6?J and let </>:'X X 6?J - 6?J 
be the projection. As the projection if;: 'X X 6?J - 'X is open, 'X is a quasi-
factor of 'X X 6?J (11.3.3.c) and by assumption 'X J_ 6?J . 
We shall now look for situations in which £ -f 6!J for certain (respectively 
all) nontrivial quasifactors of 'X . 
1.2. REMARK. If </>: 'X- 6!J is a highly prox imal extension of minimal ttgs 
then 2:-f 6?J for al/ nontrivial quasifactors £ of 'X. 
PROOF. By IV.4. I 8., 2: J_ "!J iff 2: J_ 'X; but by I. I. , 2:-f 'X . D 
1.3. THEOREM. Let </> : 'X- 6!J be an open homomorphism of minimal ttgs. 
Let £ be a nontrivial quasifactor of 'X such that </>[X \ A]#- Y for 
some A E Z . Then 2:-f 6?J . 
PROOF. Define W: ={(y, B)EY X Zl</>+--(y) C B} . As </>[X \ A]#-Y 
there is a y 0 E Y with </>+--(y 0) C A ; hence W #- 0 . Also W #- Y X Z ; 
for, equality would imply that </>+--(y) CB for all y E Y , so X CB and 
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2: would be trivial. Clearly, W is invariant, and by openness of </> (i.e. , 
continuity of <l>ad: Y - 2x ), it follows that W is closed. So, 611 X 2: is not 
minimal. □ 
I .4. THEOREM. Let </>: <X- 611 be a proximal homomorphism of minimal ttgs. 
Let 2: be a nontrivial quasifactor of 'X. 
a) If 2:1- 611 then u o uX c::::; A for every u E J and A E uZ (i.e. , 
for every A = u o A E Z ). 
b) If either 'X or '.£: is incontractible then 2: -f 611 . 
PROOF. 
a) Suppose 2: 1- 611 . Then </> X idz : 'X X 2:- 611 X 2: 1s a proximal 
extension of a minimal ttg; so by 1.1.23.c, 'X X 2: has a unique minimal sub-
set L . Define W = { (x, B) E X X Z I x E B} . Then W is a nonempty 
closed and invariant subset of X X Z , so L c::::; W . Let A = u o A E Z 
and let x E X . Then (x, A ) E X X Z , hence 
u (x, A ) = (ux, u o A ) E L c::::; W so ux E u o A . 
As xEX was arbitrary we have uX c::::; u oA and so 
u o uX c::::; u o u o A = u o A . 
b) If 'X or 2: is incontractible, it follows from 111.1.5.c that X X Z 
has a dense subset of almost periodic points. If 2: 1- 611 , then 'X X 2: has a 
unique minimal subset and 'X X '.£: is minimal; which contradicts I. I.. So, if 
'X or 2: is incontractible, 2:-f 611 . □ 
1.5. LEMMA. Let <I> : <X- 611 be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. Let 2: be 
a nontrivial quasifactor of 'X such that 2: 1- 611 . If (A , B) is a proxi-
mal pair in 2: with A =/=- B then there is a proximal pair 
(x, , x2)E Rq,nA X B with x, =/=- X2. 
PROOF. Let I be a minimal left ideal in Sr such that p o A = p o B for 
all p EI (1.2.7.c). Without loss of generality suppose there is an 
x 1EA \ B. Then (</>(x 1),B)EY X Z and,as 611 X 2: isminimal,thereis 
an idempotent w EI such that w(<f>(x 1),B) = (</>(x 1),B). Then we have 
<f>(wx 1) = w . <f>(x 1)=<f>(x 1); so (x 1 ,wx 1)ER</> and 
wx I E wA c::::; w o A = w o B = B . 
Hence (x 1 , wx 1) E R</>n A X B . Clearly (x 1 , wx 1) is a proximal pair, and 
x 1 ~ B while wx I E B , so x 1 =/=- wx 1 • 
□ 
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1.6. THEOREM. Let </> : ix-qi be a distal homomorphism of minimal ttgs. 
Let £ be a nontrivial quasifactor of 'X . 
a) If £ J_ qi then £ is distal. 
b) If 'X is disjoint from every minimal distal ttg ( 'XE D .1. ) then 
£ -f qi . 
PROOF. 
a) By 1.5., there can be no proximal pairs in £ , so £ is distal. 
b) Suppose £J_qi . Then £ is distal (a). As 'X E 0 .1. we have 
'X J_ £ , which contradicts 1.1.. D 
In section 3. w shall see other results with the flavor of 1 .4. and 1.6. ( cf. 3. 7.). 
The following characterization of disjointness in terms of quasifactors will be 
needed in the sequel (see also [AG 77] lemma II.4.). 
1.7. THEOREM. Let 'X and qi be minimal ttgs. Then 'X ). qi iff there is a 
nontrivial quasifactor £ of qi which is a factor of ix• (the MHP exten-
sion of 'X ). 
PROOF. Suppose there is a nontrivial quasifactor £ of qi and a surjective 
homomorphism <j> : ix• - £ . Then cf> X idy : ex• X 6!1- £ X 6!I is a surjective 
homomorphism. As, by 1.1., £ X 6!I is not minimal, ex• X 6!I cannot be 
minimal. Hence ix· -f qi and, by IV .4. I 8., 'X -f qi . 
Conversely, suppose that 'X -f qi ; then, by IV.4.18. , r.x• -f qi· . Let C and 
D be MHP generators with C = u o C and D = u o D such that 
ix· = e and qi* = 6D . Then, by V.3.9. , we have that C o D =I=- M . Hence, 
by V.2.6.b, qs(c o D , ~) is a quasifactor of qi· which (clearly) is non-
trivial. Let Xqi: qi· - qi be the canonical MHP extension. Then, by irredu-
cibility of Xqi, we have that £: = 2x' [qs(c o D , ~)] is a nontrivial quasi-
factor of qi. Obviously, if; : 'X• -£ defined by if;(p o C) = 2x' (p o C o D) 
is a homomorphism of ttgs. □ 
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Vl.2. DISJOINTNESS CLASSES 
In this section we study "disjointness classes" of minimal ttgs and we 
characterize them via quasifactors (2.3. through 2.7.). We also give some 
relations between those disjointness classes (e.g., P J_ n Pl<;:; D J_ J_ and 
D J_ nPl<;:;P J_J_ (2.13.)). 
Let K be a set of minimal ttgs. Then K J_ denotes the set of minimal ttgs 
~ such that ~ ..l 61:l for every 61:l E K . 
2.1. REMARK. Let K, K 1 and K2 be sets of minimal ttgs. 
a) K J_ is closed under factors, highly proximal extensions and inverse 
limits. 
b) If K 1 <;:; K2 then K/ <;:; K/ . 
c) K <;:; K J__l and K .l = K .l .l .l . 
PROOF. For a cf. 1.3.1.a, b and IY.4.18., b and c are obvious. □ 
Let K be a set of minimal ttgs. Define 
[K] = {~ I ~ is a minimal ttg and for some ~ E K, ~ is a factor of ~• } . 
Evidently, Kc;:; [K] = [[Kl] and [K) is closed under factors and hp exten-
sions. Moreover, [K] is the smallest collection of minimal ttgs under these 
conditions. 
2.2. EXAMPLES. 
a) Let K be a set of minimal ttgs with a maximal element, i.e., there is a 
:JCE K such that :}(--4 '.£: for every '£:E K . Then 
[K] = {~ I ~ is a factor of '.JC} . 
To name a few: 
(i) Let E be the collection of minimal uniformly almost periodic ttgs. 
Then [E) = {~ I ~ is a factor of 0;} . 
(ii) Let D be the collection of minimal distal ttgs. Then 
[DJ = {~ I ~ is a factor of GD;} . 
(iii) Let P , Pl , HPI be the collections of minimal proximal ttgs, 
minimal PI ttgs and minimal HP! ttgs respectively. Then 
[P] = P , [Pl] = Pl and [HPI) = HPI . 
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(iv) Let F be an ~ ('!JIL, u )-closed subgroup of G and let M(F) be 
the collection of minimal ttgs such that there is an x E X with 
F C (l'>('X,ux). Then [M(F)] = M(F) (cf. 1.2.11. and 1.2.13.b). 
b) Let WM be the collection of minimal weakly mixing ttgs. Then 
[WM] = WM , for 'X is weakly mixing iff ix• is weakly mixing 
(IV.4.17.) and every factor of a weakly mixing minimal ttg is weakly 
mixing. 
c) Let K be a set of minimal ttgs. Then [K 1- ] = K 1- (cf. 2.1.). 
2.3. THEOREM. Let K be a set of minimal ugs. For a minimal ug 'X the 
following statements are equivalent: 
a) 'XE K 1_ ; 
b) 'XE [K] 1_ ; 
c) ~ll [K] for every nontrivial quasi/actor ~ of 'X. 
PROOF. 
b ==> a Clear, as K c [Kl. 
a ==> c Let 'XE K 1- and suppose that ~E (K] for some quasi factor 
~ of 'X. Then there is a 6l:J E K such that ~ is a factor of 6l:J* . As 
'XE K 1- , 'X l_ 6l:! ; hence 'X l_ GJj* and so 'X l_ ~. But then ~ has to be 
trivial by 1.1 .. 
c ==> b Suppose 'X\l [K] 1- • then there is a 6Y E [K] with 'X -f 69 . By 
1.7., there is a nontrivial quasifactor ~ of 'X which is a factor of G?j* • As 
G?j* E [K] , also ~E [K] . □ 
2.4. REMARK. Let K be a set of minimal ttgs conlaining a maximal element 
':JC. Let C be an MHP generator such that C = u o C and X = e. 
For a minimal ug 'X the following statements are equivalent: 
a) 'XE K 1- ; 
b) 'Xl_ %; 
c) No nontrivial quas(factor ~ of 'X is a factor of X 
d) Cx = X for eve,:y x E X ; 
e) Cx = X for some x E X . 
PROOF. The equivalence of b and c follows from 1.7., and clearly, a and b 
are equivalent. 
b ==> d Let x E X and define y: = Px : '!)IL_,. 'X . Let F = u o y<---(x) , 
then ex• =6J. as 'X_l_':JC, also ix· _1_':)(* (IV.4.18.); hence, by V.3 .9.c, 
Co F = M . But then Cx =Co Fx = Mx = X . 
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d = e Trivial. 
e = b Suppose Cx = X for some specific x E X . Then we have 
po Cx = po X = X for all p EM . We shall prove 'X l_ %" , from which 
it follows that 'X_l_:JC (IY.4.18.). Let (qoC,x')EX X 'X. As 
X = qoCx = qoCux , we have x'EqoCux; so there is a net {r;} ; in 
T and there are c; E C such that t; - q and f; c; ux - x' . As 
C = c; o C for every i we have 
q o C = limt; C = limt;c; o C = limt;c;(u o C) ; 
so (qoC,x')=limt;c;(C.ux). Hence X X 'X<;;;:T(C,ux), and as 
( C, ux) is an almost periodic point, it follows that %" X 'X is minimal. □ 
2.5. EXAMPLES Let 'X be a minimal ttg. 
a) 'XE P ..L iff 'X does nor have nontrivial proximal quasifacrors iff 
u o Gx = X for some ( all ) x E X . 
b) 'XE (H)PI ..L iff 'X does not have nontrivial (H)PI quasifactors iff 
u o G00 x = X (C o G00 x = X ) for some (all) x EX . 
c) 'XE WM iff 'X does not have nontrivial weakly mixing quasifac-
tors. 
d) Let K = [K] (e.g. K is P or (H)PI ), then 'XE K ..L ..L iff eve~y 
nontrivial quasifactor of 'X has a nontrivial quasifacror in K . 
e) In particular, we have (because of 2.1.c) that 'X E K ..L iff every non-
trivial quasifactor of 'X has a nontrivial quasifacror in K ..L . 
2.6. THEOREM. Let K be D or E and fer :JC be the universal element in 
K . For a minimal rtg 'X the following statements are equivalent: 
a) 'XE K ..L ; 
b) 'Xl_ :JC ; 
c) 'X has no nontrivial quasifactors in [K] ; 
d) 'X has no nontrivial factors in K . 
PROOF. The equivalence of a , b and c is just 2.4. (see also 2.2.a (i),(ii) ). 
c = d Let 6?J be a nontrivial factor of 'X in K . Then by IV.3.1., 
there is a quasifactor of 'X in [K] which obviously is nontrivial. 
d = b Suppose that 'X-f :JC . Then, by 1.7. and 11.3.7., ex• has a fac-
tor in K . Hence, by I.4.1 ., 'X has a factor in K . □ 
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2.7. COROLLARY. Let <X, be a minimal ug. 
a) <X-E E j_ j_ (D J_ j_ ) i.ff every nontrivial quasifactor of <X- has a non -
trivial uniformly almost periodic ( distal} factor. 
b) D j_ j_ = E j_ j_ , hence D j_ = E j_ . 
PROOF. 
a) Follows immediately from 2.3. and 2.6 .. 
b) Follows from a and 1.1.25 .. □ 
2.8. THEOREM. Let cf>: <X-- 611 be a distal homomorphism of minimal 1tgs. If 
611 E D j_ j_ then <X.E D j_ j_ . / n other words: D j_ j_ is closed under 
distal extensions, hence it is closed under H PI extensions. 
PROOF. Suppose that <X,~ D j_ j_ then there is a nontrivial quasi factor 2: of 
<X, with 2:E D j_ . As 6lJ E D j_ j_ it follows that 2: J_ 611 . Hence by 1.6.a, 
2: is distal, but this contradicts the assumption 2:E D j_ . So <X-E D j_ j_ . 
As D j_ j_ is closed under hp extensions and factors (2.1.), it follows that 
D j_ _1_ is even closed under HP! extensions. □ 
2.9. COROLLARY. HPI j_ j_ = D _1_ _1_ = E j_ j_ and HPI j_ = D j_ = E j_ . 
PRom-. As { * } E D _1_ j_ it follows from 2.8. that HPI C D j_ j_ and so that 
HPI j_ j_ C D j_ j_ . On the other hand, by FST. we know that D C HPI , so 
D j_ j_ C HPI j_ j_ ; hence HPI j_ j_ = D j_ j_ = E j_ ..L • Consequently, 
H Pl j_ = HPI j_ j_ j_ = D j_ j_ j_ = D j_ = E j_ . 
□ 
Let us first describe some (easy to derive) relations between (disjointness) 
classes of minimal ttgs. 
2.10. THEOREM. 
a) PC WM C WM J_j_ C D J_; 
b) E C D C HPI C D j_ j_ C P j_ ; 
c) Pl j_ C p j_ n D J_ = p j_ nWM = p l_ n WM J_j_ ; 
d) PC P j_ j_ C D J_ n Pl j_ j_ C D J_ ; 
e) D j_j_ C WM J_ C P J_ n PI J_J. _ 
PROOF. 
a) By 1.3.10., every proximal minimal ttg is a weakly m1xmg ttg; 1.e., 
PC WM . As a distal ergodic ttg is minimal (1.1.17.), a weakly mixing ttg 
does not admit nontrivial distal factors. (Otherwise, if 611 were such a factor , 
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~ X ~ would be distal and ergodic, hence minimal.) Hence, WM <;;: D _1_ 
and so WM <;;: WM _1_ _1_ <;;: D _1_ _1_ _1_ = D _1_ • 
b) We know that E <;;: D and D <;;: HPI (FST) . By 2.8., HPI <;;: D _1__1_ . 
In a we have seen that P <;;: D J_ ; so by 2.1.b, D _1__1_ <;;: P _1_ . 
c) As P U D <;;: Pl (FST), it follows from 2.1.b that Pl _1_ <;;: P _1_ n D _1_ 
By VII.3 .11. and VI.2.6 ., we have P _1_ n E _1_ <;;: WM . Hence, by 2.7. b, 
P _1_ n D _1_ <;;: WM <;;: WM _1_ _1_ <;;: D 1. 
so p J_ n D J_ = p J_ n WM = p J_ n w M J_ J_ • 
d) Trivial from the fact that P <;;: D _1_ n Pl . 
e)As, by a, P <;;: WM <;;: D _1_ it follows from 2.1.b that 
D _1_ _1_ <;;: WM _1_ <;;: P _1_ By c, Pl .L <;;: WM ; so WM _1_ <;;: Pl _1_ _1_ • □ 
2.11. EXAMPLE. In general, D _1_ -=/' WM . 
Consider the fourfold covering of the proximal circle, as presented in 
VIIl.1.5. (also see 1.4.7.). Then ~ does not admit nontrivial uniformly 
a lmost periodic factors; so ~ E D J_ • But Q 6!J =I' £6!!, whereas, if 6?) were 
weakly mixing, we should have 
Q 6)j = n {Ta I aE 621,y } = y X y ' so Q 6)j = £ 6!! = y X y . 
In section Y.3. we have seen tha t we can decide about disjointness by consid-
ering MHP generators. And from 111.1.6. it follows that in case one of the 
ttgs involved is incontractible, we only need to consider the Ellis groups. So 
(111.1.6. in the absolute case) : 
NOTE. Let ~ and ~ be minimal ttgs with Ellis groups H and F in 
G with respect to some x E uX and y E u Y . If ~E P _1_ then 
~_l_~ iff HF = G. 
For the following remember the notation in section Y.4. : 
a 0 is the MHP generator generated by u o J and A O= ua0 . 
aK is the MHP generator generated by u o K and AK = uaK , for 
every K E X (i.e., the aK's are the incontractible MHP generators). 
For K E %, aK is a minimal incontractible MHP generator and AK 
is the ~ (~, u )-closed subgroup of G generated by u (u o K) . 
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Remember that 'XE p .L iff 'X is a factor of f:i,K for some KE X 
(Y.4.4.). 
2. I 2. THEOREM. Let 'X be a minimal ttg with Ellis group H . 
a) The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) 'XE D .1_ ; 
(ii) HA 0H(G) = G; 
(iii) HAKH(G) = G for every KE~ 
(iv) HAKGoo = G for every KE :JC'; 
(v) HAKG-x; = G for some KE X. 
b) 'XE p.L .1_ iff HAK = G for every KE X . 
PROOF. 
a) The equivalence of (iii) and (iv) follows from 111.2.13.c and, obvi-
ously, (v) follows from (iv). As AK<:::;; A O and G-x; <:::;; H(G) , (v) implies (ii). 
By Y.4.10., (iii) follows from (ii) . 
From 2.7.b we know that 'XE D .L iff 'X1- t;. Hence, by 111.1.6. and 
Y.4.10., we have 'XE D .1_ iff HA 0H(G) = G . 
b) As every incontractible minimal ttg is a factor of some f:i,K , it fol-
lows that 'XE P .L .L iff 'X 1- (,i,K for every K EX . But (,i,K E P .L . so 
'X1- f:i,K itf HAK = G . So 'XE p .L .1_ iff HAK = G for every KE X. 0 
2.13. THEOREM. 
a) p .L n Pl<;:;; D .1_ .1_, hence D .1_ = (P .1_ n Pl) .1_ . 
b) 0 1- nPl<:::;;P 1-1- ,hence p .L = (D 1-n Pl) .1_ . 
PROOF. 
a) Let 'XE P .L n Pl and let 6?J E D .L . We shall prove that 'X 1- 6?J . 
Let H and F be the Ellis groups of 'X and 6?J respectively. As 
'XE P .L it follows from Y.4.4. that there is a KE X such that 'X is a fac-
tor of f:i,K , and so that AK<:::;; H . As 'X is a PI ttg it follows from 111.4.4. 
that G00 <:::;; H ; hence AK G00 <:::;; H . By 2.12.a, we know that FAK G00 = G . 
So G = FAKG00 <:::;; FH, which shows that G = FH . Hence, by 111.l.6., 
'X 1- 6?J , and consequently P .L n Pl<:::;; D .L 1- . 
Therefore, by 2. I., D .1_ <:::;; (P .1_ n Pl) .1_ • On the other hand, D <:::;; P .1_ n Pl ; 
so (P .L n Pl) .L <:::;; D .L , which proves statement a . 
b) Let 'XE D .1_ n Pl and let H be the Ellis group of 'X . Then by 
111.4.4., G00 <:::;;H . Let KEX. As 'XED .1_, it follows from 2.12.a that 
HAKGoo = G . Since G00 is a normal subgroup, G = HG00AK , and as 
G00 <:::;; H , we have G = HAK . But then, by the incontractibility of f:i,K , it 
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follows from III.1.6. that 'X..l ttK . As K was arbitrary, 'X E p _L _[_ and 
coP'>equtntly, D _[_ n PI<: P _[_ _[_ . 
Therefore, by 2.1., P _[_ <: (D _[_ n Pl) _[_ . On the other hand, P c;:: D _[_ n PI ; 
so (D _[_ n PI) _[_ <: P _[_ . D 
In case the Ellis group is a normal subgroup, or (stronger) if one of the ttgs is 
regular, we can generalize 2.13. slightly. For that purpose let A be the col-
lection of factors of ~ = qjf(Q 0 , ~) and note that D <: A<: P _[_ 
2.14. REMARK. Let 'X be a minimal ttg with Ellis group H . 
a) If HA O is a group then 'XE D _[_ n PI _[__[_ implies <XE A_[_ . 
b) If H is a normal subgroup in G then 'XE A n PI _[__[_ implies 
'XE D _L _L. 
c) If 'X is a factor of a regular incontractible minimal ttg 'X: then 
'XE Pl _L _L ( n P _L ) implies 'XE D _L _L . 
d) If 'XE D _[_ n PI _[__[_ and qi E P _[_ with qi regular, then ~X ..l qi . 
PROOF. 
a) First note that the fact that HA O is a group implies that a 0 o H is 
anMHPgeneratorand a0 o H = uo] o HA 0 (applyV.1.10.). 
As 'XE D _L we know, by 2. 12.a. that HA 0G00 = G . So 
a O o H o u o G 00 = u o J o HA 0G 00 = u o J o G = u o M = M . 
Hence, by V.3.9., 
1.e., qJf(Q 0 o H , ~)EPI _L . As 'XEPI _L_L, 'X..lqJf(Q 0 o H ,~) . So, by 
111.1.6. and the incontractibility of '!J<if(a 0 oH,~), we have H.HA 0 = G; 
hence HA O= G . The incontractibility of ~ and III.1.6. imply that 
'X..l ~ ; i.e. , 'XE A _L . 
b) Let qi E D _[_ and let F be the Ellis group of qi . Let [FA 0] be 
the & (~, u )-closed subgroup of G generated by FA O • Note that 
a0 o[FA 0] is an MHP generator (V.l.10.). 
As 6?JE D _L , we know, by 2.12.a, that FA 0G00 = G ; so [FAo]G00 = G . 
Hence 
Thisshowsthat 'E(a0 o [FA 0],~)EPI _L. As 'XEPI _L_L it follows that 
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'X1-~(Q 0 a[FA 0].~) and so, by 111.1.6. and the incontractibility of 
~(Q 0 a [FA 0]. ~), we have H. [FA 0] = G . But H is a normal subgroup, 
so 
G = H. [FA 0] = [HFA 0] = [FHAo] -
As 'XE A , A 0 <;;; H ; hence G = [FH] = FH ( H is a normal subgroup). 
By Ill.1.6. and the fact that 'XE A c;;; P _1_ it follows that <_;x,J_ qi . 
c) Let X be a regular incontractible minimal ttg such that 'X is a 
factor of X . By Y.3.6.a and IY.4.18., we may assume 'X' to be an MHP 
ttg; say generated by an MHP generator C such that C = u a C and 
uC c;;; H . As X is incontractible, we can find a KE% such that 
K <;;; C n J . Then aK <;;; C and AK<;;; H . Let qi ED _1_ and let F be 
the Ellis group of qi . Then by 2.12.a, FA KG 00 = G . As 
we have 
so M = Ca Fa G00 • As X is regular, C a F is an MHP generator 
(Y .2.4.d, and compare it with the proof of Y.3.6.). Hence, by V.3.9., it follows 
that ~( C a F, ~) E Pl _1_ . By assumption, 'XE Pl _1_ _1_ , so 
'Xl_~(CoF,~)- After noting that ~(CaF,~)EP _1_ and that 
~(Ca F, ~) has Ellis group uCF , it follows from Ill.1.6. that 
H.uCF = G . But uC <;;; H , so HF = G . As 'XE P _1_ it follows that 
'X J_ qi . 
d) Without loss of generality qi is an MHP ttg, say generated by an 
MHP generator D with D = u a D and a o D = Da for every a E G . 
As 'XE D _1_ , we have AKHG'.X) = G = HAKG <XJ for every KE% . Hence 
D o H o G00 = M ; and as D o H is an MHP generator, we have 
~(D a H , ~) E: Pl _1_ . By assumption, 'X l_ ~(D a H , ~) . As qi E: P _1_ , 
~(D o H,GJU.,)E P _1_; so by 111.1.6. and by the fact that uDH is the Ellis 
group of ~(D a H , ~), it follows that uDH.H = G , so uDH = G . 
Hence D a H = M and by V.3.9., qi is disjoint from the maximal proximal 
extension of 'X ; so qi 1- 'X. □ 
Another consequence of 2.12.a is the following: 
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2.15. REMARK. p1 .L = p .l no .L . 
PROOF. We already know that Pl .L C P .L n D .L (2.10.c). 
Conversely, let 'XE P .L n D .L ; then also ix• E P .L n D .L . Let C be an 
MHP generator with C = u o C and ix· = e, say C = KH with Kc; J 
and H = uC . As ex• E P .L , C o C = u o K o C = M ; and as ex• E D .L , 
HAK G00 = G . But AK CH . so HG,x, = C and consequently, 
M = Co C = Co H o G00 = Co Cry'_) , i.e .. ex• E Pl .L . □ 
Vl.3. CLASSES AND EXTENSIONS 
We continue the study of the relations between disjointness classes. But 
now we take a slightly different point of view. Let cp : ix- 6?j be a 
homomorphism of minimal ttgs, when is every minimal ttg which is dis-
joint from 6?j disjoint from 'X too? 
The following is a variation on 1.4.1. (for a stronger version see YII.4.9.) . 






~1 / 1· 0 ----- / ;,,--_,,-_,,-_,,-
_,,-
6?j t 61lf 
Let 1/ be distal and cp weakly mixing. If '.£'. is metric or if 61lf = { *} 
then there is a homomorphism 0: 6?j - '.£: such that the diagram commutes. 
PROOF. As R 1i 1s ergodic, if; X i/;[R1il is ergodic and, clearly, 
If' X i/;[R 1ilC RT/ . 
If 61lf = {*} , R 11 = Z X Z and if; X iJ,[R 1iJ is distal. Hence, by 1.1.17., 
iJ, X i/;[R1il is minimal. 
If '.£: is metric, if; X i/;[R 1il is metric, hence point transitive (1.1.2.b). As R 11 
is pointwise almost periodic, if; X if; [R 1il is pointwise almost periodic, hence 
minimal. 
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Clearly, t:.2 =i/J X i/J[lixJ!::i/J X i/J[R</>], so (in both cases) t:.2 = i/J X i/J[R</>] 
and R</>r;;_ (t/1 X i/JY--[liz] = R .i, . But then there is a homomorphism 
□ 
3.2. COROLLARY. Let cp: 'X-61! be a weakly mixing homomorphism of 
minimal ttgs. Then 61! E D J_ iff 'XE D J_ 
PROOF. If 'XE D J_ then clearly, 6lJ E D J_ . 
Conversely, suppose that 6lJ E D J_ and let £ be a distal factor of 'X. Then 
by 3.1., £ is a factor of 6lJ . Hence, by 2.6. and the fact that 6lJ E D J_ , it 
follows that £ is trivial. So by 2.6. , 'XE D J_ □ 
For a minimal ttg 'X we shall denote {'X} J_ by 'X J_ . 
3.3. THEOREM. Let cp: ex- 61! be a distal extension of minimal ttgs. 
a) If 'XE D J_ then 'X J_ = 6lJ J_ . 
b) D J_ n'X J_ = D J_n 61J J_ . 
PROOF. In both cases the inclusion "r;;_ " is obvious. 
Let £ be a minimal ttg with £E 6lJ J_ and suppose that £ jl 'X J_ . Without 
loss of generality we may assume that £ is an MHP ttg (IY.4.18.). By 1.7., 
there is a nontrivial quasifactor 6hf of 'X which is a factor of £ . As 
£E 61! J_ , also 6hf E 6lJ J_ . Hence, by 1.6.a, 6hf is distal. 
a) If 'XE D J_ then 'X l_ 6hf , which contradicts 1.1 .. 
b) If £E D J_ then 6hf E D J_ . contradicting the distallity of 6hf . □ 
3.4. COROLLARY. Let cp: 'X-61! he an HP/ extension of minimal ttgs. 
a) If 'X E D J_ then 'X J_ = 6lJ J_ . 
b) D J_ n'X J_ = D J_n 61J J_. 
PROOF. Without loss of generality we may assume that 'X and 6lJ are MHP 
ttgs (IY.4.18. and IY.5.1.). By IV .5.2., it follows that cp is strictly-HPI. 
Applying 3.3. to the almost periodic steps in the strictly-HP! tower for cp , 
IY.4.18. to the hp steps and 1.3.1.b to the inverse limits, the corollary fol-
lows. □ 
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3.5. THEOREM. Let </>: 'X----> 6!J he a proximal extension of minimal rtg~. 
a) /f 'XEP -1 then 'X _1= 6!J _1 
b) p -1 n'X -1 = P _1n 6!J_1. 
PROOF. Clearly, 'X -1 <;::; 6!J _1 . Let £ be a minimal ttg with £ .l_ 6!J such that 
£ f 'X and without los of generality we may assume that '.£: = '1: . Then, 
by 1.7., there exists a nontrivial quasifactor 61lf of 'X which is a factor of 
£ . As £ l_ 6!J also 61lf .l_ 6!J . 
a) If 'XE P _1 then by 1.4.b, 61lf f 6!J which is a contradiction. 
b) If £E P _1 then 61lf E P _1 ; hence, again by 1.4. b, 61lf f 6!J . □ 
The proof of the next theorem is not similar to the proof of 3.4 .. although 
such seems to be logical at first sight. The reason is that we do not know 
whether for an incontractible ttg 'X and a PI extension </>: 'X----> 6!J there is a 
strictly-PI tower in P _1 that factorizes over </> , which is necessary for appli-
cation of I .4 .. 
3.6. THEOREM. Let <j>: 'X----> 6!J be a PI exlension of minimal I/gs. 
a) If 'XE PI _1 then 'X _1 = 6!J _1 
b) PI J_ n 'X J_ = Pl J_ n 6!J J_ . 
PROOF. Let H and F be the Ellis groups of 'X and 6!J with respect to 
some x 0 E uX and <t>(Yo)E uY respectively. Remember that </> is a PI 
extension iff F 00 <;::; H (111.4.4.); and note that always 'X -1 <;::; 6!J _1 . 
a) Let '.£:E 6!J -1 , and let L be the Ellis group of '.£:. As 'XE Pl -1 , 
clearly, 6!J E Pl -1 <;::; P _1 . Hence, by III.1.6 ., LF = G : so, by 111.2.13.b, 
LF00 = LG00 • As F 00 <;::; H we have LG00 = LFx<;::; LH and so 
LH = LuH <;::; LG00 H <;::; LH H = LH ; i.e., LH = LG00 H . 
Since 'XE Pl _1 , also 'XE P _1 and 'X l_ ~(u o G00 , ':)]L) ; hence, by III.1.6. , 
HG00 = G00 H = G . But then LH = LGx H = LG = G . By 111.1.6. and 
the incontractibility of 'X, it follows that 'X l_ £ . 
b) Let £ be a minimal ttg with Ellis group L such that £E Pl _1 
and '.£:J_ 6!J. Then LF = G and so LF00 = LG00 • As £E Pl _1 , we have 
LG00 = G so G = LG00 = LF00 <;::; LH . Since £E P _1 it follows that 
£.l_'X. D 
The next corollary is in the same spirit as I .4. and 1.6 .. 
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3.7 . COROLLARY. Let cp : <X-6.1! be a homomorphism of minimal ugs and let 
~ be a nontrivial quasifactor of CX . 
a) If <XE D 1- and if </> is an HPI extension then ~ -f 6.1! . 
b) If <XE PI 1- and if </> is a PI extension then ~ -f 6.1! . 
PROOF. Follows immediately from 3.4.a, 3.6.a and I. I.. □ 
We shall now give a variation on 3.4. through 3.6., dealing with classes rather 
then with ttgs. 
3.8. THEOREM. Let K be a set of minimal ttgs. 
a) If K C D 1- then K 1- is closed under H PI extensions. 
b) If KC P 1- then K 1- is closed under proximal extensions. 
c) If KC Pl 1- then K 1- is closed under PI extensions. 
PROOF. 
a) Let 6.1J E K 1- and let </>: ex- 6.1! be a distal homomorphism of 
minimal ttgs. Then KC 6.1J 1- n D 1- and by 3.4.b, 
Kccx1-n o 1- = 6.1J 1-n o _1_ 
hence <XE K 1- . So K 1- is closed under distal extensions. Clearly, K 1- is 
closed under hp extensions and inverse limits (IV.4.18. and 1.3.1.b); so K 1-
is closed under HPI extensions. 
b and c are proven similarly using 3.5.b and 3.6.b instead of 3.4.b. □ 
3.9. EXAMPLES. 
a) P 1- , WM 1- and D 1- are closed under HPI extensions. 
b) D 1- , WM 1- 1- and P 1- 1- are closed under proximal extensions. 
c) Pl 1- 1- is closed under PI extensions. 
3.10. THEOREM. Let K be a set of minimal ttgs. 
a) K 1- is closed under HPI extensions within D 1- . (i.e., suppose that 
6.1J EK 1- , let cp: <X-6.1! be an HPI extension of minimal ttgs and 
let <XE D _1_ then <XE K 1_ ). 
b) K 1- is closed under proximal extensions within P 1-
c) K 1- is closed under PI extensions within Pl 1- . 
PROOF. 
a) Let 6.1J E K 1- and let cp: ix- 6.1! be an HPI extension of minimal 
ttgs. If <XE D _1_ then by 3.4.a, <X 1- = 6.1! 1- . As 6.1! E K 1- , we have 
K C 6.1! 1_ = <X 1_ and so <XE K 1- . 
b and c are proven similarly. □ 
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3. 11. EXAMPLES. 
a) P l. l. and WM l. l. are closed under H PI extensions within O 1. ; 
hence, by 3.9.b, they are closed under PI extensions within O 1. . 
b) 0 1. l. and WM l. are closed under proximal extensions within 
P l. ; hence, by 3.9.a, they are closed under PI extensions within 
p .l . 
3. 12. COROLLARY. 
a) 0 l. n PI = p l. l. n PI = WM l. l. n PI . 
b) p l. n PI = O J.J. n PI = WM J. n PI . 
PROOF. Follows from 2. 10. and 3. 11. (and a lso from 2. 10. and 2. 13.). D 
3. 13. REMARK. / n case T does nor admit nontrivial proximal minimal ttgs 
( T strongly amenable) the following relations hold: 
a) 0 1. = Pl 1. = WM = WM 1.1.,-
b) PI <;;;; 0 1. 1. = Pl 1. 1. = WM .L . 
PROOF. As T is strongly amenable, every T -minima l ttg is in P 1. . So, by 
2. 10., 
WM = WM n p .l = p .l n O l. = 0 .l = Pl .l ' 
hence 0 1. = WM <;;;; WM 1.1. c;;;; o 1. . But then WM 1. = 0 1.1.= Pl 1.1. _ 
The inclusion PI c;;;; PI 1. 1. = 0 1. 1. is tri via l. D 
Note tha t O .1 .1 =I= Pl (see [G 80]) . 
In the following pictures we recapitula te the results of section 2. and 3. in the 
absolute case. First the case tha t T is stro ngly amenable: 































VI.4. DISJOINTNESS AND RELATIVE PRIMENESS 
It is well known and easy to see that two disjoint ttgs are relatively prime 
(i.e., do not admit nontrivial common factors). In [F 67] the question is 
raised whether or not relative primeness is sufficient to imply disjointness. 
It turns out that even in the case that T is abelian the answer has to be 
in the negative [GW ?]. 
In this section we shall deal with the problem to what extent disjointness 
is implied by not having a common distal factor. 
As we did in section 3., we shall use the notions introduced in Y.4. without 
further notice. 
If in the sequel we attach an Ellis group H to a minimal ttg 'X, then we 
mean that there exists an x E uX such that H = uMx = @('X, x) . 
Recall that £ is the Ellis group of t; , the universal minimal uniformly 
almost periodic ttg for T . 
First we shall pay attention to the property of having a common distal factor. 
4.1. THEOREM. Let 'X and 6Y be minimal ttgs with Ellis groups H and 
F . Suppose that H FE is a group. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
a) 'X and 6Y have a nontrivial common distal.factor; 
b) HF£::/= G; 
c) HFA 0H(G) ::/= G; 
d) [HF]AoG00 ::/= G; 
e) [HFJAKGoo ::/= G for every KE 'X . 
Where [HF] denotes the ~ (GJR,, u )-closed subgroup of G generated ~y 
HF. 
PROOF. First note that, by Y.4.10., £ = A 0H(G) = AK H(G) for every 
K E 'X. This shows the equivalence of b and c. 
As HF£ is a group, HF£ = [HF]£ ; so 
HF£ = [HF]A 0H(G) = [HFJAKH(G) for every KE 'X . 
Hence, by 111.2.13.c, 
H FE ::/= G iff [H F]A 0G00 ::/= G iff [H FJAK G00 ::/= G for every K E 'X . 
This reduces the proof of the theorem to showing the equivalence of a and b. 
b ⇒ a Let L : = H FE . As L is a group, L is the Ellis group of 
W(L). By III.1.15. , W(L) is a factor of 21(£). As £~I(£) = P ~l(EJ it 
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follows from 1.4.3. that E ~l(L) = P ~l(L); so ')((l) has a uniformly almost 
periodic factor £ with Ellis group L . By the assumption of L =I=- G , 2: 
is nontrivial. As ~ (L) is a factor of both 9f (H) and 21 (F) (III. 1.15.), it 
follows from 1.4.1. that £ is a common factor of 'X and 6lJ . 
a ⇒ b If 'X and 6lJ have a nontrivial common distal factor, it follows 
from 1.1.25. that 'X and 6lJ have a nontrivial common uniformly almost 
periodic factor £ . Let N be the Ellis group of £ such that F C N . As 
£ is a factor of & , also E C N . Since £ is a factor of 'X , there is a 
g E G such that gHg - 1 C N . Hence gHg - 1FE C N . 
Suppose HFE = G . As FE is a group (1.2.17. and 1.2. 15.), it follows from 
1.3.3.b that Hg - 1 FE = G . But then gHg - 1 FE = G and N = G , which 
contradicts the nontriviality of £. □ 
4.2. THEOREM. let 'X and 6lJ be minimal ttgs with Ellis groups H and 
F and suppose that H FE is a group. If 'X or 61! is incontractible 
then the following statements are equivalent: 
a) 'X and 61! have a nontrivial common distal factor; 
b) HF H( G) =I=- G ; 
c) HFG 00 =I=- G . 
PROOF. The equivalence of b and c is just 111.2.13.c. 
By the equivalence of 4.1.a and 4.1.b it is sufficient to prove that 
HFE = HFH(G). As follows: 
Without loss of generality let 'XE p -1 . Then, for some K E :JC, AK C H ; 
and so H = HAK . By V.4.10. , we have 
HH(G) = HAKH(G) = HE. 
Hence, by normality of E and H(G), 
HFH(G) = HH(G)F = HEF = HFE . □ 
4.3. REMARK. Let 'X and 61! be minimal ttgs with Ellis groups H and F . 
1 n each of the following cases HF E is a group: 
a) HF is a group; 
b) 'X or 61! has a regular maximal uniformly almost periodic factor; 
c) 'X/ Ex l_ 61!/ EqJ . 
PROOF. 
a) If HF is a group it follows from the normality of E that H FE 
1s a group. 
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b) By 111.3.13. and 1.2.15., we have that HE or FE is a normal sub-
group, hence HF£ ( = HEF) is a group. 
c)As 6.X/ E ex, EP .L it follows from 111.l.6. and 111.3.13. that 
HEFE = G , so HF£ = G and HF£ is a group. □ 
4.4. COROLLARY. Let T be an abelian group. Let 6.X and 6lJ he minimal 
ttgs for T with Ellis groups H and F . Then the following statements 
are equivalent: 
a) 6.X and 6lJ have a nontrivial common distal factor; 
b) HFH(G) =I=- G ; 
c) HFG00 =I=- G . 
PROOF. Follows from 4.2., 4.3 .b and 1.2.16 .. □ 
Now we turn to the problem to what extent disjointness is implied by relative 
pnmeness. 
4.5. THEOREM. Let 6.X and 6lJ he minimal ttgs with Ellis groups H and 
F such that HF is a group and suppose that 6.XE D .L .L . Then 
6.X ..l 6lJ iff 6.X and 6lJ are relatively prime. 
PROOF. Clearly, the "only if"-part is true. 
Suppose that 6.X and 6lJ are relatively prime. Then 6.X and 6lJ do not have 
a nontrivial common distal factor too. So, by 4.3.a and 4. 1. , it follows that 
HF£ = G . As SE p .L and as HF is the Ellis group of 91 (HF) it fol-
lows from 111.1.6. that 1)1 (HF) ..l &; ; in other words, 91 (HF) E D .L = E .L . 
As 6.XE o .L.L, 6.X..l 9f(HF) . Hence, by 111.1.6. and the incontractibility of 
6.X ( D J_ j_ ~ P j_ ) we have H.HF = G . So HF = G ; and again by 
111. l .6. and the incontractibility of 6.X . it follows that 6.X ..l 6lJ . □ 
The next theorem slightly generalizes [EGS 76] 4.3 .. 
4.6. THEOREM. Let 6.X and 6lJ be minimal ttgs with Ellis groups H and 
F . Let 6.XE P j_ and assume that H FE is a group ( e.g. T abelian). 
If G00 ~ HF , then 6.X ..l 6lJ iff 6.X and 6lJ are relatively prime. 
PROOF. Clearly the "only if" -part is true. 
Suppose that 6.X and 6lJ are relatively prime. Then 6.X and 6lJ do not have 
a nontrivial common distal factor. As 6.XE P j_ it follows from 4.2. that 
HFG00 = G . Since G00 is normal in G , G = HFG00 = HG00 F . But 
G00 ~ HF; so 
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G = HG OO F C H.HF.F = HF . 
Hence, by III.1.6., 'X 1- 6Y . D 
4.7. REMARK. Let H and F be 'J (GJTL,u)-closed subgroups of G such 
that G00 C HF . Assume that H is the Ellis group of some incontracti-
ble minimal ttg and assume that 21 (H) or W (F) has a regular maximal 
uniformly almost periodic factor (those assumptions are satisfied if T is 
abelian). Then [HF] = G implies HF = G , where [HF] is the 
0 (GJTL , u) -closed subgroup of G generated by HF ( compare [ E 81] 
I. I. 1.). 
PROOF. If [HF] = G then [HF]E = G . As by the assumption (and by 
4.3.) it follows that HFE is a group, we have HFE = G . As H is the 
Ellis group of an incontractible minimal ttg, HFE = HFH(G) . So, by 
IIl.2.13.c, HFG00 = G . By normality of G00 , HFG00 = HG00 F = G Since 
GooC HF' G = HFGoo = HGoo F C HHFF = HF . □ 
4.8. THEOREM. Let 'X and qi be minimal ttgs with Ellis groups H and 
F . Assume 'X to be incontractible and regular. If 'X or qi is in 
PI _1_ _1_ , then 'X l_ qi iff 'X and qi are relatively prime. 
PROOF. Clearly the "only if" -part is true. 
Suppose that <X. and qi are relatively prime, then they do not have a non-
trivial common distal factor. So by 4.2., HFG00 = G . 
Let C be an MHP generator with C = u o C and uC <;;;; H , such that 
'X = e. By V.3.6 .a, <X,* is regular; so C o F is an MHP generator. By 
IV.4.17., <X,* is incontractible; so ~(C o F , GJTL) as a factor of <X,* 1s 
incontractible. Note that HF = u (C o F) is the Ellis group of the ttg 
~(C o F , GJTL). 
By III.1.6., it follows from H FG00 = G that 
~(C o F, GJTL) 1- ~(u o G00 , GJTL) . 
As ~(u o G00 , GJTL) is the universal PI ttg, we have ~(C o F,GJTL) E PI _i_ 
By assumption, <X, or 6Y is in Pl _1_ _1_ , so ~(C o F, GJlL) is disjoint from 
'X or 6Y . By 111.1.6. and the incontractibility of ~( C o F, GJlL) it follows 
that H.HF = G or F.HF = G . In both cases, HF = G ; hence <X-1- qi □ 
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Vl.5. REMARKS 
5.1. The role of quasifactors in disjointness problems is slightly touched at 
in [G 75] and more in [AG 77] (e.g. Theorem 11.2. which was in fact the start-
ing point for the study presented in this chapter). But there does not seem to 
be a detailed study in the literature except for [Wo 79.1 ]. In that paper a 
proof of 1.6.a is given, which is striking because of its length rather than its 
cleverness; so we replaced it by the proof J. AUSLANDER gave by proving 1.5 .. 
QUESTIONS 
a) (See 1 .4. and 1.6.) Let </>: 'X- qi be a proximal extension of minimal 
ttgs and let £ be a nontrivial quasifactor of 'X , such that £ J_ qi . Is 
£ proximal? is £E P .1 .l ? 
b) Suppose <f,: 'X- qi is weakly mixing. Can we formulate a theorem in 
the spirit of 1.6. (without lying, of course)? 
c) Let £ be a nontrivial quasifactor of 'X. When is £E 'X .l .1 ? 
Note that the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) 'X .l <;;;; £ .l for every quasi factor £ of 'X ; 
(ii) £E 'X .l .l for every quasi factor £ of 'X ; 
(iii) 'X f qi for every quasi factor qi of any quasi factor £ of 'X. 
5.2. Disjointness classes (as studied in YI.2.) like D .1 , WM .l , E .l and 
Pl .l are treated in former papers [K 71], [Pe 73] and [S 71]. In those 
papers there are many restrictions on the ttgs. For instance [K 7 I] deals with 
strictly-quasi separable minimal ttgs for an abelian group T . In [Pe 70] it is 
proved that D .l = WM for an abelian group T (cf. 3.13.); and [S 71] 
deals mainly with metric minimal ttgs. 
However, since the deep results in [E 78] and [V 77] many of those restric-
tions became superfluous. Hence many results in VI.2. (and YI.3 .) are gen-
eralizations of known results for special cases. Note that YI.2 .8. was already 
in [AG 77]. 
In 5.5 . and 5.6. below we shall look at some questions that could arise with 
respect to section 111.2., namely the characterization of elements of [E] and 
the characterization of ttgs without proximal factors. 
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QUESTIONS 
Are the following equations true? 
a) WM _1_ _1_ = D _1_ ; 
b) PI _1_ _1_ n D _1_ = P _1_ _1_ ; 
c) PI _1_ _1_ n D _1_ = D _1_ _1_ • 
5.3. Questions about extensions and di sjointness were formerly studied in 
[S 71], [W 74] and (AG 77], but none of the results mentioned in VI.3. seems 
to be in the literature (at least in the generality we give). 
QUESTION 
Let cf,: ex- 6Y be weakly mixing. Do the following statements hold true? 
(compare 5.1.b, 3.4., 3.5. and 3.6.) 
a) If 'XE WM _1_ then CX _1_ = 6Y _1_ 
b) WM J_ ncxj_ = WM J_ n6YJ_. 
5.4. In the literature several times the question is considered whether or not 
relative primeness implies disjointness, and partial results are obtained 
{[K 71], (E 69], (P 72], (K 72], [EGS 76]). An example by A.W. KNAPP [Kn 68] 
shows that for uniformly almost periodic minimal ttgs one can construct 
counter examples (see [E 69] 18.11.). For a compilation of the known results 
see [B 75/79] section 3.19.. Many of the partial results obtained in the papers 
mentioned above are special cases of the results in our section 4 .. The one 
that comes close to our result 4.6. is (EGS 76] 4.2., where minimal ttgs are 
considered such that the u-invariant part is T-invariant ( TuX = uX for 
some idempotent u E J ). 
Note that the problem whether or not disjointness is implied by relative 
primeness can be restated for MHP ttgs as follows: 
Let C and D be MHP generators with C = u o C and D = u o D . 
Under what condition does [CUD] = M imply Co D = M , where 
[C U D] is the smallest MHP generator that contains both C and D 
A question we ran into implicitly in sections 2. and 4. is the following: 
Let L be an Ellis group and let aK be an MHP generator as in V.4. and 
let (aK U u o L] be the smallest MHP generator that contains aK and 
u o L . 
Clearly AKL c;:;; u[aK u U O L]; but when is [AKL] = u[aK u U O L]? 
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5.5. In YI.2.6. we characterized the minimal ttgs in D _1_ as the minimal 
ttgs with out distal factors. Does a similar result hold for P _1_ ? 
REMARK. Let 'X be a regular minimal ttg. Then 'XE P _1_ i.ff ix• does 
not have nontrivial proximal factors. 
PROOF. The "only if"-part is trivial (I.I.) 
Suppose ix• does not admit nontrivial proximal factors . Let C = u o C be 
an MHP generator such that ix• = e. Then, as ix• is regular (Y.3.6.), 
Co G is an MHP generator. As ~(C o G, ~) is a factor of ix• and as 
~(C o G, ~) 1s proximal , it follows from the assumption that 
~(Co G , ~) is trivial; hence Co G = M . But then, by Y.3.9., 
~(u o G, <!JR,) _l_ ix• , so ix• E P _1_ ; hence 'XE P _1_ D 
The following theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a 
minimal ttg to have a nontrivial proximal factor (T.S. WU , private communi-
cation). 
THEOREM. A minimal ttg 'X has a nontrivial proximal factor iff there is 
a nontrivial u.s.c. equivariant map cf>: <X- 2'X with 
(i) cp(x)ncp(x') =I=- 0 implies cf>(x) = cf>(x'); 
(ii) cp[X]c;::; 2x has a nontrivial proximal subttg. 
PROOF. 
"=" Let I/;: <X-6?J be a homomorphism and let 6?J be proximal. 
Define cp:'X-2'X by cp(x)=if .... 1/;(x). Then, by 11.1.3.b. cf> is u.s.c .. 
Clearly cf> is nontrivial and it satisfies (i). Also cf> satisfies (ii), for the 
representation 6?J' of 6?J in 'X is proximal and clearly Y' c;::; cp[X] (see 
IY.3.3.). 
"=" Since cf> is u.s.c., for every A E cf> [ X] we can find an x E X 
with Ac;::; cp(x) . Define a relation R on cp[X] by (A ,A ')ER iff 
A U A' c;::; cp(x) for some x EX . Then R is a T-invariant equivalence 
relation ((i)) which is closed (u.s.c.). Define Y = cf> [X ]/ R then 6?J is a ttg. 
Define i/;:'X-6?J by 1/;(x):= R[cp(x)] . Then I/; is a homomorphism, for 
equivariance is obvious. Let { X;}; be a net converging to x E X . Then 
lim 1/;(x;) = lim R [cf>(x; )] = R [lim cp(x; )] . 
By upper semi continuity, limcp(x;)<;::;cp(x); so R[cp(x)] = R[limcp(x;)] . 
But then 
lim 1/;(x;) = R [lim cf>(x; )] = R [cf>(x )] = 1/;(x) , 
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and ii,, is continuous. Clearly ii,, is a surjection and, as {/> is nontrivial , 611 
is nontrivial. As 611 is minimal , 611 is the image of the nontrivial proximal 
subttg in q,[X], so 611 itself is proximal. D 
5.6. The elements of [E] can be characterized as the locally almost periodic 
minimal ttgs, as follows: 
In [MW 72] it is shown that a minimal ttg 1!X, is locally almost periodic iff 
1!X, is proximal equicontinuous such that for every open U in X there is 
an xEX with P 'X. [x] ={x'EX l(x,x')EP'X.}CU. So a minimal ttg 
1!X, is locally almost periodic iff 1!X, is an hp extension of an uniformly 
almost periodic minimal ttg. 
(For let 1!X, be locally almost periodic. Then there is an uniformly almost 
periodic ttg 611 and a proximal map {/>: 1!X--611 . Let UC X be open and 
let x EX be such that P'X. [x]C U, then q,-q,(x)C P'X.[x]C U ; so q, is 
irreducible, hence highly proximal. Conversely, suppose that 1!X, is an hp 
extension of a uniformly almost periodic minimal ttg; say {/>: <!X,-" 611 , where 
q, is hp, and with 611 E E . Clearly, 1!X, is proximally equicontinuous. Let 
UC X be open and let y E Y with q,-(y )C U . Let x E q,-(y) ; then 
P 'X. [x] = q,-(y)C U. Hence 1!X, is locally almost periodic.) 
So clearly, [E] contains all locally almost periodic minimal ttgs. Note that, 
by the above, t;• is locally almost periodic, and that local almost periodicity 
is preserved under factors (use the characterization above and apply 1.4.3.a,b 
and e). It follows that every element of [E] is locally almost periodic. 
Hence t;• is the universal minimal locally almost periodic ttg, and every ele-
ment of [E] is an hp extension of a uniformly almost periodic ttg. 
For a discussion of the relativized concept see [MW 80.1 ]. 
QUESTION 
Does there exist a similar characterization for the elements of [D] ? 
5.7. The material in chapter VI. could have been treated in a (more) relativ-
ized version, in the following way: 
Let 1!X, be a minimal ttg and consider all extensions of 1!X,. Then prove simi-
lar results as in this chapter, where 1!X, plays the role of the trivial ttg. For 
convenience it will be desirable to take for 1!X, an MHP ttg, as openness of 
maps will turn out to be needed many times. For example see [B 75/79] sec-
tion 3.19 .. 
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VII 
WEAK DISJOINTNESS 
I. relatively invariant measures 
2. ergodic points 
3. weak disjointness and maximally almost periodic factors 
4. remarks 
This chapter is almost entirely devoted to weak disjointness in relation to 
almost periodic factors, or rather to the equicontinuous structure relation. In 
doing so we profit from a decent additional measure structure on the fibers of 
a certain kind of homomorphism, which is, in fact, a relativization of the 
concept of invariant measure. 
Therefore, the first section deals with the notion of Relatively Invariant 
Measure (RIM). Homomorphisms that admit such a RIM (RIM extensions) 
turn out to behave nicely with respect to the equicontinuous structure rela-
tion and weak mixing. As we are more interested in the properties of RIM 
extensions and their uses than in the technical background, we shall refrain 
from selfcontainedness and we shall refer to the literature for a few (techni-
cal) proofs. Most of the results in section I. are well known and can be 
found for instance in [G 75.2], [M 78] or [VW 83], but we end the section 
with some new (although artificial) thoughts on a condition which is weaker 
than having a RIM. 
In the second section we study the ergodic behavior inside the neighbourhood 
of a point (in its fiber with respect to a homomorphism). The main result is a 
generalization of (G 75.1] I. I. ; we prove that an open proximal homomor-
phism of minimal ttgs is weakly disjoint from every homomorphism of 
minimal ttgs with the same codomain. 
As it turns out to be unsatisfactory to be stuck to choices of points and their 
fibers, we take a more global view in the third section. There the approach 
gives more results and we are able to generalize known results on weak 
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disjointness to situations without countability assumptions. For instance, we 
show that two homomorphisms cp and if; of minimal ttgs are weakly dis-
joint if and only if their almost periodic factors are disjoint, provided that cp 
is an open RIM extension (compare [M 78] 1.9. and [P 72] 11.). Also, in 3.14. 
we generalize the far reaching result of W.A. VEECH in [V 77] 2.6.3., where he 
shows that under some conditions the product of an ergodic and a minimal 
ttg is again ergodic. 
Most of the results in section 3. are already in [AMWW ?], they are obtained 
in cooperation with J. AUSLANDER. D.C. MCMAHON and T.S. WU. 
In the forth section we generalize I.U . BRONSTEIN's characterization of PI 
extensions [B 77] . 
VII.I. RELATIVELY INVARIANT MEASURES 
In this section we briefly discuss the notion of relatively invariant meas-
ure. We only treat this material for the sake of definition and notation. 
So no new results are to be expected . just a glimpse at this part of the 
subject. 
For a more explicit treatment see [FG 78), [G 75 . 1), [G 75.2), [M 78). 
[MW ?) and [YW 83) . 
Let X be a CT 2 space and let :Ul ( X) be the collection of regular Borel 
probability measures on X provided with the weak star topology; i.e., a net 
{µ;}; in :lJI (X) converges to µ E :JJI (X) iff fr d µ; converges to fr d µ 
for all real valued continuous functions .f on X . Then ;)JI (X) is a CT2 
space in which X is embedded by the mapping x f---> ox , where ox is the 
dirac measure at x . Moreover, :Vl(X) is a convex space in which X is 
just the collection of extremal points, so by the Krein-Milman theorem 
:JJI (X) = coX . Here coX denotes the convex hull of X as a subset of 
;)JI (X) . 
Let cp: ~-61! be a continuous map between CT2 spaces. Then cp induces a 
continuous map :JJl(cp):Wl(X)-:JJl(Y) which extends cp . Note, that 
:JR(</>) is surjective (injective) (homeomorphic) iff cf, is. 
I.I. If X is a metrizable CT2 space, so is :JJl(X). For the space of real 
valued continuous functions on X endowed with the topology of uniform 
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convergence is separable. Hence. :lJ11 (X) is first countable. As X is sepa r-
able :l.lt'(X) = coX is separable. So :l.lt'(X) is CT2 first countable and separ-
able. hence metrizable. 
Let 'X be a ttg for T . 
rµ(A) = µ(r - 1A): or. 
For r E T and µ E :l.lt'(X) define rµ, E :l.l11 (X) by 
what is the same. ff d(r µ) = f.fr d µ,. where 
fr : X--> IR 1s defined by fr(x) = f(rx). Also one could say 
, µ: = :).l/ (1r' )(µ). where 1r': = x .-. rx : X--> X . 
One can show ( e.g. [VW 83]) that (r. µ).-. r µ,: T X :lJ11 ( X)--> :V11 ( X) is con ti nu-
ous. So :lJi'('X) is a ttg for T . 
If <1>: 'X-->61! is a homomorphism of ttgs. then :lJ11 (<1>): :l.l(('X)-->:lJ1'(61J) is a 
homomorphism of ttgs. 
By definition. 'X has an invariant measure whenever :J.lt'('X) has a fixed 
point : i.e .. there is a ,u E:lJt'(X) with ,u(rA) = µ,(A) for a ll r E T and 
every Borel set A in X . 
1.2. A surjcctive homomorphism </>: 'X--> 61! of ttgs is sa id to have a rela-
tive/)" invarianr measure ( </> has a RIM . </> is a RIM extension) if there exists 
a continuous homomorphi sm A: 61J--> :l.l11 ('X) of ttgs such that 
:l.lt'(</>) oA:"!l--> :lJ/(61!) is just the (dirac) embedding. In other words: </> is a 
RIM extension iff for every 1· E Y there is a A1 E :lJt'(X) with 
supp A, C </>- (i-) and the map r .-. A, : 61J--> :lJ/ ('X) is a homomorphism of 
ttgs: this map A is called a section _/<>r </> . 
In particular. <1>: 'X--> {* } has a RIM iff 'X has a n invariant measure. 
RIM extensions of minimal ttgs turn out to behave nicely with respect to the 
interpolation of maximal almost periodic factors . as we shall see in 3.22 .. 
We shall collect some information on RIM extensions. For the proof of 1. 3. 
see [G 75 .2] . 
1.3. REMARK. Let </>: 'X --> 61! and if,,: 6!J--> ~ he homomorphisms of" minimal 
1rgs. 
a) f/ if;o<j> is a RIM extension then if,, is a RIM extension. 
b) f/" </> and ijJ are RIM e:aensions 1hen if,, o</> is a RIM extension . 
c) fl </> is an almost periodic extension then </> has a unique section. 
sm· A . and supp A, = </>-(r) for all _)" E Y . 
d) fl </> is distal then </> has a RIM. which is nor necessarilr unique. □ 
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1 .4. LEMMA. Let X he a CT 2 space. The map supp : ~.ll ( X)----+ 2x defined 
~) ' /J,1-> suppµ, (suppor1 of µ,) is lower semi continuous; i.e., if /J,; ----+ µ, in 
~J/(X) then suppµ,<;::: S for an arbitrary limit point S of the net 
{suppµ,;}; in 2X . 
PROOF. Let x E suppµ, and suppose x ~ S . Let U and V be open sets 
in X with x E U , S <;::: V and U n V = 0 . Let f : X ----+ [0,1] be a 
- -
continuous map with f[U] = {l} and .f[V] = {O} . As x E suppµ, it fol-
lows that µ,[U] > O and so ff dµ, ~ ft[U] > O. 
As. for a suitable subnet. S = lim2, supp µ,1 , supp µ,1 c;::: V eventually; hence fr d /J,; = 0 eventually. But j f d µ,, ----+ JI d µ, , so j f d µ, = 0 , which is in 
contradiction with the above. □ 
1.5. REMARK. Let <j>:'X----+qJ he a surjective RIM extension ofttgs with sec-
tion .\ . Then </> is open in all points x E X with x E supp .\,p(, > . In 
particular. if 'X is minimal then supp\ c;::: n { U O cp-(r) I U E J ,} for 
all y E Y . 
PROOF. Suppose x E supp.\</><.,> and let U E CV, . . By lower semi continuity 
of the map supp:~l.ll(X)-2x. the set {µ,E~lH(X)I Unsuppµ,=fc 0 } is 
an open neighbourhood of .\<1>< , > in Jl/ (X) . As .\ is continuous. there is a 
VE'V<P<x> such that .\(V )<;:::{ µ, EJl/(X)jUnsuppµ,:fc 0 }. so 
Un supp\ =fc 0 for every r E V . As supp.\, c;::: cp-()'). this implies 
that cJ,(x)EV <;::: cp(U].So cp[U] isaneighbourhoodof </>(x):hence </> is 
open in x . 
The second statement follows immediately from 11 .3. 12 .. D 
1.6. THEOREM. Let <j> : 'X-+qJ he a RIM extension of minimal ags with sec-
tion .\ . Then, for yo E Y . the following statements are equivalent: 
a) supp.\1 = </>..,_()-' 0); 
. II 
b) the map y 1-> supp\,. : Y----+ 2x is continuous in y 0 . 
In particular it follows that if X is metric then there is a residual subset 
Y'<;::: Y with supp.\. = </>-(J· ) for ally E Y '. 
PROOF. (See also [G 75.2] 3.3 .. ) 
a= b Let {y; }; be a net in Y with y; -+yo. Let p; EM be such 
that J; = p;Jo and. after passing to a suitable subnet, let q = limp; EM . 
Then qyo = Yo and so, by continuity and equivariance of .\ . 
q \ .
11 
= .\,11.11 = .\, 11 • By 1 .4., and after passing to a suitable subnet, 
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As 
it follows that supp,\ ,, = lim 2,supp>.,, . Hence _i· ,....supp>. , is continuous 
111 _ro . 
b = a Let x E cp-(ro) and let x 0 E supp>-, ., . As X is minimal there 
is a net {t;}; in T with t,x 0 ->x . As t;x 0 E supp\ 1 ., and l;_ l'o->ro. it 
follows by the continuity assumption that x E lim 7 , supp>.,, = supp>., . 
_ /. 1/ _ II 
If X is metric. then the lower semi continuous map _1· ._.supp,\ has a resi-
dual set of continuity points in Y ([Fo 5 I]. compare II. l.3.e). □ 
l.7. THEOREM. Let cp: 'X->61:l he a RIM extension of minimal 11gs. Then 
cp': 6X:-> 61:l' (in AG(cj>)) is an open RIM extension, and cp' : ,x· -> 61:l' 
(in *(cf>)) can he wrillen as if;o0 11·ith 0 high/r proximal and if; a RIM 
extension. 
PROOF. Let A be a section for cp . Then by 1.5 .. 
First consider AG(cp), which is the right hand part of 
a' a 
-x· 6X: 'X 
··1 ~~ .. ~ l .. l· ~ 
61:l' 61:l' 61:l 
r' T 
By IY.3.4.. Y' = {p o cp-(r) Ip E M . _1 · E Y} . and so by II.3.11 .e. 
Y' = {vocp-(l')lyE Y , vEJ,). 
whereas X' = {(x .y') Ix Ey'E Y'} , so 
X' = { (x, v o cp-(F )) I Y E Y . v E J , . x E v o cp-(r)} . 
The map cp' is defined as the projection. so 
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For every y'E Y' define >..' .. , : = Ar(r')X 8 .. , . or rather. for every )' E Y and 
V E J .. let >..;,o </>' (r): = Al' X ol'o </> (r). Clearly, A',·o </>-(r)E ').Jt'(X') and 
As (Ao TX o:) v o </>-()· )r--> A'.. o</>· (r > is continuous and T -invariant. it follows 
that A' is a section for </>' , so </>' is an open RIM extension. 
Consider the left hand part of the diagram above. As </>' is open, T 1 J_ </>' 
(IV.3.16.). So '!il,p'r' is minimal and there is a homomorphism 0: ex• ---'!il,p•, 
which is hp, for o = ~o0 is hp. Let y'E y ' and T1(J'') = _r'E Y '. then 
.,,- rv') = ,i..'(y') X f.,'}cR ,,. Define >..'. := A',. X o . and note that 
'I' \, 'I' V - </> T \' T (r ) r 
>.. ' is a section for if;. So if; is a RIM extension and <1>' = if;o0. □ 
1.8. In [G 75.2] s. GLASNER has shown that every homomorphism 
<1>: ex-----611 is a RIM extension up to proximality; i.e., he constructed a 
diagram similar to the EGS and AG diagrams, which we -;hall call a G' 
diagram. as follows 
(J 
T 
6/J is a certain minimal subttg of ~lJ/ (X) . T: ~ --- 611 is a proximal extension 
(even a strongly proximal extension. which we shall define below). and 'X 1s 
the unique minimal subttg of '!il</>r . The projections are called o and ~ . 
It turns out that o is (strongly) proximal and that ~ is a RIM extension. 
As the precise construction is not relevant for our purposes we shall not go 
into details on that. The interested reader may find it in [G 75 .2] and 
[VW 83]. 
Let </>: ex-- 611 be a homomorphism of ttgs. Then </> is called strongly proxi-
mal if for every µ E ')Jl(X) , with '))/(</>)(µ,) = o .. for some y E Y, there is a 
net {t;}; in T such that t ; µ, --- Ox for some x E X . 
In particular, a strongly proximal homomorphism is proximal. For let 
x 1,x 2 E</>-(y), then µ := (o_, 1 + 8,)/2E'JJ/(X) and 'J.l<'(</>)(µ)=or. So 
there is a net {t; }; in T and there is an x E X such that t; µ,---o, . 
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Let p = lim t, EST ; then t; Jl-----> (8, , +8,)/ 2 = o, . So (op, , +o,,, y 2 = o, 
and px 1 = px 2 = x . which implies that x 1 and x 2 are proximal. 
1.9. REMARK. 
a) Let cp: 'X-----> 611 and f: 611-----> X he homomorphisms of minimal 11gs. 
Then f o</> is strong()' proximal if </> and f are strony/J' proximal. 
b) A high(r proximal extension cp: 'X-----> 611 of minimal 11gs is strong/)' 
proximal. 




b) Let y E Y and µ,E ~l.ll'(X) be such that ~UI(</>)(µ,) = 01 • Then 
suppµ, c;;; </>- (J·) . Let u E .I,. and x = ux E </>- (\") . Then. hy high proxi-
mality of </>. {x} = u o</>-(J"); while. by 1.4 .. suppuµ,c;;; u o cp- ·()') = {x}. 
Hence u µ, = o, . and </> is strongly proximal. 
c) Let </): 'X-> 69 be a RIM extension of minimal ttgs with section >. . 
Then for every y E Y . >.,. is a minimal measure ( \ . E ~))l (X) is an almost 
periodic point), and ~.ll (</>)(A,.) = 01. • If </> ~strongly proximal, there is a 
o,• in the orbit closure of >.,. , so X = T>.,. ; hence >.,. = o, for some 
x E </>-(y) . So the homomorphism >. ocp is the identity mapping of X ; 
hence </> is an isomorphism. D 
Now we can extend the G' diagram for </> to a diagram in which the associ-
ated RIM extension is even open. We shall refer to that diagram as a G 
diagram. 
I.IO. THEOREM. Let q,: 'X----->611 he a homomorphism of minimal ttfs. 
(J 
qi# ________ __ 
'f 
Then there is an open RIM extension cp"" : ix= -> qi= of minimal 11gs. 
and there are s1rongly proximal extensions a: '.X"' -----> 'X and 'T: 611"' -----> 611 
such that cpoa = To</># . 
If 'X is metric then 'X"' and qi:tr can be chosen to he metric. 
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PROOF. Consider the next diagram: 
a' a 
<X# := 'X,' ~ <X 
•. =$' l $1 l· 
qi# : = 61J' 6lJ 61:1 
T' T 
By 1.8., we can construct the right hand part of the diagram such that {/> is a 
RIM extension, and such that a and T are strongly proximal. 
The left hand part is AG(~). so a' and T' are hp. Hence by 1.9., a oa' 
and ToT' are strongly proximal homomorphisms of minimal ttgs. By 1.7., 
~' is an open RIM extension and clearly, q>oaoa' = T oT' o~'. 
If X is metric, ~l.ll (X) is metric (by I. 1.). Hence, Y is metric and X as a 
suhset of X X Y is metric. But then Y' and X' are metric by IY.3.11.. □ 
Let 61:1 be a minimal ttg. Completely analogues to the construction of the 
universal minimal (highly) proximal extension of 69 (e.g. 111. l. l 3.b) one can 
construct the universal minimal strongly proximal extension of qi (which 
will be denoted by ~ls(qi) ), as follows: 
Let y: ".JIL- qi be a homomorphism and construct the G(y) diagram. Then 
T: qi# - qi is strongly proximal and y::r : ".)IL: = ".JIL- qi: is a RIM exten-
sion. As every extension if,, of 69: is a factor of yc:z , it follows by 1.3.a 
that if,, is a RIM extension. In particular, every strongly proximal extension 
of qi# is trivial ( 1.9.c). 
If {/>: ,x_ qi is a strongly proximal extension of minimal ttgs then it is easily 
checked that 
0 : (X ,z )t-><p(X) = T(:; ): 0l,</>T-6l,j 
is strongly proximal. As 0 factorizes over T , the unique minimal subttg of 
0l</>T is a strongly proximal extension of qi# , so it is isomorphic to 61:1"" . 
This shows that qic:z is the universal minimal strongly proximal extension of 
61:1. 
The ttg ~Is ( { * }) is the universal minimal strongly proximal ttg for T . 
For the following theorem we refer to (G 76] or [VW 83]. 
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1.11. THEOREM. Let T he a topolo1Jcal f!,roup. Then the .fol/mring state111ents 
are equivalent: 
a) T is an amenable group: 
b) Eve,y minimal ttg.for T hlls an invarianl measure: 
c) The minimal ttg ~( 5 ( { *}) for T is trivial; i.e., T does not admit 
nontrivial strongly proximal minimal ags. 
PROOF. Clearly. a strongly amenable group T is amenable. hut there are 
examples of amenable groups that are not strongly amenable [G 76] 111.7 .. 
Note that thi s shows that there do exist nontrivial proximal minimal ttgs that 
admit an invariant measure. So. in particular. a RIM extension is in general 
not a RIC extension. 
Also a RIC extension does not have to be a RIM extension. for [M 76.1] 2.2. 
provides an example of a minimal ttg that does not admit an invariant meas-
ure but which is incontractible. From this it follows that the notion of a 
RIM extension is not related to strong proximality in the same way as a RIC 
extension is to proximality and an open extension to high proximality: 1.e.: 
One cannot characterize the RIM extensions as those homomorphisms that 
are disjoint from all strongly proximal extension~ of its codomain. 
We shall go into that in the following. 
1.12. THEOREM. Let <f>:'X-->69 and if;:'.2:-->6?! hehomomorphismso/minimlll 
ugs such that one of them is open. Let if; he s1ro11gh proximlll and lei 
<t> he such !hat there is ll minimal mell.rnre µ E ;)J/ ( X) llnd ll . r E Y 
Wtth 
either suppµ = <t>-(r) 
or suppµ<.: <t>-v) and n ( suppp µIp EM, } =/= 0 . 
Then <t> _!_if;. 
PROOF. Let W be a minimal subset of R ,p,_;, and define the homomor-
phisms 1r1: 616--> 'X and 1r2: 616--> '.£: as ( restrictions of) the projections. Let 
µE ;)J/(X) and y E Y be as in the assumption. As µ is an almost periodic 
point in ;JJ/(X), we can find an almost periodic measure vE;lJ/(W) with 
;JJ/ (1ri)(11) = µ . Clearly. 
;)Jl(if;)o%'(1r2)(v) = ;J.Ji'(<t>)d.l/(1r1)(11) = ;))!'(<!>)(µ) = 01 
By strong proximali ty of if; . there is a dirac measure 00 in the orbit closure 
of ;))/ (1r2)(11) . As v E ;)Jl ( W) is almost periodic, ;))l (1r2)(11) 1s almost 
periodic, hence :l.l/ (1r2)(11) is a dirac measure, say :l.lt' (1r2)(11) = 00 11 • Obvi-
ously, 
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and for every p E M we have :m ('TT2)(p P) = Spc,, . But then 
suppp" = supp:l.ll('TT 1)(pP) X supp:l.ll('TT2)(pP) = supppfl X {p.: 0 } 
for all p EM. As pPE ~)l(W) it follows that supppPC W: hence 
supppfl X {pzo} CW. 
First suppose that supp fl = q:,---(r) and let q E M be such that q fl = fl . 
Then by the above 
q:,---(y) X {q.: 0 } = supp fl X {q.:: 0 } = supplffl X {q.: 0 } CW. 
As W is minimal. T(q:,---(y) X {q.: 0 }) = W. By 1.3.9. and the assumption 
that at least one of the maps q:, and i/; is open, it follows that 
R H= T(q:,---(y) X {q.:o})C W . Hence R 9 ,:, is minimal and q:,1-i/; . 
On the other hand, suppose that the second option is valid, say 
X E n { suppp fl Ip E Mr} . Then for all p E Ml. we may conclude that 
(x,p: 0)Esupppfl X {p.:: 0 }c; W. Hence {x} X i/;-(Y)C W and similar to 
the above it follows that R H= T( {x} X i/;---()')) C W , which implies that 
RH is minimal and q:, 1- i/; . D 
1.13. COROLLARY. ~f q:,: 'X-qi is an open RIM extension of minimal [(gs, 
then cf, 1- i/; for eve~y stronglr proximal homomorphism i/;: £- qi of 
minimal ((gs. 
PROOF. Let r,. be a section for q:, and let y E Y . Then for all p E Mr we 
have pr,.r = Apr = Ai , so suppr,.r = n {suppp,\ Ip E Mr} . Hence by 
1.12. with the second option, the corollary follows. □ 
1.14. THEOREM. Let q:,: :X,_qi he a homomorphism of minimal ags and let 
X be metrizahle. Then cf, is disjoint from every strongly proximal 
homomorphism i/;: £- qi of minimal ((gs if and only if cf, is open and a 
minimal measure flE~.ll(X) exists with suppfl = <J>---(r) for some 
y E y. 
PROOF. If q:, is open and if some minimal measure flE ~H(X) exists with 
supp fl = q:,---(Y) for some y E Y . Then by 1.12., cf, 1- i/; for every strongly 
proximal extension i/;: £- qi of minimal ttgs. 
Conversely, suppose that cf, is disjoint from every strongly proximal 
homomorphism i/;: £-qi of minimal ttgs. Then by 1.9.b, q:, is disjoint from 
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~# --------~ ~ 
T 
As </> is a homomorphism of metric minimal ttgs. cp"" : 'X"" -> ~:ir is a RIM 
extension of metric minimal ttgs. As </> is disjoint from every strongly proxi-
mal extension of ~ . </> l_ T and R </n is minimal. Hence there is a map 
0: ex,:t -> 0l</>T such that 77 1 o0 = o and 772 0 0 = cp= . where 77 1 and 772 are 
the projections, and so the diagram commutes. As cp'"' is a RIM extension 
of metric minimal ttgs. it follows by 1.3.a that 772 : 0l</>T -~:ir is a RIM 
extension of metric minimal ttgs. say with section A . By 1.6 .. we can find a 
r"" E y:ir such that supp\.= = 772\r"'). Note that 
where y: = T(> ' -=). Define µ: = :l.li'(771)(,\.= ) E~lJi'( X) . Then µ 1s a 
minimal measure (homomorphic image of the almost periodic point r-= ) 
and obviously. suppµ = 77 1 (supp\=) . hence suppµ = </>- (r) . □ 
1.15. Let cp:'X-~ be a homomorphi sm of minimal ttgs. Consider the 




We shall call </> an RMM extension if o X o [R <t>' l = R ,:, and cp' is disjoint 
from every strongly proximal extension if;: '.t-> ~, of minimal ttgs. 
Note that by IV.4.16. it follows that </> is an RMM extension iff <1>* (in 
*(</>)) is disjoint from every strongly proximal extension 0: 61.lf-> ~ • of 
minimal ttgs and o X o[R</>. ] = R,:, (in*(</>)). 
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Moreover, an RMM extension </> is open iff </> is disjoint from every 
strongly proximal extension. In particular, RIC extensions and open RIM 
extensions are RMM . Also a Be extension which is RIM or which has a 
minimal measure supported in a full fiber is an RMM extension. 
1.16. Actually, in the proof of 1.14. we showed that for an RMM extension 
</>: 'X---> 61! we can construct a b diagram of homomorphi sms of minimal ttgs, 
cx,b ;;;----.. ~ 
~·1 
~ i </>' 
~ 61!' ~ 
61Jb Tb 
such that </>D is an open RIM extension and abx ab[R </>,] = R ,p. As follows: 
Construct AG(</>). As </> is RMM. </>' is di sjoi nt from every strongly proxi-
mal extension of 61!' and a X a[R ,p·] = R ,p . Then, as in the proof of 1.14., 
we take 61Jb: = 61!'# (in G(</>')) and cx,b: = <iilT'</>' , which is minimal as 
T ' ..l </>'. As </>b is a factor of </># (in G(</>')), </>b is open and RIM. More-
over, a' X a' [ R </>' ] = R ,p· , hence 
abx ab[R </>,] = a X a[R ,p·] = R ,p. 
In particular, we can apply IY.4.3. to thi s b diagram, so to some extent we 
can transfer properties of open RIM extensions to RMM extensions. (e.g. see 
1.20.,3. 16. ,3. 17. and 3.20. below). 
In [M 78] D.C. MCMAHON developed a technique to investigate the equicon-
tinuous structure relation in the case of RIM extensions. The most important 
results are 1.17. below ([M 78] corollary 1.4.) and its consequences (here) 
1.18. and 1.19 .. We shall merely state 1.17. as the techniques that lead to 
that result are not important for our purposes. 
1.17. THEOREM. Let <1>: 'X---> 61! be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs, and let 
if;: 2:---> 6lJ be a RIM extension with section A. ( 2: not necessari(y 
minimal). Let x E X and let U be an open set in Z . Then 
E,p[x] X (Un suppA.,p(x>)c;:::: T({x} X U n RH). □ 
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I. 18. THEOREM. Let <p: 'X- 6Y he a RIM extension of minimal 11gs with sec-
tion A . Then for every x E X with x E supp Aep(x > we have the equal-
i~y Eep[x] = Q ep [x] . In particular, (I a minimal ttg 'X has an invariant 
measure then E 'X = Q'X. 
PROOF. Let x E X be such that x E supp Aep(x > . Let a E 621x be an index 
and let U be an open neighbourhood of x with U <;;; a(x) . Now we 
apply 1.17. to </> and </> , so 
Eep[x] X (Un suppAep(tj)<;;; T({x} X u n R ep)<;;; Tan R ep. 
As xEUnsuppAep(x) it follows that Eep[x] X {x}<;;;Ta n R 9 . Since 
aE621x was arbitrary, Eep[x] X {x}<;;;Q</> and so E ep [x ]<;;; Qep[x], hence 
Eep[x] = Q ep [x]. 
Now suppose that 'X is a minimal ttg which has an invariant measure µ . 
Then suppµ = X . (For let U <;;; X be open; then by minimality, X c::;- FU 
for some finite set F <;;; T . As µ[fU] = µ[ U] for all f E F , it follows that 
µ.[U]=/=-0.) So for every xEX, xEsuppµ and by the above, 
E'X(x] = Qx [x].Butthen E'X = Q'X- □ 
1.19. COROLLARY. Let <p: 'X-GY he a RIM extension of minimal 11gs. Then 
E ep = Q epo P ep::..--:: P </>o Q ep = {(x 1 .X2) E R ep I (ux 1 , ux 2) E Qep for some u E J } . 
PROOF. Denote {(x 1,x 2)ER 9 l(ux 1,ux 2)EQepforsomeuEJ} by S. 
First note that by 1.4.2., S <;;; Q epo Pep= P epo Q ep . 
Conversely, let x EX be such that x E suppAep<x>. Then by 1.18., we have 
Eep[x] = Qep[x] . Let (x 1,x 2)E£ep, and let pEM be such that 




So (x 1 , x 2) ES , which shows that 
□ 
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1.20. Let cf,: ex- 6?J be an RMM extension of minimal ttgs and consider the 
b diagram of cf, . 
a 
Then by 1.16., 1.19. and IV.4.3.c, it follows that E ct,= Q,poP</>. Hence by 
IV.4.3.e, we have a X a[E</>,] = Ect, and so, by IV.4.1 0., we know that the 
map r exb_! E <I>' - ex; E <I> is proximal. In 3.22. we shall even show more, 
namely, Ect, = Qcp for RMM extensions. 
Vll.2. ERGODIC POINTS 
In this section we consider the ergodic behavior inside the neighbourhood 
of a point. We use it to prove some results concerning the question 
whether or not the regionally proximal relation is an equivalence relation. 
In this context, we also discuss weak disjointness. In particular, we gen-
eralize a result of s. GLASNER [G 75.1] by proving that an open proximal 
homomorphism of minimal ttgs is weakly mixing (cf. 2. 14. below). We 
also show that a RIM extension of metric minimal ttgs without nontrivial 
almost periodic factors is weakly disjoint from every homomorphism of 
minimal ttgs with the same codomain (2.13.). 
2.1. Let cf, : ex- 6?J be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs and let n E 1\1 
with n ;a, 2 . A point x E X is called a cf,-n - locally ergodic point if for 
every open W <: X there exists a set U , open in cf,- cf,(x) , such that 
(i) Ect,[x]C U ; 
(ii) T( V I X · · · X V11 ) n W" =I= 0 for every choice of sets V; <: U open 
in cf,-cf,(x). 
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If for every W we ca n take U to be cp-cp(x). then we call x a <j>-n -
ergodic point. 
If x is a cp-n-(locally) ergodic point for a ll n E ~ with n ;;,, 2, then x is 
called a cp-(locally) ergodic point . 
If cp:<X-{ * } then we skip the prefix cp in the definitions above. 
2.2. REMARK. Let </>: <X -qJ be a homomorphism of minimal ugs. 
a) If x EX is a <j>-n -(local(l') ergodic point, then tx is a <j>-n -(loClilly) 
ergodic point for every t E T . 
b) If x E X is a <j>-n -ergodic point, then every x' E </> .... </>(x ) is a </>-
n -ergodic point. 
c) If x E X is a <j>-n -ergodic point, then it is a cp-n -local◊ · ergodic 
point. 
d) If E </> = R </> then x E X is <j>-n -ergodic iff it is <j>-n -local{y ergodic. 
PROOF. Straightforward. D 
2.3. EXAMPLE. 
a) If </>: <X- 69 is a proximal extension of minimal ttgs then everr 
x E X is a </>-ergodic point. 
b) If cp:<X-qJ is such that K:<X-<X/ £<1> is highly prox imal (one 
could s~v that </> is a local{r· almost periodic map) then eve,y 
x E X is a </>-local/), ergodic point. 
PROOF. 
a) Let W <;;;; X be open. Let x EX a nd let V1 ••••• Vn be o pen in 
cp- cp (x). For every i E { I, . .. , n} choose x; E V; : then <j>(x,) = <j>(x) . 
As </> is proximal (x 1, ••• , x 11 ) is proximal to (x , ... , x) in X" . As 
X and so the diagona l in X" is minimal, (x ..... x) E T(x 1, • •• , x 11 ) • 
Let t E T be such that tx E W; as t(x, .. . ,x ) E T( x 1 , . • • • x 11 ). 
W 11 nT(x 1,,, . ,X11)=/=0. But then T(V, X ··· X Vl/) n W" =/= 0 . 
Hence x E X is </>-ergodic. 
b) Let W <;;;; X be open and let x E X . As K: <X-<X/ £<1> is hp, there 
isa t E T with tE q, [x ] = tK .... K(x)<;;;; W . Define U: = t - 1W ncp .... <j>(x). 
Clearly, U sa ti sfies the conditions (i) a nd (ii) of 2.1. for every n E ~ with 
n ;;,, 2 . So x is a cp-locally ergodic point. D 
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2.4. THEOREM. Let </> : 'X-+ 6!J he a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. 
a) If x E X is a <f>-2-locally ergodic point then Q ,p [x] = £ ,p [x] and 
E ,p = Q ,po P ,p = {(x 1 ,x 2)E R,p I u(x 1 ,x 2)E Q ,p for some u E J}. 
b) If x E X is a <f>-2-ergodic point then Q ,p = </>-</> (x) and 
R ,p = Q ,po P ,p = { (x 1 , x 2) E R ,p I u (x 1 • x 2) E Q ,p for some u E J } . 
PROOF. 
b)(a)For x'E</>-<f>(x) (x'EE,p[x])weprovethat x'EQ,p[x] . 
For an arbitrary a E 6hx let /3 E 6hx be such that 13 - 1 = f3 and 
/3 0/3<:;;_a, then {3(x) X f3(x)<:;;_a. Let W: = {3(x) and choose U for 
W as in the definition (2.1.) (in case b U : = <f>-<f>(x) ). Then for every 
(basic) open neighbourhood V X V' of (x, x ') in U X U we have 
T(V X V')n W X W =t=- 0, hence 
0 =t=- v x V'nT(/3(x) X f3(x))c;;_ v x V'nTa = v x V'nTanu x u. 
But then 
(x' X ') E T (l'. n u X u c;;_ T (l'. n Rt/> . 
As aE 6hx was arbitrary, it follows that 
(x 'X ') E n { T (l'. n R t/> I (l'. E 6hx} = Q t/> . 
As for some x EX we have £ ,p [x] = Q ,p [x], it follows, as in the proof 0f 
1.19., that 
For case b note that if (x 1 ,x 2) E R <P then 
u(x 1, x 2) = up - 1(px 1 ,px 2) = up - 1(x ,px 2) 
for p E M with px 1 = x . As we just proved that Q ,p [x] = </>-</> (x) it fol-
lows that 
D 
2.5. THEOREM. Let <f>: 'X-+ 61! be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs, such that 
K: 'X-+ 'X/ E ,p is open. If there exists a <t>-2 -locally ergodic point x E X 
then E,p = Q,p. 
PROOF. Let x E X be a <t>-2-locally ergodic point, then £ ,p [x] = Q ,p [x] by 
2.4.a. Let (x 1,x 2)E£,p and define z0 :=K(x 1) = K(x 2) and z := K(x). 
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Fora net {t;}; in T with t;x-.x 1 we have t ;::->z 0 . As K 1s openwe 
can find 
X2 E Eq,[x] = K<--(z) = K<-- K(X) with t;X2-> X2. 
But E </> [x] = Q</>[x],so (x,x~)EQ </> and (x 1 ,x 2 ) = 1imt,(x.x2)E Q </>. D 
2.6. COROLLARY. Let </>: 'X-. 6?:l he an open homomorphism of minimal 11gs. 
If there exists an x E X which is q,-2-ergodic. then R </> = Q </> . 
PROOF. By 2.4. we have R </> = E </> . hence </> = K: 'X-. 'X/ E </> = 69 1s open. 
So, by 2.5., it follows that E</> = Q </> , hence E </> = Q </> = R </>. □ 
2.7. COROLLARY. Let 'X he minimal. Then Q 'X = X X X iff there is a 2-
ergodic point in X (i.e., iff every point in X is 2-ergodic). 
PROOF. If there is a 2-ergodic point in X then by 2.6.. Q'X = X X X 
Conversely, let W C X be open and let U and V in X be open. We 
have to show that T( U X V) 0 W X W =I= 0 . As follows : Since X is 
minimal, '1x is minimal. So by I. I. I. , T( W X W) is a neighbourhood of 
'1x,andthereisa /JEG/lx with T/JCT(W X W). As Q ,x,= X X X, 
we have X X X = T /3, so U X V C T /3 and U X V n T /3 =I= 0 Hence 
U X V n T( W X W) =I= 0 and T(U X V)n W X W =/=- 0 . 0 
In several situations (e.g. metrizability of the phase spaces) we can show that 
a q,-n -ergodic point is a point with some "dense proximality" in its fiber. 
Let </>: 'X,-, 6?:l be a homomorphism of ttgs and let n E N with n ~ 2 . A 
point x E X is called a P;-point if 
is dense in (q,---q,(x ))" ( '1x is the diagonal in X" ). 
Clearly, if </> is proximal then every x EX is a P;-point for all n EN 
with n ~ 2. 
2.8. THEOREM. Let q,: 'X-> 6?:I he a homomorphism of minimal ugs and let 
n E N with n ~ 2 . 
a) Every P;-point is a q,-n -ergodic point. 
b) If there is a point x OE X which has a countable neighbourhood base 
611fx , then every q,-11 -ergodic point is a P;-point. 
In partic°ufar, if 'X is a metric minimal ttg, then the q,-11 -ergodic points 
are just the P;-points. 
PROOF. 
a) Let 
U 1, ••• ,U11 
T(U 1 X · · · 
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x E X be a P ; -point. 
be open subsets of 
X Un)n W 11 =I= 0 . Since 
Choose W (;; X open and let 
c/>----cf>(x) . We shall show that 
'X is minimal , Llx C T( W 11 ) • As 
U I X · · · X U,, is open in (c/>----c/>(x )f and as X is a P;-point, there is a 
point 
(x 1 , •. • , X 11 ) E U I X · · · X U11 
such that Llx n T(x 1, ... , x,,) =I= 0 . So, by minimality of 'X , 
LlxCT(x 1, ••• ,x11 )(;;T(U 1 X ··· X U,,) . 
Hence LlxC T(U 1X · · · X U,,)n TW 11 and so 
T(U, x · · · X Ull)n wn =/= 0. 
b) Let x EX be a cf>-n -ergodic point. Choose UC w --cf>(x ))11 open 
m (c/>._c/> (x )f , and let V 1, ... , V11 be open in c/>._c/> (x) such that 
v, x ... x vllcu. Let 6l.tfx.,= {WalaE~} be the countable neigh-
bourhood base for x 0 in X. For aE~ define, inductively, taET and 
Vf, ... , v,,a open in c/>._c/>(x) as follows: 
As x is a cp-n -ergodic point, there is a t I E T with 
Define V; 1: = V; . 
Let Vf, ... , v,,a, open m c/>._cf>(x), be defined. Then there 1s a taE T 
with 
ta(Vf X · · · X V,,a)n W~ =/= 0. 
Let Vt + 1 =I= 0 be open in c/>._cf>{x) such that 
For all i E { 1, ... , n } let 
X; E n { Vt I O' E ~} C V; n n {ta- I w a I O' E ~} . 
Then (x 1, . . . , x,,)E U and t 0 (.x 1, ... , x 11 )->(x 0 , ...• x 0). Hence x is 
a P;-point. D 
The following shows that there are situations m which lots of cf>-locally 
ergodic points exist. 
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2.9. LEMMA. Ler <j>:'X----->69 he a RIM exre11sion 11f111i11inwl 11gs ll'ifli .1euio11 
,\ . Ler K: 'X-----> 'X/ E,;, he rhe quorie111 map and /er x E X . If .\ /,(Is 
a 11cighhourhood V in </>-</> (x) such rhclf 
(i) Eq,[x]C V and E.,,[V ] <;;;; supp,\</>(,): 
(ii) K' = KJ </>-</>(,) :</>-</> (X)----->K[</>-</>(x)] 1s open in oil poi1111 o/o drnse 
subser of V ; 
rhen x is a </>-local Ir ergodic poi 111. 
PROOF. Let W <;;;; X be open and let II E N with 11 ? 2. By I. I .4.a . 
K [ W] 0 c:j= 0 : so there is an open neighbourhood v• of K (x) and a 
r E T with rv · c; K[W] 0 • Deline u: = K--rv · 1n v. then u is an open 
neighbourhood of .\ in </>- </>(x) with E</> [.\] <: U and U has a dense set 
of points in which K' is open. Let V 1 • •..• V,, he open in </>- </>(x) \\ ith 
V, <;;;; U . We shall show that T( V 1 X X V,, ) 11 W" c:/= 0 and so that 
.r is a <f>-n -locally ergodic point for all 11 E N with 11 ? 2 . As the points 
of openness of K' are dense in U . we can find V'. Cc V, open in </>- </>(x) 
such that E 9 ( V',] = K- K[ V',] is open in </>-</>(Y). Obviously. 
Remember that for 111 E N with 111 ? 2 . R :;' is defined by 
R:;' = {(x 1 •••.• x111 ) E X 111 J</>(r 1) = ¢(r2) = ··· = cp(x,,,)}. 
Let </)111 : 0t:;1 -+ 69 
,\::(1) = ,\</>(l) x 
denote the obvious homomorphism. Define 
X ,\<t, 1,, (111-times). Since the support of 
included in R :;• . ,\111 may he considered as a mapping from 
,\'" hy 
,\¢( 1 I JS 
69 into 
Jl((R:;'). Clearly. ,\'" is a section for</>'". so </)111 :'?R.:f,'--->°!-J is a RIM 
extension (with section ,\111 ). As V',X X v;, <;;;; supp\'.;1, ,' and 
V'1 X X V'., is open in (</>-</>(\ ))" . it follows from 1.17. applied to </> 
and </>" - 1 • that 
X V;,). 
As the set £ 9 [V'i] X V'3 X X V'., is an open subset of (</>-</>(x))" an<l 
s111ce E</>[V'i] X V', X X v;, <: supp,\;~1,i'. it follows from 1.17. and 
from what we have shown above. that 
X V,,) . 
Proceeding this way, it follows that 
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Et/> [ V 'd X . . . X Et/> [ V ',, K T ( V ', X . . . X V :, ) c:;;:: T (VI X . . . X v,,) . 
Since tE,:,[V';] = E,p[tV';] = K<-- K[tV';] and K[tV';]i:;::; K[tU]i:;::; tV' i:;::; K[W] 0 ' 
it follows that W n tE ,p [V1]c:fo 0 for i E{ l .... , n}. Hence 
0 c:fo W"nt(E,p[V'i] X · .. X E,p[V',,])i:;::; W"nT(V, X .. · X V,,), 
and so T( VI X · · · X V,,) n W" c:fo 0 , which completes the proof. D 
The following lemma is taken from [V 70] (prop. 3.1.), to which we refer for 
the proof. 
2.10. LEMMA. Let <f>: <X-61! be a homomorphism of minimal ffgs (it is 
sufficienl to require 61! to be minimal and X to have a dense subsel of 
almost periodic points). Let XO i:;::; X be a residual subset of X . Then 
there is a residual subset YO i:;::; Y such that XO n </>,__(y) is residual in 
</>,__(y) for all y E Yo . D 
2.11. THEOREM. Let </>: <X- 6ll be a RIM ex1ension of minimal ffgs. 
a) If X is melrizable, !hen !here is a residual sel of </>-locally ergodic 
points. 
b) If R ,p = E ,p then everr x EX with supp,\,p(x) = </>,__<f>(x) is a</>-
ergodic poinl. 
PROOF. 
a) Let K: X - X/ E,p be the quotient map. As X is metric it follows 
from II.1.3.e that there is a residual set X1 i:;::; X in each point of which K is 
open. Hence, in each point x of X 1 the map K':<t>-</>(x)- K[</>,__</> (x)] is 
open in x . By 1.6. , there exists a residual set X 2 i:;::; X such that 
supp,\t/>(x) = <f>,__c/>(x) for every x E X2 . (Note that the full original of a 
residual set in Y is a residual set in X , by IV.5 .12.). Let X 0 = X 1n X2 ; 
then XO is residual. By 2. I 0., there is a residual set YO i:;::; Y such that 
X O n </>,__(y) is residual in <f>,__(y) for every y E YO . Let x E </>,__[ Y 0] ; then 
K is open in all points of X0 n<1>-<1> (x), which is is a dense subset of 
</>._<f>(x). Also supp,\,p(xJ=<f>-</>(x). But then <f>._<f>(x) is an open neigh-
bourhood of x in </>,__<f>(x) that satisfies the conditions in 2.9 .. So by 2.9., 
x is a <f>-locally ergodic point. As </>._[ Y 0] is residual in X this proves a . 
b) In this case K and </> are identical. If for some x EX we have 
supp ,\tf>(x l = </>._</> (x) then, by 1.5., K is open in every point of </>._c/> (x) . 
So </>._<f>(x) is an open neighbourhood of x in <f>._<f>(x) that satisfies the 
conditions in 2.9.. So by 2.9. , x is a </>-locally ergodic point. But, since 
E,p[x] = </>._<f>(x) , x is even a </>-ergodic point. D 
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Ergodic points can play a role in weak disjointness of homomorphisms o f 
minimal ttgs as the following generalization of [G 75.1) Thm. 1. 1. shows. 
2.12. THEOREM. Let cp : ~----c, GJj and if; : £----c, GJJ be homomorphisms of minimal 
ttgs and let one of them be open or suppose that (cf>,if;) satisfies the general-
ized Bronstein condition. If for every n E ~ with n ;,,, 2 there exists a 
cf>-n -ergodic point in X , then cf> and if; are weakly disjoint ( cf> -=- if; ). 
PROOF. Let W = TW <;;:: R ... , with intn W '=fa 0 . We shall show that 
'¥'+' 9~ 
W = R H , as follows: For (x ', z ' ) E R H and an arbitrary open neighbour-
hood O of (x ', z ') in R H we shall prove that O n W '=fa 0 and so that 
(x',z')E W = W . 
By the assumption and 1.3.7., we can find open se ts U I and VI in X and 
Z such that 0'::faU 1X V1 nR,p.i,<;;::O and cp[Ui) = if;(Vi) . Alsowecan 
find open sets U a nd V in X and Z with 0 '=fa U X V n R 9 .i,C: W 
and cp(U) = if;(V) . 
As £ is minimal there are finitely many r 1, ••. , r111 in T such that 
Z = LJ {t; V Ii E { I ,· · · ,m}} . By assumption, X contains a cp-m-
ergodic point, and so by 2.2.a, X has a dense set of cp-m -ergodic points. 
Let x be a cp-m -ergodic point in U I and let z E V I be such tha t 
cf>(x) = if;(z), say y = cf>(x) = if;(z) . As 
if;..._(y) c;:;:: Z c;:;:: { l ; V I i E { I , . .. , m } } , 
we may renumerate (if necessa ry) the t; 's in such a way that for some 
n ,:;;:;, m we have if;..._(y)<;;::LJ{t;VliE{l, ... ,m}}, while 
if;..._(y)nt; V '=fa 0 for every i E {I, ... ,n} . 
Suppose n ;,,, 2 . Define 
L: = t 1U X · · · X t11 U n (cp-(y )) 11 , 
then L is open in (cp-(y ))11 and nonempty. For let z; E V n t ; - Jif;..._(Y ) 
and let x;E U be such that cf>(x;) = if;(z; ) , then (t 1x 1 , .•• , r11 x 11 ) E L 
As x is cp-n-ergodic, TL n(U 1) 11 '=fa 0. So for some t E T we have 
1.e., we can find x'; EU with tt;x'; E U 1 ncp-(ty ) for i E {I, ... ,n }. 
Let z'E V 1 be such that if;(z') = cf>(tt;x';) =ty forevery i E{ l, . .. , n }, 
then t - 1z'Eif;..._(y). But then for some i 0 E{l, ... ,n} we have 




So W n O =I= 0 , which settles the case for n ;;;;,, 2 . 
Suppose that n = I ; i.e., if;+-(y) C t; V . Then t I U n cp+-(y) =I= 0 and by 
minimality of ix , we can find a t E T with t (t I U n cp-(y )) n U 1 =I= 0 . 
Let x '1 E U be such that t 1x '1 E cp-(y) and ft 1x '1 E U I and choose 
z 1E V 1 with cp(tt 1x'1) = if;(z ') = ty . Then t - 1z 'Eif;-(y) C t 1 V , so 
z 'E tt I V and 
while 
Hence W n O =I= 0 D 
2.13. COROLLARY. Let cp: ix-6?! he an open RIM extension of minimal ttgs 
with section ;\ . Suppose there is an x E X with cp- cp(x) = suppA</> (x) 
(e.g. X is metrizable). Then the following statements are equivalent: 
a) Eq, = R <I>; 
b) Q<1> = R <1>; 
c) cf> is weakly mixing; 
d) cp ~ if; for every homomorphism if;: 2:-6?! of minimal ttgs. 
In particular, if ix is minimal and has an invariant measure, then ix is 
weakly mixing iff ix is weakly disjoint from every minimal ttg iff 
E "X-= Q"X- = X X X. 
PROOF. The implications d = c ⇒ b = a are obvious (for c ⇒ b see 1.3.11 .). 
a ⇒ d By 2.11.b, x is a cp-ergodic point and so x is cp-n-ergodic for 
every n E ~ with n;;;;,, 2 . As cf> is open it follows from 2.12. that cf> ~ if;. 
If ix is minimal and has an invariant measure µ, , then X = suppµ, , so we 
can apply the above equivalences to cp: ix- { *} . D 
2.14. COROLLARY. Let cf>: ix- 6?! and if; : 2:- 6?J be homomorphisms of 
minimal ttgs and let one of them be open. If cf> is proximal, then cf> ~ 1/J . 
In particular, an open proximal homomorphism of minimal ttgs is weakly 
mixing. 
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PROOF. If <f:, is proximal, then every x E X is a </)-ergodic point by 2.3.a, 
and so every x EX is q:,-n -ergodic for every n EN with n ;;,,, 2 . The 
corollary follows from 2.12.. D 
Looking at the ergodic behavior inside the neighbourhood of some specific 
point x E X turns out to be a little inconvenient. Too many times counta-
bility assumptions or openness are required to come to reasonable results. In 
the next section we shall "globalize" our efforts to prove stronger results for 
weak disjointness problems. 
Vll.3. WEAK DISJOINTNESS AND MAXIMALLY ALMOST PERIODIC 
FACTORS 
A central theme in this section is the question , how "unrelated are 
homomorphisms whose maximal almost periodic factors are disjoint (see 
[P 72], [K 72] and [EGS 76] 4.2.). So consider the next diagram of 
homomorphisms of minimal ttgs: 
'X/ E <l>--0'X-- ----69/ E ,i, 06!J 
We shall prove that in several cases we have 0'X J_ 06!J iff <f:, __:_ if;. 
As a by-product we shall see that for an open RIM extension the region-
ally proximal relation is an equivalence relation . 
We shall need the following remark on lifting of ergodicity. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let q:,: 'X- 69 be a surjective proximal homomorphism of ugs 
and let 'X have a dense subset of almost periodic points. Then 'X is 
ergodic if 69 is ergodic. 
PROOF. Clearly, if 'X is ergodic then 69 is ergodic (1.1.3.e). 
Conversely, suppose that 69 is ergodic. Let A c;::; X with A = TA and 
- - -
A O c:fa 0 and let B: = X \ A . Then B = TB and X = AU B . 
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As </>[A]U</>[B] = </>[X] = Y , </>[A] or </>[B] must have a nonempty inte-
rior in Y , and so, by ergodicity of 611, that </>[A]= Y or </>[B] = Y . 
Suppose that </> [A ] = Y . Let x E X be an almost periodic point. Then for 
some a EA , </>(a) = </> (x) . As </> is proximal, a and x are proximal 
- -
and by almost periodicity of x we have that x E Ta c:;:; TA = A . Conse-
quently, every almost periodic point in 'X. is in A , so X = A . 
Suppose that </> [B] = Y then, similarly, it follows that X = B ; which con-
tradicts the assumption of A O '=I= 0 
Hence X = A and 'X. is ergodic. □ 
As we intent to relate weak disjointness of </> and i/J with the weak disjoint-
ness of their maximally almost periodic factors, we need to relate open sets in 
R H with open sets in R 818 . . We shall do this in the following lemmas in 
a slightly generalized form. 
3.2. LEMMA. Consider the following commutative diagram of homomo,phisms 
11/ ttJ!,S: 
K 
'X, ---- 6.X: 61! 
~lo/. 
Let 'X. he minimal and suppose that one of the following conditions is 
satisfied 
(i) (</>,i/1) satisfies the generalized Bronstein condition; 
(ii) i/J is open; 
(iii) </> is open and Y has a dense set of points in which i/J is open; 
(iv) </> is open and Y has a dense subset of almost periodic points. 
If W is a nonempty set which is open in R H , then : 
a) There exist open sets U and V in X and Y such that 
0 '=/= UX VnRHc:;:; Wand </>[U] = i/J[V]; 
b) K X idy[ W] has a nonempty interior in R o,i,. 
PROOF. 
a) This is just 1.3.7.; for case (iii) note that i/J is semi-open. 
b) Let W c:;:; RH be open and nonempty and let U and V be as in 
a. As </> is semi-open, W': = intz</>[U] is nonempty, and, clearly, 
W'c:;:;intz(</> X i/J[W]). Define U':=Un</>+--[W'];then U' is open and 
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nonempty. As 'X is minimal , K[U'] has a nonempty interior in X'. Since 
0-=/= 0[K[U'] 0 ]C </>[U] = f[V] 
it follows that K[U') 0 X VnRe,i, is a nonempty open subset of Ro ,i,, which 
iscontainedin K X idy[W]. □ 
3.3. We shall consider a diagram as in lemma 3.2., and we shall deal with 
the following question: 
Under what conditions do we have <f> _:.__ f if and only if 0 _:.__ f . 
K 
Clearly, <f> _:.__ f implies 0 _:.__f, as K X idy[RH] = Re ,i,. So the real prob-
lem is what we can say about the converse implication. 
3.4. LEMMA. Consider the diagram in 3.3. and let </> and f satisfy one of 
the conditions in lemma 3.2 .. Suppose that for every nonempty (basic) open 
set U X V n R H in R H there is an open set D in X such that 
U = Eq,[U] and 0 -=/= U X V n R HC T(U X V n RH). 
Then </> _:.__ f iJf 0 _:.__ f . 
PROOF. Suppose 0 _:.__ f ; i.e., suppose that R e,i, is ergodic. For an arbitrary 
nonempty (basic) open set U X V n R H in R H, we shall prove tha t 
R H= T( U X V n R H) . Then it follows that R H is ergodic. 
Let D be a nonempty open set in X as in the assumption, and note that 
K[U] is an open set in X/E<t>, because D = Eq,[U] = K.._K[U]. Hence 
K[U] X V n Re ,i, is open in Re ,i, and nonempty, for D X V n R H was 
supposed to be nonempty. As R e,i, is an ergodic set it follows that 
T(K[U] X V n Re ,i,) is dense in Re ,i,. 
Let U 1 X V 1 n R H be an arbitrary nonempty (basic) open set in R H. 
Then by 3.2.b, K [ U 1] X V I n R e,i, has a nonempty interior in R e,i, . Hence, 
by ergodicity of R e,i, , for some t E T we have 
K [ u i] x v I n R e,i, n t K [ D] x r v -=1= 0 . 
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Let (x 1,y 1)E U 1X V1nRH be such that 
(K(x 1),y1)EK[Vi] X v1nR 8,i,ntK[V] X tV. 
Then t - 1x I E K.._K[U] = Eq,[U] = D , so (x 1 ,y 1)E t(U X V n R ,p,i,) and by 
assumption 
Hence U I X V I n T( U X V n R 9 ,i,) =I= 0 . As U I X V I is open, we have 
But U 1 X V1 nRH wasarbitrary,soitfollowsthat T(U X VnRH) 1s 
dense in RH , which proves the theorem. D 
We shall look for situations in which 3.4. is applicable. For that purpose we 
need the following lemma. 
3.5. LEMMA. Consider the diagram in 3.3. and let cp and if,, satisfy one of 
the conditions in lemma 3.2 .. Assume that for every nonempty (basic) open 
set U I X V I n R H in R H there is a point (x ,y ) E U I X V I n R H 
such that 
Then for every nonempty (basic) open set U X V n R H in R H we 
have 
0 =I= U X V n R H C T ( U X V n R ,p,i,) , 
where U:=K---[K[U] 0 ] = Eq,[U]. 
Consequently, under this assumption 0 _:_ if,, implies cp _:_ if,, . 
PROOF. Let W: = U X V n R H be an arbitrary nonempty (basic) open set 
in R H . Define {; : = K.._[ K [ U ]0 ] and note that {; = E </> [ U] is nonempty 
and open in X . Let U' and V' be open sets for W as in 3.2.a. Then by 
3.2.b, K[U'] 0 XV'n Ru,i,=l= 0. Let uEU' with K(u)EK[U'] 0 and 
v EV' with (u,v)E R H, then 
(u,v)E(U'nK---[K[U'] 0 ]) X V'nRHc;K---[K[U] 0 ] X VnRq,,t,= 
=Dxvn R H; 
so {; X V n R H is nonempty and open in R H . 
In order to prove that D X V n RH<;: T-(U-X~V_n_R_<t>_f_) we have to show 
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that every (basic) open subset U I X V 1 n R H of D X V n R H has a 
nonempty intersection with T( U X V n R cp,j,) . 
So let U I X V I n R H be a nonempty (basic) open set inside D X V n R H ; 
1.c., U I C D and V 1 C V . By the assumption, we can find a point 
(x,y)EU 1X V 1nRH such that £</>[x] X {y}CT(U 1XV 1nRH)- Then 
x E U 1 CDC K._K[U] and y EV. Let u' E U with K(u') = K(x) ; then 
u'E E</>[x]. Since 
(u',y)EU X vnRHnEq,[x] X{y}i;: U x VnRHnT(U1 X V1nRq,if,) 
and as U X V n R H is open, it follows that 
But then 
which proves the lemma. □ 
We shall now consider two situations in which the assumptions of lemma 3.5. 
are satisfied. 
3.6. THEOREM. Consider the diagram in 3.3. with <f, a RIC extension and let 
(<f,,i/;) satisfy gBc. Then <f, __:__ I/; iff' 0 __:__ i/;. 
PROOF. We shall prove that if (x ,y) E R H is an almost periodic point and 
if U X V n R H is a (basic) open neighbourhood of (x ,y) in R H , then 
Eq,[x] X{y}C T(U X VnRH). 
Note that the assumption of (</>,i/;) satisfying gBc together with the above, 
gives that the assumptions of lemma 3.5. are satisfied. Hence it follows that 
<f,__:__ i/; iff 0 __:__ i/;. 
Let (x ,y) be an almost periodic point in R H , say (x ,y) = u (x ,y) for 
some u E J . Let U X V n RH be a (basic) open neighbourhood of 
(x ,y) in R H__:_ As V is an open neighbourhood of y = uy in Y , the 
set V':= Vn Ty is a neighbourhood of y in Ty. So by 111 .2. 1.c, we can 
find an open set W in T which has the form W = W(u) , such that 
W.yi;:V'i;:V. Define U := [U ,W ]nu<f,._(z),where z=<f,(x)=i/;(y). 
Then U is an iY ('X, u )-neighbourhood of x in u </>._(z) (111.2.2.). Let 
x'E U , then x' = ,- 1x 0 E ucp-(z) for some t E W and x 0 E U . So 
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Hence U X {y} \;:;: T( U X V n R ,p,i,) and so 
u o U X {y} = u o (U X {y}) C T( U X V n R ,p,i,) . 
Bylll.3.10.b,weknowthat E</>[x)\;:;:uoU ,so 
which proves the theorem. □ 
3.7. Let i/;: 6/j- £ be a RIM extension and denote the collection of sections 
for i/; by L(i/J) . A point y E Y is called a supprimpoint if y E supp\i,(J'l 
for some section A EL (t/1) . 
Note that in the following cases the supprim points are dense in Y : 
a) 6/j is minimal; 
b) £ is minimal, supp A, = i/; .... (z) for some AE L (i/;) and some z E Z , 
and either i/; is open or Y has a dense set of almost periodic points. 
3.8. THEOREM. Consider the diagram in 3.3. and let </> and t/; satisfy one of 
the conditions in lemma 3.2 .. If t/; is a RIM extension and (f Y has a 
dense set of supprim points, then <t> ~ t/; iff O ~ t/1 . 
PROOF. We shall prove that for every nonempty (basic) open set 
u x vnR,p,i, in R ,p,i, there is a point (x,y)E u x VnRH such that 
£ c/> [x] X {y} \;:;: T( U X V n RH) . Then the theorem follows from 3.5 .. 
Let U X V n R H be an arbitrary nonempty (basic) open set in R H . Then 
by 3.2., there are open sets U' and V' in X and Y such that 
</>[U'] = i/;[V'] and 0 =/= U' X V'n R H\;:;: U X V n R ,p,i,. As the supprim 
points are dense in Y , there is a A E L (i/;) and a y E V' with 
y E suppA,j,()'). Let x EU' with <f>(x) = t/;(y). Then by 1.17., we have 
£</>[x] X {y} C £</>[x] X (V'n suppA<1><x>)C T({x} X V'n R H), 
□ 
Let <f>: 'X-6/j be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. We call </> a totally 
weakly mixing extension iff 
is ergodic for every n E N with n;;;,, 2 . 
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3.9. LEMMA. Consider the diagram in 3.3. and let </> and if, sati~fy one of 
the conditions in lemma 3.2 .. Let </> be a RIM extension with section "},. 
and let Y O be a dense subset in Y . Then 
U {supp A= x YO n R H I z E z } 
is dense in R H. 
PROOF. Let U X V n R H be a (basic) open set in R H . By 3.2.a, we may 
assume, without loss of generality, that </>[U] = if,[V]. Let x EU with 
x E supp\/>(x) and let y E Y be such that if,(y) = q,(x). As Y 0 is dense 
in Y , there is a net {y;}; in Y O converging to y . Then { if, (y;)}; con-
verges to q,(x), hence {\i,(y,l}; converges to A</>(x l in 9)1 (X) . By 1.4., it 
follows that x E supp A</>(x l C lim2., supp A.i,(.)•, > . As U is an open neighbour-
hood of x in X , there is a i O such that U n supp \t.v, l -=I= 0 for every 
i ;;,, i0 . So we can find an i 1;;,, i0 with y 1: = )';, E V and a supprim point 
X1: = x;,E unsupp\i,(r ,) . Hence 
□ 
3.10. COROLLARY. Let q,: ix- 6J.J be an open RIM extension of minimal ttgs 
with section A . Then for every n E ~ with n ;;,, 2 the canonical 
homomorphism </>n : 01.;; - 6J.J is an open RIM extension with section A'' 
and the supprim points are dense in R; . 
PROOF. Remember that An is defined by A;' = A, X · · · X \ . (n -times) 
and note that suppA;.' = supp\ X · · · X suppAr (11-times). Clearly, A'' is 
a section for <f>n (cf. the proof of 2.9.) and the fact that q,11 is open is obvi-
ous from the observation that 
11 
</>n ( U 1 >< · · · X Un n R; ) = n </> [ U; ] . 
i = I 
As 'X is minimal , 'X has a dense set of supprim points. So by 3.9., applied 
to </> and </>, it follows that LJ { suppA_r X supp\ I y E Y} is dense in 
R </> = R ; . Suppose, the corollary is true for n OE ~ ( n 0;;,, 2 ): then apply 
3.9. to </> and <Pn . It follows that 
0 
n n 1+ I LJ{suppAyXsupp\." lyE Y} = LJ{supp"},./ lyE Y} 
11 (1+ 1 
is dense in R </> . By induction the corollary follows. 
□ 
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3.11. 11-IEOREM. Let </>: ix- 6?:I be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. If </> is 
a RIC extension or an open RIM extension then the following statements 
are equivalent: 
a) E,p=R,p ; 
b) </> is totally weakly mixing; 
c) </> is weakly mixing. 
PROOF. 
b ==> c Trivial. 
c ==> a If </> is weakly mixing then, by ergodicity of R,p , it follows that 
R,p = Tan R,p for every aE 6hx . Hence 
a = b If £ </> = R ,p then 0: 'X/ E ,p - 6?:I is an isomorphism. Hence 
O__:_ <j>11 iff R;;, is ergodic, for R;;, ~ Ro,p,, . 
Suppose </> is a RIC extension. By 111.1.9., it follows that R;;, has a dense 
subset of almost periodic points for every n E N with n ~ 2 . Hence by 
111.1.5.b, it follows that (</>,</>11 ) satisfies gBc for every n EN with n ~ 2 , 
where </>,: = </> . As 0 is an isomorphism, 0 ..l </> ; so it follows from 3.6., 
applied to </> and </>, that <j> __:_ <j>. In other words, it follows that RJ is 
ergodic. Assume that R ; 0 is ergodic for some n 0 ~ 2 ; then we may apply 
3.6. to </> and </>n . As R : 0 is ergodic, 0 __:_ </>n and so </> __:_ </>11 ; 1.e., 0 '¥ 0 U 
R ; 0 is ergodic. This settles the case for RIC extensions. 
Suppose </> is an open RIM extension. Then by 3.10., </>11 : '51,p- 6?:I is an 
open RIM extension and R;;, has a dense set of supprim points for every 
n EN with n ~ 2 . Induction and application of 3.8. proves the case that 
</> is an open RIM extension. □ 
We shall now generalize 3.6., 3.8. and 3.11. to the "weaker" situations of </> 
being a Be extension or an RMM extension. To that end we shall construct a 
kind of double diagram. 
3.12. Consider the diagram m 3.3. with </> a Be extension and let ( <j>.11,,) 
satisfy gBc. Then we can lift the left hand part of the diagram to the level of 
the universal minimal proximal extensions, as follows : 
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1// 
------- 6?) ' 
For the exact construction , let u E J , z O = uz OE Z and 
Xo = UXoE </>,-(zo). Let K = rnci ,zo) and H = (\',(<X ,xo) be the Ellis 
groups of 2: and CX in G with respect to the points z O and x O . Then, 
by III.1.13.b, 
9{('X): = ~(u o H .~) and 9{('.2:) : = ~(u o K ,~) ; 
a : W (<X) - <X is defined by a (p o H) = px O and 17 : 9( ('.£:) - 2: by 
17(p o K) = pz 0 . The induced RIC extension <j>':9l(<X) -91('.2:) is defined 
by <j>'(p o H) = p o K (Ill. 1.15.). As <j> sati sfies Be we have 
a X a[R,p' ] = R ep (IV.4.5.) and as a is proximal and E cp = Q cp it follows 
from IV.4.3. that a X a(E cp• ] = E e/> . Hence by IV.4.10., 
~:llf ('X)/ £ <1>, -'X/ £ <1> 1s proxima l. Define Y'<: Y X 9l(Z) by 
(y, p o K) E Y ' iff yE p ouf- (zo) , and let T: Y ' -Y and 
f ' : Y ' - 12( (Z) be the projections. 
3.13. LEMMA. Consider the diagram in 3. 12. (with the same notation). 
a) Y ' is closed (in Y X 9( (Z) ), T -invariant and has a dense subset of 
almost periodic points. In particular 6?)' is a ttg. 
b) T: 6?)' - 6?J is a proximal surjection. 
PROOF. First note that Y ' is well defined: Let (y, p o K) E Y ' and let for 
certain q E M , p o K = q o K . We have to show that y E q o uf- (z 0). 
As kz 0 = z 0 for every k E K , k o uf.-(z 0 ) = u o uf- (z 0 ) for every 
k E K (II.3 .11.d) ; consequently, K o ui/J.-(z 0) = u o ui/J,__(z 0). Since 
p E p o K = q o K , it follows that 
p o uf-(zo)C q o K o u f- (z 0) = q o u o uf-(z 0) = q o u f-(zo) . 
Similarly, q o u f- (zo) C p o u f- (zo) ; hence p o u f- (zo) = q o uf- (zo), and 
yE q o ui/J<--(zo) -
a) Clearly, Y ' is T-invariant. Let {(y; ,p; o K) }; be a net in Y' 
which converges in Y X9f (Z) , say (y; ,p; o K)-(y,p o K). Then 
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y = limyi C lim2,pi o ui/r(z 0) . For a suitable subnet let q = limpi . Then 
p o K = q o K and 
y E lim2,pi o u i/;<-(z 0) = (limpi) o u i/;.-(z 0) = q o u i/;.-(z 0) . 
So (y,p oK) = (y,q oK)E Y'; hence Y' is closed and oY' is a ttg. 
Let (y ,p o K) E Y' . We shall show that (y ,po K) is the limit of a net in 
Y' , consisting of almost periodic points in Y'. As (y,p o K) E Y', y is 
an element of p o u i/;.-(z 0) . Let {ti L be a net in T with p = lim ti , then 
(after passing to a suitable subnet) there are Yi E ui/;-(z 0) such that 
y = lim tiYi . So 
(y,p o K) = limti(yi , u o K), 
while (y, , u o K) = u(yi , u o K) is an almost periodic point in Y X 9f (Z) ; 
However, Yi = uy;E ui/;-(zo)Cuoui/;.-(zo),so (Yi,uoK)E Y' . 
b) First we shall show that r is a surjection. Note that it is sufficient 
to show that Y = LJ {po ui/;-(z 0) Ip EM} . Let y E Y and remark that 
Y as a factor of R H has a dense subset of almost periodic points. Then 
y = limy; for almost periodic points Yi E Y , say y; = v;yi with vi E J . 
Let p; EM be such that i/;(y,) = p;zo. Then y; = v;p;up; - 1y; and 
i/;(up; - 1y;) = up; - IPi z O = z 0 , so y; E v;p; u i/;.-(z 0) C vip; o ui/r(z 0) . After 
passing to a suitable subnet let q = lim v;p; E M , then 
Hence r is a surjection. Suppose r(y 1 ,p 1o K) = r (y 2 ,p 2 o K) . Since 
1/ oi/;' = i/;or , this implies that 71 (p 1 o K) = 71 (p 2 o K) and, consequently, that 
p 1oK and p 2o K are proximal. But then (y 1 ,p 1o K) and (y2,p20K) 
are proximal in Y' . □ 
3.14. THEOREM. Consider the diagram in 3.3 .. Let </> be a Be extension and 
let (cf,,i/;) satisfy the generalized Bronstein condition. Then cf,___:__ i/; iff 
(} ___:__ If . 
PROOF. Consider the diagram in 3.12. and suppose (} ___:__ i/; , i.e. R e,i, is 
ergodic. As (cf,,i/;) satisfies gBc, Y has a dense subset of almost periodic 
points. Since (} is almost periodic and so RIC, it follows from 111.1.5.b, that 
R e,i, has a dense subset of almost periodic points. With the same reasoning 
R e·,v has a dense subset of almost periodic points. By IV.4.5 ., the proximal 
map ~ X r : R e·,i,· _,, R e,i, is a surjection. So, by 3.1., R e·,i,· is ergodic, i.e. 
(}' ___:__ i/;' . 
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But cp' is a RIC extension and Y' has a dense subset of almost periodic 
points, so by III .1.5., (cp',1//) satisfies gBc. Application of 3.6. to cp' and 1// 
implies that cp' ....:... i/;' ; i.e., R <t>' •V is ergodic. As 7J is proximal and as R H 
has a dense subset of almost periodic points, it follows from IV.4.5. that 
a X T: R </>' >/t' - R H is a surjection, hence R H is ergodic and cp ....:... i/; . D 
3.15. Consider the diagram in 3.3. with 6?:l minimal and cp: 'X-'.£: an open 
RMM extension of minimal ttgs. We shall lift the diagram to the following 
double diagram: 
i/;' 
The right hand part is the lifting of i/; to the level of the universal minimal 
strongly proximal extensions; so i/;': 21 5 ('.£:)- ~ls (6?:l) is an open RIM exten-
sion and 1J and T are strongly proximal (cf. I. 10. and the remark after it). 
As cp isanopenRMMextension, cp.1.1) byl.15 .. Define 'X' := 01,</> 'l and 
let cp' and a be the projections, then a is a proximal extension and cp' is 
an open RIM extension (also see 1.16.). Clearly, a X a[R </>, ] = R </> and as 
E </>= Q</> oP </> (1.20.), it follows from IV.4.3. and IV.4.10. that the map 
~: 'X'/ E </>' - 'X/ E </> is proximal. 
3.16. THEOREM. Consider the diagram in 3.3. with 6?:l minimal and let 
cp: 'X-'.£: be an RMM extension of minimal ttgs. Suppose that either 
(cp,i/;) satisfies the generalized Bronstein condition or cp or i/; is open. 
Then cp ....:... 1/; ijf 0 ....:... 1/;. 
PROOF. First we shall prove the theorem in case cp is an open RMM exten-
swn. 
If cp is an open RMM extension, we can construct the diagram in 3.15 .. 
Suppose 0 ....:... 1/; and note that in the same way as in 3.14., Ro·,i,· and Ro ,i, 
have a dense subset of almost periodic points. As in 3.14., it follows from 3.1. 
that 0'....:... If' . As i/;' is an open RIM extension of minimal ttgs, we may 
apply 3.8. to conclude that cp'....:... 1/;' . We prove that a X T[R cJ>, ,v ] = R H , 
then RH as a factor of an ergodic ttg is ergodic it self, and so cp ....:... 1/;. 
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As cf, is open it follows from 1.3.9. that R H= T(cp-1/,(y) X {y }) for every 
y E Y . We shall show that 
and so that RHC a X -r[R,p•,v ]. 
Let y E Y , y'E ~ls(Y) with -r(y') = y and let z'E ~ls(Z) be such that 
z' = 1/,'(y ') . As 71 (z ') = 1/, (y) , it follows from the fact that X' = R <P'I that 
cp-1/,(y) X {z'}CX'. Hence (cp-1/,(y) X {z'}) X {y'}CR,p',V and so 
cp-1/,(y) X {y} = a X -r[(cp-1/,(y)X {z'}) X {y} ]C a X -r[R,p•,v]CRH. 
Consequently, <f,....:__ ii,, which settles the case for an open RMM extension <P. 
Now let cf, be an RMM extension and let <P or 1/, be open or let (cf,,1/,) 
satisfy gBc. We construct the double * diagram (cf. IV.3.10.): 
cf, . { 
<x" ~ ~ cy; qi• 
·j 6X"/ E . l. 1' c/> 
'~ ,p ~ 6X ~ qi ~ 6X/ E <P ~
By the discussion in 1.15., <P. is an open RMM extension. As, by the 
definition of RMM extension, a X a [R cp· l = R q, , and since, by 1.20., 
E,p = Q,p oP ,p, it follows from IV.4.3. and IV.4.10. that ~: 6X"/ E,p. -6X/ E,p 
is a proximal extension. With the same reasoning as before, the map 
~ X -r: R 0,,i: - R 0,J, is a proximal surjection between ttgs with dense subsets 
of almost periodic points. Suppose 0 ....:__ ii, ; then by 3.1., 0' ....:__ { . Hence by 
the first part of the proof. cp" ....:__ { . As (cf,,1/,) satisfies gBc or <P or 1/, is 
open, it follows from IV.4.16.c that cp ....:__ iJ,. □ 
3.17. THEOREM. Let cp:6X-611 be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. If cf, is 
a Be extension or if cf, is an RMM extension then cf, is weakly mixing 
i.ff E,p=R,p. 
PROOF. Clearly, if cf, is weakly mixing then E,p = Q,p = R,p (see also 3.11.). 
Suppose that cf, is a Be extension with E ,p = R ,p . Then 0: 6X/ E ,p- 611 is an 
isomorphism ; so 0 1- cf, . By 3.14., it follows that cf,....:__ cf, and so that cf, is 
weakly mixing. 
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Suppose that </> is an RMM extension with £ </> = R </> • Then <1>* is an open 
RMM extension and so (in *(</>)) a X a[R </J. ] = R </J. As £</> = Q</JoP</J 
( 1.20.), it follows from IV.4. 1.c that 
Similar to the Be case above it follows from 3.16. that <1>* is weakly mixing. 
Hence it follows from IV.4. I 7. that </> is weakly mixing. D 
3.18. Now we shall turn to what we announced in the abstract as the central 
theme of this section. 
So consider the following diagram of homomorphisms of minimal ttgs. 
'X/ £ <p --0'X-- ----6}j/ £,i, 0q, 
We shall apply the results in 3.6., 3.8., 3.14. and 3.16. to show that in several 
cases 0'X__:_ 0q, implies <j>__:_t/;. 
Clearly, the equality (K'X X Kq,)[ R Hl = R 0"- 0"' implies that the inverse implica-
tion is true. 
First we shall show that 0'X__:_ 0q, iff 0'X 1- 0q, (for a more general result :;ee 
4.5.). 
3. I 9. THEOREM. Let </>: ex-~ and t/;: 6Jj - ~ be almost periodic extensions 
of minimal ttgs. Then </> __:_ t/; iff </> 1- t/; . 
PROOF. Let a2;: (f('.£:}- ~ be the universal minimal almost periodic extension 
of ~ and Jet a'X: (f('X)- 'X and aq,: (f(6}j)- 6Jj be the almost periodic 
extensions such that a2; = <j>oa'X = t/;oaq,. 
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Since a 2: is almost periodic, 
As axX a 611 : Ra, - RH is a closed continuous surjection and as 
{ T ~ n Ra., I ~ E: ~z >} is a collection of closed subsets of Ra, directed by 
inclusion, it follows that 
axX a 611 [6ci'.(Z)l = a,x X 0'.611( n {T~n Ra, I ~E: ~Z)}] = 
= n {axX a6ll [T~n Ra) I ~E ~Z)}. 
Applying 3.2.b to both sides of the diagram implies that for every ~ E ~z > 
we have 
intR ., (a,xXa611 [T~nRa))=I=- 0. 
Suppose that cpl_iJ,, then R H=axX a611 [T~ n R a) for every ~E~Z> · 
Hence axX a 611 [6ci'.( zJl = R H, and as 6ci'.( Z) is minimal it follows that R H 
is minimal; so cp 1- it, . 
The converse is trivial. □ 
3.20. THEOREM. Consider the diagram in 3.18 .. In each of the following cases 
we have cp __:._ iJ, iff O,x __:._ 0611 ( iff O,x 1- 0611 ). 
a) (cp,i/,) satisfies the generalized Bronstein condition and, in addition, 
either cf> satisfies the Bronstein condition 
or cp is a RIM extension 
or cp is an RMM extension; 
b) iJ, is open and cp is a RIM extension or an RMM extension; 
c) cp is an open RMM extension. 
PROOF. By 3.19., Ox__:._ 0611 iff Ox1- 0611 • Clearly, cp__:._iJ, implies Ox__:._ 0611 • 
As Ox and 0611 are almost periodic extensions. they are open RIM exten-
sions by 1.3.c. So, by 3.8., Ox__:._ 0611 iff cp__:._0611 and also Ox__:._ 0611 iff Ox-
. it,. 
a) Suppose (cp,i/,) satisfies gBc. Let cf> be a Be map and let Ox__:._ 0611 • 
Since we know already that Ox__:._iJ, it follows from 3.14. that cp__:._iJ,. 
Let cf> be a RIM extension. As 'X, is minimal , X has a dense set of 
supprim points. If Ox__:._ 0611 then by the above, cp __:._ 0611 . As cp and it, 
satisfy one of the conditions in 3.2., it follows from 3.8. that cp __:._ it, . 
Let cf> be a RMM extension and let Ox__:._ 0611 . Then by the above O,x__:._iJ,. 
So, by 3.16., it follows that cp __:._ it, . 
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b) Let if,, be open and suppose that O'X _:_ 064 . 
If </> is a RIM extension (of minimal ttgs) then </> and if,, satisfy one of the 
conditions in lemma 3.2 .. As by the above </> _:_ 06JJ , it follows from 3.8. that 
<J> _:_ if,, . 
If </> is an RMM extension then by 3.16., </> _:_ if,, iff O'X_:_ lf'; but from the 
above we know that O'X _:_ 06JJ implies O'X_:_ if,, . 
c) If</> is an open RMM extension then by 3.16., <J> _:_ if,, iff O'X_:_ if,, .□ 
The following result is in fact a corollary of 3.5 .. It forms a bridge between 
chapter VII. and chapter VIII.. 
3.21. THEOREM. Let </>: <X-611 be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. If </> 
and if,, satisfy the conditions in 3.5 . then 
E,p = Q ,p = n {intR (Tan R ,p) I aE 6llx}. 
" 
PROOF. Let a E 6llx be an arbitrary index and let V <;;; X be an open set 
such that V X V <;;; a . Let K: <X- <X/ E ,p be the quotient map. Define 
[;: = K----[K[V] 0 ] and V 0 : = [; n V . Then V 0 is open and nonempty. By 
3.5., 
[; X V n R <f, <;;; T ( V X V n R ,p) c;::; Tan R <f, ' 
hence as [; = E,p[D] 
E ,p [Uo] X Von R ,p<;;; [; X V n R ,p<;;; Ta n R,p . 
As [; is open, even 
If x E X , then there is a t E T with tx E V O , and so 
Hence 
So 
As x E X was arbitrary it follows that 
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As a E 6llx was arbitrary 
3.22. COROLLARY. Let q>: ex- 6l! be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. 
a) If q> is a RIC extension or an open RIM extension then 
b) If q> is an RMM extension then E ,i, = Q ,i,. 
PROOF. 
D 
a) In 3.6. and 3.8. we proved that if q> is a RIC extension or an open 
RIM extension then q> and q> satisfy the conditions in 3.5. (in both cases let 
1/J and q> be identical). The corollary follows from 3.21.. 
b) Let q> be an RMM extension; then hv 1. 16. we can construct a b 
diagram 
such that q>b is an open RIM extension and a6X ab[R ,i,,l = R ,i, . So by a 
and IV.4.3 .. it follows that E ,i, = Q ,;,. □ 
We end thi s section with two observations on PI towers. 
3.23. Let q>: cx-6!! be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs and construct the 
canonical PI tower for q> as in 111.4.6. and 111.4.7 .. Then we have the next 




where q>''XO is a RIC extension without nontrivial almost periodic factors, 
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o'c,:, is proximal and T'x is a strictly-PI extension. 
By 3.11., it follows that <!>'x is a weakly mixing homomorphism of minimal 
ttgs. So every homomorphism of minimal ttgs is a PI extension up to some 
weakly mixing junk in the top of the tower (cf. [V 77] 2.1.3.). 
3.24. Similar to the construction of the canonical PI tower for q> • we can 
construct a canonical SP! tower for cf,, using the G diagrams (I.IO.). Then 






$! l l· 
611# 611 00 
T# 
00 
where q:i_; is an open RIM extension without nontrivial almost periodic fac-
tors. a:_ is strongly proximal and T ! is a strictly-PI extension in which 
every proximal map is even strongly proximal. 
Again by 3.11., we have that q:i_; is weakly mixing. So every homomorphism 
of minimal ttgs is an SPI extension up to some weakly mixing junk in the 
top of the SPI tower (cf. [M 80]). 
Vll.4. REMARKS 
4.1. In section VII. I. we introduced RMM extensions 111 a somewhat 
artificial way. As strong proximality is a property between proximality and 
high proximality one should expect a natural notion between RIC and open-
ness which is characterized similar to RIC and openness as in the definition 
and in IV.3.16. respectively, but then with respect to strong proximality. In 
the metric case 1.14. is such a decent characterization. In the nonmetric case 
such a characterization seems to be unknown. 
A related problem is how to characterize universal strongly proximal exten-
sions as quasi factors of <JR, . Clearly, 91s (<X) is an MHP ttg for every 
minimal ttg <X (1.9.b). So the question could be "restated" as: what kind of 
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MHP generator generates "MSP" ttgs? Note that it must depend on the 
choice of the idempotents only. Because, for a ttg 'X with Ellis group H 
and MHP generator C = u o C = K.H , where K = C n J , it is clear that 
u o H CS CC if S is the MHP generator that generates ~ls('X). 
QUESTIONS 
a) Characterize RMM extensions in the nonmetric case. 
b) Characterize the universal strongly proximal extensions as quasifactors 
of ".)IL_ 
c) Let <f>: 'X-+ 61J be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs with 61J = ~Is (61J) . 
Then cf, is a RIM extension, say with section "A . What can be said 
about this "A or about supp>., for y E Y ? Note that if 
supp"Ar = </>--(v) for some y E Y , then this answers question a too. 
d) Let cf,: 'X- 61J be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. If </> is a RIM 
extension, is </>. a RIM extension? If </>. is a RIM extension and if </> 
is open, is </> a RIM extension? 
4.2. The problem stated in the abstract of section VII.3. is attacked by many 
people; e.g., see [P 72), [K 72), [M 78) and [V 77). The results in section 
VII.3. extend all of the known ones on that matter. 
Also the problem whether or not £ </> = R </> implies weak mixing of the 
homomorphism is considered frequently in the literature. The strongest 
results until now are [V 77] 2.6.3., which answers the question in the 
affirmative for Be extensions, and [M 78), where the question is answered in 
the affirmative for minimal ttgs with invariant measure as well as for some 
special other cases. Here we answered the question in the affirmative for 
RMM extensions. 
Moreover we proved that an open RIM extension </> with £ </> = R </> is 
weakly mixing of countable order. The step to uncountable order is still open 
(see also [M 80)). Another "new" accomplishment in this chapter is the fact 
that for an RMM extension </> of minimal ttgs we have that E,p = Q,p. 
Until now the strongest result was that the equality holds true for an open 
RIM extension with £ </> = R </> ([MW ?)). In the absolute case it was already 
known that the equation holds for a minimal ttg 'X supporting an invariant 
measure ([M 78)). 
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4 .3. Note tha t by 3. 17. a nd 1.11., it follows that for an amenable group T 
the collections D ..L a nd WM coincide. What is more, it even fo llows that 
SP ..L n D ..L C WM , where SP ..L is the collectio n of minimal ttgs that are 
disjoint from every s trongly proximal minima l ttg. 
The following generalization of 3.19. as presented m 4.5 . 1s suggested by 
J. AUSLANDER. 
4.4. LEMMA. Let cp: 'X- 61! he a surjective homomorphism of minimal ttgs. 
Let X' C X he a closed invariant subset of X such that 
(i) cp[X'] = Y , 
(ii) cJ>I x < X' - Y is open. 
If 'X is ergodic then X = Q </> [ X '] . 
PROOF. Let xEX a nd let x'EX ' be such that cp(x') = cj>(x). As 'Xis 
ergodic it follows that x 'E Ta (x) for every a E Ga,x ; so for every 
aEGa,x we have a(x') n Ta(x)=f= 0 . For a.E6h,x let XaEa(x) and 
t a E T be such that t aX a Ea (x ') . Then, after passing to suitable subnets, 
x a ----c> x a nd t aX a ----c> x ' ; so t a</> (x a)- cj> (x ') . As cj> IX ' is open, there are 
x'"E X' with cj>(x'a) = cj>(x,,) such that tax',,-x' . Let for a suitable sub-
net :: = lim x',,. Then z EX' a nd (x,z)E Q </> . Hence x E Q</>[.:] and so 
Xe; Q<l>[X']. □ 
4.5. THEOREM. Let cp: 'X- 61! he an almost periodic extension with 'X 
ergodic and 61! minimal. Then 'X is minimal. 
PROOF. Let X' be a minimal subset o f X . As cJ>I X ' is almost periodic, 
</>IX' is open. From 4.4. it follows tha t X = Q </> [X ' ] . As cf, is a lmost 
periodic, Q </> = !::.x , so X = X'. □ 
As we promised in 111.5 .7., we shall now present a slight generalization of the 
characterization of PI extensions in [B 77]. 
A homomorphism cf, : 'X- 61! of minimal ttgs is called a C' extension if every 
ergodic subset of R </> with a dense subset of almost periodic points is 
minimal. Note that a C' extension is a C extension (cf. 111.5 .7.) and that a C 
extension o f metric ttgs is a C' extension (l.1.2.b). 
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4.6. REMARK. 
a) A weakly mixing C' extension of minimal ttgs that satisfies the Bron -
stein condition is an isomorphism. 
b) let </> and I/; be homomorphisms of minimal ags such that i/Jo</> is 
a C' extension. Then </> is a C' extension. 
c) let { <l>a I <l>a: ixa-+ qi. a< v} be an inverse system of C' extensions 
of minimal ttgs, and let </> = inv lim <l>a . Then </> is a C' extension. 
PROOF. 
a) Immediate. 
b) Clear from the fact that R <t>r:;;;_ R <1>
0
iJ, . 
c) Let ix = inv lim 'Xn and let <f>: ix-qi be the inverse limit of the 
<f>a's. We denote by Ya the canonical map Ya: ix- ix" such that 
</> = </>aoYa. Let N be a closed invariant subset of R </> with a dense subset 
of almost periodic points which is ergodic. Then Ya X Ya[N] is a C' exten-
sion, Ya X Ya[N) is minimal. Clearly. N = invlimya X y0 (N). so by 1.1.6., 
N is minimal. □ 
4.7. LEMMA. let <f>: ix-qi and f: qi_£ be homomorphisms of minimal 
ags. 
a) If I/; is a C' extension and if </> is almost periodic then i/Jo </> is a 
C' extension. 
b) If </> is a prox imal extension then if; is a C' extension iff i/Jo</> is a 
C' extension. 
PROOF. 
a) Let N be a closed invariant and ergodic subset of R ~·o</> with a 
dense subset of almost periodic points. Then </> X </>(N) is an ergodic subset 
of R iJ, with a dense subset of almost periodic points. As if; is a C' exten-
sion, </> X </> [N) is minimal. By I. 1.2 I., </> X </>: ix X ix- qi X qi is almost 
periodic, so </> X </>IN : ~- </> X </> [~] is an almost periodic extension of a 
minimal ttg. Since N is ergodic it follows from 4.4. that N is minimal. 
Hence i/; o</> is a C' extension. 
b) Let if; be a C' extension and let N be an ergodic subset of R .;,
0
,p 
with a dense subset of almost periodic points. As I/; is a C' extension, 
</> X </>[NJ is a minimal subset of R ,i,. The map </> X </> is proximal so 
</> X </>IN : ~-</> X </> [~] is a proximal extension of a minimal ttg. But then, 
by 1.1.23.c, N has a unique minimal subset; hence N is a minimal subset 
of R ,i,
0
,p • So f o </> is a C' extension. 
Conversely, let i/;o</> be a C' extension. Let N be an ergodic subset of R ,i, 
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with a dense subset of almost periodic points. For every n E J N we can 
find a n 'E JR >/,o</> such that cp X cp (n ') = n . Define 
N': = {tn' I t E T, n E J N} . 
Then N' is a closed invariant subset with a dense subset of almost periodic 
points which is proximally mapped onto the ergodic subset N of R ,i, (by 
cp X cp ). Hence, by VII.3 .1., N' is ergodic. As i/Jo</> is a C' extension, N' 
is minimal. So N is minimal ; which shows that if; is a C' extension. D 
4.8. THEOREM. Let </>: ex- 69 be a homomorphism of minimal ugs. Then 
</> is a C' extension iff </> is a PI extension. 
PROOF. Suppose cp is a C' extension and construct the canonical PI tower 
for </> as in 111.4.6. and 111.4.7 .. Then by YII.3.23., cf>'x is a weakly mixing 
RIC extension. As a'-x, is proximal, it follows from 4.6.b that cpoa'x is a C' 
extension and so by 4.6.b, that cf>'x is a C' extension. But then, by 4.6.a, 
cf>'x is an isomorphism; which shows that cp is a PI extension. 
Conversely. let </> be a PI extension. Then there is a strictly-PI extension if; 
and a proximal homomorphism 0 such that if; = cpo0. By 4.7.b, it follows 
that we only have to show that if; is a C' extension. But it is obvious from 
4.7.a. 4.7.b and 4.6.c that a strictly-PI extension is a C' extension. D 
We end this chapter with the next generalization of 111.3.1. (made possible by 
4.5.). 
4.9. REMARK. Consider the following commutative diagram of homomorphisms 





l· --- / 0 / / / / / 
69 611\ 
~ 
Let </> be weak(v mixing and 1/ he distal. Then there is a homomor-
phism of minimal ttgs 0: 69 - ~ such that the diagram commutes ( so 
metrizahi!ity of ~ is not necessary). 
PROOF. We shall prove the remark for an almost periodic extension 1/ . By 
FST the remark follows for a distal map 1/ . 
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First note that, by 1.1.21.b, the map 71 X 71: R 11 __. !:::. w is almost periodic. As 
<t, is weakly mixing, R <I> is ergodic. Hence -.J, X -.J, [ R cp] is an ergodic subset 
of R 11 • But 71 X 11 :-.J, X -.J,(Rcp]-!:::.w is an almost periodic ex tension of a 
minimal ttg (!:::.w ). So, by 4.5., -.J, X -./,[Rep] is minimal. Clearly, 
1 2 c;;;-.J, X -./,[Rep]; hence 1:::.2 = -.J, X -./,[Rep] and R c/>c;;; R .;, . This shows that 
there is a map 0 : 6lJ ~ <X/ Rep__.<J, ~ CX/ R,i,. □ 
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VIII 
A VARIATION ON REGIONAL PROXIMALITY 
I. sharp regional proximali ty 
2. factors and lifting 
3. transitivity and Q"" 
4. regional proximality of second order 
5. remarks 
In this final chapter we are interested in a sharp form of regional proximality, 
which in some cases implies the regionally proximal relation to be an 
equivalence relation. 
In the first section we introduce sharp regional proximality, which is in fact 
regional proximality "in every direction". Also we give examples of exten-
sions q,: ix- 6?J for which £ </> = Q ,p = Q; , where Q; is the collection of 
sharp regionally proximal pairs for q, ; for instance: RIC extensions and 
open RIM extensions have that property. 
The second section is devoted to the question whether or not Q 9 = Q; 1s 
preserved under factors and it is proved that thi s is the case if E,p = Q c/>. 
Transitivity problems are dealt with in the third section. In particular. we 
show that Q c/> = Q; implies that Q,p is an equivalence relation in case q, 
is open or in case X is a metric space. 
In the forth section the "vital part" of the equality Q ,p = Q: is used to give 
a necessary and sufficient condition for transitivity of the regionally proximal 
relation. 
All results in this chapter are contained in [AMWW ?] and they result from 
joint research of J. AUSLANDER. D. C. MCMAHON. T. S. WU and the author. 
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VIII.I. SHARP REGIONAL PROXIMALITY 
We shall discuss a special form of regional proximality, which could be 
paraphrased as regional proximality in every direction. The main objec-
tive in this section is to introduce sharp regional proximality and to give 
examples for which Q = Q # , i.e. , examples for which every regionally 
proximal pair is sharply regionally proximal. In section VIII.3 . we shall 
see the use of this in transitivity questions for Q . 
1.1. Let </>: <!X,-+ ~ be a homomorphism o f t tgs. 
If (X1 ,X2)E Q q, then there are nets {(xii ,Xz}}; tn R q, and {t;}; tn T 
such that 
(x ii ,x~)-(X1,X2) a nd f ;(X'1 ,Xz)-+(x.x) for some xEX. 
In general , however. an a rbitra ry net {(x'1 ,x 2)}; that converges to 
(x 1. x 2) is far from a net that " makes (x 1 ,x 2) regio na lly proximal" (see 
1.5.). 
If for every net {(x ;1 ,x 2)}; in R q, that converges to (x 1,x 2) there is a 
net {(z{ ,z1)}1 in R q, "arbitrarily close to {(x\ ,x 2)}; "(which will be 
explained in a mo ment) and a net {11 }1 in T such that 
(zl .d )-+(x 1. x2) and 11(.::1 ,d)-+(z.z) for some z EX 
(paraphrased : if (x 1 , x 2) ca n be approximated from a ll directions in a 
regio nally proximal way), then the pa ir (x 1• x 2) is called a sharply relative{y 
regionally proximal pair. 
We say we can find a net arbitrarily close to {(x\ , x 2)}; if for every net 
{V;}; of neighbourhoods V; of (x;1 ,x2) thereisasubnet {V1 }j a nd a 
net {(zi .z~ )}1 such that (zi .z1)E V1 . 
Deno te the collection of sharply relatively regio nally proxima l pairs fo r </> 
by Q: . 
1.2. REMARK. Let </>: <!X,-+ ~ he a homomorphism of tfgs. Then 
Q: = n {intR (To:n R q,) I o:E 62Lx}. ,. 
PROOF. Let (x 1.x2)EQ:. Assume (x 1,x 2)~ intR (To:nRq,) for some ¢ 
{3 E 62Lx; then we can find a net {(x~ .x~)}; in W: = R q,\ (Tf]nRq,), 
which converges to (x 1 , x 2) • Define V; : = W for every i . Then there is 
a net {(z{ ,z1)}1 in W such that (d ,z1)-+(x 1,x 2) and there is a net 
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{t1 }1 in T with t1 (z1 , .:1)-(.:,.:) for some .: E X. Hence 
t1(.:i ,z1)E/3n R </> eventually, and so (.:1 , .:1)E T/3 n R </> eventually, 
which contradicts the fact that (z 1 , z1) E W . 
Conversely, let 
Let {(xi1 ,x2)}; E , be a net in R </> which converges to (x 1.x 2) a nd let 
{ V' }i E, be a net o f open neighbo urhoods V' o f (x '1 ,x2). As fo r an 
open index a E 62lx the set 
is a neighbo urhood of (x 1 ,x 2) in R </> , there is a n i(a)E I such tha t 
and soforevery i ~ i(a) there are (.:'1 , .: 2) E R </> and tiE T with 
(z '1 ,.: 2)E Vina(x 1) X a(x 2) n Ta n R </> and ti (z\ , .: 2) E a. 
But then for a suitable subnet J c; I X 62Lx there a re nets {(z\ ,.:1)} /E -' 
and {ti}JE.I in R </> a nd T such that 
(z1 ,.:~)-(x 1,x2), t1(.:i ,z2)-(z . .:) and (z1 ,.:1 ) E V1 
for some .: E X a nd for Vi : = Vi whenever j E {i} X 62lx □ 
1.3. EXAMPLES. Let <f,: ex- qi be a homomorphism of ttgs. 
a) P 1/l C Q; C Q </> ; so if <f, is proximal, R 1/l = P </> = Q ; = Q </> = £ 1/l . 
b) If <f, is weakly mixing then R </>= Q ; = Q </>= E cp. 
c) If <f, is almost periodic then ~ x = £ </> = Q </> = Q ; = P </>. 
PROOF. 
so 
a) Obviously, Ta n R </>c; intR (Tan R </> ) for every open aE 62Lx, and 
,, 
p </> = n { Ta n R </> I a E 62lx } = n {Tan R </> I a E 62Lx , a o pen } C 
C n {intR (Ta n R ep) I a E 62Lx, a open }= 
- ¢ 
b) If <f, is weakly mixing, R </> is ergodic and so Ta n R </> = R </> for 
every aE 62Lx . Hence Ta n R </> = intR (Ta n R </>) for every a E 62Lx , and 
¢ 
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so Q <t> = Q: = R <t>. 
c) If </> is almost periodic then lix = Q </> • As 
follows that lix = P </> = Q: = Q </> = £</>. lix C P<t> c Q;cQ<t>,it □ 
1.4. EXAMPLES. Let <j>: ix-qi be a homomorphism of minimal Hgs. In each 
of the following two cases we have E </> = Q </> = Q; . 
a) </> is a RIC extension; 
b) </> is an open RIM extension. 
PROOF. Cf. Yil.3.22 .. □ 
The following example shows that there are minimal ttgs for which 
Q=l=-Q#. 
Moreover, it shows that if </> and i/; are homomorphisms of minimal ttgs 
with Q9 = Q: and Q ,i, = Qf then Q,i, 0 <1> and Qf0 <1> may be different 
from each other. 
1.5 . EXAMPLE. Let qi he the fourfold covering of the minimal proximal rota-
tion ix (cf. 1.4.7.). Then Qi =I= Q"l! =I=- E"l!. 
PROOF. Let T be the free group on two generators and let X , a and h 
be as in 1.4.7.(i). Let Y be the circle and define the map c: Y - Y by 
c(y):=y+1-ia and d:Y-Y by d(y): =¼k + 4(y - ¼k)2 whenever 
k.,;;;4y < k+I (kE{0.1,2.3}). Definethettg qi; =< T(c ,d).Y > and 
let <j>: 6/J-ix be defined as </>(Y) = ~ (mod I). Then qi (or better </>) is 
the fourfold covering of ix. 
Note that P,x = Qi_ = Q ,x = E,x = X X X ; and that </> is almost periodic. 
so that P<t>= Q: = Q<t> = Eq,= Lly. 
Obviously. qi does not admit nontrivial almost periodic factors , in other 
words E"l! = Y X Y . As c preserves distances. it is not difficult to see that 
(y,y')E Q"lJ iff the distance (mod I) between y and y' is smaller then or 
equal to ¼. So Q"lJ =I=- E"l!. 
If the distance between y and y ' equals 1/4 , then we can approach (r ,)' ') 
with pairs with a distance greater then 1/4 (from the outside), which shows 
that (y,y')f Qi . So Q"ll =I=- Qi . □ 
An indication of the power of sharp regional proximality is given in the fol-
lowing theorem, which hints at regional proximality of second order as will 
be discussed in VIII.4. (1.6.b). 
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1.6. THEOREM. Let </>: 'X- 61! be a homomorphism of minimal ngs. 
a) Let (x 1 ,x 2)E R </>. If T(x 1 ,x 2)n Q : =I= 0 then we have 
(x 1 ,x 2)E Q: , and so T(x 1 ,x 2)<;;; Q: c;;; Q t/>. 
In particular, if Q </> = Q: then Q </> con rains the orbit closures that 
have a nonempty intersection with Q </> • 
b) Let (x 1,x 2)E Q: and let ((x;, ,x2)}; be a net in R t/> converg-
ing to (x 1 , x 2) . Choose ( t; }; in T and (for a suitable subnet) let 
(z 1 ,z 2) = limt;(x\ ,x2) . Then (z 1 • .z 2)E Q t/>. 
PROOF. 
a) If T(x 1 ,x 2)n Q; =I= 0 then T(x 1.x 2)nintR (TanR</>)=I= 0 ,, 
for every o:E G/ix, and so T(x 1 ,x 2)n intR_}Ta n R t/>) =I= 0 . But then it 
follows that (x 1 , x 2) E intR (Ta n R </> ) for every a E G/ix and, consequently, ¢ 
(x 1 ,xi)E Q: . 
b) Let o: E G/ix . As (x, ,x 2)E intR ,,(To:n R t/>), there is an i(o:) such 
that (x'i,x 2)E intR(Ta n R </>) for every i ~ i(o:). But then. also, 
.;, 
t;(x\ ,x2)EintR (TanR</>) for every i~i(o:) and so ,, 
(.: 1 ,z 2) = limt;(x;, ,x2)E Ta n R t/>. 
As a was arbitrary it follows that 
□ 
1.7. COROLLARY. Let q,: 'X-61! be a homomorphism of minimal ugs. If 
J. Q: c;;; Q; ( e.g. Q: is closed, in particular if Q </> = Q ; ) then 
Q:o P q,= P </>o Q : = Q : 
PROOF. Let (x 1 ,x 2)E P t/> and (x 2 ,x 3)E Q: . Let I be a minimal left 
ideal in ST such that px 1 = px 2 for every p E I and let v E l x ,(I) . 
Then 
v(x 1 ,x3) = (vx 1 .X3) = (vx2,X3) = v(x2,x3)EJ.Q: <;;; Q : 
By 1.6.a, itfollowsthat (x 1 ,x 3)EQ:. Hence Q:o P </>c;;; Q:. 
Clearly, Q : <;;; Q : o P </>, so Q : oP </> = Q : . 
In a similar way it follows that P <Po Q: = Q: . □ 
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1.8. REMARK. Let cp: <X-- 6!J be a RIM extension of minimal ttgs. If 
Q </> = Q; then E </> = Q </> = Q;: 
PROOF. By VJI.1.19. , we know tha t E </> = Q <Po P </> , and so, by assumption, 
E</> = Q;oP</> . From 1.7. it follows that Q: oP</>= Q; = Q</>; so 
E<P = Q<t> = Q;. □ 
The following theorem reflects the way we proved VJI.3.22. using VII.3.5 .. 
But first we need a lemma. 
1.9. LEMMA. Let cp : <X--61! be a homomorphism of minimal ugs and let 
,c 6.X.,-'> 6.X.,/ E </> be the quotient map and 0: 6.X.,/ E <I>- 61! the maximal 
almost periodic factor of cp . Denote the collection of nonempty open sets 
in X/ Ecp by e. Then 
£</> = n {T(k,-[U] X K .... [U] n R </>) I u Ee}= 
= n {T(K,-[U] X K,__ [U] n R </>) I u Ee}. 
PROOF. Let U Ee and (x 1 ,x 2) E £ 9 . Then for some t E T we have 
t K (x i) = t K (x 2) E U and so 
Hence 
£<PC n{T(K,-[U] X K,-[U] n R9)I UEe} c; 
~ n { T ( K .... [ u] X K,__ [ u] n R </>) I u E e} . 
On the other hand, 
K X K[ n {T(K,__[U] X K,__[U] n R9) I U E e}K 
C n { T ( K X K ( K .... [ u] X K .... [ u] n R ¢) I u E e} C 
~ n{T(U X UnRq,)IUEe} = Qo = ~x/ £,;· 
So n {T(K,__[U] X K,__[U] n R </>) I u Ee}~ (K X K) ,__[~ x; E) = E</>. □ 
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I. 10. THEOREM. Let </>: 'X- 61! be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs and let 
K: 'X-'X/ Eep be the quotient map and 0: 'X/ Eep-61! the maximal 
almost periodic factor of </> . Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
a) Eep=Qep=Q:; 
b) for every a E 6lix there is a nonempty open set V in X such that 
V = Eep[V] and V X VnRepC Tan Rep ; 
c) for every open set U in X there is a nonempty open set V in 
X such that V=Eep[V] and VX VnRepCT(U X UnRep) -
PROOF. 
b = c As 'X is minimal, T(U X U n Rep) is an open set contammg 
the diagonal for every open U in X . Hence a: = T ( U X U n Rep) E 6lix . 
c = b For every a E 6lix there is a /3 E 6lix with /3 = 13 - 1 and 
/32 C a . Then /3 (x) X /3 (x) n Rep C an Rep for every x E X and so there is 
a nonempty open U in X with T(U X UnRep)C Tan Rep. 
b = a Let a E 6lix . By assumption, there is a nonempty open set V 
in X with V = E 9 (V] = K._K(V] and V X V n Repr;;;_ Tan Rep. As K(V] 
is open in X/ Eq, it follows from 1.9. that 
So EepC T(V X VnRep)C T.TanRep = Tan Rep and as T(V X VnRep) 1s 
an open set in Rep , EepC intR/Tan R ep). As aE 6lix was arbitrary, it fol-
lows that EepC Q: C QepC Eep. 
a = b Let 'Y be the collection of nonempty open sets V in X with 
V = Eep[V]. Suppose there is an aE 6lix with 
V X V n Rep n ( X X X \ Tan Rep) =/= 0 
for every V E 'Y. Define 
X(V) = T(V X VnRep) \ intR (Tan Rep)' 
,;, 
then X( V) is closed and nonempty for every VE 'Y . As 'Y is closed 
under finite intersections and invariant under T , it follows that 
{X(V) I VE 'Y} has the finite intersection property. Hence 
H : = n {X< v) 1 v E 'Y} =1= 0 . 
By 1.9., H C E ep and by construction H n Q: = 0 , which contradicts 
assumption a. D 
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1.11. THEOREM. Let cp: <X-611 be a Be extension of minimal ttgs. Then 
E,i, = Q,i,= Q: 
PROOF. First we shall show that </> and </> satisfy the conditions of lemma 
VII.3.5 .. 
Let U I X U 2 n R ,p be a nonempty (basic) open set in 
(x 1 ,x 2) E U I X U 2 n R ,p be a n almost periodic 
(x 1 ,x2) = u(x 1 ,x 2) for some u E l . We sha ll show that 
£ ,p [x i) X { X 2} <;;; T ( U I X U 2 n R ,p) . 
R ,i, and let 
point; say 
Let V be an open set in T with V = V(u) and Vx 2 <;;; U 2 (Ill.2.1.c). 
Define U : = [U 1 , V]n ucp-cp(x 1) , then U is an ~(<X .u )-neighbourhood of 
x 1 in ucp-cp(x 1). Consider an arbitrary x'E U ; say x' = t - 1z for 
some t EV and zEU 1 • Then (x',x 2) = t - 1(z,tx 2)ET(U 1X U 2), so 
(x',x 2)E T(U 1X U2 nR,i,) . Hence 
Therefore </> and </> satisfy the conditions of lemma VII.3.5 .. 
Let U be a nonempty open set in X . By Vll.3 .5., there is a nonempty 
open se t O with O = E,i,[0] such that 
0 =/=- {; X U n R ,p <;;; T ( U X U n R ,p) . 
Again by VII.3.5., it follows that 
0 =/=- {; X {; n R ,p <;;; T ( {; X U n R ,p) . 
Hence O X O n R ,pc;:;, T ( U X U n R ,p) and the theorem follows from I.I 0 . .0 
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Vlll.2. FACTORS AND LIFTING 
Let q,: 'X- 61! be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs and let 0: 2:- 6Y 
be a factor of q, . By 1.4.3., E ep = Q ep implies Ee = Q e . We shall 
see that Eep = Qep = Q: implies E 8 = Q 8 = Qf too. Also we 
shall study the lifting of sharp regional proximality in shadow diagrams. 




Let a be proximal and suppose that a X a [R ep' ] = Rep . Then 
a) a X a[Q; nJRep·]C Q: ; 
b) Qep·= Q; implies Qep = Q: ; in particular, Eep·= Qep·= Q; 
implies E ep = Q ep = Q: . 
PROOF. 
a) Let (z 1 , z 2) E Q; n JR ep' , then 
(x1 ,x2): = a X a(z 1,z2)C a X a[Q ep• ]C Qep. 
Suppose that (x 1 ,x 2)~ Q: . Then there is an index aE 6ll,x such that 
(x 1 ,x2)~ intR (Tan R ep). And so there is a net {(x;1 ,x 2)}; converging to 
" (x 1 ,x 2) with (x1 , x 2)~ Tan Rep for every i . Let (z'1 ,z 2)E Rep, be 
such that a X a(z\ ,z~) = (x\ ,x2) and, after passing to a suitable subnet, 
let (.z1 J2) = lim(z;1 ,z2 ). Then 
and as a X a:'X' X 'X'-'X X 'X is proximal (l.1.21.b), it follows that 
(z1 , z2) and (z 1 , z 2) are proximal in Rep' . However, (z 1 , z 2) is an almost 
periodic point, so (z 1,z 2)ET(.z1,.z2) . As (z 1 ,z 2)EQ:, it follows from 
1.6.a that (.z1 ,.z2)E Q:, . 
Let /3E 6ll,X' be such that a X a[/3]c;;:; a, then a X a[T/3n Rep·]C Tan Rep . 
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Since 
we know that (zj ,z 2)E T/3n R</>, for i large enough. But then 
(x;1 , x~) = a X a(z;, ,z~)Ea X a[T/3nR </>, ]CTanR </> 
for i large enough, which contradicts the choice of the net { (x ;, ,x 2)}; 
Hence (x 1, x2)E Q: . 
b) Note that by IV.4.2.b, we have a X a[Q </>,] = Q </>; so it follows that 
a X a[JQ</>,] = JQ</> . If Q</>, = Q; then JQ </>,~ Q;, nJR </>, and so, by a , it 
follows that 
If (x 1 ,x 2)E Q </> then T(x, ,x 2) contains an almost periodic point ; hence 
T(x, , x 2)nJQ</> =fa 0 and so T(x 1 , x 2)n Q: =fa 0 . Hence by 1.6.a, it 
follows that (x 1 ,x 2)E Q: . 
Suppose £ </>' = Q </>' = Q;, ; then by IV .4.3.d, £ </> = Q </> and by the above 
Q</>= Q:. □ 
Theorem 2.1. enables us to give an alternative proof of 1.11. as follows. 
2.2. COROLLARY. Let cp: ~- 6!J be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. If cp 
is an RMM extension or if cp satisfies the Bronstein condition, then 
E<t>= Q<l> = Q:. 
PROOF. If cf> is an RMM extension then, by VII.1.16. , we can construct a 
diagram as in 2. I. such that cp' is an open RIM extension. Hence by 1.4.b, 
£</>, = Q</>, = Q;, and by 2.1. , we may conclude that £ </> = Q </> = Q: . 
If cf> is a Be extension then EGS(cp) is a diagram which satisfies the assump-
tions in 2.1 ., such that cp' is a RIC extension. Again by 1.4. and 2.1., it fol-
lows that £ </> = Q </> = Q: . □ 
In IV.4.8., IV.4. 16. and IV.4.17. we have shown that highly proximal lifting of 
homomorphisms of minimal ttgs preserves many decent properties of those 
homomorphisms. In addition to this, we show: 
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~,1 ~ 1/E• XI E. l ~~ 
Y' y 
'T 
Assume that cf,' is open, a is highly prox imal and a X a [R ,p' ] = R <P. 
Then E ,p' = Q ,p' = Q: iff E ,p = Q ,p = Q: . 
PROOF. By 2.1.b, it follows that E ,p = Q ,p = Q: if E ,p' = Q ,p' = Q: . 
Conversely suppose that E ,p = Q ,p = Q: . Remember that the openness of 
cf,' implies that a' := a X a IR,.: R ,p' - R <P is an irreducible map (IV.4.13.). 
Let W be a nonempty open set in X' , which by IV.2.1., without loss of 
generality may be chosen such that it is of the form W = a<--a [ W] ; hence 
a [ W] is an open set in X . We intend to find a nonempty open set U in 
X' such that 
u = E ,p' [ u] and u X u n R ,p' C T ( w X w n R ,p') ' 
which proves the theorem by 1.10.c. 
As E ,p = Q ,p = Q: and a[W] is open m X , by 1.10.c, we can find a 
nonempty open set V in X such that 
V = E,p[V] and V X VnR,pCT(a[W] X a[W] n R ,p)-
Define an open set U in X' by U: = a.,_[V] . Then 
The proof is finished if we show that U X UnR,p,C T(W X W n R ,p,) . We 
shall show that every nonempty open subset U' of U X U n R ,p' intersects 
T(W X W n R ,p,), which implies that every element of U X U n R ,p, is in 
the closure of T( W X W n R ,p') . 
So let U' be open and nonempty in U X U n R ,p•. As a' : R ,p'- R ,p is 
irreducible, by IV.2.1., we can find a nonempty open set V'C U' such that 
V' = a' ..... a' [ V'] . Note that a' [ V'] is open and that 
a'[V'] C a X a[U X U nR,p,]C V X V n R ,pC T(a[W] X a[W] n R ,p) , 
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so a'[V'] n T(a[W] X a[ W]n R.p) ~ 0 . As V' = a'--a' [ V'] it follows 
that V'n T(W X W n R.p,) ~ 0, hence that U 'n T(W X W n R .p- ) ~ 0 . 
This concludes the proof. □ 
2.4. COROLLARY. Let cf>: 'X-qi be an open homomorphism of minimal ttgs 
and let cf>•: <x* _qi• be the MHP lifting of cf>. Then E .p = Q .p = Q: 
ifJ E .p' = Q .p· = Q: . 
PROOF. If cf> is open then *(cf>) is a diagram as in 2.3. (IY.4.7.). □ 
2.5 . Consider the following diagram consisting of homomorphisms of 
minimal ttgs. 
cf> 
'X ------• qi 
~~/. 
In the remainder of this section we shall dea l with the question: does 
Q.p= Q: imply Q 0 = Qf ? 
2.6. THEOREM. Consider the diagram in 2.5 .. If if, is open then Q </> = Q: 
implies Q 8 = Q f . In particular, if if, is open then E </> = Q </> = Q: 
implies Eo = Qo = Qf . 
PROOF. If if, is open then if, X if, IR : R </> - R O is an open homomorphism of 0 
ttgs. For if, X if, : X x x-z x z is open and R .p=(if, X if,)--[R 0] . Let 
a E 6112 ; then there is a /3 E 611.x such that if, X if, [/3] C a , hence 
T. if, X if, [/3 n R .p] C Ta n R (J • 
By 1.4.3.b, Q 0 = if, X if,[Q.p] and so 
Qo = if, X if,[Q: ]C if, X if,[intR / Tf3 n R .p)] . 
As if, X if, IR is open 
0 
Hence it follows that 
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As aE 621,2 was arbitrary, it follows that QoC Qf ; so Qo = Qf 
If £</> = Q</> then. by 1.4.3., Eo = Qo. □ 
2.7. THEOREM. Consider the diagram in 2.5 .. 
a) If cp is open and if f is highly proximal then E </> = Q </> = Q: iff 
Eo = Qo = Q;. 
b) lff isproximalthen Q</> = Q: implies Qo = Qf 
c) If6X = 6X* then Q</> = Q: implies Qo = Qf. 
PROOF. 
a) As the diagram of 2.5. is a special case of the diagram in 2.3. and as 
the assumption guarantees that the assumptions in 2.3. are satisfied, a follows 
immediately from 2.3 .. 
b) In the same way b is a special case of 2.1.. 
c) Let x2:: er - '.£: be the MHP extension of '.£: and let f : 6X* - er 
be the MHP lifting of f . Then cf> = 0ox2:of . As f is open it follows 




x Hence by b, we know 
that Qo = Qf □ 
2.8. THEOREM. Consider the diagram in 2.5.. !l Q</> = (f X f)- [Q 8] then 
Q</> = Q: implies Qo = Qf. 
PROOF. Let /3E 62.l,z and let aE 621,x be such that f X f[a]C /3 . Then 
f X f [Tan R <1>1 C T f X f [a] n Ro C T /3 n Ro . 
Suppose Q </> = Q; then 
Q</>c intR (Tan Rcp) = Ref, \ clR (Rcp \ (Tan Ref,)). 
- ;, ¢ 
As Q</> = (f X frQo = (f X f),___(f X f)[Q</>] it follows that 
Qo = f X f[Qo]C f X f[Qcp] \ f X f[clR/R<1> \ (Tan R</>))]C 
C R 8 \ cl R / R 8 \ f X f [Ta n R cp] = 
= intRo<Ro \ (Ro \ f X f[Tan Ref,])) = intR.(f X f[Tan Rcp])C 
C intR
8
(TiJ; X f [a] n R 8) C intR/T /3n R 8). 
As /3 was arbitrary this shows that Q o C Q f . 
D 
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2.9. REMARK. Consider the diagram in 2.5 .. If E cp = Q cp and if R v,C Q f 
then Q cp = (if; X if;r-[Qol -
PROOF. Note that if; X if;(Q cp] = Q 0 (I.4.3.b), hence Q cpC (if; X if;)---[Qol -
Let (x 1 , x 2) E (if; X 1¥)---[Q 0] . Then, by I.4.3.b, there is a (z 1, z 2) E Q cp such 
that if; X if;(z 1 ,z 2) = if; X if;(x 1 ,x 2). But then (x 1 , z 1) E R f and also 
(x 2 ,z 2)E R f. Hence 
(x 1 ,X2) E R 'fo Qcpo R v,C Q ] 
and so (x 1 , x 2) E E cp = Q cp . 
By now we are able to prove the main result of thi s section. 
□ 
2. I 0. THEOREM. Consider the diagram in 2.5.. If E cp = Q cp = Q: then 
Eu = Qu = Qf • 
PROOF. Note that E cp = Q cp implies that Eu = Qu (I.4.3.). 
Now consider the following diagram of homomorphisms of minimal ttgs. 
Let K:'X-'X/ Q cp and \ : '£-'£/ Qu be the quotient maps. Since 
if; X if;(Q cp] = Qu there exists a unique homomorphism µ: 'X/ Q cp -6!:J/ Qu 
such that ">.. oif; = µ oK. As a = /3 0µ, µ is almost periodic. Let x E uX, 
z : = if;(x) and note that (K(x),z)ERµ>-.· Define W := T(K(x ) ,z ) , then 
W is a minimal subset of R,,>-. (for l x C lK (xln J= ) and W projects 
onto X/ Q cp and Z by ?T 1 and ?T2 respectively. It is an elementary exer-
cise to show that ?T2 is an almost periodic map ( µ is almost periodic!), so 
?T2 is open. Define x: 611f- 6!:J by x = a o?T 1 and let f 'X- 61lf be defined 
by t(x ) = (K(x) ,z ) . Then <t> = x ot. As, clearly, R ~C RK = Q f it fol-
lows from 2.9. that Q f = (t X t)<--[Qxl . Hence by 2.8., we know tha t 
Qx = Q: . As x = 0 o?T2 and ?T2 is open it follows from 2.6. that 
Q u = Q f , which proves the theorem . □ 
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VIll.3. TRANSITIVITY AND Q # 
In general the regionally proximal relation is not an equivalence relation. 
However, there are conditions that imply transitivity of the regionally 
proximal relation, for instance the Bronstein condition and "open RIM". 
In all these cases the equicontinuous structure relation turns out to be 
the sharply regionally proximal relation. From that one could conjecture 
that Q c/> = Q: implies transitivity of Q c/> . In this section we shall see 
it does in case cp is open or if the ttgs in question are metric. One also 
could conjecture the converse: transitivity of Q c/> implies Q c/> = Q: . 
However, we don't have evidence for that. 
First we introduce some notation: 
Let cp: 'X-6.11 be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. Let (x 1 ,x 2)E Re/> and 
p E ST . Then define 
P*(x,,x2): = n{poVI Visaneighbourhoodof(x,,x2)inR<1>}-
Clearly, P*(x, , X2) = n {p o(U, X U2n Rq,) I U; E C\f_.,} (remember that we 
denote the neighbourhood system of x in X by CV.., ). 
Note that there is some ambiguity in the notation as we do not specify the 
map. As we use it only in the situation of one specific homomorphism cp 
and never with respect to X X X , no serious problem will arise. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let cp: ex- 6.11 be a homomorphism of ttgs (not necessarily 
minimal) and let (x 1 , x 2)ERc/> . Then (x 1 ,x 2)EQc/> zff there is a 
minimal left ideal I in ST with p * (x 1 , x2) n D.x -=I- 0 for every 
p EI . 
PROOF. Let (x 1 ,x 2)E Qc/>. Then there are nets {(x;1 ,x2)}; and {t; }; in 
Re/> and T such that (x\ , x 2)-(x 1 , x 2) and t;(x1 ,X;d-(x,x) for 
some x EX . Without loss of generality we may assume that the net {t;}; 
converges to some p E ST . Let V be a neighbourhood of (x 1 , x 2) in 
R c/> . Then there is an i 0 such that (x\ , x 2) E V for every i;;,, i 0 . Hence 
(x, x) = lim { t; (x 1 , x 2) I i;;. i 0 } E lim t; V = p o V . 
As V was arbitrary, (x,x)Ep*(x 1 ,x 2) and so P*(x,,x2)nilx -=I- 0. 
Conversely, suppose that for some p EST we have P*(x 1 , x2)n ilx -=I- 0 , 
R 
say (x,x)Ep*(x 1 , x 2) . For aE6lLx, po(a(xi) X a(x 2)nRq,)E2 " and 
< (an Rq,) 0 , Rc/>> is a neighbourhood of po (a(x 1) X a(x 2) n Re/>) 
Let {t; }; be a net in T with t; -P in ST . Then 
. 2R" 111 . 
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So there is an i a such that 
Hence t;
0
(a(x 1) X a(x 2)nR q,)nan R</>=fa 0 and we can find ta: = t;., in 
T and (xf,xf)Ea(xi) X a(x 2)nR</> such that ta(xf,xf)EanR </>. 
Doing this for every aE 62lx , we obtain nets {ta}a E 'h, 10 T and 
{(xf ,xf)}aE'h_, in R e/> such that (x sub I sup alpha:x sub 2 sup a lpha) 
naar (x sub 1 ·; x sub 2 y- roman and - - t sub a lpha (x sub I sup alpha': x 
sub 2 sup alpha ) naar (x; xj . 
Consequently, (x 1 , x 2) E Q </> . What we have proved by now is 
(x 1 ,x 2)EQ</> iff p•(x 1 , x 2)n~x =fa 0 for some pESr, 
hence the "if"-part of the theorem is proved. 
Let (x 1 , x 2) E Q </> and define 
By the above, S =fa 0 and, clearly, S is T-invariant. We shall show that 
S is closed ; hence it follows that S contains a minimal left idea l, which 
proves the theorem. 
For each neighbourhood V of (x 1,x 2) in R e/> the mapping p1-+p o V ,s 
continuous, hence the mapping 
-ifr :p1-+ n{p o V IV neighbourhood of (x,,x2) in Rq,} :Sr-2R,; 
is upper semi continuous. Since ~x is closed and as S is the full original 
under -iJr of the closed subset {A E 2R 0 I A n ~x =fa 0} of 2R 0 , it follows 
that S is closed. D 
3.2. REMARK. Let cf,: 'X-611 be a homomorphism of ttgs and let 
(x 1 , x 2) E R </> . 
a) If (x 1,x 2)EQ;, then p•(x 1,x 2)<;;;:Q</> for every pESr . 
b) If p • (x 1 , x 2) n Q; =fa 0 for some p E Sr . then (x 1 , x 2) E Q </> . 
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PROOF. 
a) Let a:E611x, then (x 1 , x 2)EintR (TanR,i,) . So there are open 
• 
neighbourhoods V I E CV,; , and V 2 E CV,; ! such that 
For every p EST it follows that 
As a: was arbitrary, P*(x 1 , x2)<: Q,i, for every p EST. 
b) Suppose P*(x 1 ,x 2)nQ: -=I= 0 . Let {!;}; be a net in T with 
t; - p and let a, f3 E 611x be such that f3 <: a . Then 
and as <intR (TanR,i,) , R ,i,> is an open neighbourhood of the element 
• 
po({3(x 1) X /3(x 2)nR,i,) of 2R ", while 
t; (/3 (x 1) X /3 (x 2) n R ,i,) - p o (/3 (x 1) X /3 (x 2) n R ,i,) , 
it follows that 
But then /3(x 1) X /3(x 2)nTa:nR,i,-=/=- 0, and as is easily seen 
(x 1 , x 2)E Tan R,i,. Consequently, (x 1 , x 2)E Q,i,. 
(Note that this is just 1.6.b!) □ 
3.3. LEMMA. Let <1>: ~-611 be a homomorphism of ttgs and suppose that 
Q ,p = Q: . Let (x ,y) E Q ,p and (y , z) E Q ,p . If </> is open in 
x EX , then (x , z ) E Q ,p . 
PROOF. By 3.1., we can find a minimal left ideal / in ST , p E / and a 
z'E X such that (z',z')Ep*(y,z). Let o:E 611x and let Vx <: a:(x) , 
Vy <: a (y) and V z <;;; a (z) be open neighbourhoods of x , y and z in 
X , such that 
(for V z no further conditions). As </> is open in x , we may assume that 
Vy is such that </>[Vy]<: </>[Vxl. Since 
(z ', Z ') E p * (y , Z) <: p O ( Vy X v z n R ,p) , 
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we can find nets {ti L in T and {(Yi,zi)L in Uy X U, n R ,p such that 
p = limti and (z',z') = limti(Yi,zd. Let xi E Ux be such that 
</>(xi) = </>(Yi) . Then, for every i , 
(xi ,Yi) E Ux X U1 n R ,p and (x;, z;) E Ux X U, n R ,p . 
Let x ~: = lim t; X; (after passing to a suitable subnet). Then 
(x ~, z ') = Jim t; (x; ,yd E p o ( Ux X Uv n R ,,,) C p o (Tan R ,p) C Ta n R <I> 
and 
(x ~,z ') = lim ti(x;,zdE p o (Ux X U: n R ,,,)C p o (a(x )X a(z )n R ,,,). 
So for every a E 62L;.; we can define in this way an element x ~ E X . Let 
x' = lim x ~ (after passing to a suitable subnet). Then 
(x ', z ') = lim (x ~, z ') E Ta n R <I> for every a E 62Lx 
hence (x',z')E Q ,,, = Q: . And 
(x ', z ') = lim (x ~, z ') E p o (a (x) X a (z) n R ,,,) for every a E 62Lx . 
As p•(x ,z)= n{p o(a (x) X a(z)nR,,,)jaE62Lx}, it follows that 
(x',z')Ep•(x,z) and so that p•(x,z)n Q : =I= 0. By 3.2.b, it follows 
that (x,z)E Q ,,,. □ 
3.4. THEOREM. Let <f> : ix-qi be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs, such that 
</> is open in some point x E X. Then Q ,,, = Q: implies E,p = Q ,p. 
PROOF. Let (x 1,x 2)EQ,,, and (x 2 ,x 3)EQ,p and let pEM be such that 
x = px 1 . Then (x,px 2)= p(x 1 ,x 2)E Q ,p and (px 2 ,px 3)EQ,p; so, by 
3.3., it follows that (x,px 3)E Q ,,,. Let v E l x1 , then 
(x 1 , vx 3) = vp - 1(x ,px 3) E Q <I> • 
As (vx3,x 3)EP,p we have (x 1 ,x3)EP,,,0Q,,,. So, by 1.7., (x 1 ,x3)EQ,,,. 
Hence Q ,po Q <I> C Q <I> and Q <I> is an equivalence relation. D 
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3.5. COROLLARY. 
a) If <f,: ~- 611 is a RIM extension or if <f, is a homomorphism of 
metric minimal ttgs, then Q <P = Q: implies E <P = Q <P = Q: . 
b) If ~ is a minimal ttg then Q ~ = Qi implies E ~ = Q ,x = Qi 
c) Let <f,: ~-611 be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs and let 
<f, = 0oi/; (as in 2.5.). If <f, is open in some point x EX , then 
Q<P = Q: implies Qo = Qf . 
PROOF. 
a) By VII.I .5. and II.1.3.e. this follows immediately from 3.4 .. 
b) As <f,: ~- { * } is open, the statement is obvious from 3.4 .. 
c) By 3.4., Q <P = Q: implies E,p = Q ,p = Q: . But then by 2.10., we 
know that £ 8 = Qo = Qf ; in particular, Qo = Qf . □ 
It is not known whether or not Q <P = Q: implies E <P = Q <P without 
further restrictions on <f, • We shall now give some other conditions on ¢ 
that are sufficient to deduce £ <P = Q <P from Q <P = Q:; . 





Suppose that i/; is proximal. In each of the following two cases we have 
Q ,p = Q: implies E <P = Q <P = Q: . 
a) 0 is open; 
b) £ 8 = Q 8 oP 8 ; e.g., 0 is a RIM extension. 
PROOF. As i/; is proximal, Q <P = Q: implies Q 8 = Qf (2.7.b). Hence, 
in both cases a and b, it follows that £ 8 = Q 8 (cf. 3.4. and 1.7. respec-
tively). As i/; is proximal and as, by 1.4.3., 
it follows that £ <PC P <Po Q <Po P ,p. But, by 1.7. , this gives 
E ,pC P ,po Q ,po P ,p = P ,po Q: oP ,p = Q: D 
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3.7. THEOREM. Let </>:ex-~ be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs and let 
</> = Ool/;. Suppose I/; is open, RI/,<;;;; Q.,, and let Eo = Q 8 oPo. Then 
Q.,, = Q; implies E.,, = Q.,, = Q; . 
PROOF. As I/; is open, Q </> = Q; implies Q 8 = Q f by 2.6.. Hence, by 
1.7., it follows that 
Eo = Qo 0 Po = Qf 0 Po = Qf = Qo. 
Also, by the openness of I/; we have that I/; X I/;: R.,,-R 8 is an open map. 
We shall show that Q.,, = (I/; X i/;)..._[Q 8], hence that Q.,, is an equivalence 
relation. 
Let (x 1 , x 2) E (I/; X I/;)..._[ Q .,,J ; then (z 1 , z 2): = I/; X I/; (x 1 , x 2) E Q 8 . So there 
are nets {(z\ ,z 2)}; in R 8 and {t;}; in T such that (z\ ,z ~)-(z 1 ,z 2) 
and t;(z \ ,z 2)-(z 1 ,z 1). As (x 1 , x 2)E(i/; X i/Jr(z 1 , z 2) and as the map 
I/; X i/;: R.,,-R 8 is open, we can find (x\ ,x~) in R,:, such that 
I/; X 1/;(x\ .x~) = (z\ ,z~) and (x;1 ,x~)-(x 1 , x 2) . After passing to a suit-
able subnet let (.x 1 ,.x2) = limt;(x\ , x 2) . Then 
i/;(x 1) = limt;i/;(x;1 ) = limt;z\ = z 1 = limt; z 2 = limt;i/;(x ~) = l/;(x 2), 
hence (.x 1 ,.x2)E R"' and therefore (x 1 ,.x2)E Q.,, = Q; . By 1.6.b, it fol-
lows that (x 1, x 2) E Q.,, . Consequently, (I/; X i/Jr[ Q 8] <;;;;; Q.,, and as, clearly, 
Q.,,r;;;;; (I/; X i/;)..._[Q 8], it follows that Q.,, = (I/; X i/;)..._[Q 8] . D 
3.8. For the last results in this section remember that for a homomorphism 
<1> : ex-~ of minimal ttgs the relation Q; is defined by 
Q;: = n(TanJR.,,la:E6h,x} , 
1.e., Q; is the collection of regionally proximal pairs that can (regionally 
proximal) be reached by nets consisting of almost periodic pairs. Also 
remember that for x E X and u E J , 
Q; [x] = u [ n { V O u I u E ~t}] 
V E J \ 
where ~ x denotes the 0 (ex, u )-neighbourhood system of ux in 
U</>+---</>(X) (III.3.7.). 
In particular, uQ; [x] = H(F)x , where F = @(~, </> (ux )) <;;;;; uM is the Ellis 
group of ~ with respect to </>(ux) . 
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3.9. LEMMA. Let cf>: ex-qi be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs and let 
u E J . Suppose (x 1 ,x 2) = u(x 1 ,x2) E Q: , then 
uQ; [xi] X uQ; [x 2] = H(F)x 1X H(F)x 2 C Qc/>. 
where F = @(qi, u cf> (x 1)) C uM is the Ellis group of qi . 
PROOF. Let Lu [x; l: = n { u Ou I u E <JlJx,} for i = I ' 2 ; and note that, 
by Ill.3.4. and 111.3.1., 
uQ; [x;] = H(F)x; = uLu[x;]. 
We shall prove that (u o C[x i]) X Lu[x 2]C Q c/> and so it follows that 
uQ; [xi] X uQ; [x 2] = H(F)x I X H(F)x 2 = uLu[xi] X uLu[x 2]C 
C u((u o Lu[xi]) X Lu[x2]) C Qq,. 
Let aE 62Lx ; then (x 1 ,x 2)E intR (To:n Re/>) . So there are open neighbour-~ 
hoods U and V of x I and x 2 in X such that 
As (x 1 ,x 2) = u(x 1 ,x 2) 
W = W(u) such that 
we can find an open set W m T with 
Wx I C U (see 111.2. 1.c). Define U E '!JLJ, by 
Let x '2 E U and note that (x 1, x '2) = u (x 1, x '2) . In the same way as above 
wecanfinda VE~, such that V X {x'2}CT(U X VnR cp) - Hence 
and as Lu[xi]C u o V , it follows that Lu[xi] X {x'2} C To:n Re/> . Since 
x'2E U was arbitrary, Lu[xi] X U C To:n R e/>. Hence, as Lu[x 2]C u o U , 
it follows that 
u o Lu [xi] X Lu [x 2] C u o Lu [xi] X u o U = u o (Lu [xi) X U) C Tan R cf>. 
As o:E62Lx was arbitrary : u o lu[xi] X Lu[x 2]CQ c/>. D 
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3.10. THEOREM. Let <f>: ix- 6l! be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. 
a) If Qcp = Q: then Qcp oQ; = Q; oQcp = Qcp. 
b) If Q</> = Q: and if for some x EX and some u E J we have 
uQ</>[x] = uQ; [x] then E</> = Q</> . 
PROOF. 
a)Let (x 1,x 2)EQ; and (x 2 ,x 3)E Q </>. Then u(x 1,x 2)E Q ; and 
u(x 2 ,x 3)E Q</> = Q:. As ux 1EuQ;[ux 2] itfollowsfrom3.9.that 
• # ( ux 1 , ux 3) E uQ cp [ ux 21 X ux 3 C Q </> = Q </> . 
Hence, by 1.6., (x 1,x 3)EQcp and Q cpo Q;c Q <t>, and so Qcpo Q ; = Q <t> -
Similarly, Q; oQcp = Qcp . 
b) Let (x 1 ,x 2)E Q </> and (x 2 ,x 3)E Q </> and let up EM be such that 
upx 2 = x . Then (upx 1 ,x) = (upx, ,upx 2)E Q.,,, and so we have 
upx 1 EuQ .,, [x] = Q;[x]. As (x.upx 3)EQcp=Q: itfollowsby3.9. that 
• # (upx 1 , upx 3)E uQ .,, [x] X upx 3C Q .,, = Q .,, , 
and so, by 1.6. , it follows that (x 1 ,x 3)E Q.,,. Consequently, Q </> 1s an 
equivalence relation . 0 
VIII.4. REGIONAL PROXIMALITY OF SECOND ORDER 
Let ix be a ttg. It is not difficult to see that a pair (x 1 , x 2) E X X X 
is regionally proximal if we can find suitable pairs in the neighbourhood 
of (x 1 , x 2) such that after suitable T-translations they tend to a proxi-
mal pair. If we could find pairs in the neighbourhood of (x 1 , x 2) tha t 
after suitable T-translations tend to a regionally proximal pair, we could 
say that the pair (x 1 ,x 2) is regionally regionally proximal. We call it 
regionally proximal of second order. 
Let ix be a ttg and let A C X . Then define 
D (A ' ix): = u {p. A I p E s r} ' 
where p • A is defined as 
p * A : = n {p O V I A C V and V open in X} . 
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Remark that the * defined in section 3. is tn full accordance with this 
definition, after noting that p * a : = p * { a } . 
4.1. REMARK. Let 'X be a ttg and let A C X . Then 
a) D (A , 'X) is T -invariant; 
b) D(A, 'X) = D(tA, 'X) for every t ET ; 
c) if A isclosedthen D(A , 'X)= LJ{D({a} , 'X)laEA} ; 
d) if A is closed then D (A , 'X) is closed. 
PROOF. 
a)Let xED(A , 'X) and let pEST be such that x Ep•A . Then 
x E po V for every open V in X with A C V . Hence tx E tp o V for 
such V and tx E tp * A C D (A , 'X) . 
b)Note that p o V = pt - 1otV for every V C X , pEST and 
t ET . As 
{ W I W C X open, tA C W} = { t V I V C X open, A C V} 
for every t ET , it follows that p•A = pt - 1.tA . 
c)Obviously, D({a} , 'X)CD(A , 'X) for every a EA. 
Conversely, let x ED (A , 'X) and let p EST be such that x E p * A Let 
a E 6lix be an open index. Then there are a 1, • •• , an in A such that 
V a:= LJ { a (a;) I i E {I, . . . , n }} 
is an open neighbourhood of A (in X ). So x E p o Va and as 
p o V a= LJ{p oa(a;)liE{l, ... , n}} , 
wecanfind aaE{a; liEl , ... , n}} such that xEp o a(aa). Inthisway 
we obtain a point aa in A for every open index a E 6lix . Let 
a : = lim { aa I a E /} for a suitable subnet I C 6lix . We shall prove that 
xEp•{a}. 
Let V C X be open and let { a } C V . Then there are /3 and y in / 
such that f3(a)C V and y oyC /3. Let SE/ with S c y such that 
a 0 E y(a) . Then 
so xEp o S(a 0)Cpo/3(a) C p o V ; hence xEp•{a } . As a EA = A it 
follows that D(A , 'X) C LJ{D({a} , 'X)laEA }. 
d) Let { x ; }; be a convergent net in D (A , 'X) and let x = lim x ; . 
By c, we may find nets {a;} ; and {p; }; tn A and ST such that 
x; E p; * {a;} . Let p = limp; and a = lim a; after passing to suitable 
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subnets. We shall prove that x E p * (a} . 
Let V C X be open with {a} C V . Then a; C V for all i;;;;,; i ( V) . 
Hence 
x;Ep;•(a;}Cp;oV forall i ;;?; i(V). 
But then it follows that 
x = limx; E lim2, (p; o V) = p o V . 
As V was arbitrary, it follows that x E p * (a} , hence x E D (A , 'X) . □ 
The proof of the following remark is straightforward and will be omitted 
4.2. REMARK. For a ug 'X , x E X and a E X the following statements 
are equivalent: 
a) x Ep•a for some p EST, in other words, x E D((a}, 'X); 
b) for every Va E CVa , and every Vx E CV,, there is a t E T such that 
tVa n Vx =/=- 0; 
c) there is a net (a;}; in X with a; - a and there are t; in T 
with x = Jim t;a; ; 
d) a E q•x for some q E Sr, in other words, a E D((x}, 'X). D 
4.3. EXAMPLES. Let 'X be a ttg and let cp: 'X-61) be a homomorphism of 
ttgs. Then 
a) D(D.x ,'XX 'X) = Q'X; 
b) D(D.x , <3l<P) = Q<P ; 
c) D(E<P , <3l<P) =E<P andso D(Q<1>,0l<1>)CE<1>; 
d) D(Q: ,<3l<P) = Q<P, hence Q<P = Q: implies D(Q<P,<3l<P) = Q<P. 
PROOF. 
a) Follows immediately from b. 
b) Using 4.1.c and 4.2. this follows easily from 3.1.. 
c) Let (J: 'X/ E <P - cp ['X] be the maximal almost periodic factor of cp 
and let K: 'X- 'X/ E <P be the quotient map. Then it is easily seen that 
As () is an almost periodic extension, K X K[D(E<P,<3l<P)]C Ax; £.; hence 
D ( E <P, <3l<P) C E <P . 
d) Clearly, Q<P = D(t:.x ,<3l<t>)C D(Q: ,<3l<P). 
conversely, as Q: C intR.(To:n R <P) for every o:E 62.lx , we have 
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P* Q; c;;,p o intR/Tan R,p)c;;,p o Tan R,pc;;, Tan R,p (aE 6l1x) . 
So p * Q; c;;, Q ,p and D ( Q; , '3l,p) c;;, Q 4> • D 
The next theorem as well as its proof resemble 3.3. and 3.4 .. 
4.4. THEOREM. Let q, : ~-61! be a homomorphism of ttgs. If for every 
- -
xi EX there is an x EX with Tx n Tx i =/=- 0 , such that q,(x) is 
an almost periodic point and q, is open in x , then E 4> = Q 4> ifJ 
D ( Q 4> ' '3l,p) = Q 4> • 
PROOF. If £ ,p = Q ,p then, by 4.3., it follows that D ( Q ,p, '3l,p) = Q ,p . 
Conversely, suppose that D(Q,p,'3l,p) = Q,p- Let (xi,x 2)EQ,p and 
(x 2 ,x 3)E Q,p, and assume q, is open in Xi. We shall prove that 
(xi ,x3)E Q,p . 
Let {(x~ ,xj)}; and {t; }; be nets in R ,p and T such that 
(Xz ,x~)-(x2,X3) and t;(X~ ,xj)-(w,w) for some WE X. 
As q,(x~)-ip(x 2)=q,(xi) and as q, is open in xi, there are 
z; Eip-ip(x~) such that z; -xi. Define z = limt;z; (after passing to a 
suitable subnet). Then 
(z;,X2)-(xi,X2) and t;(z;,Xz)-(z,w) . 
As (xi ,x 2)E Q,p it follows that 
(z , W) E p *(xi , X 2) c;;, D ( {(xi , X 2)} , '3l,p) c;;, D ( Q ,p, '3l,p) = Q </> , 
where p = lim t; E ST (after passing to a suitable subnet). As 
(z;,X3)-(xi,x3) and t;(z; ,xj)-(z,w), 
it follows that 
where q = Jim t; - i E ST (after passing to a suitable subnet). 
Now assume that q, is not open in x 1 • By assumption, we may find 
- --
x EX such that Tx n Tx i =I=- 0 and q, is open in x , while q,(x) E Y 
is an almost periodic point. For an almost periodic point z E Tx n Tx i let 
/ and K be minimal left ideals in ST such that z = px and z = qx i 
for some p E / and some q EK. Let v EJ,p(x)U). Then vx = vp - iqxi , 
and 
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As (x , vx)E P</>, we have (x,vp - 1qx 2)E Q</>oPc/> and it is easily seen that 
Q</> oPc/>~ D(Q4>,'3t4>) = Qcp . By the above, (x,vp - 1qx 3)E Qcp and so 
( vp - 1 qx 1 , vp - 1 qx 3) = ( vx, vp - 1 qx 3) = v (x, vp - 1 qx 3) E Q </> . 
But then 
(x 1 , x 3) E D ( { ( vp - 1 qx 1 , vp - 1 qx 3)} , '3tcp) ~ D ( Q cf>, '3tcp) = Q cf> , 
whjch shows the transitivity of Q cf> • □ 
4.5. COROLLARY. Let ct,: 'X-qi be a homomorphism of ttgs. 
a) If cf, is open then Ee/> = Qc/> iff D(Q4> , '3tcp) = Q c/> . In particular, 
foreveryttg 'X wehave E 'X= Q 'X iff D(Q'X,'X X 'X)=Q 'X. 
b) If 'X is a metric ergodic ttg and if qi is minimal, then E cf> = Q cf> 
iff D ( Q cf> , '3t<I>) = Q cf> • 
PROOF. 
a) This follows immediately from the first part of the proof of 4.4 .. 
b) If X is metric, there is a residual set of points in which cf, is open, 
also there is a residual set of transitive points. As qi is minimal, the assump-
tions of 4.4. are satisfied. □ 
VIIl.5. REMARKS 
In this final section we shall mention an other variation on regional prox-
imality. This variation is closely related to what is called "Ellis' trick" in 
[G 76], namely, that open sets in the regular topology on the phase space 
X of a minimal ttg 'X do have some thickness in the ~ ('X , u )-
topology. For a more detailed treatment of this other variation on 
regional proximality we refer to [V 77] and [VW 83]. 
We also consider the regional proximal relation for special kinds of 
incontractible minimal ttgs. 
Let cf, : 'X- qi be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. Define 
Ucp[x]:= n{(Ta)(x)nct,-cf,(x)laE62Lx} ' 
where (Ta)(x) = {x'E XI (x ,x')E Ta}. 
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In other words: x 'E U </> [x] iff there are nets {x'; }; 10 ct,<-cf,(x ) and 
{t; }; in T such that 
x 1 - x' and I; (x, x '; )-(x, x ) ; 
i.e., the "regionally proximal-making net" may be chosen to be constant in 
x . Define 
U </>: = {(x, x ')E R </> I x'E U </> [x]} . 
If cf, : ex-{*}, then we write U~[x] and U~. 
Note that this a-symmetric defined notion has a counterpart in the notion of 
SRP(cf,<-cf,(x) , x) , see 111.5.8 .. 
Clearly, P </>c:;,_ U </> c:;,_ Q </>; but in [V 77] W.A. VEECH has shown that in several 
cases one can say more : 
5.1. THEOREM. ([V 77] 2.7.5.) Let cf, : ex- 6?:I be a homomorphism of minimal 
ttgs. If for every y E Y and u Ely the set u ct,<-(Y) is dense in 
ct,<-(Y) (e.g., if cf, is distal), then U </> = Q </> = E</> . □ 
In the absolute case even more is true ([V 77] 2.7.6., also see [VW 83]): 
5.2. THEOREM. If ex is a minimal ttg that satisfies the Bronstein condition 
(i.e., X X X has a dense subset of almost periodic points) then 
U~ = Q~= E ~. □ 
In the proofs of 5.1. and 5.2. the following set turns out to be of vital impor-
tance. For a homomorphism cf,: ex-6?:I of minimal ttgs and for y E Y and 
u E l y define 
L 1(Y): = {xEct,<-(Y)lin\u <1>- (y).;; (~ .uJ/u(u o U))'F 0 for every U E 'YJ} , 
where 'VJ: = CV"x n ct,<-(Y) . 
One can show that L 1(Y) is a closed subset of ct,<-(Y) (easily) and that 
L 1(Y) 'F 0 ([V 77] 2.7.2.). 
The following theorem is the basis for 5.2., it can be found in [VW 83] (and 
without proof in [V 77] 2.7.6.). 
5.3. THEOREM. Let ex be a minimal ttg. Then L 1(*) = X , where * is the 
only element of ( *} , the trivial ttg. □ 
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5.4. QUESTIONS. 
a) Does 5.2. hold in the relativized case? I.e. : 
If cp: 'X-61J is an open Be extension of minimal ttgs, is 
U<t>=Q<t>=E<t>? 
b) Is there any relation between U ct> and Q: ? For instance: Does 
Uc/>= Q<t> imply Q <t> = Q: ? 
We end this section with some remarks on Ecx[x] for an incontractible 
minimal ttg 'X . 
5.5. REMARK. Let 'X be a ttg and let A c;::; X be nonempty, then for every 
uEJ we have Ecx[A] = Ecx[uoA] . 
PROOF. Let K: ix- 'X/ E ex be the quotient map. Then 
Ecx[u oA ] = Ecx[u oA ] = K-K[u oA ] = K-(u o K[A]). 
As K [A] E 2'X/ E"- and as, by 11.2.7., 2'X/ E,,, is uniformly almost periodic, it 
- -
follows that K [A ] = u o K [A ] for every u E J . Hence 
□ 
5.6. THEOREM. Let 'X be a minimal ttg. 
a) Let 'X satisfy the Bronstein condition and let x' E X he arbitrary. 
Then for every nonempty open U in X there is an x E U with 
Ecx[x]<;;;fx,o U. 
b) Let 'X be incontractible and let u E J . Then for every nonemp~y 
open U in X there is an x EU with Ecx[x]c;::; u o U. 
PROOF. Let u E J . For Uc;::; X nonempty and open let V be a 
nonempty open set in X with V c;::; V c;::; U . By 5.3., we know that 
u(u o V) has a nonempty lJ('X, u)-interior W in uX. Let x E W and 
note that x = ui E W c;::; u o V . So, by 5.5 ., there is an x E V c;::; U such 
that Ecx[x] = Ecx[i]. 
a) By IIl .3.10.a, we have 
So by the above, Ecx[x] = Ecx[i]c;::;fx,o U for some x EU. 
b) Similarly, b follows from Ill.3.10.b. □ 
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5.7. THEOREM. Let 'X be a minimal ttg and assume that the quotient map 
K: 'X- 'X/ E 'X is open. 
a) If 'X satisfies the Bronstein condition then for every x 'E X we 
have for U nonempty and open in X that 
E ix [U] = Qix[U] = lx ,o u. 
b) If 'X is incontractible then for u El and for every nonempty open 
- -
U in X we have that Eix[U] = Qix[U] = u o U. 
PROOF. 
a) Let x E U and let VE CV:, . By 5.6.a, there is an xv E Un V 
such that Eix[xv]<:;;;Jx•o(U n V), so E ix [xv]<;;;Jx• 0 U. As K is open, 
-- - --
Eix[x] = Iim2xEix[xv] and so Eix[x]<;;;lx,o U. Hence Eix[U]<;;;lx,o U. 
As, by 5.5., Eix[U] = Eix[u o U] for every u El, we have: 
w o Uc;;; E'X[w o U] = E'X[U] for every w E l x•. 
Hence E 'X [U]c;;;lx,o Uc;;; E'X[U] = E ix [U]. 
b) Similar to the above one proves, using 5.6.b, that E 'X [ U] = u o U . 
But u o U is closed, so E'X[U] = u o U . □ 
5.8. COROLLARY. If 'X is distal then for every nonempty open U in X we 
have E 'X [ U] = u o U . □ 
5.9. COROLLARY. Let 'X be incontractible and assume that K:'X-'X/ E 'X 
is open. Then for every u El we have E 'X [x] = Q 'X [x] = U•X. 
PROOF. It is not difficult to see that u * x c;;; Q'X [x] = E 'X [x] . 
Conversely, by 5.7.b, 
5.10. QUESTIONS. 
□ 
a) If 'X satisfies the Bronstein condition and if x 'EX , do we have 
for every x EX that Q'X[x] = LJ {w•x I w Elx•}? 
b) Can we relativize 5.9.? I.e., if cp: 'X-6ll is a RIC extension of 
minimal ttgs such that K:'X-'X/E,p is open, do we have 
E,p[x] = Q,p[x] = U•X for every x EX and every u El,p(x)? 
If so, then one can prove that E ,p = Q ,p = U ,p . 
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In 5.9. we have the restriction of K being open. The following remark deals 
with a situation in which K is not necessarily open. 
5.11. THEOREM. Let '!X, be an incontractib/e minimal ttg. If x E X is such 
that uTx is dense in X for some u E J , then there is a q E M with 
Q6X[x] = q•x 
PROOF. Let x E X and let u E J be such that uTx is dense in X . and 
let U E 'Yx . Then, by 5.3., u (u o U) has a nonempty i ('!X., u )-interior in 
uX . By 111.2.4., there is an x 'E uX , a continuous pseudometric a and an 
t: > 0 such that 
U (x ',a, t:) n uX C u (u o U) . 
As U(x',a,t:) is open in X, there is a t ET with utx E U(x',a,t:). 
But then, by 111.3.10.b, Q 6X [utx] C: u o U . Since t - I utx, x) E P 6X and 
E"Y. = Q 6X = Q 6Xo P6X, it follows that 
Q 6X [x] = Q 6X [t - 1utx]c;;; , - 1u o U. 
So we proved that for every aE 62Lx , there 1s a p,,E M with 
Q6X[x]c;;;p 0 oa(x). As for every /JC a we have: 
Q6X[x]C:pp o /3(x)C:pp oa(x), 
it follows that Q6X[x]c;;; q oa(x), where q = limpp for a suitable subnet of 
the pp's with /JC: a. Hence Q 6X [x]c;;; q•x . 
Conversely, if x'E q•x then it is easily seen that (qx,x')E Q"X. So, if 
Q"X[x]c;;; q•x , then Q"X[x] = Q 6X [qx]. However, it is not difficult to see 
that q•x c;;; Q"X [qx] , so 
□ 
5.12. QUESTION. Do we really need the assumption of uTx being dense in 
X in the above? 
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SAMENVATIING 
Deze studie over topologische dynamica is opgebouwd rond een aantal 
thema's uit de structuurtheorie van minimale topologische transformatiegroe-
pen (minimale ttg's). Hoewel het begrip "minimale topologische transforma-
tiegroep" ruim zestig jaar oud is, is de structuurtheorie betrekkelijk jong. 
Voornamelijk onder invloed van H. FURSTENBERG, R. ELLIS en J. AUSLANDER 
is die theorie in de zestiger jaren van de grond gekomen en aangevuld met 
het werk van S. GLASNER. D. C. MCMAHON en T. S. WU uitgebouwd in de 
zeventiger jaren. 
In het kader van een proefschrift is het niet doenlijk de ontwikkelingen in 
detail te schetsen. Argumenten aangaande de leesbaarheid en notatie echter, 
alsook het gebrek aan een eenduidige referentiemogelijkheid, noodzaakten tot 
een vrij uitgebreide introductie in de vorm van hoofdstuk I. Dit hoofdstuk 
bevat ook enige simpele overwegingen met betrekking tot half-openheid van 
homomorfismen, die van veel nut zijn in de hoofdstukken IV en VII. 
In hoofdstuk II wordt de actie op hyperruimten behandeld; quasifactoren en 
de cirkel-operatie worden ingevoerd. 
Evenals het tweede heeft ook het derde hoofdstuk voornamelijk een inleidend 
karakter. Het centrale thema hier is het bepalen van de equicontinue 
structuur-relatie in een situatie waarin voldoende bijna-periodiciteit is om de 
door H. FURSTENBERG in [F 63] geintroduceerde iJ-topologie te gebruiken. 
Het doe! van dit hoofdstuk is niet alleen het geven van een introductie van de 
bijbehorende begrippen en hun eigenschappen, maar ook het leveren van een 
aanzet tot meer eenheid van de bestaande benaderingen. 
Het vierde en het vijfde hoofdstuk zijn gewijd aan een speciale vorm van 
proximaliteit: "high proximality". In hoofdstuk IV worden de highly proxi-
male uitbreidingen zelf bestudeerd. In het bijzonder wordt het optillen van 
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homomorfismen tot open homomorfismen via highly proximale uitbreidingen 
bestudeerd, en de eigenschappen van homomorfismen die invariant zijn onder 
dit proces. Ook wordt enige aandacht gegeven aan de Maximale Highly 
Proximale uitbreidingen van minimale ttg's. In hoofdstuk V wordt dit in veel 
sterker mate gedaan door de structuur van MHP generatoren te bestuderen. 
Deze MHP generatoren zijn zekere gesloten deelverzamelingen van de univer-
sele minimale ttg, die maximale highly proximale uitbreidingen genereren als 
quasifactoren. Ook construeren we de MHP generator die de universele HPI 
ttg voortbrengt. 
Disjunctheid en disjunctheidsrelaties vormen de hoofdschotel van hoofdstuk 
VI. Twee minimale ttg's worden disjunct genoemd als het cartesisch product 
weer minimaal is. Een voor dit hoofdstuk typisch resultaat is 
PI n P ..l <: D ..l ..l , in woorden: een mini male PI ttg die disjunct is van iedere 
minimale proximale ttg is ook disjunct van iedere minimale ttg die disjunct is 
van iedere minimale distale ttg. De resultaten zijn geschematiseerd weer-
gegeven in een tweetal plaatjes. Ook worden de resultaten toegepast in ver-
band met de vraag of twee minimale ttg's disjunct zijn als ze geen gemeen-
schappelijke niet-triviale beelden hebben. 
In hoofdstuk VII komt zwak-disjunctheid aan de ordc (twee minimale ttg's 
heten zwak disjunct wanneer hun cartesisch product ergodisch is). Een 
belangrijke plaats in dit hoofdstuk is weggelegd voor homomorfismen met een 
extra maat-structuur: RIM uitbreidingen. Onder andere wordt bewezen dat 
voor open RIM uitbreidingen van minimale ttg's de regionale proximale rela-
tie een equivalentierelatie is. Een ander probleem dat wordt behandeld, is: in 
hoeverre wordt voor een tweetal homomorfismen met het zelfde codomein 
zwak-disjunctheid geimpliceerd door disjunctheid van hun maximale bijna-
periodieke factoren . 
Het laatste hoofdstuk handelt voornamelijk over een verscherpte vorm van 
regionale proximaiireit. In het bijzonder gaat het over de vraag of de 
gelijkheid van de verscherpte regionaie proximale relatie en de regionale 
proximale relatie impliceert dat de regionale proximale relatie een equivalen-
tierelatie is. Het antwoord op die vraag is bevestigend als de afbeelding in 
kwestie open is en ook als de ruimten metrisch zijn. 
De hoofdstukken IV en V bevatten de resultaten van het onderzoek dat in 
samenwerking met J. AUSLANDER werd verricht (AW 81 ], en de resultaten in 
hoofdstuk VIII en in VII.3. zijn verkregen in samenwerking met 
J. AUSLANDER, D. C. MCMAHON en T. S. WU (AMWW ?]. 
ERNST FUCHS, drawing in: 
Architectura Caelestis, die Bilder des Verschollenen Stils 
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STELLING EN 
behorende bij het proefschrift 
TOPOLOGICAL DYNAMIX 
STELLING I : Yoor minimale ambits ('X,x 0) en (6JJ,y 0) definieren we de representatie 
<31,('X: .xQJ<6lJ ,yo) van (6JJ,yo) in ('X , x 0 ) als 
de quasifactor van 'X gegenereerd door de actie van de stabilisator van y 0 op x 0 . Dan geldt: 
(i) ('31,('X: .xQJ<6lJ,yo);::; <31,('!!.y 0j('X , xo) als en slechts dan als ('X
0 
1- 6/J 0 )!, , waar 
£: = <31,('X..x 0)(6/J ,yo) · 
(ii) Zij 'X een MHP ttg en zij 6lJ een quasifactor van 'X . Dan is de representatie van de 
representatie van (6/J,y 0) in ('X.x 0) in ('X.x 0 ) juist de representatie van (611,y 0 ) in 
('X, Xo) . 
Voor de bovengenoemde begrippen zie dit proefschrift en vgl. IV.3. 1. . 
STELLING 2 : Laat (X , q,) en ( Y, >/,) mini male flows zijn en laat p. en v invariante ergodische 
Borel waarschijnlijkheidsmaten zijn op X en Y . In elk van de volgende geva llen impliceert 
ergodentheoretische disjunctheid van (X.q,,µ) en (Y ,>/,.v) de topologisch dynamische dis-
junctheid van (X , q,) en ( Y , >/,) . 
(i) Het product van de Ellisgroepen H en F van (X , q,) en ( Y , >/,) is een groep en (X. q,) 
is topologisch dynamisch disjunct van iedere minimale zwak mengende flow. 
(ii) Het product van de Ellisgroepen H en F van (X , q,) en ( Y . >/,) omvat de Ellisgroep van 
de universele PI flow (bijv. (X. q,) is een PI flow). 
AUSLANDER, J.. On disjointness in topological dynamics and ergodic theory. in: Ergodic 
theory (proc), Lecture Notes in Math. 729. Springer Verlag. New York 1979 
STELLING 3 : Zij G een groep voorzien van een compacte T 1 topologie zo. dat linksver-
menigvuldiging, rechtsvermenigvuldiging en het nemen van de inverse continu zijn. Definieer 
voor gesloten deelverzamelingen F van G 
N(F): = n { 0 n F I O omgeving van de eenheid} . 
Vgl. proposition 3.2. in: 
ELLIS, R .. S. GLASNER en L. SHAPIRO. Proximal isometric (•:i'I-) flows , Advances in 
Math. 17, 213-260 ( 1975) 
STELLING 4 : Laat < T , X, 1r > een topologische transformatiegroep zijn met X een com-
pacte T2 ruimte. Dan induceert de actie 1r van T op X een actie A(?T) van T op ,\(X) , 
de superextensie van X . 
Als < T , X, 1T > uniform bijna periodiek is, dan is < T, ,\ (X), ,\ (17) > dat ook. 
V oor het begrip superextensie zie bijv.: 
VERBEEK. A., Superextensions of topological spaces. Mathematical Centre Tracts Nr. 41 , 
Mathematisch Centrum. Amsterdam 1972 
MILL, J. VAN, Supercompactness and Wallman spaces. Mathema tical Centre Tracts Nr. 85. 
Mathematisch Centrum. Amsterdam 1977 
STELLING 5 : De De Groot-Aarts compactificatie kan worden gei"nterpreteerd als de epi-reflectie 
van (T3½ ,ZNTt) , de categorie van Tychonoff ruimten met een bijbehorende Zwak Normale T 1 
subbasis voor de gesloten verzamelingen, in de categorie (CT2 .ZNT1) van compacte T2 ruimten 
met een bijbehorende Zwak Normale T 1 subbasis voor de gesloten verzamelingen. Hierbij moe-
ten de morfismen in (T3½,ZNT 1) met enige zorgvuldigheid worden gekozen. 
STELLING 6 : Het functoriele (wan)gedrag van superextensies. vooral daar waar het de "natuur-
lijke" morfismenkeuze betreft. geeft weinig hoop op een nuttige categorietheoretische behandeling 
van dit fenomeen. 
STELLING 7 : Voor n EN definieren we rijen An = (an., ),n= 1 als volgt : a1.1: = a2.1: = I. 
a2.2: = 2 . Zij Am gedefinieerd en zij r(rn) zo. dat 
r(m) - 1 r~ ) L i < rn ,;; 2;,; 
I = I I = I 
dandefinierenwe am +l,1: = am .r(m) en am +l.k: = a,,, _k - 1+am.r(m) voor k E (l , ... ,m+ I ) . 
(i) Als An geen gelijke partiele sommen heeft dan heeft An + 1 geen gelijke partiele sommen 
als en slechts dan als an.r<nl niet voorkomt als verschil van gelijkmachtige partiele sommen 
van An . 
(ii) Voor n ;;;,, 2 geldt: 
k + I 
Lan _;> k.an _n - an - 1.1 en 
I = I 
• + 2 
Lan .,> k.an .n + an -2. n - 2 · 
I = 2 
STELLING 8 : De invoering van het onderwijs in de geautomatiseerde gegevensverwerking aan 
scholen voor HA VO en VWO verdient zeker op het gebied van de materiele ondersteuning een 
strakkere coordinatie. 
STELLING 9 : De zwangerschapsgymnastiek dient in Sterker mate aandacht te besteden aan de 
man in verwachting. 
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